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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
DISPOSAL AND REUSE OF CHANUTE AIR FORCE BASE, ILLINOIS

a. Responsible Agency: U.S. Air Force

b. Cooperating Agencies: Federal Aviation Administration, Great Lakes Region;
Illinois Department of Transportation

c. Proposed Action: Disposal and Reuse of Chanute Air Force Base (AFB), Champaign County, Illinois

d. Written comments and inquiries on this document should be directed to: Lt. Col. Thomas J. Bartol,
Director of Programs and Environmental Division, AFRCE-BMS/DEV, Norton Air Force Base,
California, 92409-6448, (714) 382-4891.

e. Designation. Finai Eivironrnantal Impact Statement (EIS).

f. Abstract: On 5 January 1989, the Secretary of Defense announced the closure of Chanute AFB,
Illinois, pursuant to the Base Closure and Realignment Act. Previous environmental documentation
culminated in the filing of a Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure of Chanute AFB in
February 1990. A Record of Decision (ROD) for the action was signed in March 1990. The base is
scheduled for coosure by 30 September 1993. This EIS has been prepared in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act to analyze the potential environmental consequences of the
disposal and reasonable alternatives for reuse of the base. The EIS also describes the potential
environmental consequences of actions that will be taken by the Federal Aviation Administration and
the Illinois Department of Transportation with regard to development of aviation facilities for one of
the reuse alternatives. This document includes analyses of the possible impacts each alternative
may have on the local community, including population and employment, land use and aesthetics,
transportation, utilities, hazardous materials/wastes, geology and soils, water resources, air quality,
noise, biological resources and cultural resources. Potential environmental impacts are land use
incompatibilities, increased aircraft-related noise levels, increased traffic, loss of prime farmlands,
reduced wildlife habitat, alteration of topography, alteration of water flow and drainage patterns,
temporary effects of elevated concentrations of particulate matter during construction, and possible
effects on historic resources. Traffic mitigations Include contributions to area roadway
improvements. If avoidance of biological resources is not adequate or possible, mitigation in the
form of replacement, restoration, or enhancement is possible. Because the Air Force is disposing of j

the property, some of the mitigation measures are beyond the control of the Air Force. Remediation
of Installation Restoration Program sites is, and will continue to be, the responsibility of the Air Force.
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SUMMARY

PURPOSE AND NEED

In May 1988, the Secretary of Defense established the Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure to examine the Issue of military installation realignments

and closures. On 24 October 1988, the Congress and the President endorsed the
Commission and its charter by passing the Defense Authorization Amendments
and Base Closure and Realignment Act (BCRA) (Public Law 100-526).

The Commission submitted its report to the Secretary of Defense on
29 December 1988. Chanute Air Force Base (AFB), Illinois, was one of the bases
recommended by the Commission for closure. The Secretary of Defense

approved the Commission's recommendations on 5 January 1989 and
announced that the Department of Defense would Implement them.

The BCRA also requires the Secretary of Defense to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) In the Implementation of the base closures and
realignments. The Secretary of Defense, through the Air Force, is preparing the
required NEPA documents for the base closures. In February 1990, the Air Force
released the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure of Chanute
AFB, which addressed environmental impacts associated with base closure. The
Record of Decision (ROD) was published In March 1990.

The Air Force must now make a series of interrelated decisions concerning the

disposition of the base property. In support of these decisions, this
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared to provide Information
on the potential environmental impacts resulting from several alternatives for
reuse of the base property after disposal. After completion and consideration of
this EIS, the Air Force will prepare decision documents stating the terms and
conditions under which the dispositions will be made, including the mitigation
measures, if any, that will be taken by the Air Force or be required of the
recipients. Similarly, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Illinois
Department of Transportation (IDOT) will prepare decision documents with regard
to development of aviation facilities for one of the reuse alternatives. These
decisions may affect the environment by influencing the nature of the future use

of the property. Further environmental analysis and documentation may be
required to address other actions that may be proposed in the future.

The Air Force selected as the Proposed Action reuse of Chanute AFB as a major

aircraft maintenance facility for the purpose of evaluating the possible
environmental impacts resulting from the incident reuse of the installation. This
plan was developed by the IDOT and the Village of Rantoul as their Integrated
Concept Plan for reuse of the base property. This proposal would entail
redevelopment of Chanute AFB for aviation-related activities, including air
maintenance, air cargo, and general aviation operations; educational and training;
light Industrial enterprise; health care; recreational; and residential use.
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The following dlternatives to the Proposed Action are also being considered:

"* Redevelopment of the base to provide minor aircraft maintenance, air I
cargo, and general aviation operations. The difference from the Proposed
Action is in the reduced size of the aircraft maintenance operations.

"* Redevelopment of the base with non-aviation land uses such as industrial,
educational/training, hospital/ilfe-care, recreational, and residential.

" The No-Action Alternative, which entails the base remaining under federal J
control and being placed in caretaker status.

SCOPE OF STUDY

The Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS for the disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB
was published in the Federal Register on 24 August 1990. Issues related to the
disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB were identified in the closure scoping meeting
held on 1 March 1989 at the Rantoul Township High School Gymnasium. The
scoping period for the disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB was from late August
to late September 1990. A public scoping meeting was held on 12 September
1990 at the Civic Center in the Village of Rantoul, Illinois. The comments and
concerns expressed at these meetings were used to determine the scope and
direction of studies and analyses required to accomplish this EIS.

This EIS discusses the potential environmental impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and its alternatives. To provide the context in which potential
environmental impacts may occur, discussions of potential changes to the local
communities, including population and employment, land use and aesthetics,
transportation, and community and public utility services are included in this EIS.
In addition, issues related to current and future management of hazardous
materials and wastes are discussed. Impacts to the physical and natural
environment are evaluated for geology and soils, water resources, air quality,
noise, biological resources, and cultural resources. These impacts may occur as
a direct result of disposal and reuse actions or as an indirect result of changes to
the local communities.

The baseline assumed in this document is the conditions projected at base
closure on 30 September 1993. Impacts associated with disposal and/or reuse
activities may then be addressed separately from the impact associated with base
closure. General preclosure conditions and impacts of closure were addressed in
the closure EIS (U.S. Air Force, 1990c). A reference to preclosure conditions
(1988) is provided, where appropriate (e.g., air quality), to provide a comparative
analysis over time. This will assist the decision maker and agencies in
understanding potential long-term impacts in comparison to conditions when the
installation was active.

The Air Force is also preparing a separate Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study
on the economic impacts expected in the region. That document, although not
required by NEPA, will serve as a companion document to this EIS.
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SUMMARY OF PUBUC COMMENTS

The Draft EIS (DEIS) for disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB was made available
for public review and comment in March-April 1991. A public hearing was held in
Ra*ntoul, Illinois, on 27 March 1991, at which the Air Force presented the findings
of the DEIS. Public comments received both verbally at the public meeting and In
writing during the response period have been reviewed and are addressed by the
Air Force in Appendix K of this EIS. In addition, the text of the EIS itself has been
revised, as appropriate, to reflect the concerns expressed in the public

comments. The responses to the comments in Appendix K indicate the relevant
sections of the EIS that have been revised.

The major comments received on the DEIS are as follows:

"* The treatment of short-term impacts of base closure was considered to be
inadequate.

"* The treatment of socioeconomic impacts was considered insufficient.

"* The reuse schedule assumptions are not considered very realistic
regarding rapidity of growth.

"* It is emphasized that the Air Force should clean up contaminated sites
before transferring ownership.

"* Problems associated with low flows to the Rantoul Wastewater Treatment
Plant must be addressed.

"* Asbestos both in buildings to be demolished and those that will remain
must be managed in a way that minimizes or eliminates health risks.

"* Effects of reuse construction and operations activities on wetlands and
water bodies on and near the base must be described.

"* Use of hazardous materials both before and after closure raise concerns
about contamination risks.

"* Reuse activities will result in a loss of prime farmland.

"* Landfills must be identified that will accept demolition and construction
debris.

"* Additional reuses were suggested

"* Concern was expressed about who will assume responsibility for utility
systems on base and in Rantoul after closure.

"* The Air Force is required to continue coordination for the evaluation of
eligibility of historic structures on Chanute AFB.

Based on more recent studies, the following sections of the EIS have been

updated:

" The discussion of the Rantoul Wastewater Treatment Plant (Sections
3.2.5.2 and 4.2.4)

" Land use zones and acreages in the Proposed Action and Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operations Alternative (based on modifications in the IDOT's
Airport Layout Plan; Sections 2.2 and 2.3.1)
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"* The evaluation of potentially eligible historic properties (Sections 3.4.6 and

4.4.6)

"* Discussion of the loss of prime farmland (see Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2)

"* Evaluation of the proposed reuses with regard to Section 4(f) of the
"Department of Transportation Act (Section 4.5).

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Influencing factors and potential environmental Impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and alternatives for reuse of Chanute AFB are summarized in
Tables S-1 and S-2 and briefly described below.

PROPOSED ACTION

Local Community. In 1994, population and employment in the Immediate area
will decline as the base doses and construction for reuse is completed.
Subsequently, redevelopment activities associated with the Proposed Action will
result in increases in population and employment in the Village of Rantoul and
Champaign and Ford counties. Total projected site-related regional population
and employment are shown in Figure S-1. Approximately 6,050 direct jobs are
projected by the year 2014, with an additional 6,000 indirect jobs in the
two-county area. It is estimated that population in Rantoul would increase from
the closure level by 5,790, or 57 percent, by 2014, and that the population in the
Region of Influence (ROI) (Champaign and Ford counties) would increase by
about 12,750, or 7 percent, over the closure level.

The Proposed Action would result in impacts to 576 acres of privately-owned
prime farmland east of the base property. This land would be converted from
agricultural use to support runway expansion and the development of the aircraft
maintenance facility. In addition, three inhabited dwellings on this land would
have to be relocated. Redevelopment land use plans may have minor conflicts
with local zoning ordinances. Road rights-of-way (ROW) and avigational
easements would also have to be established on and off base. The presence of
Installation Restoration Program (IRP) sites may constrain or delay reuse at these
sites until the extent of contamination is delineated and risk assessments and
remedial designs have been implemented.

Increased traffic generated by the Proposed Action would decrease the level of
service on Maplewood Drive to unacceptable levels. Proposed aircraft activities
would have minimal affects on air traffic and airspace use in the region. Light
emissions from the airfield are not expected to adversely affect occupied
buildings or roadways. Minor increases in air and railroad transportation demand
are expected.

Utility demands would increase above closure consumption levels as a result of
the increasing population in the Village of Rantoul. Wastewater flows from the
base area are expected to decline to a minimum of 1.3 million gallons per day
(MGD) In 1994, then rise to an average flow of about 1.7 MGD In 2014. Some
temporary adjustments and a higher degree of maintenance than Is commonly
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necessary may be required at the Rantoul Wastewater Treatment Plant, but no
modifications in the plant or operations should be required. Utility corridors and
easements would have to be obtained to connect new facilities with existing utility
lines. Metering of utility systems may be required to integrate the utility systems
with the Village of Rantoul.

Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste Management. Types and quantities of
hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and pesticides/herbicides generated by
the Proposed Action are expected to increase from closure conditions. The shift
of responsibility for managing hazardous materials and waste from a single user
to multiple, smaller, Independent, users may result In a potential reduction In
service because there may no longer be one on-site organization capable of
responding to hazardous materials and hazardous waste spills. Reuse activities
are not expected to adversely affect the remediation of IRP sites. Existing
underground storage tanks (USTs) would be removed prior to closure in
accordance with Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations.
Demolition and renovation of structures with asbestos-containing materials would
have to be managed in accordance with the National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and other regulations.

Natural Environment. The aviation-related activities of the Proposed Action
would increase noise levels. Prior to closure, the Village has experienced very
limited aircraft noise. Day-night sound levels (DNL) of 65 to 75 decibels (dB)
resulting from aircraft noise would likely affect up to 536 acres of land, but no
residences lie within areas exposed to DNL of 65 dB or greater.

Potential impacts to biological resources could include loss of vegetation/habitat
or degradation of wetlands as a result of construction and operation activities.
There could be potential effects to the setting and integrity of historic resources
as a result of the potential conveyance from federal ownership or other
undertakings. Minor or no impacts on geology and soils, water resources, and air
quality are expected.

MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activitles associated with this alternative
would generate smaller Increases in population and employment than the
Proposed Action. Total projected site-related regional population and
employment are shown in Figure S-1. Approximately 1,880 direct jobs are
projected by the year 2014, with an additional 1,400 indirect jobs in the
two-county ROI. It Is estimated that the population in Rantoul would increase
from the closure level by 1,800, or 18 percent, by 2014, and that population In the
ROI would experience an increase of about 3,820, or about 2 percent, over the
closure level.

This alternative would result in impacts to 231 acres of privately-owned prime
farmland east of the base, which would be converted from agricultural use to
support runway expansion. Acquisition and relocation of the three inhabited
dwellings would not be required. Redevelopment land use plans may have minor
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conflicts with local zoning ordinances, similar to those In the Proposed Action.
Road ROWs and avigational easements would have to be established on and off
base. The presence of IRP sites may constrain or delay reuse at these sites until
the extent of contamination is delineated and risk assessments and remedial
designs have been implemented.

Traffic generated by this alternative would decrease the level of service on

Maplewood Drive to unacceptable levels. As with the Proposed Action, aircraft
activities would have minimal effects on air traffic and airspace use in the region.
Light emissions from the airfield are not expected to adversely affect occupied

buildings or roadways. Minor increases in air and railroad transportation demand
are expected.

Effects on the existing wastewater treatment system would be similar to those of
the Proposed Action. New utility corridors and easements would not likely be
required because no new - lity construction is anticipated.

Hazardous Materials/Hai ous Waste Management. Types of hazardous
materials, hazardous waste, and pesticides/herbicides associated with this
alternative are expected to be similar to those used for the Proposed Action, but
the quantities used would be smaller. The effects would likely be similar to those
of the Proposed Action.

Natural Environment. The aviation-related activities of this alternative would
generate aircraft noise. Approximately 476 acres of land would be affected by
noise levels of DNL 65 dB or greater, but no residences lie within areas exposed
to DNL of 65 dB or greater.

Potential impacts to biological resources could include loss of vegetation/habitat
or degradation of wetlands caused by construction and operation activities.
There could be potential effects to the integrity and setting of historic resources
as a result of the potential conveyance from federal ownership or other
undertakings. Minor or no impacts on geology and soils, water resources, and air
quality are expected.

NON-AVIATION ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with this alternative
would generate smaller long-term increases in population and employment than
the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. Total projected
site-related regional population and employment are shown in Figure S-1.
Approximately 1,230 direct jobs are projected by the year 2014, with an additional
150 indirect jobs in the two-county ROI. It is estimated that the population in
Rantoul would increase from the closure level by 1,170, or 12 percent, by 2014,
and that population in the ROI would experience a net increase of about 2,280, or
1 percent, over closure conditions.

This alternative would require no property acquisition. Redevelopment land use
plans may have moderate conflicts with local zoning ordinances. No avigational
easements or road ROWs would be required.
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Traffic generated by this alternative would not adversely affect the level of service
on key roadways. Minor increases in air and railroad transportation are expected.

No effects to the existing utility systems are anticipated, with the exception of the
wastewater system. The wastewater system effects would be similar to those
associated with the other alternatives.

Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste Management. Types and quantities of
hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and pesticides/herbicides associated with
the alternative are expected to vary. The effects of this alternative would likely be
similar to those of the Proposed Action.

Natural Environment. There would be no aircraft-related increases in noise
levels. Surface traffic noise levels on site would not likely increase over closure
levels. Minor, local impacts caused by loss of vegetation/habitat or degradation
of wetlands are anticipated as a result of the -ninimal construction activities.
Minor or no impacts on geologic resources, soils, water resources, air quality,
noise, and cultural resources are expected.

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. The only activities associated with the No-Action Alternative
would be disposal management activities, creating less than 100 direct and
indirect jobs. This alternative would not result in any increases in employment or
population compared to closure levels.

No adverse land use effects are anticipated. The on-base structures would be left
in place and maintained in a caretaker status. No effects on road, air, or railroad
transportation are expected.

Adverse impacts to the wastewater system may be caused by low flows.
Modifications to the system could be required to accommodate long-term
decreased flows and ensure that discharged effluent continues to meet applicable
standards.

Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste Management. Small quantities of
various types of hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and pesticides/herbicides
would be used for this alternative and managed by the caretaker contractor in
accordance with all applicable regulations. Security of IRP sites would be
enhanced under this alternative. All USTs would have to be removed and
provisions would be made for sufficient maintenance of above-ground tanks.

Natural Environment. Beneficial effects on geological resources, soils, water
resources, air quality, noise, and biological resources are expected as a result of
the lack of reuse development and operations. The limited maintenance planned
under the No-Action Alternative may result in deterioration in the quality or
integrity of historic buildings on base.
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION



1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

This environmental impact statement (EIS) examines the potential Impacts to

the environment resulting from the disposal and reuse of Chanute Air Force
Base (AFB), Illinois. This document has been prepared in accordance with the

National Environmenta! Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council on

Environmental Quality (CEO) regulations Implementing the NEPA. Appendix A
presents a glossary of terms, acronyms, and abbreviations used in this

document.

1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED

The Proposed Action addressed In this EIS Is the disposal of Chanute AFB in
whole or part to other federal agenc;es, public entitles, and/or private

organizations. The disposal of Chanute AFB is authorized by the provisions of
the Base Closure and Realignment Act (BCRA) of 1988 (Public Law 100-526)

and the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense's Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure. The Secretary of Defense established the

Commission on Base Realignment and Closure in May 1988 to recommend
military installations for realignment and closure. The Commission was to use
the military value of the installation as the primary criterion in identifying

candidate bases. Congress and the President endorsed the Commission and

its charter by passing the Defense Authorization Amendments and BCRA on
24 October 1988. This legislation required the Secretary of Defense to
implement or reject the Commission's recommendations in their entirety.

On 29 December 1988, the Commission submitted its report to the Secretary of
Defense, recommending realignments and closures affecting 145 military
installations. Of these installations, 86 are to be closed, including Chanute AFB.
The Secretary of Defense approved the Commission's recommendations on

5 January 1989 and announced that the Department of Defense (DOD) would
implement the realignment and closures of the selected installations. Congress

did not pass a joint resolution disapproving the Commission's
recommendations and the Commission's recommendations on base closures
were thereby approved.

Under the provisions of the BCRA, the Secretary of Defense must Initiate the
recommended closures and realignments by 30 September 1991 and complete
them before 30 September 1995. Chanute AFB Is scheduled for closure by

30 September 1993. The disposition of Chanute AFB will be In compliance with
the Defense Authorization Amendments, the BCRA, and the Federal Property

and Administration Services Act of 1949.
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I
The decisions to be made by the Air Force regarding Chanute AFB property
Include the following: I

"* If, how, and when the property will be divided into parcels for disposal
(parcelization)

"* What disposal method will be used for each parcel, for eyxmple:
- transfer to another federal agency

- public benefit conveyance to an eligible entity
- negotiated sale to a public body
- sealed bid or auction to the general public

"* What mitigation measures are needed for Air Force actions that cause
environmental impacts.

The EIS will also support Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Illinois
Department of Transportation (IDOT) decisions regarding development of
aviation facilities for ono of the reuse alternatives. The purpose and need for the
Proposed Action is to enhance the aviation capacity of the State of Illinois,
particularly east-central Illinois. Chanute Field has been designated as a reliever
airport to O'Hare International Airport. Both the FAA and the State of II" -s
have identified Rantoul as a suitable area for development of general aviation
facilities. Reuse of Chanute AFB property as a general aviation reliever airport
would be in accordance with these recommendations. Further environmental
analysis and documentation may be required to address other actions that may
be proposed in the future.

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS

The BCRA also requires compliance with the NEPA (with some exceptions) in
the Implementation of the base closures and realignments. The issues that were
excluded from NEPA compliance are:

"* The selection of installations for closure or realignment

"* The establishment of the Commission

"* The Secretary of Defense's acceptance of the Commission's
recommendations.

The Secretary of Defense, through the Air Force, is preparing the required NEPA
documentation at each stage of the base closure process. In February 1990,
the Air Force released the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure
of Chanute AFB, with the Record of Decision (ROD) published in March 1990.
That document addressed the environmental Impacts associated with closure.
The ROD is presented in Appendix B of this EIS.

The Air Force has prepared this EIS to provide information on the potential
environmental impacts of federal decisions regarding the disposal and incident
reuse of Chanute AFB. Following the completion and consideration of this EIS,
the Air Force will make a series of interrelated decisions regarding disposal and
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parcelization of the base property. The federal decision documents, such as the

ROD, will state the terms and conditions under which disposal will be made,
including the mitigation measures, if any, that will be taken by the Air Force or

required of the recipients. These decisions may affect the environment by
determining or influencing the nature of the future use of the property.

Because the parcelization and disposal methods do not directly affect the

environment, this EIS will focus on the environmental impacts associated with
the reuse implemented by future owners. The Air Force will use the
redevelopment plans developed by the state and local community as the

Proposed Action for the purpose of conducting the required environmental

analysis. In addition, the Air Force will also analyze the environmental impacts
associated with other reasonable reuse alternatives to ensure that all potential
environmental impacts have been identified. The recipients of the property will
subsequently make decisions with regard to the reuse of the property. Four
alternatives have been identified. These include two aviation reuse proposals, a

non-aviation reuse, and a no-action alternative that involves no reuse.

The FAA, Great Lakes Region, is a cooperating agency in the preparation of this

EIS. The FAA has jurisdiction regarding reuse of a portion of the property as a
civilian airport. Its jurisdiction arises from its authority to approve airport layout
plans, which are required for federally funded public-use airports. The agency
also has special expertise and a responsibility to make recommendations to the
Air Force on the disposal of surplus property for airport use. The potential

environmental impacts of airport development must be assessed prior to
committing federal funding, in accordance with the NEPA and FAA Orders
1050.1 D, Policies and Procedures for Considering Environmental Impacts, and

5050.4A, Airport Environmental Handbook.

The FAA has granted the IDOT the power to act as the federal decision-maker

for the FAA regarding any aviation-related reuse of Chanute AFB. The State
Block Grant Program authorizes this action and provides the IDOT with the

discretionary funding for non-primary airfields (those without scheduled
passenger service). Until the State Block Grant Program expires or Instrument

procedures are developed and implemented, the reuse project will not become
an FAA federal action. The FAA has authority to approve facilities for an
instrument landing system (ILS) or to Issue a limited Federal Aviation Regulation
(FAR) Part 139 certificate (airport certification program), which may be needed

for this action. If the State Block Grant Program is not funded beyond its

current extension of 1992, then the FAA could become more directly involved

with the environmental Impact analysis process.

This EIS provides the assessment of potential environmental Impacts of the

proposed airport layout required by the NEPA and FAA regulations. It also

provides environmental assessment Information to aid FAA decisions on
funding requests for airport development projects. If the runway and associated
land are conveyed and devoloped as an airport, the new owners will be required
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I
to prepare an airport layout plan and submit it to the IDOT as appropriate for
approval. I
This EIS analyzes the socioeconomic impacts of disposal and reuse of Chanute
AFB property only to the extent that those impacts affect the natural or physical 1
environment. A concurrent study (Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study, U.S.
Air Force, 199 1b) analyzes in greater detail the socioeconomic impacts of the
base closure and disposal and reuse of the base property. It describes the
effects on the local communities and the transition of activities on the base from
conditions prior to closure through redevelopment, In an effort to address the
concerns of state and local agencies and the general public regarding those I
issues.

1.3 SCOPING PROCESS

The scoping process identifies the significant issues relevant to the Proposed
Action and provides an opportunity for public involvement in the development of
the EIS in accordance with NEPA requirements. At the Chanute AFB Closure
Scoping Meeting held on 1 March 1989 at the Rantoul Township High School
Gymnasium, various issues related to the disposal and reuse of the base were
identified.

The Notice of Intent (Appendix C) to prepare an EIS for disposal and reuse of
Chanute AFB was published in the Federal Register on 24 August 1990. Local
notification of the public scoping meeting was achieved through the media
within a 75-mile radius of the base.

The scoping period for the disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB was from late
August to late September 1990. A public meeting was held on 12 September
1990 at the Civic Center in the Village of Rantoul, Illinois, to solicit comments
and concerns from the general public. Approximately 80 people attended the
meeting. Representatives of the Air Force presented an overview of the
meeting's objectives, agenda, and procedures, and described the process and
purpose for the development of a Disposal and Reuse EIS. In addition to verbal
comments, several written comments were received during the scoping
process. These comments, as well as information from previous Air Force
scoping and Base Reuse Executive Council meetings, were used to determine
the scope and direction of studies/analysis to accomplish this EIS. Copies of
the Draft EIS were sent to all Interested parties. Comments have been
incorporated Into this Final EIS (FEIS); Appendix D contains the distribution list
for the FEIS.

1.3.1 Summary of Scoping Issues and Concerns

The Issues and concerns raised during the scoping process for consideration In
this EIS are discussed below.
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Hazardous Waste

" Concern was expressed regarding asbestos-containing materials in
landfills and in buildings on base, their disposal, and environmental
clean-up commitments.

" Comments were made that the Air Force and the Village of Rantoul need to
work closely with all appropriate federal, state, and local agencies to
expedite a smooth transition for the reuse of Chanute AFB.

" Several speakers commented that significant attention must be afforded to
the environmental cleanup of base property. They felt that the cleanup
must focus on the elimination of hazardous waste and on health and
aesthetic concerns.

Natural Resources

" Concern was expressed regarding the land use changes that would
negatively affect prime farmland, wildlife habitat, wetlands, erosion, and
sedimentation.

" A commenter asserted that requests for the use of Chanute AFB property
that are detrimental to the Village of Rantoul and the surrounding area
should be dismissed in favor of others that will not only be positive for the
community, but will also be beneficial to our nation.

" Speakers expressed concern over the proposed acquisition of additional
land for lengthening the runway. Some of the issues that need to be
considered are potential damage to drainage for adjacent farmland, i.e.,
blockage of surface flow or severance of drainage pipes; potential
severance of small parcels of land, creating difficulty for the economic
operation of agricultural enterprises; and potential interference with access
to adjacent fields.

" It was suggested that the proper disposition of the Parks and Recreation
facilities at Chanute AFB is crucial to providing a balanced allocation of
parks, natural areas, and recreation facilities to meet the needs of the
area's present and future population.

" Commenters expressed the opinion that cooperation with the Village and
appropriate agencies is imperative in the acquisition and transfer of public
benefit lands and facilities. It was requested that the facilities and
greenspace areas be transferred to the Village of Rantoul at no cost
through the public benefit allowance transfer.

Infrastructure

" Comments and questions were raised regarding the current contract for
wastewater services and how the Air Force intends to deal with wastewater
services in base disposal.

" An inquiry was made as to whether the Public Works Reuse Committee will
require an Independent study regarding the feasibility of converting the
steam plant to operate on natural gas.

" It was requested that the electrical distribution system be transferred to the
Village and that the Village maintain control over all major components of
the Infrastructure at Chanute AFB.
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It was urged that cooperation must be given to the Village and its
administration In the transfer of utilities and Infrastructure, and succinct
maintenance agreements need to be adopted during the period of
transition and thereafter, as necessary.

* Concern was expressed with regard to maintenance of additional
community property. The Village of Rantoul will double In area and the
revenues will be halved as a result of base closure. The cost of acquiring
necessary equipment for the maintenance of the infrastructure was of
prime concern for the community. It was requested that the Air Force
provide adequate equipment to last until the land is developed sufficiently
to pay for general maintenance, police and fire protection.

1.3.2 Issues Beyond the Scope of the EIS

Concerns and issues that are beyond the scope of this EIS were also expressed
during the scoping process. These issues, and the reasons they are not
included in this EIS, are identified below. In general, Issues were determined to
be beyond the scope of this EIS if they were either not significant or If they have
been or are being addressed by other surveys and studies.

Installation Restoration Program -The Air Force is currently conducting an
Installation Restoration Program (IRP) that defines and implements the
necessary procedures for the remediation of hazardous materials releases at
Chanute AFB. The IRP is a separate process being conducted concurrently
with the analysis of the disposal and reuse EIS; final assessments and findings
of the IRP are not yet completed. Consideration of IRP management and
analysis procedures are beyond the scope of this EIS; however, IRP issues are
discussed herein to provide a baseline for the affected environment.

Socioeconomics - Effects upon the physical or natural environment as a result
of potential changes in certain socioeconomic factors that are associated with
or caused by the disposal and subsequent reuse of the base are addressed
within this EIS. Other socioeconomic issues, such as the region's employment
base, school budgets, municipal/state tax revenues, municipal land planning,
medical care for military retirees, and dependents, local governments and
services, real estate, and economic effects on utility systems and specific
businesses are beyond the scope of NEPA and CEO requirements. Analysis of
impacts associated with these issues is provided in the Socioeconomic Impact
Analysis Study; that public document will also support the base reuse
decision-making process. The environmental Impact analyses presented in this
EIS are based on the results of the socioeconomic analyses described in detail
In the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study.

1.4 RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

The environmental documents listed below have been prepared separately and
address environmental issues at Chanute AFB. These documents provided
supporting Information for the environmental analysis.
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. Environmental Assessment for Disposal and Reuse of Chapman Court,

Chanute AFB, Illinois

, Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure of Chanute Air Force
Base

, Environmental Assessment for the Reactivation of Runway 18/36 at
Chanute AFB, Illinois

, Environmental Study for the Conversion of 345 Acres of Agricultural Land
Adjacent and Directly East of Chanute Air Force Base for Development
and the Associated Roadway Work.

1.5 RELEVANT FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL STATUTES, REGULATIONS,
AND GUIDEMNES

Federal, state, and local statutes, regulations, and guidelines with which the

proponent and cooperating agencies must comply as related to this disposal

and reuse EIS are presented in Table 1.5-1.
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Table 1.5-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines

Page 1 of 5

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Air Quality Changes In vehicle traffic The Clean Air Act, U.S. Environmental
levels or aircraft 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.; Protection Agency, Illinois
operations; changes in 40 C.F.R. Parts 50-87; 1II. Environmental Protection
emissions from Rev. Stat. Ch. 111 1/2, Agency
construction activity or the Environmental Protection
establishment or removal Act I
of any stationary source of
emissions.

Analysis of environmental Federal Aviation U.S. Department of
impact of development or Administration (FAA) Transportation - Federal
improvement of a public Order 5050.4a. Aviation Administration
airport.

Improvement of a federally 23 U.S.C. § 109 U.S. Department of
funded highway project. (Standards for Federal Aid Transportation - Federal

Highways); The Clean Air Highway Administration I
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7506; Air
Quality Conformity and
Priority Procedures for I
use In Federal-Aid
Highway and federally -
funded Transit Programs,
23 C.F.R. Part 770.

Biological Consultation regarding Fish and Wildlife Department of Interior -
Resources federal or federally Coordination Act, U.S. Fish and Wildlife I

permitted projects to 16 U.S.C. §§ 1661 et seq. Service
Impound, divert, or control
surface waters with a total
surface area greater than
10 acres.

Dredge and fill activities in Clean Water Act, U.S. Environmental
jurisdictional wetlands. 33 U.S.C. §f 1251 et seq.; Protection Agency;

Executive Order 11990 Department of Defense -
(Protection of Wetlands). Army Corps of Engineers;

Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency

Activities that may affect Migratory Bird Treaty Department of Interior - I
habitat of migratory birds. Act 16 U.S.C. 0701 et U.S. Fish and Wildlife

seq.; 50 C.F.R. Part 21. Service

Development In or over The Rivers and Harbors Department of Defense -
navigable waters. Act, 33 U.S.C. § 401 et seq. U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers; U.S.
Department of
Transportation
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Table 1.5-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines

Page 2 of 5

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Biological Reservoir development Watershed Protection and U.S. Department of
Resources and stream modification Flood Prevention Act, Agriculture - Soil
(cont'd) projects including specific 16 U.S.C. §§ 1001 et seq., Conservation Service

fish and wildlife habitat 33 U.S.C. § 701-1.
improvements.

Transportation programs Department of U. S. Department of
or projects that may Transportation Act of 1966 Transportation
require the use of any 49 U.S.C. § 303(c)
publicly-owned land of a (formerly 49 U.S.C. § 1653
public park, recreation (f) [1982])
area, or wildlife or
waterfowl refuge of
national, state, or local
significance.

Ensuring that necessary Executive Order 12088 Department of Defense -
actions are taken for the (Federal Compliance with U.S. Air Force
prevention, control, and Pollution Control
abatement of Standards).
environmental pollution
from federal facilities and
activities under the control
of the agency.

Project activities that may Illinois Endangered Illinois Department of
affect Illinois-listed Species Protection Act of Conservation
endangered and 1972, as amended (111.
threatened species. Rev. Stat. Ch.8, para 341

[1972]); Illinois Executive
Order No. 7 (1985),
Protection of Endangered
Species and Natural Areas.

Project activities that may Interagency Wetland Illinois Department of
affect wetlands. Policy Act of 1989, III. Rev. Conservation

Stat. Ch. 96-1/2, para.
9701-1 et seq. (1989)

Cultural Project activities that may Historic Sites Act, Department of Interior -
Resources affect properties with 16 U.S.C. §§ 461 et seq.; National Park Service;

archaeological, historic, National Historic Advisory Council on
architectural, or cultural Preservation Act, Historic Preservation-
value that are listed or 16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.; Illinois State Historic
eligible for listing In the Protection of Historic and Preservation Office
National Register of Cultural Properties,
Historic Places. 36 C.F.R. Part 800;

National Register of
Historic Places, 36 C.F.R.
Part 60;
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Table 1.5-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines

Page 3 of 5

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Cultural Illinois Historic
Resources Preservation Act of 1976,
(cont'd) Ill. Rev. Stat Ch. 127 §§

133 di seq.; State
Agency Historic Resource
Preservation Act, Ill. Rev.
Stat. Ch. 127 § 133 c 21 et
seq.; Determinations of
Eligibility for Inclusion in
the NRHP, 36 C.F.R. Part
63; The Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for
Historic Preservation
Projects, 36 C.F.R. Part 68
(Executive Order 11593).

Transportation programs Department of U.S Department of
or projects that will require Transportation Act of 1966 Transportation
the use of or have (Public Law 89-670),
significant Impacts on land 49 U.S.C. 303, Section 4(f).
of an historic site of
national, state, or local
significance.

Land Use Disposal of dwellings. McKlnney Homeless Department of Housing
Assistance Act, 42 and Urban Development -
U.S.C. § 11411. Department of Health and

Human Services

Conveyance of federal Federal Property U.S. Environmental
properties comprising Administrative Services Protection Agency;
Chanute AFB. Act, 40 U.S.C. § 471 et Department of Defense -

seq.; Base Closure and U.S. Air Force
Realignment Act of 1988,
Pub. L No. 100-526.

Reuse of Chanute AFB Village of Rantoul Zoning Village of Rantoul
property. Ordinance, 1991.

Control of height of 14 C.F.R. Part 77 U.S. Department of
objects around an airport. Transportation - Federal

Aviation Administration
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Table 1.5-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines

Page 4 of 5

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Soils Purchase and Farland Protection U.S. Department of
development of Pol;cy Act, 7 U.S.C. § § Agriculture - Soil
agricultural land adjacent 4201 et seq.; Farmland Conservation Service;
to Chanute AFB for project Preservation Act, Ill. Rev. Illinois Department of
purposes. Stat., Ch. 5, § § 1301 et Agriculture

seq.; Illinois Executive
Order No. 4 (1980),
Preservation of Illinois
Farmland

Airport construction Federal Aviation U.S. Department of
activities that may affect air Administration Advisory Transportation - Federal
and water quality as a Circular 150/5370-10, Aviation Administration
result of soil erosion, standards for specifying

construction of airports

Transportation Aviation safety and noise Federal Aviation U. S. Department of
abatement. Regulation, Part 150. Transportation - Federal

Aviation Administration

Waste Remediation of past Comprehensive General Services
Management discharges of hazardous Environmental Response, Administration - U.S. Air

substances. Compensation and Force; Illinois
Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § § Environmental Protection
9601et seq.; Executive Agency
Order 12580 (Superfund
Implementation); Ill. Rev.
Stat. Ch. 111 1/2,
Environmental Protection
Act

Generation and temporary Resource Conservation U.S. Environmental
storage of hazardous and Recovery Act, 42 Protection Agency;
substances. U.S.C. § 6901 et seq. Department of Defense -

U.S. Air Force; Illinois
Environmental Protection
Agency

Identification of Air Force Policy; Department of Defense -
asbestos-containing Management of Asbestos U.S. Air Force
materials In base facilities, at Closing Bases.

Disposal of pesticides and Federal Insecticide, U.S. Environmental
pesticide containers. Fungicide and Protection Agency;

Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. Department of Defense -
§ 136 et seq. U.S. Air Force
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Table 1.5-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines
Page 5 of 5

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Waste Closure of underground Resource Conservation U.S. Environmental
Management storage tanks. and Recovery Act, Protection Agency;
(Cont'd) 42 U.S.C. §§ 6991 - 69911. Department of Defense -

U.S. Air Force

Location of PCB Transformer Fire Illinois Fire Marshall
PCB-contaminated Rule, 50 Fed. Reg. 29, 177.
electrical equipment.

Water Establishment of safe Safe Drinking Water Act U.S. Environmental
Resources water regulations and (Public Law 95-523), as Protection Agency

maximum contaminant amended, Subchapter XII,
levels applicable, with Safety of Public Water
minor exceptions, to Systems, Part B.
public systems.

Discharge of wastewater. Clean Water Act, 33 U.S. Environmental
U.S.C. § § 1251 et seq.; Protection Agency;
The National Pollution Department of Defense -
Elimination Discharge U.S. Air Force; Illinois
System, 40 C.F.R. Part Environmental Protection
122; II1. Rev. Stat. Ch. 11 Agency
1/2, Title X, Environmental
Protection Act-Permits.

Discharge of dredge or fill Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C Department of Defense -
material into waters of the § § 1251 et seq.; 40 C.F.R. U.S. Army Corps of
United States. Part 230. Engineers
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

This section describes the Proposed Action, reasonable alternatives to the
Proposed Action, and the No-Action Alternative. In addition, potential federal

transfers of Chanute AFB properties and facilities from the DOD to other federal

agencies are described. Other alternatives that were identified but eliminated

from further consideration because they were unreasoi iable aro briefly

described. The potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Action and

alternatives are summarized in table form.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The BCRA legislates the delegation of federal authority and consultative

requirements. Federal property management regulations address disposal

methods associated with base closure. Permissible disposal methods include

transfer to another federal agency, public benefit conveyance to an eligible

agency, negotiated sale to state or local government, and public sale by auction
or sealed bid. Because these disposal methods are valid in the disposal of

Chanute AFB either in its entirety or in some form of parcelization, it is possible

that different methods of disposal will be assigned to different parcels on

Chanute AFB.

Current provisions of the BCRA require that the Air Force first notify other DOD

departments that Chanute AFB is scheduled for disposal. Any proposals from

other DOD departments for the reuse of Chanute AFB property are given priority

consideration, if the proposer is willing to pay. As part of the McKinney Act

(Public Law 100-77), the Department of Housing and Urban Development

determines the suitability of excess buildings and other land for use by homeless

assistance providers. Subsequently, the property will be made available to

federal, state, and local agencies and the public.

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

The State of Illinois and the Village of Rantoul are responsible for planning the

future use of the disposed property at Chanute AFB. The IDOT has the
responsibility to coordinate the redevelopment efforts of Chanute AFB as

charged by Governor Jim Edgar and former Governor James R. Thompson.

The Village of Rantoul contracted with the Urban Land Institute (UU); Crawford,

Murphy, and Tilly, (CMT) Incorporated; and EDAW, Incorporated to prepare

studies of alternative ways that Chanute AFB could be converted to civilian use.

The consulting teams, in conjunction with the local community and state and

federal agencies, identified various area-specific land uses that could be

developed on the Chanute AFB property. The IDOT and the Village of Rantoul
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combined the features and Ideas of the three studies into a single integrated land

use concept, the Integrated Concept Plan. The Air Force has Included this plan
in the EIS as the Proposed Action for the purpose of analyzing potential
environmental impacts of incident reuse.

Under the Proposed Action (Figure 2.2-1), the existing aviation technical training
resources of Chanute AFB would be used to develop aviation-related land uses
as well as non-aviation areas. The FAA, in the National Plan of Integrated Airport

Systems (NPIAS), Identified Rantoul as an area requiring the development of
general aviation facilities. In 1976, the Illinois State Airport System Plan also
identified Rantoul as an area for possible development of general aviation

facilities. In the NPIAS of 1990, the FAA designated Chanute Airfield as a general
aviation reliever for O'Hare International Airport (Appendix E). The Proposed
Action would enhance the aviation capacity of the State of Illinois, particularly

east-central Illinois. Phase II of the Airport Layout Plan for Chanute AFB has
been prepared and submitted for approval. This plan, which Is required by the
FAA for federally funded public-use airports, Identifies the airport requirements

and describes the proposed runways, taxiways, and other facilities.

The goal of the Proposed Action is the maximum reuse of the existing fac!,ities
and Infrastructure at Chanute AFB to the fullest extent possible in a short time
period. The primary land uses Include major aircraft maintenance operations, an

educational campus, and a hospital/life-care facility. Components of the
Proposed Action Include expansion of an existing airfield to a 10,000-foot
primary runway and one 5,000-foot cross-wind runway; avintion support areas
with capabilities to support major aircraft maintenanceivwing operations, air

cargo operations, and minor general aviation operations; education and training
areas; medical; Industrial; commercial; recrgation; and residential areas. The
total acreage of each land use category is shown in Table 2.2-1. Off-base
property acquisition needs are discussed in the applicable land use category
descriptions below.

2.2.1 Airfield

This land use zone Includes a total area of 785 acres (all acreages used In this
document are approximate). The airfield Includes the runways, taxiways, parking
aprons, and navigational aids required for general aviation purposes. The airfield
would be used by a variety of aircraft to support several aviation-related
operations such as major aircraft maintenance operations, air cargo operations,
and minor general aviation operations. New aircraft maintenance operations
would support the growing demand for aircraft maintenance in the airline
industry. Air cargo operationm would provide timely support in production
requirements for existing Industries as well as potential new Industries in

east-central Illinois.
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Table 2.2-1. Land Use Acreage - Proposed Action

Acreage
Base Property

Airfield 554
Aviation Support 609
Institutional (EducatiorVTralning) 161
Industrial 33
Institutional (Medical) 40
Commercial 34
Recreation 405
Residential 285

Subtotal 2,121

Off-Base Property
Airfield - acquisition 231
Airfield - avigational easements 20
Aviation Support - acquisition 345

Subtotal 596
TOTAL 2,717

As part of the airport-related activities, a preliminary airport layout plan has been
developed (Hanson Burke, Inc., no date). The runway orientation on the Airport
Layout Plan uses the existing runway layout at Chanute AFB. Much of the
needed pavement already exists. Other orientations were considered but
dismissed because they would have similar or greater adverse Impacts, and
additional facilities would probably have to be relocated. Under the proposed
layout, no residences would be In areas exposed to day-night noise levels (DNL)
of 65 decibels (dB) or greater;, therefore, significant noise impacts would not be
anticipated. The proposed layout would not require dredge and fill activities
within wetlands. The airport layout plan (Figure 2.2-2), which Is required for
federally funded public-use airports, must be approved by the IDOT, under the
State Block Grant program. Detailed airfield Improvements are discussed below.
The airport boundary shown in the airport layout plan may differ from the
aviation-related land use boundaries shown In Figure 2.2-1. The airport
boundary In the airport layout plan Includes land with direct aeronautical-related
uses and surrounding lands of sufficient size to produce revenue capable of
keeping the airport financially self-sustaining. The airport boundary has yet to be
finalized, but the location of the boundary will not affect the environmental
Impact analysis.

Real estate Interests for 231 acres off base east of Runway 9/27 (the east-west
runway) would have to be acquired to accommodate the runway expansion and
navigational aids. Avigational easement agreements for 20 acres of off-base land
north of Runway 18/36 (the north-south runway) would be required to
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accommodate the runway protection zones. Another 2 acres would be required
on base outside of the aviation-related land use zones (primarily in the
public/recreation land use zone) to accommodate avigational easements for the
runway protection zone at the end of Runway 18.

The following airfield improvements would be performed to meet the airfield
requirements estz,;lshed In FAA Advisory Circular 530-13 for airports and to
meet the requirements for aircraft maintenance and air cargo operations:

"* Reconstruct, strengthen, and commission the existing 6,300-foot by
150-foot Runway 9/27. This action includes reconstruction of the existing
Inpavement drainage system.

"* Construct a 3,700-foot by 150-foot extension to Runway 9/27 to the east
for a total runway dimension of 10,000 feet by 150 feet.

"* Reconstruct, strengthen, and commission the southern 4,700-foot by
150-foot portion of Runway 18/36. Construct a 300-foot by 150-foot
extension to the southern end of Runway 18/36 for a total runway
dimension of 5,000 feet by 150 feet.

"* Install High Intensity Runway Ughts (HIRL) along the full length of Runway
9/27.

"* Install Medium Intensity Runway Ughts (MIRL) along the full length of
Runway 18/36.

"* Install Medium Intensity Taxiway Ughts (MITL) along all proposed taxiways.
"* Construct a new parallel and connecting taxiway for the full length of

Runway 9/27. This action Includes reconstruction and strengthening of the
existing partial parallel taxiway.

"* Construct a new parallel and connecting taxiway for the full length of
Runway 18/36. This action includes reconstruction and strengthening of
portions of the existing ramp to be used as a taxiway/taxilane.

"* Construct a partial parallel taxiway for the proposed southwest quadrant.
"* Reconstruct a connecting taxiway from Runway 9/27 to Runway 18/36

using the deactivated Runway 13/31 pavement.
"* Remove pavement of the deactivated Runways 13/31 and 5/23 and a

previous connecting taxiway.
"* Develop a new northeast frontal area for use as an airline maintenance

facility.
"* Develop a new southwest frontal area for airline maintenance and

education (post-2014).
"* Install an approach light system with sequenced flashing lights (ALSF-II)

on both ends of Runway 9/27.
"* Install a precision Category II ILS Including Localizer and Glide Slope

facilities for both ends of Runway 9/27.
"* Install an Airport Rotating Beacon, Runway End Identifier UghtE, (REIL),

Apron Lighting, Visual Approach Descent Indicators (VADI), and Wind
Cone and Segmented Circle.

"* Install a Runway Visual Range (RVR) at the three positions for touch down,
mid-point, and roll-out for both ends of Runway 9/27.

"* Install an Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) (if identified as a requirement in
an Airspace Determination Analysis).

"* Construct an Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting facility to be dedicated to
the airfield.
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In addition to the above-mentioned airfield Improvements, a runway compass
locator outer marker would have to be constructed. This marker Is a critical
component of the ILS that is located 4 to 7 nautical miles from the threshold of
the ILS runway (Runway 9/27). The outer marker Is a low-powered transmitter
that provides a nondirectional signal used for directional guidance to the initial
segment of the ILS approach as well as a signal that activates aural and visual
Indicators in the aircraft for guidance In the final approach. The outer marker
plot is approximately 180 by 60 feet, Including access road and easement. The
device consists of an antenna mounted on a wood pole with a prefabricated
equipment shelter and battery standby power. All equipment Is enclosed within
a 7-foot chain link fence.

The exact site of the outer marker for the ILS runway under the Proposed Action
has not yet been selected. It will likely be situated on private property, probably
agricultural land. A real estate interest would be acquired for this land. The
FAN1IDOT will conduct an environmental survey as part of the siting process to
avoid potential environmental Impacts resulting from construction of the marker.

Peak construction activity for airfield infrastructure is planned for the year 1992.
Concrete rubble generated during airfield reconstruction would be recycled for
use as subgrade for new runway construction. An on-site batch plant would
provide concrete for the runway construction.

The airfield Is estimated to be fully operational by 1994. Right operations
(take-off or landing) would primarily utilize Runway 9/27; Runway 18/36 would be
used for general aviation operations orny during adverse weather conditions.
Table 2.2-2 shows the projected types of aircraft and the estimated frequency of
each type of flight operation activity from 1994 to 2014.

Approximately 20 percent of the maintenance and air cargo flight operations
would likely take place between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m., and 80 percent would likely
occur between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Approximately 95 percent of general aviation
operations would occur between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. It Is anticipated that
approximately 20 employees would be needed to support the operational,
maintenance, safety, and security-related airport requirements (Pan Am
Management Systems, Inc., 1990).

The airfield would likely be conveyed to a municipal airport authority, who would
manage the development and operations of the airfield in accordance with FAA
and state aviation statutes.

2.2.2 Aviation Support

The aviation support land use zone covers 955 acres. This area Includes
approximately 1.8 million square feet of usable building space for
avlation-support activities. The existing facilities Include hangars,
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Table 2.2-2. Projected Flight Operations - Proposed Action

Year Operation Fleet Mix Annual Operations

1994 Major Maintenance 45% B-737-300 1,600
45% B-757-200

5% B-767-200
5% B-747-400

Air Cargo 100% DC-9-30 730

General Aviation 69% Single Engine 6,940
16% Multi Engine 1,600

8% Turbo Prop 730
7% Turbo Fan 730

TOTAL 12,330

1999 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo 100% B-727-200 730
(Re-engined Stage III)

General Aviation 66% Single Engine 9,900
19% Multi Engine 2,850

8% Turbo Prop 1,200
7% Turbo Fan 1,095

TOTAL 18,375

2004 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 730

General Aviation 63% Single Engine 10,710
20% Multi Engine 3,400
9% Turbo Prop 1,520
8% Turbo Fan 1,460

TOTAL 20,420

2014 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo Same as 2004 1,460

General Aviation 61% Single Engine 11,468
21% Multi Engine 3,948
10% Turbo Prop 1,880
8% Turbo Fan 1,504

TOTAL 22,860
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administrative/office buildings, aircraft maintenance/training classrooms and
laboratories, warehouses, a fire training complex, jet-engine repair facilities, and
meteorological/weather training facilities. These facilities could potentially
support such land uses as commercial aircraft maintenance operations;
technician certification training; civilian/military air rescue, fire fighting, and

security training; emergency response; aviation training; minimal general aviation
support; and small commercial air cargo operations. It is not anticipated that the
aviation support areas would become a high-volume fixed base of operations for
general aviation because there is a general aviation facility near Champaign-
Urbana, approximately 20 miles south of Rantoul. Acquisition of 345 acres of
off-base property adjacent to the east Installation boundary would be required to
accommodate the growth and development of future aviation maintenance
facilities and ancillary facilities.

The aviation support area In the southwest portion of the base currently contains

administrative buildings and mobile homes. The mobile homes will be removed
by the owners prior to base closure. Additional development to support aviation
activities may take place in this area after the year 2014. The southeast aviation
support area currently contains several jet fuel training facilities as well as
storage facilities (originally constructed as jet-engine test cells). It is anticipated
that the jet fuel training facilities will be used for training (e.g., aviation training
and technician training) within the next 20 years. The test cells and open areas
in the southeast area are not anticipated to be utilized until after the year 2014.

Demolition and/or renovation of some existing facilities, as well as construction
of new facilities, would likely be required to meet aviation support operational
requirements. The existing firing range may have to be closed to be compatible
with the aviation-related land uses. Some of these activities may begin prior to

base closure.

New construction anticipated within 20 years of closure Includes upgrading of

on-base ancillary facilities, widening of existing roadways, and construction of a
major aircraft maintenance facility In the off-base acquisition area east of the
base. The new major maintenance facilities would include approximately
1.5 million square feet of building space to support maintenance operations and
approximately 1.3 million square feet of vehicle parking facilities. The
maintenance facility would likely be 110 feet high. A Hush House may also be
constructed to perform engine run-ups required during maintenance operations.
Construction of the maintenance facilities would likely be initiated before base

closure and be completed soon after base closure.

Auxiliary parking and road upgrades would be needed to support the increased
traffic generated by employees and students. Figure 2.2-1 shows the anticipated
locations of road improvements. Local and state roadway Improvements would
Include the following:
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"* Improve less than 1 mile of U.S. 136 to five lanes north of Township Road
1800 East (TR 234A)

"* Improve Township Road 1800 East to provide access to the off-base
extension area

"* Jmprove Eagle Drive to a four-lane roadway
"* Improve the north boundary road to provide access to the base and

off-base property.

In addition, the following roadway closures and relocations would be performed:

"* Close a portion of Old Main Road that traverses the runway object-free
area for Runway 18/36

"* Close and relocate a portion of Township Road 1800 East around the
proposed off-base extension areas

"* Close an east-west roadway that traverses the off-base extension area.

These roadway improvements and relocations would require establishment of
rights-of-way (ROWs) and road expansion.

The aviation support land use area would accommodate a variety of uses within

the existing and new building space. These uses would include maintenance
operations, small air cargo operations, small general aviation-related and airport
operations, aviation-related training activities (classrooms and laboratories), and
administrative/office usage. Additional training and educational uses (i.e.,
aviation-related technical, air rescue, and emergency response training) would
be developed in the aviation support land use zone. Assuming the maximum
reuse of facilities, most of the building space would be fully operational within

5 years after closure.

In addition to the airfield, a portion of the aviation support land use zones would
likely be conveyed to a municipal airport authority, who would manage the

development and operations of the aviation support area in accordance with the

FAA and the state's aviation and development statutes.

2.2.3 Institutional (Education/Training)

The education/training land use zone covers 161 acres. This area includes

approximately 2 million square feet of usable building space to support
education/training land uses. The existing facilities Include classrooms and
laboratories, administrative and office space, several commercial facilities, and

dormitories. These facilities could potentially support a variety of

education/training land uses, including the following:

"* Higher education campus

"* Pilot training
"* Automotive training

"* General education

"* Weather training.
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Some existing facilities would likely have to be renovated or demolished to
support the education/training land uses. Most of the existing facilities are either
presently used for student training or could be converted to institutional uses
with minor alterations. Demolition and renovations would likely be phased over
several years to meet user demands.

Because of the density and layout of existing facilities in this land use category,
no new facility construction is anticipated. In addition, it Is likely that sufficient
building space exists to meet future educational and training classroom
demands within 20 years after base closure. Auxiliary parking may be needed to
support the Increased parking requirements and traffic generated by employees
and students.

The existing usable building space could potentially support a variety of
educational and training land uses, ranging from classroom education to
vocational and light industrial training. Most building space would be fully
operational within 10 years of base closure.

2.2.4 Industrial

The industrial land use zone covers 33 acres of existing open land. The only
development in this area within 20 years after closure that is considered under
the Proposed Action is a baffled firing range to support education/training and
aviation activities (i.e., police training, airport security training). It Is likely that
small arms ordnance would be stored at this facility. Construction of the new
baffled firing range may be completed soon after base closure, and operations
could begin as early as 1994.

2.2.5 Institutional (Medical)

The medical land use zone covers 40 acres. This area includes a hospital, dental
clinic, and a daycare center. The land area could potentially support civilian
life-care, child care, and medical research/training facilities. The existing hospital
and chid care facility are In good condition and are capable of supporting
civilian use with minimal reconstruction or renovation. No new construction is
anticipated.

2.2.6 Commercial

The proposed commercial land use zone covers 34 acres. This area includes
approximately 41,000 square feet of usable building space for commercial use.
The usable existing facilities Include a cold storage warehouse, a gas station,
and a computer center. The area also includes an electric substation and two
water towers that serve the base. A variety of uses could be developed to
accommodate the service/retal and office needs of the large number of people
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projected to be employed in the area. These uses could Include banks, dry
cleaners, restaurants, cold storage, personal services, and offices.

Demolition and new construction would likely be required In this land use zone to
meet oommercial use demands. Existing buildings that could not support
commercial use would be demolished as needed within 5 years after base
closure. The area could support up to approximately 138,000 square feet of new
facility construction for retail/services (e.g., restaurant, banks) and
266,000 square feet of associated parking. The construction would take place as
needed over the 10 years after closure.

The commercial land use zone would support a variety of land uses within the
41,000 square feet of existing building space and 138,000 square feet of new
building space. Assuming maximum reuse, most of the existing buildings would
be fully operational within 5 years after closure. The 138,000 square feet of new
building space would be fully utilized within 15 years after closure.

2.2.7 Recreation/Open Space

The proposed recreation/open space land use zone covers 405 acres. This area
Includes approximately 118,000 square feet of usable building space for
recreation. The existing facilities include a youth center, gymnasium, arts and
crafts center, chapel, and other recreational support facilities. The land use zone
also Includes the parade grounds, the static aircraft display area, the golt ,;ourse,
and Heritage Lake.

Under the Proposed Action, the existing open spaces and recreational areas
would be retained for civilian use. These recreation/open space areas would
provide active and passive recreation use for the community and tourists to
Rantoul. The open spaces are planned to provide a buffer zone between the
various land uses, where necessary.

It Is anticipated that minor renovation would be required to convert the existing
facilities to civilian use. Construction of new support facilities may be required
for the development of an Air Museum and potential expansion of the outdoor
static aircraft display area. Construction Is estimated to be completed within 5
years of closure; renovation and demolition Is anticipated to be completed within
20 years of base closure.

The Department of the Interior will evaluate the Inclusion of several portions of
the recreation land zones In public recreational areas and open areas. The
boundaries have not been finalized, but the locations will not affect the
environmental impact analysis.
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2.2.8 Residential

The proposed residential zones Include the three existing on-base housing

areas, apartments and hotels, the Officer's Club, non-residentlal storage facilities,

and the swimming pool. This area Includes 1,288 housing units and

approximately 270 hotel/apartment units. The existing housing units could
provide housing for new or existing residents In Rantoul, or could provide
housing for low-income residents or for the homeless.

It Is anticipated that some alterations to existing housing units may be required in

order to meet current housing market needs. In addition, some non-residential
structures that are within these areas but are not planned for reuse may have to

be demolished. It is assumed that demolition or alteration of these structures

would be completed within 10 years after closure.

2.2.9 Employment arnd Population

The Proposed Action would generate both direct jobs (airline maintenance,
educational/training, and medical) on base and Indirect jobs (retail/commercial,
recreational, food services, etc.) in Champaign and Ford counties.
Approximately 6,050 direct jobs and 6,000 Indirect jobs would likely be
generated In Champaign and Ford counties.

Employment increases would be associated with population Increases. The
population In the Village of Rantoul Is expected to increase by 5,790 persons (57
percent) over the closure baseline by the year 2014. In addition, about 3,530
students would enter Into the region and reside in existing dormitories or family
housing.

2.2.10 Traffic Generation

Based on the employment and population projections, average daily trips to and
from the base property would total about 56,596 by the year 2014.

2.2.11 Utility Requirements

By 2014, the projected activities and population Increases in the Village of
Rantoul would generate the following increases In utility demands over closure

baseline conditions:

"* Water - increase of 2.6 million gallons per day (MGD)
"* Wastewater - increase of 1.3 MGD
"* Solid Waste - increase of 100 cubic yards per day
"* Electricity - Increase of 265 megawatt-hours (MWH) per day

"* Natural Gas - increase of 13,925 therms per day

"* Coal - Increase of 80 tons per day.

Utility Improvements would be required to provide adequate service to proposed
new facilities. A brief description of required utility Improvements associated with
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the Proposed Action is provided below for each of the systems studied in this
analysis.

Water Supply. The Rantoul and Chanute AFB supply systems are
intercQnnected through existing pipelines. The proposed 1.5-million-square-foot
maintenance facility would require a new connection to the existing system. The
closest points of the existing main to the proposed site are at Chanute AFB's
east gate at the comer of Maplewood Drive and Old Main Road, and on Grove
Avenue, just south of the Rantoul Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). Minor
redesign and reconfiguration of the existing on-base system would likely be
required to accommodate particular user-related demands.

Wastewater. It Is estimated that wastewater flows from the base under the
Proposed Action would decline to a minimum of about 1.3 MGD in 1994 as the
base closes and construction decreases, then gradually increase to an average
of approximately 1.7 MGD by the year 2014. Some temporary modifications in
the collection system as well as Increased maintenance may be required during
the period of reduced flows. The proposed maintenance facility in the aviation
support area would require a new connection to the existing collection system.
As with the water supply system, some redesign or reconfiguration of the
existing on-base wastewater collection system would likely be required to
accommodate particular user-related demands.

Solid Waste. No major changes associated with the planned solid waste
collection and disposal system would be anticipated under the Proposed Action.

Energy. The proposed maintenance facility would require new connections to
the existing electric and natural gas distribution systems. Some redesign or
reconfiguration of various components of the existing power and space-
heating/cooling and water-heating systems serving Chanute AFB would likely be
required to accommodate particular user-related demands.

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

2.3.1 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action in that it combines similar types
of aviation and non-aviation land uses within the base properties (Figure 2.3-1).
The difference between this alternative and the Proposed Action is In the size of
the aircraft maintenance operations. It is estimated that the Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operations Alternative will require only up to 2,000 employees to
operate within existing on-base facilities In the aviation support land use zone.
The size of this minor maintenance operation would result in lower air traffic, land
acquisition requirements, and population Impacts on the base property than
under to the Proposed Action; it would also relieve the support service demands
on the community. The lower demands would allow the support requirements of
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the proposed reuse development to be accommodated almost entirely within the

base property. I
The only land use activities and land use configurations that would be different

from the Propose 'Action are the airfield and aviation support land use

categories; these are described In the following subsections. The remaining land

use categories are as described for the Proposed Action. 1
Major components of this alternative reuse concept plan include an airfield (as

presented for the Proposed Action); aviation support areas with capabilities to

support minor aircraft maintenance operations, small air cargo operations, and I
light general aviation operations; education and training areas; medical;

Industrial; commercial; recreation; and residential areas. The total acreage of

each land use category is shown in Table 2.3-1.

Table 2.3-1. Land Use Acreage - Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative

Bass Property
Airfield 554

Aviation Support 609
Institutional (Education/Training) 161
Industrial 33
Institutional (Medical) 40
Commercial 34
Recreation 405
Residential 285

Subtotal 2,121

Off-Base Property
Airfield - acquisition 231
Airfield - avigational easements 20

Subtotal 251

TOTAL 2,372

I
As part of the airport-related activities, a proposed airport layout plan would be

developed. This plan, which Is required for federally funded public use airports,

must be approved by IDOT, under the State Block Grant Program. Although an
airport layout plan has not been developed for this alternative, it is assumed that

the airfield layout would be similar to that developed for the Proposed Action.

The potential airfield configuration Is shown on Figure 2.3-2. The airport
boundary as defined in future airport layout plans may differ from the

aviation-related boundaries as shown In Figure 2.3-1. The airport boundary in
the airport layout plan would Include land with direct aeronautical-related uses

and surrounding lands of ient size to produce revenue capable of keeping

the airport financially self-' ning. The airport boundary has yet to be defined, I
but the location of the bou,,•,,ry will not affect the environmental impact analysis.
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2.3.1.1 Airfield. This land use zone Includes a total area of 785 acres. The
airfield Includes the runways, taxiways, parking aprons, and navigational aids
(including outer markers) required for general aviation purposes. The airfield
may be used by a variety of aircraft to support several aviation-related operations
such as minor aircraft maintenance operations, small air cargo operations, and
minor general aviation operations.

Real estate Interests for 231 acres of adjacent off-base land will have to be
acquired to accommodate the runway expansion and navigational aids.
Avigational easements to accommodate runway protection zones will be
required both on and off base, totaling 22 acres.

Peak construction activity for airfield infrastructure Is planned for the year 1992.
The same airfield Improvements described for the Proposed Action would be
required for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operation Alternative. As in the
Proposed Action, MIRL, HIRL MITL VADI, an Airport Rotating Beacon, REIL, and
Apron Ughting visual guidance systems would be Installed. Instead of the
ALSF-11 included in the Proposed Action, however, this alternative calls for
installation of a Medium Intensity Approach Ught System with Runway Alignment
Indicator Ughts (MALSR) on both ends of Runway 9/27.

The airfield Is scheduled to be fully operational by 1994. Right operations would
primarily utilize Runway 9/27; Runway 18/36 would be used only during adverse
weather conditions. Table 2.3-2 shows the projected types of aircraft and the
estimated frequency of each type of flight operations activity from 1994 to 2014.
Approximately 20 percent of the maintenance and air cargo flight operations
would likely occur between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. and 80 percent would likely occur
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Approximately 95 percent of the general aviation
operations would occur between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.

It is anticipated that about 20 employees would be required to support the
operational, maintenance, safety, and security-related airport requirements. The
airfield would likely be conveyed to a municipal airport authority, who would
manage the development and operations of the airfield In accordance with the
FAA and state aviation statutes.

2.3.1.2 Aviation Support. The aviation support land use zone covers 609
acres. This area Includes approximately 1.8 million square feet of usable building
space for aviation-support land activities. The existing facilities include hangars,
administrative/office buildings, aircraft maintenance/training classrooms and
laboratories, warehouses, a fire training complex, jet-engine repair facilities, and
meteorological/weather training facilities. These facilities could potentially
support such land uses as minor aircraft maintenance operations; technician
certification training; civilian/military air rescue, fire fighting, and security training;
emergency response aviation training; minimal general aviation support; and
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Table 2.3-2. Projected Flight Operations - Minor Aircraft Maintenance

Operations Alternative

Year Operation Fleet Mix Annual Operations

1994 Maintenance 45% B-737-300 300
45% B-757-200

5% B-767-200
5% B-747-400

Air Cargo 100% DC-9-30 730

General Aviation 69% Single Engine 6,940
16% Multi Engine 1,600

8% Turbo Prop 730
7% Turbo Fan 730

TOTAL 11,030

1999 Maintenance Same as 1994 500

Air Cargo 100% B-727-200 730

(Re-engined Stage III)

General Aviation 66% Single Engine 9,900
19% Multi Engine 2,850

8% Turbo Prop 1,200
7% Turbo Fan 1,095

TOTAL 16,275

2004 Maintenance Same as 1994 600

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 730

General Aviation 63% Single Engine 10,710
20% Multi Engine 3,400
9% Turbo Prop 1,520
8% Turbo Fan 1,460

TOTAL 18,420

2014 Maintenance Same as 1994 700

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 1,460

General Aviation 61% Single Engine 11,468
21% Multi Engine 3,948
10% Turbo Prop 1,880

8% Turbo Fan 1,504
TOTAL 20,960
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small commercial air cargo operations. It is not anticipated that the aviation
support areas would become a high-volume fixed base of operations for general
aviation because there is a general aviation facility near Champaign-Urbana,
approximately 20 miles south of Rantoul.

Some existing facilities would have to be demolished and/or renovated In order
to accommodate civilian aviation support-related uses. Demolition and
renovation of some facilities would likely begin prior to closure In 1993 and
continue as needed. Auxiliary parking lots would be constructed to support the
aviation support-related land uses as well as the non-aviation-related uses.

The only road upgrade Included In this alternative Is the Eagle Drive expansion
as described In the Proposed Action (see Section 2.2.2). New construction in
the existing and future vacant land in the southeast and southwest areas may be
Initiated after the year 2014. A Hush House will not be constructed.

The aviation support land use area would support a variety of land uses within
the existing 1.8 million square feet of building space. These uses Include
maintenance operations, small air cargo operations, small general
aviation-related and airport operations, aviation-related training activities, air
rescue and emergency response training, and administrative/ office activities.
Assuming the maximum reuse of facilities, most of the building space would be
fully operational within 5 years after closure.

In addition to the airfield, a portion of aviation support land use zones would
likely be disposed to a municipal airport authority, who would manage the
development and operations of the aviation support area In accordance with the
FAA and the state's aviation and development statutes.

2.3.1.3 Employment and Population. The Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative would generate both direct jobs on base and Indirect jobs
in Champaign and Ford counties. Approximately 1,880 new direct jobs and
1,400 Indirect jobs would likely be generated by the year 2014.

Employment Increases would be associated with population Increases. The
population in the Village of Rantoul Is expected to Increase by 1,800 (18 percent)
over the closure baseline by the year 2014. In addition, about 3,530 students
would enter Into the region and reside in existing dormitories and family housing.

2.3.1.4 Traffic Generation. Employment and population projections suggest
that average daily trips to and from the base property would total about 37,445

by the year 2014.

2.3.1.5 Utility Requirements. The project-related activities and population
Increases in the Village of Rantoul would generate the following Increases in
utility demands over the closure baseline by the year 2014:
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* Water - Increase of 1.5 MGD
* Wastewater - increase of 0.7 MGD
* Solid Waste - increase of 50 cubic yards per day
* Electricity - Increase of 140 MWH per day
* Natural gas -Increase of 6,400 therms per day
* Coal - increase of 40 tons per day.

A brief description of required utility improvements associated with this
alternative Is provided below for each of the systems studied In this analysis.

Water Supply. The Rantoul and Chanute AFB supply systems are
interconnected through existing pipelines. Minor redesign and reconfiguration of
the existing on-base system would likely be required to accommodate particular
user-related demands.

Wastewater. Rows from the base will drop to a minimum of 1 MGD in 1994,
then Increase to 1.4 MGD In 2014. Some temporary modifications In the
collection system as well as increased maintenance may be required during the
period of reduced flows. As with the water supply system, some redesign and
reconfiguration of the existing on-base wastewater collection system would likely
be required to accommodate particular user-related demands.

Solid Waste. No major changes associated with the planned solid waste
collection and disposal system would be anticipated under this alternative.

Energy. Various components of the existing power and space- and
water-heating systems serving Chanute AFB would likely have to be redesigned
or reconfigured slightly to accommodate particular user-related demands.

2.3.2 Non-Aviation Alternative

This alternative includes only non-aviation land uses (Figure 2.3-3). The focal
point of the Non-Aviation Alternative is a large Industrial land use zone and an
educational/training land use zone. The existing airfield will remain Inactive and
the open areas around the airfield and In the southern portion of the base will be
used for agricultural purposes. No off-base property will be acquired for this
alternative. Components of this alternative include Industrial areas with
capabilities to support storage and truck maintenance activities; education and
training areas; agricultural areas; medical; commercial; recreation; and
residential areas. The total acreage of each land use category is shown in
Table 2.3-3.

2.3.2.1 Institutional (EducationlTraining). The education/training land use
zone covers 378 acres. The existing facilities Include classrooms and
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Table 2.3-3. Land Use Acreage - Non-Aviation Alternative

Base Property Acag

Institutional (Education/Training) 378
Industrial 185
Institutional (Medical) 45
Commercial 40
Recreation 473
Residential 292
Agriculture 708

TOTAL 2,121

laboratories, administrative/office space, a fire training complex, a weather
training complex, and several commercial facilities, dormitories, and apartments.
These facilities could potentially support a variety of education/training land

uses, Including:

"* Civilian/military air rescue, fire fighting, and security training
"* Vocational training (police, truck driving, fuels, weather
"* General education.

Demolition or renovation of some existing facilities would likely be required to

support the education/training land uses. Most of the existing facilities are either
presently used for student training or could be converted to institutional uses
with alterations. These demolition and renovation activities would likely be
phased to meet user demands beyond the year 2014. No new facility

construction is anticipated, but auxiliary parking may be needed to support the

demands of the employees and students.

The existing usable building space could potentially support a variety of

educational/training land uses ranging from classroom education to vocational
and light Industrial training. Approximately 80 percent of the building space
would be operational by the year 2014.

2.3.2.2 Industrial. The industrial land use zone covers 185 acres. The existing

facilities Include hangars, administrative/office buildings, warehouses, and
vehicle maintenance facilities. These facilities could be used for storage or to

support light Industry (e.g., truck maintenance).

Demolition and renovation of some existing facilities would likely be required to
meet Industrial user demands for open space and parking. No new facility

construction is anticipated. Demolition and renovations would likely be phased
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I
beyond the year 2014. Approximately 50 percent of the building space would be

occupied by 20 years after base closure.

2.3.2.3 Institutional (Medical). The description of the medical land use zone

for this alternative would be the same as that for the Proposed Action. However,
the activity would be of smaller scale because of the smaller population

projected for this alternative.

2.3.2.4 Commercial. The proposed commercial land use zone covers 40

acres. This area includes approximately 41,000 square feet of usable building

space. The existing facilities include a cold storage warehouse, a gas station,

and a computer center. The area also Includes an electric substation and two

water towers that connect to the base utility distribution system. It is not j
anticipated that new construction would take place in the commercial zone

witl' .0 years of base closure.

2.3.2.5 Public/Recreation. The public/recreation land use zone covers

473 acres. The existing facilities include a fire station, steam plant, a hangar,

youth center, gymnasium, arts and crafts center, and other recreational support I
facilities. The land use zone also includes the parade grounds, static aircraft

display area, the golf course, lighted baseball field, and Heritage Lake. These

facilities could be used for similar civilian activities.

Renovation and reconstruction will be required to convert the hangar facility to

an Air Museum. Reconstruction and renovation may also be required to convert

other existing facilities to civilian use (e.g., fire station).

The open/recreation areas may be fully operational within 20 years of base

closure. The Department of the Interior will evaluate the Inclusion of several
portions of the recreation land zones in public recreational areas and open

areas. The boundaries have not been finalized, but their locations will not affect

the environmental impact analysis.

2.3.2.6 Residential. The proposed residential zones Include two on-base

housing areas (1,253 units) and apartments (270 units). These units could

provide housing for students and faculty, as well as for low-income residents or

the homeless.

Some alteration of existing housing units may be required In order to meet

current housing market needs. Demolition of some nonresidential structures that

are in the area but are not planned for reuse may also be required.
Approximately 300 units would likely be occupied within 20 years r, base

closure. Vacar-t residential units would be maintained by the new owner.

2.3.2.7 Agric ral. The agricultural land use zone covers 708 acres. Of this

area, 300 acres -vould be leased for agriculture at the time of base closure. The
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remaining vacant area would be converted to agricultural uses within years of
base closure. Crops typical of the area include soybeans and corn. Field tiles
may be required to provide adequate drainage of the land. The airfield pavement
would be left in place and would provide auxiliary parking for other users.

2.3.2.8 Employment and Population. The Non-Aviation Alternative would
generate approximately 1,230 new direct jobs on base and 150 indirect jobs in
Champaign and Ford counties by the year 2014.

Projected employment would generate population changes in the Village of
Rantoul. Population in the Village of Rantoul is expected to increase to 1,170
persons (12 percent) over the closure baseline by the year 2014. In addition,
about 2,480 students would enter the region and reside in dormitories and family
housing.

2.3.2.9 Traffic Generation. Employment and population projections suggest
that average daily trips to and from the base property would total about 15,850
by the year 2014.

2.3.2.10 Utility Requirements. The project-related population Increases In the
Village of Rantoul would generate the following increases in utility demands by
the year 2014 when compared to closure baseline conditions:

* Water - increase of 0.9 MGD
* Wastewater - increase of 0.4 MGD
* Solid Waste - increase of 30 cubic yard per day
* Electricity - increase of 85 MWH per day
* Natural gas - Increase of 3,850 therms per day
* Coal - Increase of 20 tons per day.

A brief description of required utility improvements associated with this

alternative is provided below for each of the systems studied in this analysis.

Water Supply. The Rantoul and Chanute AFB supply systems are
Interconnected through existing pipelines. Minor redesign and reconfiguration of
the existing on-base system would likely be required to accommodate particular

user-related demands.

Wastewater. Wastewater flows from the base would drop to a minimum of 0.9
MGD in 1994, then increase to 1.2 MGD In 2014. Some temporary modifications
in the collection system as well as Increased maintenance may be required

during the period of reduced flows. As with the water supply system, some
redesign and reconfiguration of the existing on-base wastewater collection

system would likely be required to accommodate particular user-related

demands.
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Solid Waste. No major changes associated with the existing solid waste
collection and disposal system would be anticipated under this alternative.

Energy. Various components of the existing power and space- and
water-heating systems serving Chanute AFB would likely have to be redesigned
or reconfigured to accommodate particular user-related demands.

2.3.3 No-Action Alternative

The No-Action Alternative under the disposal and reuse for Chanute AFB would
result in the U.S. Government retaining ownership of the property after closure.

The property would not be put to further use. The base would be preserved, i.e.,

placed in a condition intended to limit deterioration and ensure public safety. A
caretaker would be provided to ensure base security and maintain the grounds

and physical assets, including the existing utilities and structures. No military

activities/missions would be performed on the property.

The future land uses and levels of maintenance would be as follows:

"* Maintain structures In mothballed condition. This would Involve
disconnecting or draining some utility lines and securing facilities.

"* Maintain and protect on-base wetlands.

"* Isolate or deactive utility distribution lines on base.
"* Provide limited maintenance of roads to ensure access.

• Provide limited grounds maintenance of open areas. This would primarily
consist of infrequent cutting to eliminate fire, health, and safety hazards.

* Maintain golf course in such a manner as to facilitate economical
resumption of use.

* Maintain existing agricultural leases.

A disposal management team has been established at Chanute AFB. The
responsibilities of this team include coordinating closure activities, establishing a

caretaker force to maintain Air Force properties after closure, and serving as the
Air Force liaison supporting community reuse. For the purposes of

environmental analysis, it was assumed that this team would comprise

approximately 50 people at the time of closure.

The Rantoul and Chanute AFB water supply systems would remain
interconnected through existing pipelines for emergency uses. Numerous

nonessential water lines would be drained and completely disconnected from the
water supply system. Various components of the existing on-base wastewater

collection system on Chanute AFB may have to be retrofitted because flow from
the base to the Rantoul WWTP would be reduced. A higher degree of

maintenance than is normally necessary may also be required. Solid waste

collection from the base would likely be reduced to a negligible level under this
alternative. The existing power and space-heating systems serving Chanute AFB
would likely be utilized at substantially reduced levels while the base is in
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caretaker status. Electrical power would be required for security lighting and
other essential systems, and natural gas and coal would probably be required
during winter months to maintain minimal space heating in mothballed facilities.

Natural gas-heating requirements are expected to be approximately 20 percent
of historic demand. Coal requirements are anticipated to be of a similar
magnitude.

2.4 ALTERNATIVES EUMINATED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

Several other possible reuse alternatives were considered but eliminated from
further study. The Air Force's selection of alternatives to evaluate was based on
studies of available markets, market trends, use of existing facilities, and
community profiles. After weighing the attributes of each alternative, it was
determined that the Proposed Action and alternatives presented the most
reasonable and economically feasible reuse options for the Chanute AFB
property.

2.4.1 General Aviation Operations

A major fixed base for general aviation operations was considered and rejected
as unreasonable because facilities to meet these needs are in place and
operating at Frasca Field, approximately 11 miles south of Chanute AFB.

2.4.2 Primary Commercial Aviation Operations

Major commercial passenger operations were considered and rejected as
unreasonable because facilities that meet this need are in place and operating at
Willard Airport, 20 miles south of Aantoul.

2.4.3 Vacant Land Concept

The alternative of removing existing facilities and Infrastructure on the Chanute
AFB property to create complete land use and zoning flexibility was considered
but eliminated because of the high costs required to remove and dispose of all
land use-specific facilities and Infrastructure. In addition, it appears that the
existing facilities can be converted for civilian use.

2.5 OTHER FUTURE ACTIONS IN THE REGION

The only reasonably foreseeable future action that would have a cumulative
impact to the base disposal and reuse action is the disposal of Chapman Court
Military Family Housing Area In Rantoul (Figure 2.5-1). Although Chapman Court
is part of the existing Chanute AFB property, the disposal decision is being
treated separately because the property is currently excess and surplus to the
Federal Government and is geographically separate from the base. The disposal
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of Chapman Court will not prejudice future reuse plans for Chanute AFB or
predispose any disposal or reuse decision.

The proposed action is to dispose of Chapman Court In a manner that will

facilitate redevelopment of the property for mixed uses. This action would result

in demolition of the existing housing structures and redevelopment of the
property for a combination of uses including residential, retail, light industrial,

and recreational.

2.6 COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A comparison of reuse activities in relation to the closure baseline is provided in
Table 2.6-1. These activities have been analyzed to determine their effects on

the environment. Impacts to the environment are described briefly in the

summary and discussed In detail in Chapter 4. A summary comparison of the
influencing factors and environmental Impacts on each biophysical resource

affected by the Proposed Action and altematives Is presented in Tables 2.6-2 and

2.6-3.

Table 2.6-1. Reuse Activities - Change from Closure Baseline (a)

Activity Proposed Minor Aircraft Non-Aviation No-Action
Action Maintenance

Oerations
Land Acquisition 576 acres 231 acres 0 0
Avigational Easement

- On base 2 acres 2 acrcs 0 0
- Off base 20 acres 20 acres 0 0

Ground Disturbance 218 acres 92 acres 0 0
(Facilities/Airfield)

Direct Employment 6,050 Increase 1,880 Increase 1,230 Increase 0
Indirect Employment 6,000 increase 1,400 Increase 150 increase
Rantoul Population(b) 5,790 increase 1,800 Increase 1,670 Increase 0

Traffic (Trips 56,590 Increase 37,445 Increase 15,850 Increase 0
Generated)

Utility Demand
- Water 2.6 million gpd 1.5 million gpd 0.9 million gpd 0
- Wastewater 2.2 million gpd 1.2 million gpd 0.7 million gpd 0
- Solid Waste 100 cubic yards/day 50 cubic yards/day 30 cubic yards/day 0
- Electricity 265 MWH/day 140 MWH/day 85 MWH/day 0
- Gas 13,925 therms/day 6,400 therms/day 3,850 therms/day 0
- Coal 80 tons/day 40 tons/day 20 tons/day 0

Flight Operations 22,860 20,960 0 0
(Annloua

(a) Descrptions compare conditions projected at the year 2014 to closure baseline conditions in 1993.
(b) Additionally, approximately 3,530 college and vocational/technical students would likely inmigrate to the region under the

Proposed Action and Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative, and approximately 2,480 college and vocational/technical
students would inmigrate to the region under the Non-Aviation Alternative. These students would likely reside in existing base
dcrmitories or family housing.
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CHAPTER 3
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT



3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section addresses the environmental conditions of Chanute AFB and its
region of influence (ROI) as they would be at the time of base closure
(October 1993). The disposal and reuse of Chanute AFB may cause changes in
the communities near the base. These communities Include, but are not limited
to, the Village of Rantoul, Paxton, and Champaign-Urbana.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section provides information to serve as a baseline from which to identify
and evaluate environmental changes. Although this EIS focuses on the
biophysical environment, some non-biophysical elements are addressed to the
extent that they directly impact the environment. The non-biophysical elements
of population and employment, land use and aesthetics, public utility systems,
and transportation networks In the regional and local communities are
addressed. This section also describes hazardous materials found on base,
storage tanks, asbestos, herbicides and pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), radon, and medical/biohazardous wastes, and discusses the IRP.
Finally, it describes the pertinent natural resources of geology and soils, water
quality, air quality, noise, biological resources, and cultural resources.

The ROI to be studied will be defined for each resource area pertinent to the
Proposed Action and alternatives. The ROI determines the geographical area to

be addressed as the Affected Environment. Although the base boundary may
constitute the ROI limit for many resources, potential Impacts associated with
certain issues (e.g., air quality, utility systems) often transcend these limits.
ROIs must be carefully delineated to allow an accurate analysis that provides
the basis for Air Force decision-making regarding base disposal and reuse.

The baseline assumed in this document is the conditions projected at base

closure. Impacts associated with disposal and/or reuse activities may then be
addressed separately from the Impacts associated with base closure. General
preclosure conditions and Impacts of closure were addressed in the closure EIS
(U.S. Air Force, 1990c). A reference to preclosure conditions (1988) is provided,
where appropriate (e.g., air quality), to provide a comparative analysis over
time. This will assist the decision maker and agencies In understanding
potential long-term impacts in comparison to conditions when the Installation
was active.

3.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY

3.2.1 Community Setting

Chanute AFB Is in east-central Illinois, approximately 120 miles south-southwest
of Chicago and approximately 190 miles northeast of St. Louis. The base Is In
north-central Champaign County (Figure 3.2-1), approximately 15 miles

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-1



north-northwest of the Champaign-Urbana metropolitan area, the largest
population center in Champaign County. Chanute AFB comprises 2,121 acres
within the Incorporated limits of the Village of Rantoul (Figure 3.2-2). Rantoul is
the third largest community in Champaign County, with a population of about
17,200,

U.S. Highway 45 (U.S. 45), adjacent to the west boundary of the base, provides
highway access to Chanute AFB from the north and south. An Interchange at
Interstate 57 (1-57) northwest of the base provides access to the Interstate
highway system. Additional major highways (1-74, 1-72, and U.S. 136) provide
connecting east-west access.

A main line of the Illinois Central Railroad (ICR) is adjacent to the base and
AMTRAK passenger service is provided from a station in downtown Rantoul.
Scheduled airline service is also provided at Willard Airport, 20 miles south of
the base.

Chanute AFB and Champaign County, in general, experience temperate
continental climatic conditions typical of the Interior continental United States.
Characteristically, temperatures cover a broad range, from approximately
100 degrees Fahrenheit (CF) In summer to -256F In winter. The average annual
precipitation in Champaign County is 36 inches. Most rainfall occurs from April
through September; snowfall occurs during November through March. The
prevailing wind Is from the southwest, but winter winds may be out of the west
or northwest. The wind speed Is usually greater during the winter and early
spring, but averages approximately 7 miles per hour (mph) annually.

By closure, the population of the two-county ROI (Champaign and Ford

counties) is projected to be 167,050. This estimate does not include any reuse
of the Chanute AFB property. In 1988, the population In the two counties was
approximately 185,210 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990). In 1990, Rantoul's
population, by final 1990 census counts, was 17,212, of whom 8,038 persons
(military and civilian) were estimated to be associated with Chanute AFB
operations. Thus, Rantoul's (1990) population excluding Chanute AFB was
9,174.

In FY 1990, Chanute AFB had a total military and dependent population of
7,409, which Included 4,122 active duty military and trainees and 3,287
dependents. Approximately 1,570 military retirees lived In the region In 1990.
The trainee population decreased by 57 percent, from 4,164 In FY 1987 to 1,791
In FY 1990. The total military-related population, Including all military personnel
and their dependents, declined by 5,843 during that period, representing a
decrease of 44 percent (from 13,252 In FY 1987 to 7,409 In FY 1990). At
closure, the base-related population will decrease to approximately 50 disposal
management team employees.

3-2 Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS
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The regional economy Is dependent on government jobs (federal, state, and
local), manufacturing, and farming. In 1988, there were approximately 117,650
jobs in Champaign and Ford counties; manufacturing provided the largest
number of nongovemment jobs. In the Champaign-Urbana area, the Carte
Hospital/Clinic; Kraft, Inc.; J.M. Jones; and Colwell Systems together employed
about 6,715 people. There were approximately 37,670 government (civilian and
military) jobs in the ROI. By October 1993, approximately 9 percent of the direct
and Indirect jobs in the ROI will be affected by base closure. The projected
regional employment at closure is 130,070.

In 1988, approximately 8,400 people were employed directly by Chanute AFB.
The major nongovernment employers In Rantoul are Caradco, BellNetter,
Rantoul Products, Eagle Wings Industries, and Combe, Inc. (Illinois Department
of Commerce and Community Affairs, 1990b). Together, these five companies
employ approximately 2,300 people.

A detailed analysis of socioeconomic conditions and potential Impacts of the
Proposed Action and analysis are provided in the Socioeconomic Impact
Analysis Study, being prepared separately and concurrently with this EIS.

3.2.2 Installation Background

Chanute Field was established In May 1917 as a World War I pilot training
facility. The base was named in honor of Octave Chanute, an engineer and
aviation pioneer who established several principles of flight during the
nineteenth century. From 1919 to 1921, the base was used as a storage depot
for aircraft engines and paint. In the early 1920s, mechanical, photographic,
and communication training activities were transferred to the base, which
became the Air Corps Technical School for aircraft mechanics in 1922.
Appropriations were authorized to expand and modernize the base to its
present size in 1938. Three years later, the Air Corps Technical Training
Command established its first headquarters at the base. During World War II,
aircraft maintenance, weather observation, life support, and metallurgy training
were conducted at the base.

Since World War II, the base's primary mission has been military and technical
training for Aerospace Weapon Systems support personnel. The base was the
primary Installation providing training In the operation of B-52 and B-58
long-range bombers and various missiles (e.g., Atlas, Thor, Minuteman, Hound
Dog, Bomarc, and the Short Range Attack Missile). Chanute Technical Training
Center (CTTC) was established In January 1959, and the former training wing
was renamed the 3345th Technical School. The technical school was
redesignated three times, first as the United States Air Force School of Applied
Aerospace Sciences in 1972, then as the 3350th Technical Training Wing In
1977, and finally as the 3330th Technical Training Wing in 1979. The 3330th
Technical Training Wing remains the current host unit at Chanute AFB.
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I
At the direction of the Commission on Base Realignments and Closures, the
Secretary of Defense has ordered CTTC courses to be transferred to other J
technical training centers beginning 1 January 1990, with completion scheduled
by 30 September 1993.

3.2.3 Land Use and Aesthetics

This section describes the projected land uses and aesthetics on the base and
the surrounding area at base closure. As Indicated by community planning
efforts, projected land uses at closure are assumed to be similar to existing land
uses in the base vicinity. The ROI for land use and aesthetics Includes the base I
property and potentially affected adjacent properties that are within the
jurisdiction of the Village of Rantoul and Champaign County.

Chanute AFB Is entirely within the Village's incorporated limits. Rantoul
exercises planning, zoning, and subdivision control within its boundaries and
has extraterritorial jurisdiction for planning and subdivision review within I
1.5 miles outside the Village boundaries. Other unincorporated areas
surrounding the base are under the jurisdiction of Champaign County, which
exercises zoning and subdivision control In these areas.

3.2.3.1 Land Use j

On-Base Land Use. Chanute AFB will continue to provide technical training for
the U.S. Air Force, Air Force Reserves, Air National Guard, and other DOD
agencies until base closure. The base property, which comprises 2,121 acres, I
Includes the following general land uses:

"* Aviation support 140
"* Institutional (education/training) 27
"* Industrial 241
"* Institutional (medical) 25 I
"* Commercial 90
"* Public/recreation 438
"* Open space 448
"* Residential 348
"* Agricultural 364

The existing land uses for Chanute AFB and vicinity are shown on Figure 3.2-3.
Each on-base land use category is described briefly below.

The Aviation Support and Educational/Training areas support maintenance
training for aircraft ground equipment and Jet engines. Training Is also offered In
liquid fuels, weather, fire, and other aviation-related activities. The aviation
support facilities Include the following:

"* Four high-bay hangars

"* Classrooms and laboratories
"* Administrative offices.

3-6 Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS
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Aviation areas are primarily located In the northwest quadrant of the base,
except for fire protection/rescue and fuels training. These facilities are Isolated
for environmental and safety reasons and are consolidated in the southeast
comer of the base.

The airfield at Chanute AFB is presently closed to aircraft operations because
aircraft operational uses are not required to support the base's technical training
mission. The airfield consists of four runways of the following lengths:

Runway 9/27 - 6,300 feet
Runway 18/36 - 5,000 feet
Runway 13/31 - 5,740 feet
Runway 5/23 - 5,157 feet

The taxiways and apron pavement conditions of the four runways vary from very
good to unsafe for aircraft operations (U.S. Air Force, 1990a). There are no air
traffic control facilities, navigational aids, or instrument approaches at the airfield.

The Medical area, in the southwest portion of the base, includes the base
hospital, dental clinic, and child day care facilities.

The Industrial areas contain the sewage treatment plant (out of operation),
cold storage warehouse, distribution/storage facilities, central heating plant, fire
station, fire training facility, fuel training facility, and engine test cells. The
principal industrial areas are between the north base boundary and the airfield
and in the southeast quadrant of the base. Other industrial uses are dispersed
throughout the northwest quadrant of the base.

The Commercial area contains such facilities as the commissary, the base
exchange, two theaters, a bank, a post office, restaurants, and a gymnasium.
The community commercial center is in the northwest quadrant of the base.
Other commercial facilities are scattered over the base; for example, service
stations are located at the two north gates. The commercial area also includes
security facilities, a data processing facility, a library, a chapel, and other
administrative facilities. The administrative areas are primarily In the northwest
quadrant of the base, but other administrative facilities are scattered throughout
the base.

The Recreation areas contain the golf course, youth center, athletic forum, arts
and crafts facility, bowling alley, static aircraft display area, bailfields, parade
grounds, and Heritage Lake. Multiple use outdoor recreation facilities are
located in three principal areas:

"* An active recreation facility near the existing housing areas and the
community commercial center

"* Heritage Lake In the southeast quadrant of the base
"* The golf course and clubhouse northeast of the airfield.

In addition, there are several existing smaller recreation areas located

throughout the base.
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The Open Space areas allow for safety buffer zones and provide a buffer
between land uses. These areas are primarily located around the southwest
residential areas and in the southeast industrial areas. In addition to the military
land uses, 300 acres of land near the runway and In the southeast comer of the
base are leased for agricultural purposes. The majority of this land Is required
to maintain separation between the runway, taxlways, and aprons. The lease
will likely be in effect at base closure.

The Residential areas contain dormitories, apartments, and family housing.
The dormitories are at the west edge of the base in the northwest quadrant, and
the apartments are at the center of the northwest quadrant, west of the parade
ground. Family housing units are in the northwest and southwest quadrants of
the base, and on the east side of the parade ground.

There are several on-base easements and ROWs for utility lines and roads that
cross the installation and the government-owned railroad spur. Table 3.2-1 is an
Inventory of easement agreements, licenses, permits, and leases that will
potentially be available for transfer upon base closure.

Off-Base Land Use. Off-base land uses include agricultural are' urban
development within the Village of Rantoul (see Figure 3.2-3). The land use
development pattern in the vicinity of Chanute AFB is dominated by 1-mile by
1-mile section lines characteristic of the Midwest. The nearest major urban area
is Champaign-Urbana, 15 miles south of Rantoul (see Figure 3.2-1).

Village of Rantoul land uses adjacent to the north boundary of Chanute AFB
include public, commercial, and residential. The public land use areas include
Maplewood Elementary School, east of Maplewood Drive, and Walbash Park
and J.W. Eater Junior High School, east of Century Boulevard. The
commercial facilities are located along both sides of Maplewood Drive and
Century Boulevard (the streets leading into the base gates). The residential
areas Include one-story wood frame and brick single-family houses and a
mobile home park at the end of the base's north-south runway (see
Figure 3.2-3).

The off-base land at the east end of the base's east-west runway is used solely
for agricultural crop production. The land slopes gently to the southeast and
drains into Salt Fork Creek.

The off-base area east of the base golf course and the adjacent residences is
used for agricultural crop production. A farmstead with three Inhabited
structures is on the east side of Township Road 1800 East. The land slopes to
the southeast and drains into both the Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch and Salt
Fork Creek. Township Road 1800 East, running north-south, and 2900 North
Road, running east from Township Road 1800 East, are In this area.

Chanute AFB Disposal and Rouse FEIS 3-9



I
Table 3.2-1. Inventory of Easement Agreements, Licenses, Permits and Leases

Document Number Expiration Date Description/Location Responsible Party

11-032 ENG-6129 Indefinite ROW for Tanner Street crossing Village of Rantoui J
(Easement)
042-456 09/16/2006 ROW underground telephone ALLTEL Illinois Incorporated
(Easement) cable (along west side)
11-032 ENG-6126 Indefinite ROW railroad spur crossing State of Illinois I
(Easement) Chanute
11-032 ENG-7116 Indefinite ROW State of Illinois
(Easement)
11-032 ENG-9063 12/28/2011 ROW railroad spur crossing Julian D. Johnson
(Easement) Chanute
11-032 ENG-10249 Indefinite ROW railroad spur crossing Rogers Chevrolet Company
(Easement) Chanute
11-03r ENG-12489 01/10/2015 maintain drainage line Elmer C. Bush
(Easement)
ATCCHA 2-90-018 03/08/95 ROW railroad spur Charles Leemon
(Easement)
11-032 ENG-6124 Indefinite power transmission lines Central Illinois Public Service
(License) Company
27-3-83-15 01/27/93 maintain and repair buried and Eastern Illinois Telephone
(License) overhead lines Corporation
45-3-78-6016 12/31/92 occupancy of 0.08 acres of land American National Red Cross
(License)
ATCCHA3-88-009 06/30/93 advanced driving maneuvers State of Illinois
(License)
ATCCHA3-88-012 06/30/93 advanced driving m ineuvers Parkland College Champaign,
(License) Illinois
ATCCHA 3-90-016 12/31/94 office space at no cost Civil Air Patrol Chanute AFB
(License)
45-4-75-6062 09/30/93 use of land and buildings DRMO
(Permit)
11-032 ENG-6127 Indefinite sewer system In Chapman C.E. Mulliken
(Permit) Courts
11-032 ENG-6128 Indefinite sol line pipe and water C.E. Mulliken
(Permit) distribution
No Number 05/17/2084 East Gate entrance sign Rantoul Mayor's Office
(Permit)
5-21579 04/01/94 mow grass outside of boundary State of Illinois
(Permit) fence
22-1-70-39 06/30/95 land usage for credit union Credit Union
(Lease)
27-1-87-18 02/28/92 land usage for farming Frerichs Farm Incorporated
(Lease) (311.0 acres)
ATCCHA 1-88-020 09/30/93 bus terminal Greyhound Lines Incorporated
(Lease)
ATCCHA 1-90-030 04/30/93 office space (room K1 08, National Federation of Federal
(Lease) Bldg. 3) Employees
ATCCHA 1-89-015 02/28/94 building usage for telephone ALLTEL Illinois Incorporated
(Lease) center
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The off-base land at the north end of the north-south runway Includes two
mobile home parks that are separated by vacant land. The area is fiat and
drains to the east-northeast.

Zoning. The current zoning plan for Chanute AFB and Rantoul is shown in
Figure 3.2-4. The Village of Rantoul adopted an updated and revised zoning
ordinance on 22 January 1991 (Village of Rantoul, 1991). Prior to disposal,
Chanute AFB would not be subject to local zoning regulations because it is a
federal installation. When a parcel Is conveyed to a non-federal agency, that
parcel would be subject to zoning. In view of the closure and proposed reuses
of Chanute AFB, the Village of Rantoul has included new zoning classifications
within its ordinance. For the purposes of this environmental analysis, the
following new zoning categories are assumed to be in effect at the time of base
closure:

A-i Agriculture District
R-1 through R-4 Residential District (single family to multi-family)
C-1 Neighborhood Commercial District
C-2 General Commercial District
CR-1 Airfield District
CR-2 Aviation Support District
CR-3 Institutional (educational, training, and medical) District
CR-4 Public Recreation District
I-1 Industrial (light) District
1-2 Industrial (heavy) District
M-1 Mobile Home Park District

The proposed zoning districts that would apply to the base property at the time
of disposal are described below.

The Airfield District provides for a regional airport for Jet aircraft. The
maximum height of buildings or other structures shall be 50 feet and can be
Increased to 100 feet by the authority of the Board of Zoning Appeals. The
proposed ordinance states that the Airfield District shall consist of a single lot.
The owner of the airport may lease portions of the land In the Airport District to
others for permitted uses.

The Aviation Support District provides an area for airfield support facilities,
such as hangars, towers, repair facilities, administrative offices, warehouses,
and other related facilities. The maximum height of buildings or other structures
shall be 35 feet and can be increased to 65 feet provided that for every foot in
excess of 35 feet there shall be added to the setback requirement 1 foot of width
or depth. The minimum lot size shall be 50,000 square feet with building
setback requirements. No lot shall be more than 50 percent covered by a
building. Off-street parking and landscaping shall be provided as specified in
the ordinance.

The General Commercial District Is designed to accommodate community or
regional shopping and service facilities. The maximum height of buildil ;gs or
other structures shall be 35 feet and can be increased to 65 feet provided that

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-11
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for every foot in excess of 35 feet there shall be added to the setback

requirement 1 foot of width or depth. The minimum lot size shall be 6,000

square feet, and the minimum lot width (at the building line) 50 feet. No lot shall

be more than 40 percent covered by a building. Off-street parking, loading
space, and landscaping shall be provided as specified in the ordinance.

The Institutional District provides for dormitories for educational facilities,

classrooms, and health care facilities. The maximum height of buildings or

other structures shall be 35 feet and can be increased to 65 feet provided that

for every foot of height In excess of 35 feet there shall be added a setback

requirement of 1 foot of width or depth, or as authorized by the Board of Zoning
Appeals. The minimum lot size shall be 50,000 square feet with building setback
requirements. No lot shall be more than 50 percent covered by a building.
Off-street parking and landscaping shall be provided as specified in the
ordinance.

The Public Recreation District provides open spaces and both active and

passive recreational areas. The maximum height of buildings or other
structures shall be 35 feet. No lot shall be more than 50 percent covered by a
building. Off-street parking and landscaping shall be provided as specified In
the ordinance.

The Light Industrial District provides for light manufacturing and processing or

assembly plants, excluding heavy industrial uses. The maximum height of
buildings and other structures shall be 35 feet and can be increased to 65 feet
provided that for every foot in excess of 35 feet there shall be added to the

setback requirement 1 foot of width or depth. The minimum lot size shall be
8,000 square feet with building setback requirements. Off-street parking and
landscaping shall be provided as specified in the ordinance.

Residential Districts provide for single-family detached dwellings, two-family

dwellings, and multi-family dwellings. The maximum height of the buildings
shall be 35 feet, except that such height may be increased to a maximum of
65 feet provided that for every foot of height in excess of 35 feet there shall be
added to the setback 1 foot of width or depth. The minimum lot area per

dwelling unit varies from 7,000 square feet for single-family dwellings (R-1) to
1,500 square feet for each multi-family dwelling unit (R-4). Off-street parking
and landscaping shall be provided as specified in the ordinance.

Land Use Plans. A Comprehensive Development Plan was prepared for the
Village of Rantoul (City Planning Associates, Inc., 1967); however, this plan does
not reflect any changes In the base vicinity.

3.2.3.2 Aesthetics. Vistul resources include natural and man-made features
that give a particular environment its aesthetic qualities. Criteria used in the

analysis of visual resources Include visual sensitivity, which Is the degree of

public Interest in a visual resource and concern over adverse changes In the

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-13



quality of that resource. Visual sensitivity is categorized as high, medium, or
low sensitivity levels.

High sensitivity exists where views are rare, unique, or In other ways special,
such as in remote or pristine areas. The areas would Include landscapes that
have landforms, vegetative patterns, water bodies, or rock formations of
unusual or outstanding quality. The existing static air display In the western
portion of the base is a unique visual resource that can be seen from U.S. 45.

Medium visual sensitivity areas are more developed than those of high
sensitivity. Human influence Is more apparent In these areas, and the presence
of motorized vehicles and other evidence of modem civilization Is
commonplace. These landscapes generally have features containing variety in
form, line, color, and texture, but tend to be more common. The following areas
at Chanute AFB are considered to be of medium visual sensitivity:

"* The developed recreation area around Heritage Lake

"* The cantonment area to the west of the hangars, which includes White
Hall, administrative buildings, and the officer's housing area

"* The golf course.

Low visual sensitivity areas are those not identified as of high or medium
sensitivity. These areas tend to have minimal landscape features, with little
change in form, line, color, and texture. The portions of Chanute AFB not
described above are considered to have low visual sensitivity.

Only a few areas of Chanute AFB are readily visible from off base. The west
side of the base is visible from U.S. 45, the south side from Chandler Road, and
the southeast corner from Township Road 1800 East. Family housing, fire
training facilities, Jet engine test cells, and open space can be seen from
Chandler Road. The test cells and the north end of the runway can be seen
from Township Road 1800 East. The runway and test cell areas are of low
scenic quality. The institutional and residential areas of the base are not readily
visible from off base because of mature trees located on base next to U.S. 45.

The agricultural areas to the south, east, and west of the base are generally of
low visual sensitivity. The area immediately north of the bass, in the Village of
Rantoul, Includes residential, commercial, and public uses, which are of medium

visual sensitivity.

The aesthetics of Chanute AFB, especially In the main cantonment area, have
been enhanced by numerous landscape projects through the years.
Ornamental trees planted along most of the streets in this area are now mature.
This portion of the base has a campus-like atmosphere, Including brick veneer

buildings up to four stories high. New walkways, lighting, landscape plantings,
benches, landscape furniture, and sodding were recently completed to the west
of White Hall in the open space area.

3-14 Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS



Other on-base Improvement projects conducted in the 19805 Include

construction of the following major buildings:

a Meteorological training facility
* Cold storage building

. Quarters for visiting airmen and officers

. Housing supply and storage facility

e Base exchange
o Commissary
* Gymnasium
* Youth center
e Fire/rescue training facility.

These new building projects have been constructed using brick to complement
the base's original brick buildings.

There are approximately 447 acres of open space at Chanute AFB, providing
different visually pleasing sites during the four seasons. The 1 8-hole golf course
has mature tree-lined fairways, a man-made pond, and many landforms that
enhance the visual appeal of the course. The base Includes a park with
landforms, an air park, small trees, and a man-made pond called Heritage Lake.
The area west of White Hall Is considered one of the most scenic areas on base
because it has a campus-like appearance.

3.2.4 Transportation

The ROI for the transportation analysis Includes the existing principal road, air,
and rail networks In northern Champaign and southern Ford counties. The
analysis focuses on the segments of the transportation networks in the region
that serve as direct or mandatory indirect linkages to the base, and those that
are commonly used by personnel at Chanute AFB. The area in the Immediate
vicinity of the base is of special Interest.

3.2.4.1 Roadways. Traffic volumes typically are reported as either the daily
number of vehicular movements in both directions on a segment of roadway,
averaged over a full calendar year (average annual daily traffic [AADT]) or the
number of vehicular movements on a road segment during the average peak
hour. The average peak-hour volume has been determined to be approximately
10 percent of the AADT (Transportation Research Board, 1985). These values
are useful Indicators In determining the extent to which the roadway segment Is
used and In assessing the potential for congestion and other problems.

Actual traffic conditions are generally reported in terms of levels of service
(LOS), rating factors that represent the general freedom (or restriction) of
movement on roadways (Table 3.2-2). The LOS scale ranges from A to F, with
LOS E representative of conditions that, although not favorable from the point of
view of the motorist, provide the greatest throughput per hour. Low-volume,
high-speed, free-flowing conditions tend to be classified as LOS A- As traffic
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Table 3.2-2. Road Transportation Levels of Service

Criteria (Volume/Capacity)
LOS Descriptlon Freeway 2-Lane Highway

A Free flow with users unaffected by presence of 0 -0.35 0 - 0.10
others in traffic stream.

B Stable flow, but presence of other users In 0.36 - 0.54 0.11 - 0.23
traffic stream becomes noticeable.

C Stable flow, but operation of single users 0.55 - 0.77 0.24 - 0.39
becomes affected by Interactions with others
In traffic stream.

D High density, but stable flow; speed and 0.78 - 0.93 0.40 - 0.57
freedom of movement are severely restricted;
poor level of comfort and convenience.

E Unstable flow; operating conditions near 0.94-1.00 0.58 - 0.94
capacity with reduced speeds, maneuvering
difficulty, and extremely poor levels of comfort
and convenience.

F Forced or breakdown flow with traffic demand > *1.00 > *0.94
exceeding capacity; unstable stop-and-go
traffic.

* Greater than.

Source: Transportation Research Board, 1985.

volumes Increase or traffic-handling capacities along given roadways decrease,
free-flow conditions become restricted and LOS deteriorates. LOS F represents
breakdown, stop-and-go conditions.

LOS values usually represent the peak-hour (morning and evening "rush hour")
conditions and depend on the physical characteristics of the roadway, traffic
volumes, and the vehicular mix of traffic, reported for typical clear-weather
conditions. A common design goal Is to provide peak-hour service at levels no
lower than LOS C or D. A typical two-lane rural highway will have a maximum

two-way design capacity of 2,800 passenger vehicles per hour. On such roads,
travel Is substantially affected by traffic in the opposing lane, and by curves and
hills, all of which Impair a motorist's ability to pass safely. By contrast, each
lane of an Interstate highway (divided, with restricted access) will provide a
capacity of about 2,000 vehicles under a wide range of conditions. In urban or
suburban settings, the capacity of signalized intersections that restrict traffic
flow influences LOS more than the capacity of a roadway segment. LOS ratings
presented in the remainder of this subsection are determined by (1) peak-hour
traffic volumes and capacity for highways and open rural roads and
(2) intersection volumes and capacities for urban and suburban road segments.

Existing road and highway conditions are described at three levels: (1) regional,
representing the major links within Champaign County: (2) local, representing
Rantoul and its surroundings; and (3) on base.

Regional. The region surrounding Chanute AFB and the Village of Rantoul Is
served by an extensive network of Interstate, U.S., and state highways and
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county roads (Figure 3.2-5). 1-57 provides direct access between Rantoul and
Champaign-Urbana (14 miles to the south) and Chicago (120 miles to the
north). From Champaign-Urbana, 1-74 links the region with Indianapolis to the
east and Bloomington and Peoria to the northwest. 1-72 provides access from
Champaign-Urbana to Springfield to the southwest. U.S. 45, which roughly
parallels 1-57, also connects Chanute AFB and Rantoul with Chicago, and
provides convenient four-lane divided highway access to the county seat at
Urbana to the south.

Service levels on regional roads currently are comparatively good (free-flowing)
on road segments outside the influence of urban-commuting traffic. These
conditions are expected to be unchanged at base closure. Intercity traffic in the
region is generally unrestricted and the rural sections of the regional-service
roads can be assumed to provide acceptable levels of service.

Local. Figures 3.2-6 and 3.2-7 show the general local road network now in
place and projected to be in place at the time of base closure in the immediate
vicinity of the Village of Rantoul and Chanute AFB. 1-57 runs north-to-south,
west of Rantoul and Chanute AFB. U.S. 136 (Champaign Avenue to the west
and Grove Avenue to the east) bisects the Village of Rantoul from east to west;
U.S. 45 (Century Boulevard) crosses the Village from north to south and
provides access from western Rantoul onto Chanute AFB. Maplewood Drive
provides access from eastern Rantoul onto Chanute AFB through the base's
East Gate. The base is bounded on the south by Chandler Road and roughly
on the east by Township Road 1800 East, which Is the extension of Paxton
Road south of U.S. 136.

Preclosure (1986-1989) and closure (1993) peak-hour traffic volumes,
capacities, and LOS on key community roadways are shown in Figure 3.2-8.
The figure also shows the distribution of traffic to and from Chanute AFB when
the East and West gates were open. U.S. 45 north of Tanner (U.S. 45 North),
U.S. 45 south of Tanner (U.S. 45 South), Maplewood Drive, Chandler Road, and
Township Road 1800 East are identified for this study as key community roads
because these roads would provide direct access to the Chanute AFB area
upon reuse. Peak-hour traffic volumes on U.S. 45 and U.S. 136 are relatively
low (less than 500 vehicles) near and outside the Village limits. Local Rantoul
and base traffic constitutes a substantial portion of local traffic loads (Illinois
Department of Transportation, 1986). These peak-hour volumes are generally
higher on road segments within the village center. Currently, the peak-hour
volume on U.S. 45 North In central Rantoul near Chanute AFB's North Gate is
nearly 1,400 vehicles per hour. Peak-hour traffic volume on Maplewood Drive
north of the base is about 900 vehicles per hour. Peak-hour volume on U.S. 45
South leading out of Rantoul is nearly 1,900 vehicles per hour. Traffic on rural
Chandler Road and Township Road 1800 East is extremely sparse (Illinois
Department of Transportation, 1986, 1989).
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Traffic In the Immediate Rantoul vicinity Is controlled by signalized Intersections

at nine locations. Signals were also installed at the entrance to the presently
unused West Gate of Chanute AFB, but have been removed. The three signals
nearest the North Gate currently are estimated to provide service at LOS C or
better, indicating satisfactory operations under current traffic conditions.

By 1993, peak traffic volumes on key community roads will be substantially
reduced as a result of base closure. Because on-base residential trip sources
and employment trip destinations will be almost entirely eliminated, peak traffic
volumes on all key community roads except Township Road 1800 East and
Chandler Road will decrease substantially (see Figure 3.2-8). Peak traffic
volumes throughout the Village of Rantoul would also be reduced to some
extent.

Chanute AFB. Access onto the base is currently gained through the North

Gate and the East Gate. The North Gate, which connects Century Boulevard
(U.S. 45) with Eagle Drive on base, Is open 24 hours a day. The East Gate,
which provides access to Maplewood Drive from the northeast housing and
recreational areas, is open only during morning and evening rush hours.

There are 40 miles of roads on the base, concentrated in the western one-third
and northern edge of the base. Eagle Drive and Galaxy Street are the key
north-south roads on the base; Borman Drive, Old Main Road, and Flying Fort
Street are key east-west roads. Even prior to restriction of access through the
East Gate, the greatest traffic volume on base was on Eagle Drive Just inside the

North Gate (greater than 1,300 vehicles per hour). There are no signalized
Intersections on the base.

The roads, which are maintained by the Air Force, are paved exclusively with
bituminous concrete. These roads have been resurfaced frequently to repair
damage caused primarily by climatic conditions; areas traveled by heavy trucks
show no damage from overweight loads.

Figure 3.2-9 shows preclosure (1987) and closure (1993) peak-hour traffic
volumes, capacities, and LOS for the five key on-base roads. Upon closure,
there would be minimal traffic on on-base roadways because they would be
used only by the 50-person disposal management team and others. Eagle Drive

to U.S. 45 North would be the only access point.

3.2.4.2 Airspace/Air Traffic. The ROI considered for this airspace analysis Is
an area delegated to the Champaign Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TRACON) facUlty by the Chicago Air Route Traffic Control Center. This area
(Figure 3.2-10) extends from the surface to 10,000 feet above mean sea level
(MSL), except In Area B to the northwest, which begins at 6,000 feet MSL The

Champaign TRACON is responsible for air traffic control services within the
lateral and vertical boundaries of the ROI approach control area. This
responsibility Includes airport traffic as well as other air traffic transiting through
this airspace.
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The airfield at Chanute AFB has been inactive since 1971. Helicopter and light
civil aircraft operations are conducted at the base on a restricted-permission
only basis and normally average only one or two flights a month. These flights

are primarily conducted by the IDOT. Upon base closure, the limited number of
aircraft operations at Chanute AFB would continue. There are no air traffic.
control facilities, navigational aids, instrument approaches, or designated
airspace established at Chanute AFB. Roberts very high frequency
omni-directional range tactical air control (VORTAC), a ground facility 20 statute
miles north of Chanute AFB, provides course and distance information. Radar

traffic advisories can be provided to aircraft operating at the base upon request
from the Champaign TRACON. Four civil airports are located within the vicirnivy

of the base (Figure 3.2-10); their current and projected annual aircraft
operations are shown in Table 3.2-3. These projections are based on a
1-percent annual increase in flight operations.

Table 3.2-3. Existing and Projected Annual Aircraft Operations for Civil
Airports in Vicinity of Chanute AFB

Willard Frasca Paxton Gibson City

1990 149,000 20,000 8,000 9,000

1993 153,500 20,600 8,300 9,300

Although several Federal airways transit the ROI, V-429 Is the only one within
the immediate vicinity of Chanute AFB (Figure 3.2-10). Airway V-429, which
transits in a north-south direction west of the base (Figure 3.2-10), is utilized
primarily by air traffic enroute betv wen the Chicago airports and Champaign

airport. The m:i ,imum altitude for instrument flight rules (IFR) traffic on the ROI
portion of the airway is 3,000 feet MSL Aircraft operations on this airway below

10,000 feet MSL average about six to eight flights per day, and are generally air
taxi flights between the Champaign and Chicago airports. In 1993, air traffic on

V-429 within the approach control airspace is expected to increase to 10 to 15

flights per day.

Overall, the volume of IFR and visual flight rules (VFR) aircraft operations within

the ROI, both at the airports and in transit through this airspace, is low to
moderate. Many of these operations are conducted by student pilots training at
the University of Illinois-Willard Airport (Champaign). This training primarily

consists of VFR flight in the local vicinity and touch-and-go training at the

airport.

The closure baseline for the ROI airspace structure is expected to remain the

same as existing conditions. There would continue to be no requirement for air
traffic control or airport designated airspace at Chanute AFB. No other actions

or significant airport development are anticipated within the Champaign

approach control area or at any of the airports in the ROI that would change the

existing conditions. Similarly, modifications to established airspace areas are
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not normally required unless an action Is so extensive and significant that
changes are necessary to enhance safety and the control o. air traffic. Such
changes typically Involve lateral and/or vertical adjustments to approach control
areas.

There are several public and private airports within the Champaign approach
control area. Only those at Champaign, Urbana, Paxton, and Gibson City are
considered relevant to this study based on their proximity to Chanute AFB, level
of aircraft operations, and the existence of Instrument approach flight
procedures at each of these airfields.

Willard Airport (Champaign), 20 statute miles south of Chanute AFB, is a fully
operational airfield with a control tower, radar approach control, and
navigational aids. An Airport Radar Service Area (ARSA) is established around
the Willard Airport (see Figure 3.2-10). An ARSA Is a regulatory type of airspace
wherein mandatory air traffic control sequencing, separation, and traffic
advisory services are required, as appropriate, for all IFR and VFR aircraft. The
ARSA extends from the surface to 4,800 feet MSL within the Inner circle, with
outer segments extending from 2,400 feet and 2,800 feet, respectively, to 4,800
feet MSL Chanute AFB lies outside of the ARSA; therefore, air traffic in the
vicinity of the base is unaffected by the mandatory requirements of this airspace
area.

Other designated areas at Willard Include an airport traffic area (control tower
operative airspace) and a charted control zone and transition area, which
protect airspace for ILS and very high frequency omni-directional range (VOR)
approach procedures. This airport has three active runways and primarily
serves six commercial air carrier services and general aviation aircraft, Including
those associated with the University of Illinois training activities.

Frasca Airfield (Urbana) is a general aviation airfield 11 statute miles south of
Chanute AFB and 8 miles northeast of Willard Airport. This is a low-volume
airfield with no air traffic control facilities. Champaign TRACON provides radar
air traffic control services to Frasca and a VOR Instrument approach is
established to the airfield. Protective airspace for this approach Is provided by a
charted control zone and transition area.

Paxton Field, 10 statute miles north of Chanute AFB, is primarily a general
aviation airfield. Air traffic control services are available only through the
Champaign TRACON and a VOR approach is established, as well, to this
airport. A control zone and transition area also encompass this airfield.

Gibson City Airport is 15 statute miles northwest of Chanute AFB and has a VOR
approach, an associated control zone and transition area, and no air traffic
control facilities. Champaign TRACON also provides approach services to this
general aviation airfield.
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As Indicated above, the Champaign TRACON Irovides approach control
services to the airports within its delegated airspace. Therefore, although the
VOR approaches to each airport may not conflict, the TRACON Is responsible
for and has the capability to ensure that aircraft operating simultaneously on
these approach courses are properly separated from one another.

3.2.4.3 Air Transportation. Air transportation includes passenger travel by
commercial airline and charter flights, business and recreational travel by
private (general) aviation, and priority package and freight delivery by
commercial and other carriers. Commercial passenger service Is available In
the region from the University of Illinois-Willard Airport, approximately 20 miles
southwest of Chanute AFB. The airport is owned and operated by the University
of Illinois. Six airlines provide direct service from Champaign to Chicago,
Dayton, Indianapolis, Miami, and St. Louis. In 1988, the airport processed
177,000 enplaned passengers and 157,900 total operations (Coffman
Associates, 1989). It is estimated that about 9 percent of the total number of
passengers serviced by the airport in 1988 were directly related to Chanute
AFB. Upon closure, the base would contribute few passengers to the Willard
Airport.

General aviation facilities are also available at Frasca Field In Urbana and at
Paxton Field Ii, Paxton. Because the primary market for air transportation
service Is the Champaign-Urbana metropolitan area, only minor changes, If any,
in the availability of services or facilities are expected to result directly from base
closure.

3.2.4.4 Ught Emissions. Upon closure, there will be no major sources of light
emissions at Chanute AFB that will interfere with operations or vehicular travel.
As previously discussed, no visual guidance systems are currently In operation
on the existing runways at Chanute AFB.

3.2.4.5 Railroads. Illinois is served by approximately 8,300 miles of railroad
track (the greatest mileage of any state except Texas) and more than 40 railroad
companies (Rand McNally, 1985). Chicago, historically the nation's largest hub
for railroad services, lies approximately 120 miles north of Chanute AFB and
Rantoul. The nearest connection to the south Is at Champaign-Urbana.

A main north-south line of the ICR between Centralia and Chicago parallels
U.S. 45 and passes immediately west of Chanute AFB, traversing western
Rantoul. This line provides both freight service and AMTRAK passenger service.
Two AMTRAK trains per day each way provide daily passenger service at the
Rantoul Station (AMTRAK, 1990). By 1993, no change In local or regional rail
service availability is expected as a direct result of base closure.

A spur from the ICR enters Chanute AFB near the base's northwest comer in the
vicinity of the North Gate; the spur extends for approximately 0.6 mile eastward
along the northern base boundary. Aithough the spur Is not currently In use, It
was inspected by representatives of the ICR on 13 July 1990 (Illinois Central
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Railroad, 1990). The trackage inside the gate was found to be in excellent
condition and able to handle any axle loading required. The Trailer-On-Flat-Car
ramp was also deemed in excellent condition and ready for immediate use.

3.2.5 Utilities

The utility systems addressed in this EIS include the facilities and infrastructure
used for:

"* Potable water pumping, treatment, storage, and distribution

"* Wastewater collection and treatment
* Solid waste collection and disposal

* Energy generation and distribution, including electrical energy and
hydrocarbon fuels (e.g., coal and natural gas).

The ROI for utilities includes systems serving Chanute AFB as well as the
surrounding community in Rantoul. The major attributes of utility systems In the
ROI are processing and distribution capacities, storage capacities, average
daily consumption, peak r.emand, and related factors required in making a
determination of the adequacy of such systems to provide service in the future.

3.2.5.1 Water Supply. The Village of Rantoul and Chanute AFB presently have
independent water supply systems. Rantoul previously supplied the base with
potable water, and the supply lines to the base are still in existence, although
normally closed and unused except in response to emergencies. Total annual
water production over the past 5 years for Rantoul and Chanute AFB and a
projection of annual water production from 1991 to the time of closure are
shown In Figure 3.2-11. The projection assumes that water use declines In
proportion to the reduction in population, both on Chanute AFB and in Rantoul.

Rantoul. The water treatment and distribution system of Rantoul provides
potable water throughout the Village of Rantoul. The treatment facilities (Village
cf Rantoul Water Treatment Plant) are in the western part of the Village, west of
the ICR tracks and north of U.S. 136. The primary source of water Is five deep
wells, three on the treatment plant property and two others to the southwest
along U.S. 136.

The water treatment plant has a design capacity of 3.2 MGD, and the system
Includes a storage capacity of 1.5 million gallons. Input raw water is aerated,
treated, filtered, fluoridated, chlorinated, and then distributed or stored. Except
for Iron, input water quality meets drinking water standards, and iron is reduced
to negligible levels in the treatment process. Illinois Public Water Supply
standards meet or exceed federal primary standards Issued by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Data for the water year ending
September 1990 indicate an average potable water delivery from the plant of
1.2 MGD, corresponding to a reserve capacity of 2.0 MGD. Monthly averages of
maximum and minimum daily consumption for that period were 1.4 and
1.1 MGD, respectively.
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I
The potable water system is expected to be unchanged In 1993. No

modifications in plant equipment or changes In staffing are planned. Mutual aid I
emergency support from the Chanute AFB water system Is expected to remain
available if, as planned, that system remains in service upon base closure.

Chanute AFB. Chanute AFB's water treatment and distribution system consists
of three distinct but Interconnected subsystems, each with its own source,
treatment facility, elevated storage, and distribution network. Water is pumped
from nine water wells on base, each rated at 500 gallons per minute (gpm). The
wells are 12 inches in diameter and range in depth from 275 to 290 feet. Seven
wells with 40-horsepower (hp) submersible pumps, and two wells with 40-hp
turbine pumps serve the system. Water treatment for the system serving the
industrial area of the base (primarily the buildit igs with numbers in the 900s) and

providing irrigation water for the golf course consists of chlorination (for
disinfection) only. Water treatment for th other two systems includes aeration
and pressure filtration, zeolite softening, fluoridation, and ionization. These
systems supply all other areas of the base.

The three water treatment plants have nominal capacities of 845, 2,786, and
1,000 gpm. The corresponding daily rates are estimated at 1.01, 3.34, and
1.44 MGD, assuming 20 hours of daily operation for the first two systems and

24 hours of operation for the third with both pumps operating (EDAW et al.,
1990). The corresponding total capacity of approximately 5.8 MGD is more

than adequate to supply the average daily use of about 2.2 MGD, which has
ranged from about 1.3 to 3.9 MGD in recent years. Base water use is also
subject to substantial seasonal variations.

Four elevated water storage tanks are in service on the base. Conditions and

capacities are shown in Table 3.2-4.

Table 3.2-4. Water Storage Tank Characteristics

Facility Capacity Year Current
Number (Gallons) Built Condition

120 500,000 1940 Good

122 1,000,000 1958 Good

44 300,000 1942 Fair

968 300.000 1954 Good

Total Capacity 2,100,O00

Source: EDAWot aW., 1990.

All of the elevated tanks have reportedly deteriorated as a result of corrosion.
Elevated tank 120 Is equipped with cathodic protection. Major renovations to

elevated tank 44, including a new roof, would be required if the tank Is to remain
In useful service for the next 20 years or more. None of the elevated tanks have

heating systems to prevent the water from freezing.
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The water distribution system consists of approximately 150,000 linear feet of
4- to 12-inch mains throughout the base. The system is looped for proper
distribution. Ten-inch water mains around the hangar area and weather building
provide adequate fire flows to those areas. The system serving the 900 area
and the golf course is connected to the two others by an 8-inch main running on
the northeast side of the golf course. This system, including its wells, water
mains, pumping facilities, and elevated tank can be disconnected and taken out
of service without a major disruption to the other two systems. The system is in
good condition and provides adequate service to all parts of the base.

Present water supply, treatment, and distribution facilities are more than
adequate to meet present needs on base. Water quality on base is good.
Conventional water softening techniques presently in place are efficient and
provide a quality product. If required, the present well system on base is
capable of producing about 6.5 MGD with all nine 500-gpm wells opeiatlng.
Wells can be operated intermittently on an as-needed basis without affecting the
Integrity of the equipment.

Because the base was developed for single-ownership operation, the
distribution system is not consistently located within designated utility corridors,
a cor'dition that applies generally to all utilities. Presently, none of the water
usage is metered at any building or facility. Many of the larger buildings likely
have several points of connection to the distribution system. Water availability
for routine and emergency services should remain relatively unaffected by base
closure, although consumption will be sharply reduced, and it Is possible that
one or more wells would be closed. Water use at Chanute AFB at the time of
closure is assumed to be 15,000 gallons per day (gpd), based on use by an
estimated 50 persons for a variety of maintenance and support activities.

3.2.5.2 Wastewater Treatment. Although Chanute AFB historically has

maintained its own wastewater treatment facilities, since 1988 the base's
wastewater has been processed at the Rantoul WWTP. The two treatment
plants on the base are being maintained, but are not operating. The Air Force
contributed approximately 10.5 million dollars to the construction of the WWTP.
The Air Force retains no part of ownership or control in return for its

contribution, but pays at a reduced rate for use of the WWTP. Historic and
projected wastewater treatment for Rantoul and Chanute AFB are shown in
Figure 3.2-12. By the end of 1993, wastewater flow from the base is assumed to

be 55 percent of the average historic flow (from 1986 through September 1990),
mainly consisting of inflow/infiltration.

Rantoul. The wastewater collection system for the Village of Rantoul has
approximately 198,700 feet of sewer. The original sewer network, constructed
around 1940, accounts for approximately one-third of the existing system. The
original system was constructed of clay pipe using oakum-mortar joint material,
and was tributary to the old treatment plant. The system has been continuously
expanded by the Village and private developers. In 1954, the 30-Inch diameter
Southside Interceptor and the Eastside Treatment Plant were constructed, and
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the old treatment piant was abandoned. The Northside Interceptor was
constructed in 1965 and the Westside Interceptor in 1968.

The Rantoul wastewater collection system is expected to be unchanged by the
end of 1993. Some flow reduction is anticipated as a result of base closure, but
the effects should be spread throughout the system. No area of the wastewater
collection system Is anticipated to be affected to a point at which changes in

operation or maintenance would be required. Influent to the WWTP is subjected
to heavy particle (grit) removal, larger particles are reduced In size, settleable
solids and floatable greases are separated in primary clarifiers, and the primary
effluent Is routed to secondary treatment In packed towers. There,
microorganisms reduce the biochemical oxygen demand of the primary effluent
to acceptable levels. The effluent is then settled, filtered through rapid sand
filters, chlorinated, and discharged into a man-made drainage ditch, an
unnamed tributary of the Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch. The man-made
receiving ditch is classified as a stream with a 7-day, 10-year low flow of zero.
Therefore, the plant effluent must meet stream standards. Operation

consistently meets the requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit Issued for the Rantoul WWTP. Ultimate
discharge is to the Vermilion River. Solid waste (sludge) from the process Is
digested and/or dewatered and landfilled. There is considerable duplication of
facilities in order to provide adequate processing capacity.

Because of infiltration/inflow conditions in the collection systems feeding the
plant, inflows exceed plant capacity during storm and other severe wet-weather
conditions. The plant consequently is provided with a storm water diversion
structure and storm water lagoon, where wastewater Is stored temporarily
before being removed and processed when inflows fall within normal ranges. A
1978 infiltration/inflow analysis for the Village proper concluded that elimination
of infiltration/inflow was not cost effective.

Some types of contaminants can pass through a conventional treatment plant
virtually unchanged, whereas others can cause major disruptions In plant

operation. To prevent such undesirable conditions from arising, both federal
and State of Illinois regulations require pretreatment of the effluent by a wide
range of specified processes. Operators of publicly-owned treatment plants
must establish a monitoring program to ensure that the undesirable materials
are not discharged into the wastewater stream and that required pretreatment

standards are being met. To prevent deterioration In effluent quality or damage
to the treatment process (system upset), the Village of Rantoul has established

and enforces a Sewer Use Ordinance that establishes pretreatment and
monitoring requirements for wastewater discharges into the system.

Base closure may result In reductions in the amount of influent wastewater
received by the Rantoul WWTP. Data for 1990, the latest year of record, show
an overall daly average flow of 4.2 MGD to the plant; of this flow, 2.4 MGD was

contributed by Rantoul and 1.8 MGD (43 percent) was contributed by Chanute

AFB. A substantial amount of this average flow represents contributions from
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inflow/infiltration, which can contribute 60 percent or more of the flow during
heavy rains. Over the same 1-year period, the daily flow contributed to the
WWTP by the Village of Rantoul, averaged over one month, varied from a low of
1.0 MGD to a high of 3.7 MGD. It is expected that base closure without reuse
would result In the loss of about 50 percent of the average daily flow (U.S. Air
Force, 1990c).

The overall average flow of 4.2 MGD for FY 1990 was high, largely because this
was the second wettest rainy season on record. Without the Increased
infiltratiornlinflow contributed by the rains to the wastewater flow, the WWTP and
its collection system would have experienced low flow problems. The Rantoul
WWTTP was placed in service in 1988. It is located immediately north of Grove
Avenue at the eastern Village limit. The Rantoul WWTP currently serves the
corporate area of the Village of Rantoul including Chanute AFB. It had an
original design capacity of 4.33 MGD Average Daily Dry Weather Flow and
8.65 MGD Peak Daily Dry Weather Flow. The WWTP was expected to receive
3.0 MGD initially with a reserve capacity of 1.33 MGD for growth; however, the
WWTP and its collection system have not operated efficiently at flows below the
levels of 1990. With no change in population, the WWTP is in need of
improvements to efficiently treat the wastewater flow. Prior to 1993, temporary
minor adjustments and a higher degree of maintenance than is commonly
necessary may be required to provide adequate treatment of the reduced
influent flow reliably and economically, and without violation of any applicable
regulations. The specific steps necessary to achieve this end are being
evaluated. In the ROD on the base closure EIS (U.S. Air Force, 1990d; see
Appendix B), the Air Force committed to help in the process.

Chanute AFB. Wastewater generated by activities on Chanute AFB is collected
by a system comprising approximately 139,000 linear feet of sanitary sewers,
and is then routed to the Rantoul WWTP for treatment and disposal. Because of
the relatively level topography on base, force mains as well as gravity sewers
are required, and the system includes 24 pump stations for this purpose. (A
force main is a system In which wastewater Is accumulated In a "wet well" and Is
then pumped into a sewer line. Such systems provide servtce where gravity
flow Is not feasible.) Most of the collected wastewater Is pumped to the
treatment plant through a 20-inch-diameter force main that starts at Eagle and
Heritage drives, goes east toward the base boundary, then north to the Rantoul
WWTP. Some wastewater generated by the housing area at the northwest part
of the base reaches the WWTP by gravity flow.

There are two unused (since 1988) wastewater treatment plants on base. One
of these plants Is in the industrial area in the southeast part of the base, the
other Is at Eagle and Heritage drives. The main pumping stations of the
force-main system are located at these plant sites. Some wastewater generated
on base must pass several lift stations before reaching one of these main
stations. The on-base collection system Is subject to infiltration/inflow, a
condition common to systems of its age in central Illinois (EDAW et al., 1990).
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3.2.5.3 Solid Waste. Solid waste from the Village of Rantoul and Chanute AFB
currently is disposed of in a landfill operated by the Village. This landfill is in a
hilly area approximately 3 miles northeast in Ludlow Township, immediately
west of the Ludlow/Hardwood Township border. The natural geology of this
area provides a clay soil bottom liner more than 50 feet thick, providing a barrier
between the landfilled wastes and local groundwater. The facility is designated
as a Class II landfill, suitable for the disposal of non-hazardous and general
municipal waste. It was placed in service in 1969, and was first permitted by the

Illinois EPA (IEPA) in 1975. No Illinois-classified special waste or construction
debris is accepted at the landfill. Construction debris has been accepted on a
case-by-case basis, but is generally prohibited because of volume.
Asbestos-containing debris cannot be accepted by the Rantoul landfill, because

it is classified as a special waste. It has not been previously permitted, and
cannot be permitted now because of the restrictions of the Illinois Solid and
Special Waste Management Regulations, which prohibit new special waste
streams.

Private haulers serve a total of approximately 35,000 Individual customers in the

area, who currently generate approximately 95,000 cubic yards of waste per
year. Chanute AFB contributes approximately 30 percent of the total wastes. A
composting program was begun in 1988, and a recycling program is currently
In place. The Village of Rantoul has Indicated that it would not accept packing,
crating, and other wastes generated from Chanute AFB related to its
closure/moving activities during the next few years.

In March of 1991, and In accordance with recent revisions in Illinois EPA
regulations, the Village of Rantoul notified the Illinois EPA of its revised available

capacity estimates for the Rantoul Municipal Landfill and of its intent to close the
site by April 1995. Additionally, Rantoul has indicated that it does not currently
plan to expand the Rantoul landfill onto a 63-acre site that Is adjacent to the
existing landfill and owned by the village. Champaign County is presently
planning to site a new landfill that could accept Rantoul's solid wastes that
would be operational by 1995. If the county landfill is not available at the time of

closure of the Rantoul landfill, Rantoul's wastes would likely be transported to
the H&L Disposal Company #3 landfill, the closest facility to RanituuI, located In
Danville, in adjacent Vermilion County. This landfill has a remaining capacity, as
of 1 April 1990, of 6.5 million cubic yards and was expected to have a 10-year
remaining life, based on its 1990 disposal rate of 678,817 cubic yards (Illinois

Environmental Protection Agency, 1990a).

At base closure, solid waste generation will decrease approximately 38 percent.
At that time, an estimated 51,000 cubic yards of waste per year will be

generated. The estimated volume of waste generated from the Rantoul service
area after base closure (i.e., 51,000 cubic yards per year) would represent
approximately 0.8 percent of the 1990 remaining capacity of the H&L landfill and
a 7.5 percent increase over its 1990 disposal rate. Figure 3.2-13 shows the
historic and projected amounts of solid waste disposal from the present service
area of the landfill.
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3.2.5.4 Energy. Historic energy consumption of electricity, natural gas, and
coal by the Village of Rantoul and Chanute AFB, as well as at-closure
projections of consumption are indicated in Figures 3.2-14, 3.2-15, and 3.2-16.
Projections assume reductions in use In proportion to reductions in population,

both on Chanute AFB and In Rantoul.

Electricity. The Village of Rantoul operates its own power distribution and
generating facility. Most of the distributed power Is derived from Rantoul's
membership in the Illinois Municipal Electric Authority (IMEA), which purchases

power from privately owned utility companies and distributes It to its member
utilities over leased lines. The Village currently has contracts with the IMEA for
the supply of all power needs through the year 2020. The present transmission
lines and feeders to the Village have a capacity of 50 megawatts (MW). The
historical peak demand has been 26 MW, so nearly 100 percent reserve against
peak demand is available. In addition, the feeder capacity can be doubled
within 6 months, if needed. The power suppliers have excess capacity, and the
IMEA has just purchased a 60-MW share of a new power plant.

In addition to purchased power, the Village has a rated peak generating
capacity of 13.5 MW, through the use of eight diesel-powered generators. The
contract with IMEA requires that these units be available within 30 minutes
notice, and they are maintained at that readiness at all times. In recent years,

they have not been used for actual delivery of electrical power to the load,
because the cost of purchased power Is less than the cost of generation by the
Village.

Chanute AFB receives electrical service from the Central Illinois Public Service
Company (CIPS), which is also one of the source agencies for the Village of
Rantoul. The area is served by a 138-kilovolt (kV) transmission line capable of

carrying more than three times the present load. A 69-kV transmission line
extending from tne CIPS Rantoul substation terminates at an Air Force-owned
substation next to the north gate. The total capacity of the base substation is
35,000 kilovolt-amperes (WA). Electrical power is distributed throughout the

base by 13 primary feeders. Base peak power demands over the past several
years have been in the range of 14,000 to 17,000 WA. The distribution system
Is adequate for present loads, and the substation has excess capacity In the
range of 20,000 kVA over present demand (EDAW et al., 1990). Electrical use
on Chanute AFB typically peaks during the summer months when about
7,000 megawatt-hours (MWH) are consumed monthly.

Natural Gas and Coal. Most heating on the base is provided from two heating

plants, supplemented by use of natural gas or No. 2 fuel oil to heat Individual
buildings. Some small buildings are heated by electricity. The central heating

plant (Building 46), erected in 1939, serves the northwest section of the base
(excluding housing units in the area), hospital, dental clinic, child development
center, and other buildings between the hospital and the mobile home park.
The central plant is coal fired, and consumes an average of about 140 tons per
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day of low-sulfur coal during the winter, and 70 tons per day during the summer.
Coal Is delivered by truck from southern Indiana.

The second heating plant is in Building 998, In the southeast area of the base.
This facility is gas fired, but it can also operate on No. 5 fuel oil. It was erected
in 1950, and serves several buildings in the 900 area.

Natural gas is supplied to the base and the Village of Rantoul by the Northern
Illinois Gas Company (NIGC), which maintains both 4- and 6-Inch high-pressure
mains. Mains outside the base are owned and operated by NIGC. On-base
mains are owned and operated by the Air Force, and are in good condition.
Gas supplies are adequate to provide service for the entire base (EDAW, et al.,
1990).

Most natural gas and coal use on the base takes place during the winter, and Is
primarily associated with space heating requirements. The steam plant does
operate during the summer months to provide air conditioning and hot water to
some of the dormitory facilities. The plant's overhead bunker facilities, which
convey the coal down into the boiler stokers, the boiler stokers themselves, and
the air pollution scrubbers show a large amount of wear and tear and would be
expected to require continuing maintenance attention. The remaining portions
of the steam plants are in relatively good condition and have been well
maintained.

The consumption of electricity at Chanute AFB would be negligible by late 1993;
minor electrical demand may be required for security lighting. Minimal space
heating would be required at closure to maintain temperatures of about 40°F in
buildings during winter months. This was estimated to require approximately
20 percent of normal demand for natural gas and coal.

3.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Hazardous materials and hazardous waste management activities at Chanute
AFB are governed by specific environmental regulations. For the purposes of
the following analysis, the term hazardous waste or hazardous materials will
mean those substances defined as hazardous by the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 USC
§§ 9601-9675, and the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 USC §§ 6901-6992. In general, this
includes substances that, because of their quantity, concentration, or physical,
chemical, or Infectious characteristics may present substantial danger to public
health or welfare or the environment when released into the environment.
The ROI encompasses all geographic areas that are exposed to the possibility
of a release. The ROI for IRP sites Is within the existing base boundaries.
Specific geographic areas affected by past and current hazardous waste
operations, including cleanup activities, are presented in detail below.
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I
3.3.1 Hazardous Materials Management

Preclosure Reference. Chanute Technical Training Center Plan 705 (U.S. Air
Force, 1988) addresses the storage locations of hazardous materials and
response to spills. Chanute AFB has a program that identifies the hazardous
materials that are shipped to the base and utilized in the workplace.

Closure Baseline. After closure, only the disposal management team and
possible interim users will be using hazardous materials. All parties will be
responsible for managing these materials in accordance with federal, state, and
loz •egulations; for protecting their employees from occupational exposure to
hazardous materials; and for protecting the public health of the surrounding

community.

The disposal management team will be responsible for the safe sto, age rnd
handling of all hazardous materials used in conjunction with base maintenance,
such as paint, paint thinner, solvents, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides.
These materials will be shipped to the base in compliance with Department of
Transportation (DOT) hazardous materials regulations. If the Air Force

authorizes interim use of base facilities prior to reuse and disposal, it will require
that all hazardous materials be shipped, stored, and handled In compliance with
pertinent regulations.

3.3.2 Hazardous Waste Management

Preclosure Reference. As a result of an RCRA Part A permit application
submission, Chanute AFB operates as an interim status Hazardous Waste
Storage Facility under an IEPA permit that authorizes on-site storage within a
designated area for up to 1 year. In view of the pending closure of the base, the
RCRA Part B permit application was withdrawn from submission to the IEPA. As

a result, the facility will lose its Interim status as a storage facility on 8 November
1992, prior to base closure. After that time, all hazardous waste must be
removed from the Installation within 90 days of collection. Once the storage

area loses interim status, it must be closed properly within 180 days of receiving
the final volume of hazardous waste, or after approval of the closure plan,
whichever is later, unless the appropriate regulatory agency, i.e., IEPA, grants

an extension.

Chanute AFB currently operates one interim status hazardous waste storage
facility, four 90-day accumulation points, and fourteen satellite accumulation
areas (Table 3.3-1). The sources that generate hazardous waste are presented
in CTTC Plan 705 (U.S. Air Force, 1988). The facility operates as a

1,000-kgrmonth generator. Hazardous waste is disposed of In cooperation with
the base Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO).

Chanute AFB has several plans that address hazardous waste management on
the base. The Spill Prevention and Response Plan (U.S. Air Force, 1988)

addresses the prevention of the discharge of pollutants and includes a
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Table 3.3-1. Hazardous Waste Storage Locations*

Site Location Description
Interim-Status Hazardous Waste Storage Facilities (1-Year Storage)

1 Building 975 Jet engine test cell 15

Accumulation Points (90-day storage)
1 Building 37 Storage facility
2 Building 51 Storage facility
3 Building 720 Storage yard northwest of the steam plant
4 Building 736 Storage facility

Satellite Accumulation Points
1 Building 1 Room E144
2 Building 1 Room E145
3 Building 1 Paint shop
4 Building 30 Auto shop
5 Building 66 Print room 138
6 Building 68 Room 1010 oil storage, ADJ mechanical
7 Building 700 Rear of building
8 Building 720 Paint area
9 Building 720 Battery storage area
10 Building 727 Outside fenced area
11 Building 729 Motor pool
12 Building 850 Dental X-ray clinic
13 Building 923 Inside shop
14 Building 927 Rear of building

*As of June 1991.

contingency plan to address unauthorized releases. The base also has a plan
for the management of hazardous waste (U.S. Air Force, 1986b).

Closure Baseline. All of the hazardous waste will be removed from the interim
storage facilities, accumulation points, and satellite accumulation points.
Disposal of these wastes will be tracked In accordance with the RCRA. At the
time of base closure, all of the hazardous waste generated by base functions
will have been shipped off site. Hazardous waste generated by the disposal
management team will be tracked to ensure proper identification, storage,
transportation, and disposal, as well as Implementation of waste minimization

programs.

3.3.3 Installation Restoration Program Sites

The IRP Is a DOD program to Identify, characterize, and remedlate
environmental contamination on military installations. The DOD Implemented
the IRP in 1980 to clean up health-threatening sites on its Installations. Although
acceptable at the time, procedures followed prior to the mid-1 970s for

managing and disposing of many wastes resulted In contamination of the
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environment. The program established a process to evaluate past disposal
sites, control the migration of contaminants, and control potential hazards to
human health and the environment. Section 211 of the Superfund Amendments
Reauthorization Act (SARA). codified as the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program (DERP), ensures that the DOD has the right to conduct its own
environmental restoration programs.

The original IRP was divided Into four phases consistent with the CERCLA:

"* Phase I: Problem Identification and Records Search

"* Phase II: Problem Confirmation

"* Phase III: Technology Base Development

"* Phase IV: Corrective Action.

After the SARA was passed in 1986, the IRP was realigned to incorporate the
terminology used by the U.S. EPA and to Integrate the new requirements under
SARA. The result was the creation of three IRP stages:

"* Stage 1: Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection (PN/SI)

"* Stage 2: Remedial Investigation/FeasibIlity Study (RI/FS)

"* Stage 3: Remedial Design/Remediation Action (RD/RA).

The preliminary assessment portion of Stage 1 Is comparable to Phase I and
consists of a records search and Interviews to determine whether potential
problems exist. A brief on-site investigation, which may include soil and water
sampling, Is performed to give an Initial characterization of a potential site.

The remedial Investigation portion of Stage 2 is similar to Phase II and consists
of additional field work and evaluations In order to assess the nature and extent
of contamination. It Includes a risk assessment and Is used to determine the
need for site remediation.

Phase IV has been replaced by the FS in Stage 2 and the RD within Stage 3.
The FS documents the development, evaluation, and selection of remedial

action alternatives to clean up the site. The selected alternative is then designed
(RD) and Implemented (RA). Long-term monitoring Is often performed In
association with site cleanup to assure future compliance with contaminant
standards or achievement of cleanup goals. The Phase III portion of the IRP
process Is not Included in the normal SARA process. Technology development
under SARA Is done under separate processes, Including the Superfund
Innovative Technology Evaluation program.

Preclosure Reference. Because the Air Force began the IRP process at

Chanute AFB prior to terminology and procedural changes, both phases and
stages are referred to in the IRP administrative record. The Phase I IRP study at
Chanute AFB was summarized In a Records Search document dated December
1983 (Engineering-Science, 1983). The records search Identified six potential

disposal sites that required additional study.
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From 1984 to 1986, investigations were conducted on the base to assess the
potential contamination at the Identified waste disposal sites. This process
identified and evaluated seven sites: the six from the 1983 study and a tank
sludge disposal pit (Figure 3.3-1). During 1988, two rounds of groundwater and
surface water sampling were performed. The results were inconclusive, so
additional sampling was initiated that included the base water supply wells and
perimeter monitoring wells. These wells were sampled quarterly from
December of 1988 until September of 1989. Additional deep aquifer (lilinoian)
and shallow aquifer (Wisconsinan) monitoring wells were installed in
August-September 1989.

Two Confirmation/Quantification documents, published in October 1986,
indicated that further remedial Investigations and feasibility studies would be
required during the remedial program. A remedial investigation data summary
report will be prepared In the spring of 1991.

Laboratory tests for volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semivolatile organics,
inorganics, and some metals were performed from December 1987 to
November 1988. The results were rejected because of laboratory Irregularities.
Additional laboratory testing is being performed to validate the results of the
past analysis.

In accordance with the CERCLA, all federal facilities were subjected to
investigation by the U.S. EPA for possible inclusion on the National Priorities List
(NPL), as federal "Superfund" sites. The IRP sites at Chanute AFB did not
contain sufficient contamination to warrant their listing as NPL sites. As a result,
these sites are not managed under the same regulations governing NPL sites
and state laws concerning removal and remedial actions apply to such actions
at Chanute AFB.

The Air Force is committed to the identification, assessment, and remediation of

the contamination resulting from past Air Force activities at Chanute AFB. In
furtherance of that commitment, the U.S. Air Force entered into a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with the IEPA, the IDOT, and the Village of Rantoul on
25 September 1990, which created an Environmental Coordination Team to
oversee IRP activities at Chanute AFB. The IRP is an active program on
Chanute AFB and will continue after base closure if necessary to ensure that all
sites have been properly remediated. Investigation results will be studied to
determine locations where remedial actions are needed. Feasibility studies will
be completed to determine the most appropriate remedial action and then the
remedial action will be implemented. When remedial actions are complete, the

Air Force will continue to monitor the sites as necessary to assure the
effectiveness of the remedial action. The specifics of future actions cannot be
determined until current field investigations, associated risk assessments, and
screening or remedial alternatives are completed and reviewed by the members
of the Environmental Coordination Team. This review proce,.s v;i ensure thri
appropriate remedial actions are implemented to clean up existing
contaminants.
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In addition to the mandates of the IRP, prior to the transfer of any property at

Chanute AFB, the Air Force must also comply with the provisions of CERCLA

§ 120. CERCLA § 120h requires that, before property can be transferred, the

United States must provide notice of specific hazardous waste activities on the

property and Include in the deed a covenant warranting that "all remedial action

necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect to any
[hazardous] substance remaining on the property has been taken before the

date of such transfer." Furthermore, the covenant must also warrant that "any
additional remedial action found to be necessary after the date of such transfer
shall be conducted by the United States." To ensure that money is available to
conduct environmental restoration at military Installations scheduled for closure,
Congress appropriated $100,000,000 to the Defense Base Closure Account for
fiscal year 1991 to be used exclusively for that purpose. It Is expected that

future authorization acts will continue to fund environmental restoration
activities at closing installations. In light of the continuing responsibility of the
Air Force for restoration activities at Chanute AFB, it Is unlikely that such

activities would be eligible for Federal funding under the Airport Improvement

Program managed by the FAA

3.3.3.1 Landfill Site 1. This approximately 19-acre site is northwest of Salt
Fork Creek, In the southeastern portion of the base. When the landfill was In

use, from the late 1930s until 1960, it received the majority of the wastes
generated on base. This included traditional garbage, construction debris,
empty pesticide containers, shop wastes, and metals. The area fill method was
used at this site; the landfill material was frequently burned. The landfill is
estimated to be approximately 8 to 10 feet deep, with a cap of approximately 0
to 6 inches. A small arms and trap-shooting range and ancillary building are
located on this old landfill site. No wastes are generated from these shooting
ranges other than expended lead shot.

In 1986, three shallow monitoring wells (less than 25 feet deep) were installed
and samples taken. Trace concentrations of oil, grease, and phenolic

compounds were found. The top of this shallow aquifer can be as close to the

surface as 5 to 8 feet.

In 1987, a geophysical survey defined the boundaries of the landfill and

identified areas containing metallic objects. Four shallow wells were installed to
monitor the upper aquifer. The analytical results from the groundwater, surface

water, and sediment samples from Salt Fork Creek have not indicated pollutant
concentrations above the detection limits. The hydraulic gradient indicates that
groundwater flows toward the south or south-southwest. The upper aquifer

may be influenced by the recharge from Salt Fork Creek and some recharge
from Heritage Lake. The hydraulic gradient Indicates the probable dispersion

path for potential or existing contaminants.

Two monitoring wells in the deeper aquifer have been placed to a depth of

approximately 65 feet. There appears to be no confinement of the two aquifers
and contaminant transfer between the aquifers Is of concern. Sampling of the
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shallower wells and surficial soil sampling from the landfill cap will be
performed. In addition, the landfill cap thickness will be determined over several
locations at this site and Incorporated into the remedial design for a proposed
final cap.

3.3.3.2 Landfill Site 2. This site encompasses approximately 20 acres and Is
located southeast of Salt Fork Creek and Landfill Site 1. This landfill site was
used for roughly 15 years beginning In the early 19509. Waste received
included garbage, shop waste, construction materials, and possibly four drums
containing 2,4-0 or 2,4,5-T herbicides. The area fill and periodic bum method of
management was used at this site. The landfill is approximately 8 to 10 feet
deep.

One monitoring well was Installed at this site. Surface water samples from the
area adjoining Salt Fork Creek were also taken and analyzed. Trace
concentrations of phenolic compounds were detected In the monitoring well
and the organic solvent trichloroethylene (TCE) was discovered in the surface
water sample.

During 1987, a geophysical survey was performed at the site to determine its
boundaries. Four additional shallow monitoring wells were placed at the
periphery of this site. Results from the groundwater sampling Indicated
concentrations of organic contaminants below the laboratory detection levels.
Recently, another monitoring well was Installed into the deeper aquifer.
Additional sampling of both the monitoring wells and the surficlal soils within the
landfill Is needed.

3.3.3.3 Landfill Site 3. The site encompasses approximately 20 acres, and Is
located southeast of Landfill Site 2, adjacent to the southern base boundary.
This landfill was operated from 1967 until 1970. Waste included garbage, shop
waste, and construction debris. The landfill may have received the four drums
of herbicide (2,4-D or 2,4,5-T) previously noted for Landfill Site 2. The area fill
and periodic burning method was employed. The depth of the fill Is currently
unknown; the cap Is of varying depth to a maximum of approximately 1 foot.

Trace amounts of oil, grease, phenolic compounds, and benzene, toluene, ethyl
benzene, and xylene (BTEX) were discovered in samples taken from three
shallow monitoring wells around the periphery of the site. In 1987, five
peripheral monitoring wells were installed into the shallow aquifer. Quarterly
sampling found low levels of organic compounds that were generally below
federal maximum contaminant levels (MCLs). During this activity, a downgrade
and deeper monitoring well was Installed and sampled In the deeper aquifer.
Five subsequent samplings have failed to show significant concentrations of
organic compounds. Most of the samples were below detection limits.

Projected work activity at this site will be limited to confirmation sampling of the
existing monitoring wells, in both the shallow and deeper aquifers. The surficlal
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soils are to be sampled and the landfill cap thickness determined at the
prescribed locations.

3.3.3.4 Landfill Site 4. This site encompasses 16 acres at the southeast
comer of the base. The site was operated for approximately 4 years beginning
In 1970, receiving garbage, shop residues, and construction and demolition
debris. The trench and area fill method of management was practiced.
Occasional burning may have taken place. Currently, a simulated grenade
launching facility and access road are situated on the southeastern and eastern
portions of this site. The simulated grenade activity does not generate waste.

In 1986, four shallow monitoring wells were Installed. Volatile compounds,
phenolic compounds, oil, and grease were found in trace amounts. In 1987,
four shallow monitoring wells and one downgradlent deeper well were Installed.
Trace concentrations of organic contaminants (phenolic compounds,
chioroethane, and BTEX), oil, and grease were detected In the shallow wells.
Geophysical surveys and an aquifer pump test were performed.

Scheduled work Includes confirmation sampling of the existing wells and
surficial soil sampling from the landfill cap.

3.3.3.5 Sludge Disposal Pit (Building 932). This site, measuring 25 by
30 feet, is on the east side of building 932, northwest and upgradient of Landfill
Site 4. Sludges from the cleanout of fuel tanks were placed in this diked pit from
the mid-1 950s through 1979. A JP-4 fuel line leak occurred near the pit in 1985.
Vegetation disturbance has been noted close to the building and pavement.

One shallow well was installed in 1986. The sludge pit soils and surface waters
were sampled. Trace amounts of phenolic compounds and 50 parts per million
(ppm) of lead were detected in both the surface water and sludge samples. The
contaminant concentrations in the groundwater samples were below detection
limits. In 1987, a soil organic vapor survey and an aquifer pump test were
performed. The vapor survey identified areas within the sludge ph that had
elevated organic vapor concentrations.

Subsequently, two shallow monitoring wells were Installed and samples taken.
Both surface water and sediment samples were collected from the intermittent
stream adjacent to this site and along Salt Fork Creek. Samples from the
surface waters and soils contained low concentrations of hydrocarbons and
associated compounds. The quarterly sampling of the monitoring wells failed to
find concentrations above the testing detection levels. A deeper monitoring well
has been Installed at the site and sampling will be performed.

3.3.3.6 Fire Training Area I (Inactive). This site covers approximately
2 acres adjacent to Salt Fork Creek and northwest of Landfill Site 1. This site
was used for fire suppression training beginning In the early 1950s through the
mid-1960s. The area reportedly received old aircraft, waste fuels, paints, solvent
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waste, paint thinners, and other combustible compounds. The training fires
were extinguished with protein foam.

In 1986, two shallow monitoring wells were installed and sampling was
performed. Trace amounts of oil and grease were detected in the aquifer. In i
1987, two soil borings and a soil organic vapor study were conducted. One
monitoring well was also Installed in the shallow aquifer and soil and surface
water were sampled. The soil organic survey indicated two areas of organic I
solvent contamination. Soil boreholes confirmed the presence of contamination
in this location. Surface water samples from Salt Fork Creek indicated low
(below MCLs) concentrations of organic compounds. The sediments from Salt 1
Fork Creek indicated significant concentrations of hydrocarbon compounds.
The wastewater discharge from the sewage plant was immediately upstream
from the sediment sampling locations prior to December 1987. This discharge
may have contributed to the contamination. The groundwater samples from the
shallow wells were at or near the detection limits for the organic solvent
constituents. A monitoring well was installed in the deeper aquifer and samples I
taken during 1990. Confirmation sampling will be performed at this site and a
risk assessment is scheduled.

3.3.3.7 Fire Training Area 2 (Active). This site encompasses approximately
15 acres and is located south of Landfill Site 2 and east of Salt Fork Creek. This
site has been active since 1965. Until the late 1970s, the pit received waste oils,
solvent wastes, hydraulic fluids, and waste fuels (JP-4). In the last few years,
the area has received mostly JP-4 along with wood and cardboard. The
extinguishing agents used at the site until the early 1970s were protein foam and
carbon dioxide. Aqueous film-forming foam has been used since roughly 1973.
In 1981, dry chemicals and Halon were used for fire suppression.

This area is operating with a permit issued on 8 August 1990 by the IEPA
Division of Air Pollution Control. The permit expires on 9 August 1991. The
permit allows the burning of 5,800 gallons of JP-4/JP-5, 1,500 pounds of wood,
and 200 pounds of cardboard per week.

For the initial investigation, six shallow monitoring wells were installed. Surface
water samples have been collected from the holding lagoon adjacent to the site.
Three of the samples from the monitoring wells and three surface water samples
had concentrations of VOCs, which Include tricNoroethylene, 1,2-trans
dichloroethylene, chloroethane, and BTEX.

In 1987, additional surveys were performed, including testing for surface organic
vapors, four exploratory borings, swface water and sediment sampling, and the
installation of six shallow monitoring wells. The soil organic vapor survey found
elevated levels on the periphery of the site. Sampling activity from the Salt Fork
Creek areas failed to find significant contamination. Groundwater sampling
found elevated concentrations of organic contaminants.
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There are alsc two deeper wells. Sampling of one deeper downgradient
monitoring well is scheduled. Sampling activity is anticipated for the training
area sediment and the collection ditch. Additional sampling of the shallow wells
is indicated.

3.3.3.8 Additional Sites. Three recently discovered sites have become iRP
sites. On the eastern end of Building 995, soil contamination has resulted from
the past disposal of TCE. This site is associated with the engine test cells.
Hydrocarbon contamination and TCE have been identified in the soils southeast
and adjacent to Building 922. This site is approximately 50 feet by 100 feet and
may exceed 1,000 cubic yards; the site associated with an oil/water separator.
Chemical compounds known as polynuclear aromatics have been discovered in
the soil and groundwater near Buildings 51 and 58 during removal of 12 USTs.
RI activities to determine the extent of contamination are in progress.

Closure Baseline. Initial plans assumed that approximately 75 acres of landfill
would require capping, along with the application of pump-and-treat technology
for approximately 10 years. Additional monitoring would follow the remediation.
The landfills would be capped following state approval. No off-base migration of
contaminants from the IRP sites or other base sources has been Identified to
date.

The remedial investigation draft is scheduled for the summer of 1991. The
feasibility study concerning the proposed capping of the landfills is due in rough
draft in the fall of 1991. Remediation will be complete or in place prior to
October 1993; the majority of the long-term monitoring will be performed after
base closure (U.S. Air Force, 1989b). Monitoring of the groundwater Is usually a
long-term requirement to assure the success of the RD and RA.

3.3.4 Storage Tanks

Regulations. Underground storage tanks (USTs) are subject to federal
regulations under the RCRA. These regulations were mandated by the
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984. The state of Illinois has
adopted the EPA's UST regulations. The Illinois State Fire Marshal has
established regulations for UST systems. illinois regulations are more restrictive
than federal regulations.

The IEPA manages the regulations for remedlation or contaminant releases from
USTs. The state of Illinois has a cleanup action level of 25 parts per billion (ppb)
for benzene and 16.025 ppm for total BTEX. Residential heating oil tanks under
1,100 gallons are exempt under Illinois regulations unless they are known to
have leaked into the environment. Both removed tank systems and the required
tank rinse water are considered a special waste within Illinois.

The Chanute AFB UST Management Plan draft dated April 1990 (EG&G Idaho,
Inc., 1990) described the number, types, and status of USTs on the base; the
updated plan is due in 1991. A number of USTs on base were removed in 1990.
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Preclosure Reference. There are 26 UST systems at Chanute AFB, listed In
Table 3.3-2. Of these, 15 are currently active as defined by state and federal
regulations, 8 are exempt from these regulations, and 3 are Inactive and
scheduled for closure.

Table 3.3-2. UST Inventory*

Tank Size (aal) Contents Organization Location and Use
68-1b, c 1,000 Diesel AGE(e) AGE/refueling

68-2b, c 1,000 JP-4 Jet fuel AGE AGE/refueling
100a 1,500 #2 ON Heat shop Housing off./heatIng
118a 1,000 # 2 Ol Heat shop Band Bldg/heating
294d 1,000 # 2 Oi Heat shop Housing/heating
298b 1,500 # 201 Heat shop Housing/heating
391a 2,000 # 2 Oi Heat shop Red Cross/heating
578a 1,500 # 2 Oi Heat shop Camping area/heating

700_1a 12,000 Premium unleaded gas AAFES(Q) AAFES station/refueling

700-28 12,000 Unleaded gas AAFES AAFES station/refueling
700-3a 10,000 Unleaded gas AAFES / -_-S station/refueling
711-1a 12,000 Unleaded gas POL ml. gas station/refueling
711-2 12,000 Unleaded gas POL ml. gas station/refueling
711 _3a. 12,000 Diesel POL ml. gas station/refueling
748-1a 10,000 Unleaded gas AAFES AAFES station/refueling
748-2a 10,000 Unleaded gas AAFES AAFES station/refueling
748-3a 10,000 Unleaded gas AAFES AAFES station/refueling

902d 1,000 # 2 ON AAFES() Heat Shop Em.
Assembly/heating

921-1a 6,000 Diesel POL Ml fuel/refueling
921-2a 2,000 Unleaded gas POL MR fuel/refueling
932-1d 25,000 JP-4 Jet fuel AGE Hydrant/training
932-2d 25,000 JP-4 Jet fuel AGE Hydrant/training
932-3d 25,000 JP-4 Jet fuel AGE Hydrant/training
932-4d 10,000 JP-4 Jet fuel AGE Hydrant/training

932-5d 2,500 Waste JP-4 Jet fuel AGE Hydrant/training
963d 550 Diesel Power Lift sta/em power

Production
Pius four non-reg]ulated tank svstems.

As of June 1991
(a) Active UST
(b) Abandoned (Inactive) UST
(c) UST under contract to be removed
(d) UST exempt from regulations
(6) Aerospace ground equipment
()my Air Force Exchange Service

Closure Baseline. The Air Force Intends to dose and remove all UST systems
at Chanute AFB prior to base closure. There is a small above-ground storage
tank in the proposed off-base acquisition acreage for the aviation support area.
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Above-ground storage tanks associated with petroleum, oil, and lubricants
(POL) are listed In Table 3.3-3. Large fuel storage tanks will likely be purged to
minimize fire hazards.

Table 3.3-3. Inventory of Above-Ground Storage Tanks
(Capacity Greater Than 660 Gallons)

Storage Tank Location Capacity (gal) Contents

128 North Side 1,000 Heating Oil
724 West Side(s) 1,000 Diesel
729 East Comer(a) 1,000 Diesel
739 Northeast 1.000 Diesel

Comer(a)
743 West Side(a) 1,000 Diesel
805 North Side(a) 1,000 Diesel

851-1 Service Pit 1,000 Diesel
900 North Side 1,000 HeatIng O0
904 East Side 2,500 JP-4

920-1 North Side 1,000 Diesel
920-2 North Side 1,000 Diesel
921-1 East Side(a) 5,000 Diesel
921-2 East Side(a) 1,200 Gasoline
934-1 North Side 2,500 JP-4
934-2 North Side 2,500 JP-4

934 North Side 1,000 JP-4
937 Southeast Comer 1,000 Fuel OH
938 East Side 2,500 JP-4
934 East Side 2,500 JP-4
951 East Side(b) 240,OOC JP-4
952 East Side(b) 240,000 JP-4

(a) No containment system.
(b) Locked oil/water separator system.

3.3.5 Asbestos

Regulations. Asbestos is regulated by both the EPA and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Emissions of asbestos to the
ambient air are controlled under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, which
establishes the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP). There are separate regulations under the Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA) to handle problems of asbestos-containing construction materials
used in schools. The Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act addresses the
management of asbestos in schools from kindergarten through grade 12.

During the renovation or demolition of buildings, asbestos may be released Into
the ambient air. Friable asbestos refers to the ability of asbestos-containing
material (ACM) to release fibers as a result of crumbling or breakage from hand
pressure. These fibers can be emitted from various building materials such as
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I
pipe and boiler wrap, acoustic ceilings, and Insulating materials. The NESHAP
regulate the demolition or renovation of buildings with ACM. The EPA has a
policy that addresses leaving asbestos in place and not disturbing the material.

It is current Air Force practice to remove or manage asbestos in active facilities j
when it poses a threat of release from friable ACM. The Air Force policy on the
management of asbestos at bases that are being closed can be found in
Appendix G. Chanute AFB has an asbestos management program In place
(U.S. Air Force, 1989d). It Is unlikely that any costs of removing or managing
asbestos would be eligible for federal funds under the Airport Improvement
Program.

Baseline Description. A base-wide survey for ACM is required by the state of
Illinois disclosure law prior to base disposition. A survey of asbestos on base
was performed in 1990; survey results are in preparation. An asbestos
abatement plan is due In 1991.

3.3.6 Pesticide and Herbicide Usage

Regulations. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
and the Illinois Lawn Care Products Application and Notice Act require that
applicators of all pesticides and fungicides must be certified and licensed by the
state of Illinois. Applicators must adhere to manufacturer's instructions for
storage, mixing, and application of all chemicals.

Preclosure Reference. All of the Insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides
utilized at Chanute AFB are stored in Building 744 (Entomology Shop) (see
Table 3.3-4).

Table 3.3-4. Insecticide/Fungicide/Herbicide Storage,
Entomology Building

Name Quantity
Insecicide

Diazinon 4E (liquid) 5 gallons
Triumph (liquid) 8 gallons
Grub Control (granular) 7,000 pounds

Eunicde
Banner (liquid) 20 gallons
DaconUl 2787 (liquid) 50 gallons
Banol (liquid) 1.5 gallons
Subdue (liquid) 8 gallons
Rubigan (liquid) 1.5 gallons
3336 (granular) 24 pounds

Herbicid)s
Acclaim (liquid) 1 gallon
Surflam (liquid) 5 gallons
Round-up (liquid) 5 gallons
2, 4, D (liquid) 5 gallons
Sonar (liquid) 1.5 gallons
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Closure Baseline. At the time of closure, pesticides and herbicides will
continue to be utilized In the Entomology Shop and the golf course

maintenance area.

3.3.7 Polychlorinated Blphenyls (PCBs)

Regulations. Commercial PCBs are Industrial compounds produced by
chlorination of biphenyls. PCBs persist In the environment, accumulate In

organisms, and concentrate in the food chain. PCBs were used in electrical
equipment, primarily In capacitors and transformers, because they are
electrically nonconductive and stable at high temperatures. The disposal of
these compounds is regulated under the federal TSCA, which banned the

manufacture and distribution of PCBs with the exception of PCBs used In
enclosed systems. By definition, PCB equipment contains 500 ppm PCBs or
more, whereas PCB-contaminated equipment contains PCB concentrations
greater than 50 ppm but less than 500 ppm. The EPA regulates the removal and
disposal of all sources of PCBs containing 50 ppm or more; the regulations are
more stringent for PCB equipment than for PCB-contamlnated equipment.

Closure Baseline. A survey to test the PCB content of capacitors and
transformers was completed in November 1989. The PCB capacitors were
removed prior to 1 October 1988, and replaced with non-PCB capacitors.
Appendix B from the closure EIS (U.S. Air Force, 1990c) contains a list of the
PCB-contaminated devices at Chanute AFB, including the locations and
contaminant concentrations of the large transformers. There are currently five
active, large, PCB-contaminated transformers on the base that must be
retrofilled. Two of these are in Building 68 and three are within the Building 851
hospital area. The Air Training Command will remove and retrofill all of the
PCB-contaminated devices prior to disposal of the property.

3.3.8 Radon

Regulations. Radon is a naturally occurring, colorless and odorless radioactive
gas that occurs as a product of the radioactive decay of naturally occurring
uranium. Radium is found in high concentrations in rocks containing uranium,
granite, shale, phosphate, and pitchblende. Radon in the outside air is diluted
to Insignificant concentrations. Radon that is present in surrounding soil enters
a building through small spaces and openings and can accumulate In enclosed
areas such as basements. The cancer risk from exposure through the
inhalation of radon is currently a topic of concern.

There are no federal regulations setting standards for radon exposure. U.S. Air
Force policy requires Implementation of the Air Force Radon Assessment and

Mitigation Program (RAMP) to determine levels of radon exposure of military
members and their dependents. Results from completed surveys provide

Information for the development of mitigation plans, where required. The U.S.
EPA has made testing recommendations for both residential structures and
schools. For residential structures with a 2- to 7-day charcoal canister test, a
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level between 4 to 20 picocurles per liter (pCi/I) should result In additional
screening within a few years. For levels of 20 to 200 pCI/I, additional
confirmation sampling should be done within a few months. A reading In
excess of 200 pCIA should result in immediate evacuation of the structure.
Schools are to use a 2-day charcoal canister; results of 4 to 20 pCVI require a
9-month school year survey. It is recommended that the survey be performed
with either an alpha track detector survey or Ion chamber survey. If a 3-month
alpha track detector shows levels greater than 20 pCIi0, a diagnostic survey or
mitigation Is Indicated (Table 3.3-5).

Table 3.3-5. Recommended Radon Surveys and Mitigations

Facility EPA Action Level Recommendation
Residential 4 to 20 pCIl Additional screening.

Expose detector for 1 year.
Residential 20 to 200 pCI/I Perform follow-up measurements.

Expose detectors for no more than 3 months.
Residential Above 200 pCI/i Follow-up measurements.

Expose detectors for no more than one week.
Immediately reduce radon levels.

Two-Day Weekend Measurement
School 4 to 20 pCIA Confirmatory 9-month survey.

Alpha track or ion chamber survey.
School Greater than 20 pCI/i Diagnostic survey or mitlgation.

Congress has set a national goal for indoor radon concentration of the outdoor ambient levels of from 0.2 to
0.7 pCI/I.

Closure Baseline. The Air Force has directed an RAMP for assessment of all
habitable structures on bases. A small radon sampling survey was conducted
at Chanute AFB In FY 1988. Of the 1,323 military family housing units on base,
33 were tested for radon. One housing unit exceeded the Air Force's action
level of 4 pCi/i (4.4 pCIi). The base has Implemented a detailed radon
assessment program In accordance with U.S. Air Force policy, and a further
radon survey is scheduled for 1991.

3.3.9 Medlcal/Blohazardous Waste

Regulations. Current federal standards do not require regulation of medical
wastes. The Medical Waste Tracking Act was passed for a 2-year period
beginning In 1988. This act covered five states plus the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico. Illinois currently manages Infectious waste under a regulation that
allows the autoclaving of waste to render It no longer Infectious. This process
exposes infectious waste to temperatures of 250°F and 20 psi of steam,
effectively sterilizing these wastes.

Closure Baseline. The base hospital, with a 200-bed capacity, currently
operates 15 beds. All of the medical waste, including "sharps," tubing, gauze,
and other contaminated materials, Is Incinerated In a permitted hospital
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pathological incinerator that has secondary combustion for air pollution control.
The laboratory at the base hospital autoclaves all blohazardous waste prior to
disposal. The hospital does not use either chemotherapeutic (cytotoxic) drugs
or radiological sources. The photochemical and dental wastes are processed In
a silver recovery system before being transported to the DRMO for disposal.

At base closure, the hospital will be inactive and no biohazardous waste will be
generated. The existing biohazardous waste will either be removed or treated
prior to closure.

3.4 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the affected environment for natural resources: geology
and soils, water resources, air quality, noise, biological resources, and cultural
resources.

3.4.1 Geology and Soils

The ROI for soils is localized and limited to the immediate site area. Sediment
transfer associated with erosion is minimal and does not expand the ROI
beyond the site area. The ROI for geology extends to neighboring mineral
deposits that will be heavily utilized during construction activities, namely the
sand and gravel deposits north of Rantouli.

3.4.1.1 Soils. Surface soils are the chief natural resource In Champaign
County. Farms utilize more than 80 percent of the total acreage; corn and
soybeans are the major crops (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982). Near the
runway area, approximately 300 acres of Chanute AFB property are leased for
farming. Required use of conservation practices acceptable to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (SCS) ensures that the
leased areas, much of which contain prime farmland, remain unspoiled (U.S. Air
Force, 1986a).

Most of the area soils are silt loam or silty clay loam. Scattered lenses of sand
and gravel are common in the subsoil. Undisturbed soil profiles are found in the
northeast recreational area and in isolated areas near the southeast part of the
base (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982). The following properties make the
soil suitable for farming:

"* The relative mass of organic matter in the topsoil Is medium to high,
ranging from 2 to 7 percent

"* The water capacity of the soil (available to plants) is high and typically
comprises nearly 0.2 inch of water per inch of soil

"* Surface layers of soil are often slight to medium in acidity, with pH values
greater than 5.5; subsoil layers are generally neutral in pH.

Ponding occurs as a result of poor natural drainage of the soils. Poor drainage
is the result of soils that have relatively high silt or clay content, a relatively high
water table, and a very low hydraulic gradient (0.0015 to 0.0017 ft/ft) (U.S. Army
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Corps of Engineers, 1987). The poor natural drainage also contributes to a
medium to high potential for frost action (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982).

Water and wind erosion are not significant problems because areas are
generally under vegetative cover, lie beneath facilities or pavements, or are
leased and managed with SCS-recommended practices. As evidenced by
minor erosion along Salt Fork Creek, the silt loam soils that are widespread on
the base could be easily eroded If they remain barren or if they remain on
excessively steep slopes for extended periods of time.

The shrink-swell potential of soils on base ranges from low to moderate (the
coefficient of linear expansion ranges from 0.01 to 0.06) and imposes few
constraints on construction activities. Most of the soils to a depth of 5 feet are
In the CL, CH, SC, ML, or SM categories of the Unified Soil Classification
System (USCS), (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982). The soils are
considered poor to fair for use as subgrade and are less suitable use as base or
subbase. Typical engineering parameter values associated with these soils at a
depth of 3 feet are as follows (U.S. Air Force, 1981):

"* Bearing capacity (pounds per square foot) 2,000-3,000

"• California Bearing Ratio 4
"* Modulus of subgrade reaction 65

Wetland (hydric) soils occur in creek washes and depressions near the
southeast part of the base. Soils in these depressions typically contain more
clay and are gleyed (sticky and bluish-gray as a result of excessive moisture)
and sometimes mottled (Illinois Natural History Survey, 1990).

3.4.1.2 Geology

Physiography and Geology. Chanute AFB is in the Interior Lowland
Physiographic Province of east-central Illinois. The base is located on
Quaternary glacial deposits 250 to 300 feet thick (U.S. Air Force, 1 990c). These
glacial deposits correspond to three glacial periods: the Wisconsin, lllinoian,
and Kansan (Wickham, 1979). Glacial till of the Wedron formation (Batestown
Till Member) is common around Chanute AFB and typically consists of
unstratified, unconsolidated, heterogeneous mixtures of clay, sand, gravel, and
cobbles (Figure 3.4-1). Glacial deposits on Chanute AFB consist of silty till
intercalated with sand, gravel, and loess (windblown silt) (Willman et al., 1975).
The three glacial deposits are bounded by soils corresponding to interglacial
periods (i.e., Modem Sangamonian, Yarmouthian, and Aflonian soils) (U.S. Air
Force, 1990c; Piskin and Bergstrom, 1975).

Much of the regional topographic relief is a result of past glacial activity.
Chanute AFB and Rantoul are located on a glacial till plain between three glacial
end moraines: the Rantoul Moraine (largely buried) to the west, the Urbana
Moraine to the south, and the Bloomington Moraine to the north and east. The
land surface is relatively smooth with a gentle slope down to the southeast.
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Elevations range from 750 feet above MSL In the northeast portion of the base
to about 710 feet above MSL near the southeast comer of the Installation
boundary. The southeast portion of the base exhibits undulating topography.

No bedrock exposures are present In the immediate vicinity of the base.
Bedrock underlies the glacial deposits and consists of Pennsylvanian,
Mississippian, and Devonian age shales, sandstones, limestones, and
dolomites. Pennsylvanian rocks are dominated by shales with Interbedded
sandstones and limestones, Mississippian strata are predominantly limestones
and dolomites with Interbedded shales, and Devonian strata are primarily
shales, limestones, and dolomites (Visocky, et. al., 1985).

The dominant structural feature in the area is the La Salle Anticlinal Belt that
trends north-south through Champaign County. This anticline has folded the
bedrock material into gentle arches. These folds have fractured the bedrock,
thereby Increasing the permeability of the sedimentary rocks. The axis of this
anticline is about 2 miles west of Chanute AFB (U.S. Air Force, 1990c).

Mineral Resources. Several sand and gravel deposits are located within
5 miles of Chanute AFB. A large deposit Is located northeast and east of
Rantoul, along the southern boundary of the Bloomington Moraine. Smaller
sand and gravel deposits can be found northwest of the base. No sizeable
deposits are known to exist on base (U.S. Air Force, 1990c).

Seismicity. Champaign County Is In Seismic Zone 1 (Helgold and Larson,
1990). No major active faults occur in or near Champaign County. The New
Madrid Seismic Zone Includes part of southern Illinois and areas farther south.
In a worst-case 500-year seismic event on the New Madrid fault, Champaign
County could experience minor damage (e.g., dishes falling from shelves and
cracking of plaster).

3.4.2 Water Resources

The ROI for surface water and groundwater generally extends beyond the base
property to areas affected by changes in resource usage. There are no coastal
zones, coastal barriers, or wild and scenic rivers in the ROI.

3.4.2.1 Surface Water. Surface water resources on base and within 2 miles of
the base include a recreation lake; three golf course ponds; Salt Fork Creek,
which runs through the southeast portion of the base; and the Upper Salt Fork
Drainage Ditch, into which the creek flows.

The recreation lake, in the southeast section of the base, has a surface area of
approximately 20 acres and is used for fishing. The present recreational lake
was constructed in 1984 from an area originally occupying a series of sewage
lagoons. The lake level Is maintained by pumping groundwater as needed.
Trees and other vegetation were planted to stabilize the soils along the
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shoreline. Three golf course ponds are located east of the base runways. Each
pond covers an area of approximately 2 acres.

Salt Fork Creek flows just outside the southern Installation boundary and across
1.9 miles of the southeastern section of the base. Salt Fork Creek receives
much of the on-base drainage through a storm drainage system that Includes
sewers, drains, and ditches (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1987). The creek
has been channelized so there are no floodplain or flood-prone areas on base
(U.S. Air Force, 1987a). The nearest 1 00-year floodplain is approximately
3,000 feet southeast of the base. Salt Fork Creek drains into the Upper Salt
Fork Drainage Ditch approximately 1 mile southeast of the base. The Upper
Salt Fork Drainage Ditch feeds into the Salt Fork of the Spoon River, which, In
turn, drains Into the Vermillion River. There are no flood plains within the
Immediate areas east of the base property.

Wetland areas are present In the southeast part of the base, along Salt Fork
Creek and In nearby depressions. These areas are typically Inundated with
creek flow or surface runoff during Intense rains (Illinois Natural History Survey,
1990). One site Is inundated In the spring.

Surface Water Quality. Samples from Salt Fork Creek, collected less than
1 mile downstream from the base boundary, show no evidence of violations of
state secondary contact water use standards. However, the fecal coliform
count Is high, exceeding the state general water use criterion for bathing values
(Short, 1989).

The Rantoul WWTP discharges effluent Into the Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch.
Chanute AFB stopped discharging into the drainage ditch In 1988 when the
base was connected to the Rantoul WWTP. Rantoul's current NPDES permit for
wastewater treatment effluent discharge to the Upper Salt Drainage Ditch Is
effective through January 1995.

3.4.2.2 Surface Drainage. The storm drainage system Is tributary to Salt Fork
Creek and consists of storm sewers, curb Inlets and yard drains, airfield
drainage Inlets, drainage ditches, and storm water pump stations. Storm water
pump stations are located at the hospital and at the northeast and southwest
residential areas. The change In elevation from the highest to the lowest points
on the base is 35 feet, providing a hydraulic gradient of 0.0017 ft/ft. This very
low gradient has led to the use of large sewers that are not self cleaning (EDAW
et al., 1990; U.S Army Corps of Engineers, 1987).

Natural drainage in the base vicinity Is poor and results in saturated conditions
and ponding. These tendencies primarily result from the very low hydraulic
gradient, the fine texture of the soil (relatively high percentages of silt and clay),
and the relatively high water table. Ponding is currently a problem near the
southwest comer of the base west of the housing area. Surface runoff (sheet
flow) is also prevalent across the golf course from the area north of the base
(EDAW et al., 1990).
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The Maintenance and Upgrade of Drainage Systems (MUDS1 study (US. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1987), completed In 1987, was conducted to Identify
problems with the storm water drainage system and to propose system
improvements. Drainage problems persist in scattered areas around the base,
including the runway.

3.4.2.3 Groundwater. Four hydrogeologic units underly the base; these
include bedrock and glacial deposits of Wisconsinan, Illinoian, and Kansan age.
None of the aquifers is designated by the EPA as a sole or principal drinking
water resource for the area, pursuant to Section 1424(E) of the Safe Drinking
Water Act, as amended. The upper Wisconsinan aquifer can potentially yield
from 3 to 60 gpm; its water flows toward Salt Fork Creek. The underlying
Ililnolan aquifer, at a depth of approximately 70 feet, can yield up to 800 gpm In
the thicker sand and gravel layers. The general direction of groundwater flow is
to the south. Wisconsinan and Illinoian aquifers are not used by Chanute AFB
or the Village of Rantoul as sources of drinking water (U.S. Air Force, 1990c).

The Kansan aquifer, at a depth of approximately 220 feet, consists of a layer of
sand approximately 60 feet thick in which the water flows south. This aquifer,
yielding up to 3,500 gpm, is called the Mahomet Sand and is one of the most
productive aquifers In east-central Illinois (Kempton, et. al., 1990). Nine wells
drilled into this aquifer supply the base with water. Seven of these wells are
located in the northwest section of the base, and two are located In the
southeast. The total volume of water pumped from existing wells averages
about 2.0 MGD; the pumping capacity from these wells Is nearly 3.4 MGD
(Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, 1989b). With further development,
total pumping capacity could be near 5.8 MGD, more than twice that currently
pumped (U.S. Air Force, 1987a).

The uppermost bedrock aquifer Is in fractured sedimentary rock and contains
highly mineralized water. Because of the poor quality of this water and relativeiy
low yields, the bedrock aquifer is not considered a reliable water source
(U.S. Air Force, 1990c; Kempton and Morse, 1982).

The water table is generally within 10 feet of the ground surface and is at its
highest levels In the spring. In some cases, ponding or flooding results from the
high water table and poor soil permeability.

Groundwater Quality. An analysis of raw water samples from base wells In the
Kansan aquifer shows no evidence of contamination. The drinking water for
Chanute AFB and the Village of Rantoul meets all state and federal drinking
water standards (Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, 1989b).

The quality of the water in the overlying Wisconsinan and Illinoian aquifers is not
completely known. The most recent groundwater samples taken from the
Wisconsinan aquifer indicate that organic contaminants are below detection
limits or at levels below federal MCLs. An exception Is Fire Training Area 2,
where elevated concentrations of organic contaminants have been recorded.
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Additional wells are planned In the Ililnolan aquifer so that the water can be
accurately characterized. For a complete discussion on groundwater quality
related to IRP sites, see Section 3.3.3.

3.4.3 Air Quality

Air quality In a given location is described by the concentrations of various
pollutants in the atmosphere, expressed in units of ppm or micrograms per
cubic meter (ug/m3). Pollutant concentrations are determined by the type and
amount of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere, the size and topography of
the air basin, and meteorological conditions related to the prevailing climate.
The significance of a pollutant concentration Is determined by comparison with
federal and/or state ambient air quality standards. These standards establish
limits on the maximum allowable concentrations of various pollutants In order to
protect public health and welfare.

The existing air quality of the affected environment is defined by examining air
quality monitoring records from monitoring stations maintained by the IEPA.
Information on pollutant concentrations measured for short-term (24 hours or
less) and long-term (annual) averaging periods were extracted from the
monitoring station data In order to characterize the existing air quality
background of the area. Emission Inventory information was separated by
pollutant and reported in tons per year in order to describe the baseline
conditions of pollutant emissions In the area.

Identifying the exact ROI for air quality requires knowing the types of pollutants
that will be emitted, the pollutant emission rates, the release parameters of the
pollutant sources, the proximity relationships among sources, and the local and
regional meteorological conditions. For Inert pollutants (all pollutants other than
ozone and its precursors), the ROI is generally limited to an area within a few
miles downwind from the sourc-e Oonre (O0) !ý ta •e-',:dary pollutant formed
in the atmosphere by photochemical reactions of previously emitted pollutants.
The maximum effect of precursor emissions on Increased 03 levels usually
occurs several hours after they are emitted, and therefore many miles downwind
from the source. Thus, the ROI for 03 may extend many miles downwind. For
the air quality analysis, the ROI for project construction and operational
activities would be the existing airshed surrounding Chanute AFB. For
regulatory purposes, project emissions would be compared to emissions
generated within Champaign County, Illinois.

Regulations. Federal standards have been established by the U.S. EPA and
are termed the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The NAAQS
are defined as maximum pollutant concentrations that may not be exceeded
more than once a year;, annual standards may never be exceeded. These
standards Include maximum concentrations for 03, carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulate matter less than 10
microns In diameter (PMio), and lead ('1b). Within the study area, the IEPA has
adopted the NAAQS to regulate pollutant levels. Additionally, the IEPA has
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promulgated a state ambient air quality standard for total suspended
particulates (TSP). The NAAQS and Illinois Ambient Air Quality Standards
(IAAQS) are shown in Table 3.4-1.

Table 3.4-1. Illinois and National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Averaging National Standardsa

Pollutant Time Primaryb SecondaryC

03 1 -hour 0.12 ppm (240, g/m3) Same
CO 8-hour 9 ppm (10 mg/m3) Same

1-hour 35 ppm (40 mg/m3) Same
N02 Annual 100 Ug/m 3 (0.05 ppm) Same
SO 2  Annual 80 ug/m3 (0.03 ppm) Same

24-hour 365 g/m3 (0.14 ppm) Same
3-hour none 1,300 pg/m3 (0.5 ppm)

TSP Annual 75 ug/m 3 _ 60 yg/m 3 3
24-hour 260 ug/mr 150Ug/m3

PM10od Annual 5Op g/m3  Same
24-hour 150 pg/m3 Same

Pb Quarter 1.5 /Q/m3  Same
a. National standards, other than ozone and those based on annual averages or annual geometric means, are not

to be exceeded more than once per year. The Illinois EPA has adopted the NAAQS to regulate pollutant levels.
b. National Primary Standards express the level of air quality necessary to protect the public health from any

known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant, allowing for a margin of safety to protect sensitive
members of the population.

c. National Secondary Standards express the level of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare by
preventing injury to agricultural crops and livestock, deterioration of materials and property, and adverse
impacts on the environment.

d. For federal purposes, the PMmo standard replaced the TSP standard in July 1987; however, the IEPA has
retained a TSP standard as part of the state standards.

3.4.3.1 Regional Air Quality. According to EPA guidelines, an area with air
quality better than the NAAQS Is designated as being In attainment; areas with
worse air quality are classified as nonattaInment areas. A nonattainment
designation is given to a region if a primary standard for any criteria pollutant is
exceeded at any point in the region for more than 3 days In 3 years. Currently,
Champaign County is designated by the EPA as in attainment for all pollutants
(Illinois Environment Protection Agency, 1990a).

The national standard for TSP was superseded In 1987 by a nationa standard
for PMlo. However, the IEPA retains a TSP standard for permitting purposes
and Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) review. Champaign County is
presently designated as a Group III area for PMio, meaning that there Is less
than a 20 percent probability of exceeding the primary NAAQS for PMlo. The
closest Group I site (an area with a 95 percent or greater probability of
exceeding the primary standard) Is more than 100 miles to the north In the
southern portion of Chicago. The nearest area that exceeds Illinois standards
for TSP Is approximately 50 miles northwest of Rantoul.

Preclosure Reference. The IEPA currently operates an air monitoring network
with stations located throughout the state of Illinois. The nearest air monitoring
stations to Chanute AFB are In Champaign, 15 miles to the south. The two
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stations in Champaign currently monitor levels of S02, 03, and PM10. Prior to
1989, TSP was monitored at one of these stations instead of PM10.

Pollutant levels monitored at Champaign can be used as a conservative
representation of existing air quality within the Chanute AFB area because

Champaign is a larger urban area with more emission sources than the base
and the surrounding Village of Rantoul.

The maximum pollutant concentrations monitored at the two Champaign
stations in 1987 through 1989 are summarized in Table 3.4-2. These data show
that the 1 -hour NAAQS for 03 and 24-hour IAAQS for TSP were exceeded on

one occasion in 1987. Otherwise, monitored pollutant levels generally remained
well below their respective ambient air quality standards.

Table 3.4-2. Preclosure Maximum Ambient Air Pollutant Levels

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS*
Pollutant] 1987 1988 1989
Averaging Unit of

Time Measure 1 st 2nd 1 st 2nd 1 st 2nd
Q3
1-hr ppm *"0.123 0.099 0.112 0.100 0.088 0.087

Annual ppm 0.004 NA 0.005 NA 0.005 NA
24-hour ppm 0.028 0.028 0.027 0.026 0.031 0.026
3-hour ppm 0.056 0.054 0.056 0.056 0.085 0.071

Annual ug/m3  52 NA 52 NA - -
24-hour 1ig/m3  **394 148 134 123 - -

EMio
Annual 'ug/m3  

- - - - NA
24-hr /Ug/m3  .... 86 70

Notes: * Pollutant concentrations measured at Champaign monitoring stations, the nearest monitoring site to the base.
Exceeds the NAAQS or IAAOS.

• Did not meet minimum statistical selection criteria for a representative sample.

NA = not applicable
Source: IEPA 1987, 1988, 19891.

Closure Baseline. It can be reasonably assumed that pollutant concentrations
will be similar to, or somewhat less than, concentrations experienced under

preclosure conditions because a large number of emission sources will be
eliminated and there will be fewer emissions at the time of closure. At base
closure there will be significantly fewer motor vehicles operating In the
Chanute-Rantoul area, the existing steam generating plant will be operated at a
reduced level, and the pathological Incinerator at the hospital will be shut down.

These decreases in emission sources associated with closure of the base may
be offset somewhat by the initiation of reuse activity prior to the final closure
date. However, it is not expected that the amount of emissions associated with
the Intiation of reuse activities will be significant prior to 1994.
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3.4.3.2 Air Pollutant Emission Sources. 4
Preclosure Reference. The most recent emission inventones for Champaign
County and Chanute AFB are presented in Table 3.4-3. Because Champaign
County is in attainment for all pollutants, the county inventory does not include
mobile source emissions. Mobile source emissions from personal vehicles In

the county were estimated based on the population of the county. The emission
inventory for Chanute AFB is representative of preclosure conditions in 1988.
The primary emission sources in the base inventory are motor vehicles, the

coal-fired central heating plant (IEPA permit 1.D. No. 019817AAC), the fire
training operation (IEPA permit I.D. No. 019065), the natural gas heating plant
(IEPA permit I.D. No. 029065AAC), No. 2 fuel oil heating of buildings, natural gas
domestic heaters in base housing units, aerospace ground equipment school
engines, generators, and fuel storage and transfer.

Table 3.4-3. Preclosure Emission Inventory for Chanute AFB and Champaign County (Tons/Year)

Source Category CO THC(el NOx(D S02 PM1o
Chanute AFB(c)

Incinerators . . 0.01 -- 0.02
Fire School practice burns 341.0 244.5 2.5 0.2 78.7
Emergency generators 20.8 1.3 0.4 0.04 0.03
Natural gas-fired heating plant 6.3 0.3 1.6 0.03 0.2
Coal-fired heating plant 99.6 1.7 124.5 647.5 398.5
Natural gas-fired heaters 3.4 1.3 16.8 0.1 0.8
Fuel oil-fired heaters 0.6 0.3 2.2 17.6 0.3
Surface coatings -- 141.8 ......
Aerospace ground equipment 1.4 1.1 0.1 0.01 0.1
Fuel storage and transfer -- 16.1 ......
Military vehicles 2.7 0.3 0.3 0.04 0.1
Personal vehicles 632.1 70.6 63.2 10.2 26.0
Agricultural tilling ........ 3.2
Wood dust ........ 3.6

Subtotal 1,107.9 479.3 211.6 675.7 511.6

Champaign County(d) 392.0 2,193.0 2,578.0 4,412.0 1,657.0

Personal vehiclesre) 9,886.6 1,104.2 988.5 159.5 406.7

Total Champaign County 11,386.5 3,776.5 3,778.1 5,247.2 2,575.3

No*es: ra) Total hydrocarbons
(b) Nitrogen oxides
(c) Emissions are for fiscal year 1984, except emissions for Incinerators, practice bums, and heating plants are for fiscal

year 1988.
(d) Emissions are for point sources only and do not include emissions from Chanute AFB (U.S. Ai For. , 1990c).
(e) Emissions are estimates of personal vehicle emissions for the county, excluding personal vehicle emissions from

Chanute AFB. Estimates were obtained by assuming that the rv of population to vehicle emissions for the county was
the same as that for the base

Closure Baseline. The emission inventory for Chanr'" AFB after base closure

can be estimated by eliminating the incinerator and tht ihool categoris
and assuming that emis.sions other than those asr" -iatea witn heating and
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power generation are proportional to population. The ratio of preclosure base

population (including military personnel, military dependents, and civilian
employees) to the base population after closure is applied to each of the
Chanute AFB pollutant non-heating/power emission totals In Table 3.4-3 in order
to-obtain the closure emission estimates. This Is a reasonable assumption
because the most significant non-heating/power emission sources at Chanute
AFB are motor vehicles, which are closely related to total population. Heating
plants and power generators are assumed to operate at 20 percent of
preclosure capacity in order to fulfill minimum building heating and power
requirements. The base does not currently support a flying mission and there
z e, therefore, essentially no emissions associated with aircraft or flight
operations.

The baseline emissions for Champaign County are assumed to be
approximately the same at the time of closure as shown previously (Table 3.4-3)
for 1989. This is a reasonable assumption because the population of
Champaign County Is projected to change at a rate of less than 1 percent per
year over the period 1988 to 1993. Closure baseline emissions for the base and
Champaign county are presented in Table 3.4-4.

Table 3.4-4. Closure Emission Inventory for Chanute AFB and Champaign County (Tons/Year)

Source Cateqory CO THC a' NOX. 03 S02 PM1o
Chanute AFB(C)

Incinerators
Fire School Practice Bums - - - -

Emergency generators 4.16 0.26 0.08 0.01 0.01
Natural gas-fired heating plant 1.26 0.06 0.32 0.01 0.04
Coal-fired heating plant 19.92 0.34 24.90 129.50 79.70
Natural gas-fired heaters 0.68 0.26 3.36 0.02 0.16
Fuel oil-fired heaters 0.12 0.06 0.44 3.52 0.06
Surface coatings - 0.58 - - -
Fuel storage and transfer - 0.07 - - -
Military vehicles 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Personal vehicles 2.60 0.29 0.26 0.04 0.11
Agricultural tilling - - - 0.01
Wood dust - - - 0.01

Subtotal 28.75 1.92 29.36 133.10 80.10

Champaign County(d) 392.0 2,193.0 2,578.0 4,412.0 1,657.0
Personal Vehicles(s) 9,886.6 1,104.2 988.5 159.5 406.7

Total Chamo2ain County 10.307.4 3.299.1 3.595.9 4.704.6 2.143.8
Note (a) Total hydrocarbons

(b) Nitrogen oxides
(c) Emissions, other than those from heating plants and power generators, are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times ratio of

year 1993 base population to 1988 base population. Heating plant and power generator emissions ae assumed to
remain at 20 percent of the preclosure level.

(d) Emissions are for point sources only and do not Include emissions from Chanute AFB (U.S. Ar Force, 1990M).
(a) Emissions are estimates of personal vehicle emissions for the county, excluding personal vehicle emissions from

Chanute AFB. Estimates were obtained by assuming that the ratio of population to vehicle emissions for the county was
the same as that for the base.
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3.4.4 Noise

The ROI for noise sources at Chanute AFB Is limited to Champaign County,
Illinois. The area most affected by the base closure and reuse is limited to the
base property itself, the Village of Rantoul, and a small parcel of courty land
immediately adjacent to Rantoul.

Noise is usually defined as sound that Is undesirable because It Interferes with
speech and hearing, or Is intense enough to damage hearing, or Is otherwise
annoying (unwanted sound). The characteristics of sound Include parameters
such as intensity, frequency, and duration.

Sound can vary over an extremely large range of energy levels. The decibel
(dB) is the accepted standard unit for measuring noise levels because it
accounts for these large variations in energy. Table 3.4-5 presents examples of
typical sound levels. Sound also varies with frequency or pitch. When
measuring sound to determine its effects on a human population, A-weighted
(dBA) sound levels are typically used. A-weighted sound levels represent the
sound level according to a prescribed frequency response established by the
American National Standards Institute, accounting for the response of ihe
human ear.

Noise levels often change with time. To compare levels over different time
periods, several descriptors were developed that take Into account this
time-varying nature. These descriptions are used to assess and correlate the
various effects of noise on man and animals, Including land use, sleep
interference, and startle effects. One descriptor Is the equivalent sound level
(Leq). The Leq is formulated in terms of the equivalent steady-state, A-weighted
sound level that would contain the same acoustical energy as the time-varying
A-weighted sound level during the same time Interval.

A second descriptor Is the maximum sound level (Lmax). The Lmax Is defined
to be the highest A-weighted sound level observed during a single event of any
duration. Another descriptor used to describe time-varying sound is the Sound
Exposure Level (SEL). The SEL value represents the A-weighted sound level
Integrated over the entire duration of the event and referenced to a duration of
one second. Typically, most events last longer than one second and the SEL
value will be higher than the maximum sound level of the event.

To determine the effects of noise over a long time period, the day-night average
sound level (DNL) was developed. The DNL Is the average A-weighted
acoustical energy during a 24-hour period. It Is calculated by averaging the
hourly Leq values for a 24-hour period, adding a 10-dB penalty to the nighttime
levels (between 10 pm and 7 am). This penalty accounts for the added
intrusiveness of nighttime noise events as well as the generally lower
background noise levels during these hours. The DNL was developed by the
EPA and Is used by the federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the FAA, and the DOD. The DNL Is an accepted unit for
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Table 3.4-5 Comparative Sound Levels

Common Outdoor Noise Level Common Indoor

Noise Levels (dBA) Noise Levels

110 Rock Band
Jet Flyover at 1000 ft

100 Inside Subway Train (New York)

Gas Lawnmower at 3 ft

-- 90
Diesel Truck at 50 ft Food Blender at 3 ft

Noisy Urban Daytime Garbage Disposal at 3 ft
80

Shouting at 3 ft

Gas Lawnmower at 100 ft Vacuum Cleaner at 10 ft

70

Commercial Area Normal Speech at 3 ft

Heavy Traffic at 300 ft --60

Large Business Office

Dishwasher Next Room--50

Small Theater, Large Conference
Quiet Urban Nighttime 40 Room (Background)

Quiet Suburban Nighttime Library

S30 Bedroom at Night

Quiet Rural Nighttime Concert Hall (Background)

-20
Broadcast and Recording Studio

- 10
Threshold of Hearing

0
Source: Acentech 1990
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quantifying human annoyance to general environmental noise, which includes
aircraft noise. The noise descriptors used in this report are the DNL, Lmax, and
SEL

Appendix H provides additional noise-related information about the
measurement and prediction of noise. This appendix also provides more
information on the units used in describing noise as well as information about
the effects of noise, such as annoyance, sleep interference, speech interference,
and effects on animals.

3.4.4.1 Existing Noise Levels. Typical noise sources in and around airfields
usually include aircraft, surface traffic, and other human activities. There has
been essentially no noise generated from air traffic in the vicinity of Chanute
AFB since 1971, when the airfield was closed. At closure, it is assumed that the
airfield will still be used very infrequently and only by general aviation aircraft;
therefore, the closure baseline does not Include aircraft-related noise.

Rail traffic on the ICR and surface traffic on local streets and highways are the
existing primary sources of noise In the vicinity of Chanute AFB. The baseline
noise levels in the vicinity of the base were established In terms of DNL by
modeling the arterial roadways on and near the base using current traffic and
speed characteristics. The noise levels generated by surface traffic were
predicted using the model published by the Federal Highway Administration
(1978). The noise levels are then presented as a function of distance from the
centedine of the nearest road. In airport analyses, areas with DNL of 65 dB and
above are considered in land use compatibility planning and impact
assessment; therefore, the distances to areas with DNL of 65 dB and above
were of particular interest.

Preclosure Reference. AADTs (Section 3.2.4, Transportation) were used to
estimate preclosure noise levels (Table 3.4-6). Because the airfield is used so
infrequently, aircraft-related noise was not included In the preclosure baseline.
The traffic mix was assumed to be 96 percent cars, 3 percent medium trucks,
and 1 percent heavy trucks. Thirteen percent of the traffic was assumed to be
nighttime traffic.

Table 3.4-6. Data Used in Surface Traffic Noise Analysis

Speed
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Assumed

Preclosure Closure (mph)
U.S. 45 n/o Tanner 13,800 7,180 45
U.S. 45 s/o Tanner 10,700 5,500 55
Maplewood Dr. 8,700 2,400 35
Chandler Rd. 125 125 30
Township Rd. 1800E 325 325 30
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The results of the roadway modelling analyzed for preclosure are presented in
Table 3.4-7. The actual distances to the DNLs may be less than those
presented in this table because the model does not account for the screening
effects of Intervening buildings, terrain, and walls.

Table 3.4-7. Distance to DNL from Roadway Centerline for the Preclosure
Reference and Closure Baseline

Distance (feet)
Roadway DNL 65 DNL 70
Preclosure

U.S. 45 North 150 50
U.S. 45 South 190 60
Maplewood Dr. 60 *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800 * *

Closure

U.S. 45 North 80 *

U.S. 45 South 100 40
Maplewood Dr. * *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

* contained within roadway

The rail noise levels were predicted from published models and data
(Saurenman et al., 1982; Swing and Pies, 1973; Hatano, 1982). The typical rail
operations for the peak season were developed from AMTRAK and ICR
schedules. For this analysis, rail operations were assumed as an average of
10 trains per day, with up to 3 locomotives and up to 100 cars, traveling at 20 to
40 mph. The tracks were assumed to be well maintained. The distances from
the rail centerline to DNL 75, 70, and 65 are approximately 65, 180, and 435 feet,
respectively.

Closure Baseline. The noise levels projected for the closure baseline were
calculated using the traffic projections at base closure (Table 3.4-6). The results
of the modelling for the roadways analyzed for the closure baseline are
presented in Table 3.4-7. Again, the actual distances to the DNLs may be less
than those presented In the table, because the model does not account for
screening effects of intervening buildings, terrain, and walls.

Rai traffic for the closure baseline was assumed to be the same as for the
preclosure reference; therefore, the DNL distances would not change.
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3.4.4.2 Noise-Sensitive Areas. The ROI for Chanute AFB includes
noise-sensitive receptors such as residential units, hospitals, classrooms, parks,
and golf courses. The Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise (1980)
developed land use compatibility guidelines for noise. Table 3.4-8 provides
recommended DNL ranges for various land use categories based on this
committee's findings. The distance to DNL 65 dBA is typically less than 60 feet
from *:,e cente;ine of local streets and 190 feet or less from U.S. 45
(Table 3.4-7). No noise-sensitive receptors have been identified near Chanute
AFB that are within an area of incompatible noise levels. Section 3.2.3, Land
Use and Aesthetics, describes land uses on and near the base.

3.4.5 Biological Resources

Biological resources include the native and naturalized plants and animals in the
project area. For discussion purposes, these are divided into vegetation, wildlife
(including aquatic biota), threatened or endangered species, and sensitive
habitats. Past and present land use practices have greatly altered the natural
environment in the vicinity of Chanute AFB, primarily through replacement of
native vegetation with agricultural crops and ornamental landscape species.
This, in turn has changed wildlife populations present, through habitat
degradation.

The ROI used for discussing the biological resources present and potential
impacts on these resources is the base and the surrounding area within about
5 miles of the base. This includes the area within which potential impacts could
occur and provides a basis for evaluating the level of Impact.

3.4.5.1 Vegetation. The project area was historically a wet, tall grass prairie with
little natural surface drainage (Short and Joseph, 1987). Channelization of
natural drainages, installation of tile drains, and conversion of the prairie to
agriculture and urban areas have eliminated the native vegetation In most of the
region. Isolated patches of native vegetation remain along the railroad, fence
rows, and streams. In addition, local people occasionally plant native grass
seeds In areas that are not cultivated or landscaped In the ROI. The drier
conditions favor herbaceous species such as prairie blazing star (Llatris sp.),
smooth aster (Aster sp.), goldenrod (Solidago sp.), prairie violet (Viola
p6datffida), and white wild Indigo (Baptisia leucantha).

Land surrounding Chanute AFB on the west, south, and east Is now Intensively
farmed. The primary crops are corn, soybeans, wheat, and hay. Vegetation on
the base Includes cropland, a variety of landscaping, and small areas of
wetland/riparian vegetation associated with a tributary to Upper Salt Fork
Drainage Ditch and several ponds. Figure 3.4-2 shows the vegetation on and
adjacent to the base. The Landscape Development Plan and the Cropland
Management Plan (U.S. Air Force, 1986a) have provided the basis for managing
vegetation resources on the base. Prior to base closure, about 300 acres of
cropland In the central part of the base surrounding the runways are being
leased for production of corn and soybeans. This area will likely continue to be
farmed at base closure.
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Table 3.4-8. Land Use Compatibility Guidelines in Aircraft Noise Exposure Areas

The des;gnations contained in this table do not constitute a Federal determination that any use of land covered by the program is
acceptable or unacceptable under federal, state or local law. The responsibility for determining the acceptable and permissible land uses
and the relationship between specific properties and specific noise contours rests with the local authorities. FAA determinations under Part
150 are not intended to substitute federally determined land uses for those determined to be appropriate by local authorities In response to
locally determined needs and values in achieving noise compatible land uses.

Land Use DNL 65-70 DNL 70-75 DNL 75 and above

RESIDENTIAL

Residential, other than mobile NLR required1  NLR required' Incompatible
homes/transient lodgings

Mobile home parks Incompatible Incompatible Incompatible

Transient lodgings NLR required' NLR required' NLR required

PUBLIC USE

Schools, hospitals, and nursing homes NLR required' Incompatible Incompatible

Churches, auditoriums, and concert halls NLR required' NLR required Incompatible

Government services Compatible NLR required NLI required
Transportation Compatible Compatible 2  Compatible2

Parking Compatible Compatible 2  Compatible 2

COMMERCIAL

Offices, business and professional Compatible NLR required NLR required

Wholesale and retail-building materials, Compatible Compatible2  Compatible2

hardware and farm equipment

Retail trade - general Compatible Compatible NLR required

Utilities Compatible Compatible2  Compatible2

Communication Compatible Compatible NLR required

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION

Manufacturing, general Compatible Compatible2  Compatible2

Photographic and optical Compatible NLR required NLR required

Agriculture (except livestock) and forestry Compatible Compatible Compatible

Livestock farming, and breeding Compatible Compatible Incompatible

Mining and fishing, resource production and Compatible Compatible Compatible
extraction

RECREATIONAL

Outdoor sports arenas and spectator sports Compatible Compatible Incompatible

Outdoor music shells, amphitheaters Incompatible Incompatible Incompatible

Nature exhibits and zoos Compatible Incompatible Incompatible

Amusements, parks, resorts, and camps Compatible Compatible Incompatible

Golf courses, riding stables, and water Compatible Compatible Incompatible
recreation

Compatible: Generally, no special noise attenuating materials are required to achieve an Interior noise level of DNL 45 in habitable space, or
the activity (whether Indoors or outdoors) would not be subject to a significant adverse effect by the outdoor noise level.

NLR: Noise Level Reduction. NIB Is used to denote the total amount of noise transmission loss In decibels required to reduce an exterior
noise level in habitable Interior spaces to DNL 45. In most places, typical building construction automatically provides an NIB of 20 dB.
Therefore, if a structure Is located in an area exposed to aircraft noise of DNL 65, the Interior level of noise would be about DNL 45. If the
structure Is located In an area exposed to aircraft noise of DNL 70, the interior level of noise would be about DNL 50, so an additional NIB of
5 dB would be required if not afforded by the normal construction. This NIB can be achieved through the use of noise attenuating materials
in the construction of the structure.

Incompatible: Generally, the land use, whether in a structure or an outdoor activity, Is considered to be incompatible with the outdoor noise
exposure, even if special attenuating materials were to be used In the construction of the building.

1 The land use Is generally incompatible and should only be permitted In areas of infill In existing neighborhoods or where the community
determines that the use must be allowed.

2 NIB required In offices or other areas with noise sensitive activities.

Source: Derived from th U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 150,

"Airport Noise Compatibility Planning," Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14, Chapter I, Subchapter I, Part 150, Table 1, January 18, 1985.
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Portions of the base that are not paved or covered by buildings or ponds are
landscaped (about 245 acres) or consist of grassland (about 600 acres). A
variety of ornamental grasses, trees, and shrubs have been used for
landscaping the base. Trees have been planted along streets and walkways as
well as in lawns, and shrubs were used around buildings. Many of the shrubs,
however, have not survived and were not replaced (Penny and Harkness, 1984).
Some trees have also bee,. planted to form parkland buffers and wind/snow
belts. These wooded areas comprise a total of 12 acres on the base. Trees
present include flowering crabapple (Pyrus sp.), autumn olive, gray dogwood

(Cornus foemina), cherry (Prunus sp.), and other berry or fruit-producing
species. The golf course is planted in turf grasses, and the three ponds
support emergent and aquatic vegetation such as spikerush (Eleocharis

erythropoda), pondweed (Potamogeton foliosus and P. nodosus), and
soft-stem bulrush (Scirpus validus) around their margins. This vegetation,
however, is regularly removed by mowing and use of herbicides (Ulaszek and

Brooks, 1990).

A recreational lake, Heritage Lake, of about 20 acres was developed on base in
1983-1984. The amount of emergent vegetation along its edges is minimal

because the inner banks are lined with riprap, very little shallow area (less than
3 feet deep) is present, and nutrient levels are relatively low.

A tributary to Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch crosses the southeastern part of
the base and supports a narrow riparian corridor about 75 feet wide. Species
planted to Improve the riparian habitat Include autumn olive, sumac (Rhus sp.),

dogwood, multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), and bush honeysuckle (Lonicera
sp.) (Kimball, 1990). Emergent vegetation within the channel includes yellow
marsh cress (Rorippa palustris), river bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis), common

cattail (Typha latifolia), and water smartweed (Polygonum amphibium). Other
species found on bars within the channel and along the banks Include sandbar
willow (Salix exigua), green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), box elder (Acer
negundo), barnyard grass (Echinocloa sp.), redtop (Agrostis alba), reed canary
grass (Phalaris arundinacea), and sawtooth sunflower (Helianthus
grosseserratus) (Ulaszek and Brooks, 1990). The total area of riparian and

wetland habitat along the stream Is approximately 18 acres. Wetlands are

discussed under sensitive habitats in Section 3.4.5.4.

Grasslands cover about 600 acres of the base. The vegetation Is primarily
introduced grasses and Is mowed regularly. Native prairie grasses may be
present in areas that have not been disturbed for several years. Prairie grasses

present In the region that commonly recolonize areas with little disturbance
Include big bluestem, little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius), Indian-grass
(Sorgastrum avenaceum), side-oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), prairie

dropseed (Sporobolus heterolepis), Canadian rye grass (Elymus canadensis),

and swltchgrass (Panicum virgatum). The only known prairie grasses In the

area are along U.S. 45 and the ICR.
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For clarification purposes, several other categories are presented on the

vegetation map (Figure 3.4-2). Non-vegetated areas that are paved (e.g., roads,
parking lots, airfield), graded or filled, and covered with structures are classified
as disturbed habitat (approximately 280 acres). Residential areas on the base
are classified as urban (a mixture of disturbed and landscaped). In Rantoul,
those residential and commercial industrial areas are included In the urban
caigory. Other areas on the base (350 acres) are a mosaic of disturbed habitat

and landscaped (i.e., educational/training, industrial, and the partially
landscaped recreation area around Heritage Lake).

3.4.5.2 Wildlife Resources. Wildlife populations in the project area have been
altered as a result of changes in habitat. The abundance of species associated
with the original prairies has been greatly reduced whereas species tolerant of

agriculture and urbanization have increased in abundance. Many of the latter

are not native to this area (e.g., ring-necked pheasant, Phasianus coichicus).
Common mammals in the area Include squirrels (Sciurus spp.), eastern
cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus), raccoon (Procyon lotor), opossum
(Didelphis virginiana), mink (Mustela vison), house mouse (Mus musculus),

red fox (Vulpes fulva), muskrat (Ondatra zibethica), and beaver (Castor
canadensis). Four species of bat have been reported from the Rantoul area:
red bat (Lasiurus borealis), hoary bat (L. cinereus), silver-haired bat
(Laslonycteris noctivagans), and big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) (U.S. Air

Force, 1990c; Illinois Fish and Wildlife Information System, 1990). Their
occurrence on the base is limited by the amount of habitat available. Hunting Is
no longer allowed on the base, but one permit is Issued each year for trapping.

Species taken in 1988 Included muskrat (10), beaver (2), and mink (1).

Chanute AFB Is located on the edge of the Mississippi flyway and, as a result, a
variety of migratory waterfowl may be seasonally present in the area. Canada
geese (Branta canadensis) and mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) migrate

from southern Wisconsin to southern Illinois from September to mid-January

and return from mid-February to late March. Use of the ponds, lake, and

cropland on the base by some of these birds is expected, but the habitat

available is not suitable for large numbers of waterfowl. Other water-associated
birds, such as the great blue heron (Ardea herodlas), may forage on the base.
Numerous songbirds are present in the region, some as yearlong residents and

others as seasonal visitors. Common species expected to occur on or near the

base include house sparrow (Passer domesticus), American robin (Turdus
migratorius), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), woodpeckers, homed lark
(Eremophila alpestris), dickcissel (Spiza americana), cedar waxwing

(Bombycilla cedrorum), Carolina wren (Thqtothorus ludoviclanus), and
American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos). Raptors that commonly frequent

agricultural areas Include the American kestrel (Falco sparverius) and red-tailed
hawk (Buteo, amaicensis). Neither of these nor any other species of raptor

present in the region is known to nest within base boundaries.

Aquatic habitats in the region are primarily stock ponds and small streams In the

Vermilion River drainage basin. On the base, aquatic habitats are limited to
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three man-made ponds on the golf course (2 acres each), Heritage Lake (also
man-made), and a tributary of Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch. One of the
ponds was constructed in 1954, and the other two were built In 1960. The water
level Is maintained by irrigation. These ponds were stocked with fish, but no
records were kept until 1979 when redear sunfish (Lepomis macrolophus) were
introduced. Carp (Cyprinus carpio) were also planted in the west pond. There
has been no fishing for a number of years because golf balls from the nearby
golf course pose a safety hazard to the fishermen.

Heritage Lake was constructed in 1984 from two abandoned sewage lagoons.
The water surface is above the general land elevation so runoff to the lake is
minimal. The water level is maintained by the addition of well water.
Largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), bluegill sunfish (Lepomis
macrochirus), redear sunfish, crappie (Pomoxis spp.), and channel catfish
(Ictalurus punctatus) have been stocked in the lake. Rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) were stocked for put-and-take fishing in 1985 and 1986.
Fishing Is regulated by the base; catch limits are three catfish (14 inches or
longer) and three bass (minimum of 15 inches) per person per day.

Approximately 1.9 miles of the tributary to Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch
crosses the southeastern portion of the base. Much of the runoff from the base
enters this perennial stream; discharge of treated sewage has been
discontinued. Approximately 1 mile downstream from the base boundary, the
stream channel averages 13 feet wide and 0.6 feet deep. The stream velocity in
June 1989 was 0.2 feet/second. The substrate is a mixture of small cobbles,
large cobbles, fine gravel, and claypan (Short, 1989). The macroinvertebrate
f3una in June 1989 comprised eight taxa and was dominated by mayfly nymphs
(Heptageniidae).

3.4.5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. A number of state and
federally listed threatened or endangered species are present within 50 miles of
Chanute AFB (Table 3.4-9) (U.S. Air Force, 1990c). The upland sandpiper is the
only state-lIsted species known or expected on the base (Illinois Fish and
Wildlife Information System, 1990). A survey conducted by the Illinois Natural
History Survey In May 1991 found no upland sandpipers In grasslands on or
adjacent to the base. Upland sandpipers nest in pastures and hay fields from
April to September. Little suitable nesting habitat is present in the vicinity of
Chanute AFB (Malmborg, 1991). The closest known nesting site observed In
recent years Is about 20 miles south of the base (U.S. Air Force, 1990c).
Correspondence from the Illinois Department of Conservation concurs that
there are no known records of state-listed species or natural areas near or in the
project area.

No candidates for federal listing are known or expected on the base. The
federally listed Indiana bat requires well-developed riparian habitat, which is not
found on or near the base. A letter requesting a species list for the project area
was sent to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in compliance with the
Endangered Species Act. Their response Indicates that no listed or candidate
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Table 3.4-9. Threatened and Endangered Species in the Vicinity of
Chanute AFB

STATUS
Species Federal (a) State~b)

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) E E
Indiana bat (Myotis sodalls) E E
Peregrine falcon (Falco pore grin us) E E
Upland sandpiper (Bar'tramia Ion gicauda) - E
Bigeys chub (Hybopsis arnblops) - E
River red horse (Moxostorna carinatum) - T
Northern madtom (Noturus stlgmosus) - E
Bluebreast darter (Etheostoma carnurumn) - E
Silvery salamander (Ambystoma platineum) - E

(a) A taxon is classified as endangered (E) when it it in danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range. The threatened (T) category signifies that the taxon is likely
to becono endangered In the foreoeeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its
range.

(b) E = in danger of extinctio as a breeding species In Illncie. T =, a breeding species that
is likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future.

species are known to occur on or near Chanute AFB (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1990).

3.4.5.4 Sensitive Habitats. Sensitive habitats include wetlands, plant
communities that are unusual or of limited distribution, and important seasonal
use areas for wildlife (e.g., migration routo.•s breeding areas, or crucia winter
habitat). At Chenute AFB, wetlands are the only such habitat found on the base.

In 1989, the USFWS, Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE), EPA, and SCS
cooperatively published a manual for identifying and delineating Jurisdictional
wetlands (Federal Interagency Committee for Wetland Delineation, 1989).
Jurisdictional wetlands possess three essential characteristics (hydrophytic
vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology) and are subject to Section 404
of the federal Clean Water Act and to the swampbuster provision of the federal
Food Security Act. According to the ACOE, wetlands are areas inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to
suppor prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life In saturated soNl
conditlo s. Areas that are periodically wet but do not meet all three criteria are
not Jurisdictional wetlands. Aithough the National Wetland Inventory (NWI)
maps were prepared primarily from aerial photographs using slightly different
criteria, they are useful In determining the potential for wetlands on a site.

The USFWS NW1 maps indicate the presence of several wetlands on and
adjacent to the base. in September of 1990, the Illinois Natural History Survey
examined potential wetlands In the southeastern part of the base. Routine
on-site wetland determinations were performed and four sites were found to be
Jurisdictional wetlands (Uiaszek and Brooks, 1990). A total of about 12 acres of
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wetlands occur on base. These sites are the tributary to Upper Salt Fork

Drainage Ditch and three low areas adjacent to the stream (Figure 3.4-3). The
tributary to the Salt Fork Creek flows eastward through the southern portion of
the 235-acre parcel that would be used for runway extension. Based on a

review of NWI maps and aerial phcLography, the IDOT has concluded that
wetlands are present in the off-base area proposed for acquisition (Illinois

Department of Transportation, 1991).

The stream channel contains a series of vegetated bars dominated by sandbar
willow and reed canary grass. Many of the other species present are dascribed

above under aquatic biota. Obligate wetland species (species that appear only
in wetland habitats) present are yellow marsh cress, river bulrush, common
cattail, water smartweed, and sandbar willow.

The depression just north of the stream and Perimeter Road is a scrub-shrub

paJustrine wetland dominated by sandbar willow and Virginia wild rye (Elymus
virginicus). Other wetland species present include water hemp (Afmaranthus
tuberculatus), barnyard grass, water smartweed, American germander
(Teucrium canadense), and riverbank grape (Vitis riparia). The depression

southeast of the aircraft parking apron is an emergent palustrine wetland.
Dominant species are redtop, two sedges (Carex cristatella and C. lanuginosa),
Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis), and sandbar willow. All of these, except
the Kentucky blue grass, are facultative (usually but not always found in wetland
habitats) or obligate wetland species. Other obligate wetland plants present
include nodding bur-marigold (Bidens cernua), water smartweed, and spotted

smartweed (Polygonum punctatum). The third depression is also an emergent
palustrine wetland, but the dominant species are common cattail and green
bulrush (Scirpus atrovirens). This habitat is apparently fed by groundwater
seepage; the other two depressions are flooded primarily by surface runoff.

Several hazardous waste sites (refer to Section 3.3 and 3.4.2) are located near
the wetlands on Chanute AFB and may currently or in the future influence the
quality of these habitats. A small wetland Is very close to Landfill Site 4. Landfill
Site 1 and Fire Training Area 1 are within about 20 feet of the stream and
upgradlent (for groundwater flow). Landfill Site 2 and Fire Training Area 2 are
also very near the stream, but groundwater flow is away from the stream and no

contamination of the wetland Is likely.

3.4.6 Cultural Resources

Cultural resources consist of prehistoric and historic sites, structures, districts,
artifacts, or any other physical evidence of human activity considered Important

to a culture, subculture, or community for scientific, religious, traditional, or
other reason. For the purposes of this EIS, cultural resources also include
paleontological remains.
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The ROI for this project includes all areas within the confines of Chanute AFB.
it also includes areas marked for potential acquisition that might be disturbed as
a direct or indirect result of base reuse. These off-site areas Include about 600
acres immediately east of the base that are needed for runway expansion and
potential aviation support areas (see Figures 2.2-1 and 2.3-1). The off-site areas
also include areas affected by a new road and Improvements to U.S. 136
required as a result of base reuse.

Numerous laws and regulations require federal agencies such as the Air Force
to consider the effects of a proposed action on cultural resources. These laws

and regulations stipulate a process for compliance, define the responsibilities of
the federal agency proposing the action, and prescribe the relationships among

other involved agencies (e.g., State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation). Compliance with requirements of
these laws and regulations Ideally involves three basic steps: (1) Identification of
significant cultural resources that could be affected by the Proposed Action or
its alternatives, (2) assessment of the impacts or effects of the proposed and

alternative actions, and (3) development and implementation of measures to
eliminate or reduce significant adverse impacts. The primary law designed to
protect cultural resources is the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).

Cultural resources, including paleontological remains, are also covered by
requirements of the NEPA of 1969.

In compliance with the NHPA, the Air Force has initiated the Section 106 review

process with the Illinois SHPO. As part of this review process, the Air Force has
met with SHPO representatives and is preparing a Determination of Eligibility for
historic and prehistoric resources on base, and an assessment of the effects of
the project on cultural resources.

3.4.6.1 Archaeological Resources. An archaeological surface survey of
Chanute AFB was conducted 12 through 14 May 1987 by archaeologists from
the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency. The resulting letter report (Illinois
Historic Preservation Agency, 1987) Indicates that no significant archaeological
resources are located within the base. Archaeological surveys of off-site areas
that may be affected by runway expansion and road improvements off base

have been conducted by the IDOT (Illinols Department of Transportation, 1991).
The surveys indicate that cultural resources are not located in the area to be
affected by runway expansion and associated roadway construction and
modification. A survey of off-base areas that could be affected by maintenance
facilities concluded that no archaeological or historic sites of significance are
present in the area (Illinois Department of Transportation, 1991).

3.4.6.2 Historic Resources. The significance of a cultural resource is based
on its eligibility for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP),
which documents the appearance and Importance of districts, sites, buildings,

structures, and objects significant In prehistory and history. As a guide In the
evaluation of properties, the National Park Service (NPS) has developed criteria
that, when applied to properties that have been evaluated within a historic
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context, are standards by which every nominated property Is judged. NPS
regulations (36 CFR § 60.4) impose three distinct requirements on properties
eligible for listing on the NRHP. The three requirements are:

"Properties must possess integrity. The quality of significance in
American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.

" Properties must satisfy at least one of the National Register criteria.
The criteria are as follows:

A. Properties that are associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant In our
past; or

C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction or that represent the work of a master, or
that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack Individual
distinction; or

D. that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important
In prehistory or history.

"* Properties should not, except under extraordinary circumstances, be
among property types typically excluded from National Register
consideration. Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical
figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used for religious
purposes; structures that have been moved from their original locations;
reconstructed historic buildings; properties primarily commemorative in
nature; and properties that have achieved significance within the past
50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National Register.

In accordance with these requirements, 109 buildings and structures at Chanute
AFB were evaluated in early 1991 to identify their historic context. Four historic
contexts for these buildings were identified, the NRHP criteria were applied, and
a Determination of Eligibility for listing on the NRHP was drafted. Preliminary
results indicate that there is a potential historic district containing 31 buildings
and one structure (flagpole), as well as a single building within the proposed
district (Building 6) that is potentially eligible on Individual merit (Figure 3.4-4).
Photographs and Historic American Building Survey/Historic American
Engineering Record (HABS/HAER) inventory cards were prepared by an
architectural historian during an earlier study. None of the buildings or
structures that were evaluated were previously listed on the NRHP, and there
are no other NRHP properties on the Installation. Coordination with the Illinois
SHPO regarding these buildings and structures is in progress.

Buildings and structures that have been included in the potential historic district
are representative of a period of rapid growth and change to the built
environment at Chanute AFB that took place between 1938 and 1943. All of the
buildings demonstrate qualities of design, style, construction technique/
materials, and complementary function representative of a cohesive district that
was influenced by mobilization for World War II and Chanute AFB's continuous
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mission as a technical training center. Because there have been extensive

modifications and/or deterioration, no other buildings on the installation are
considered eligible.

3.4.6.3 Native American Resources. The archaeological survey of the base

identified only a single artifact of Native American origin. The dearth of Native
American artifacts and areas indicates that the area encompassed by the base
is not of special interest to Native Americans with past or present ties to that
area.

3.4.6.4 Paleontological Resources. The Quaternary deposits underlying the
base (Section 3.4.1.2) contain no known concentrations of fossil remains. Small
fragments of mammoth, mastodon, giant beaver, and other vertebrate remains

are found In such deposits but such finds are rare and isolated. In the
Rantoul/Chanute AFB area, encountering fossils in surficlal soils would be

extremely unlikely. Some fossiliferous units occur in the underlying Paleozolc
bedrock (Willman et al., 1975) but no local outcrops occur within 50 miles of the
base.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION •

This section discusses the potential environmental impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and alternatives. To provide the context in which potential
environmental impacts may occur, discussions of potential changes to the local
communities, Including population, land use and aesthetics, transportation, and
community and public utility services are Included in this EIS. In addition, Issues
related to current and future management of hazardous materials and wastes are
discussed. Both short- and long-term impacts to the physical and natural
environment are evaluated for geology and soils, water resources, air quality,
noise, biological resources, and cultural resources. These impacts may occur as
a direct result of disposal and reuse actions or as an indirect result of induced
changes to the local communities. Cumulative impacts and possible mitigation
measures to minimize or eliminate the environmental impacts are also presented.

Cumulative impacts result from "the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency undertakes such other actions. Cumulative Impacts
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place
over a period of time" (Council on Environmental Quality, 1978). The only other
known project in the area that could contribute to cumulative Impacts is the
disposal of Chapman Court Military Family Housing. Cumulative Impacts are
discussed by resource In this chapter.

Means of mitigating adverse environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action and
alternatives are discussed, as required by the NEPA. Potential mitigation
measures depend upon the particular resource affected. In general, however,
mitigation measures are defined In CEO regulations as actions that Include:

"(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an
action

(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and
its implementations

(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment

(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action

(e) Compensating for the Impact by replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments."
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4.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY

This section discusses potential effects on local communities from the disposal

and reuse of Chanute AFB.

4.2.1 Community Setting

Socioeconomic effects will be addressed only to the extent that they pertain to

the biophysical environment. A complete assessment of socioeconomic effects

is presented In the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study (U.S. Air Force, 1991 b).

4.2.1.1 Proposed Action. Full conversion of Chanute AFB property to civilian

use is estimated to occur over approximately 20 years. The redevelopment of

this property Into civilian aviation-related, Institutional, and commercial uses

would cause many changes to the local community.

It Is estimated that employment in the ROI would decline In 1994 as the base

closes and construction associated with reuse under the Proposed Action is

completed. Subsequently, employment would Increase; the redevelopment

activities at Chanute AFB under the Proposed Action would generate

approximately 6,050 direct and over 6,000 Indirect jobs In Champaign and

southern Ford counties by the year 2014. Figure 4.2-1 shows the employment

effects that would result from the Proposed Action and other alternatives.

Regional employment is projected to be 115,970 at closure and approximately

142,110 in 2014 under the Proposed Action. The long-term employment effects

from the Proposed Action would represent a 10-percent Increase from closure.

Direct jobs would be located in Rantoul at the disposed-of Chanute AFB property

whereas secondary jobs would be created throughout Champaign and southern

Ford counties.

Population in Champaign and southern Ford counties would similarly decrease

in 1994 and then Increase as a result of new civilian jobs associated with reuse

activities. The population In Champaign and Ford counties is projected to be

approximately 175,810 in 1994 and approximately 188,320 In 2014. The

long-term population change associated with the Proposed Action represents a

7-percent increase from 1994. Figure 4.2-1 shows a comparison of population

inmigratlon for the Proposed Action and other alternatives. The largest number

of inmigrants are expected to locate In Champaign County. Communities likely

to experience the largest increases in population include Rantoul, Champaign,

and Urbana.

Base redevelopment under this alternative would generate positive economic

benefits in the region in the form of Increased employment and earnings.
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4.2.1.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The levels of
economic activities for this alternative would be less than those reported for the

Proposed Action. Employment would increase in 1994, as operations and

construction related to this alternative continue and expand. It is projected that

redevelopment of Chanute AFB under this alternative would generate

approximately 1,880 direct and 1,400 indirect jobs in Champaign and southern

Ford counties by the year 2014. These employment figures are considerably

less than those projected for the Proposed Action, but represent an

approximately 3-percent increase from closure levels. For comparison, these

employment figures would represent 88 percent of the preclosure employment

associated with Chanute AFB In FY 87.

Regional population under this alternative is projected to Increase to

approximately 168,600 in 1994 and to approximately 180,160 in the year 2014.
This represents a 6.9-percent increase in population over the 20-year period.

4.2.1.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. Redevelopment activities associated with

this alternative are expected to generate approximately 1,230 direct and 150

indirect jobs In Champaign and southern Ford counties by the year 2014. This

represents an increase of approximately 1 percent over the employment figures
projected at closure. For comparison, these employment figures would

represent 12 percent of the preclosure employment associated with Chanute

AFB in FY 87.

Regiornal population under this alternative is projected to be approximately

167,140 in 1994 and 177,850 in the year 2014. This represents an approximately

6.4-percent increase in population from 1994 to 2014. The major differences

between this alternative and the two previous alternatives is the level of activities

and timing of inmigration. For this alternative, the level of activity is considerably
lower than that of the previous alternatives and inmigration would not begin until

1994, after the base is closed. In the two previous alternatives, inmigration would

begin in 1992, prior to complete base closure.

4.2.1.4 No-Action Alternative. Under the No-Action Alternative, only disposal

management activities would occur at the base. It is estimated that these
activities at Chanute AFB will maintain approximately 50 direct and 20 secondary

jobs in Champaign and Ford counties through the year 2014. This represents
no change from closure conditions because the No-Action Alternative requires

no additional jobs beyond those required at closure. A 12 percent increase in

regional population is projected from non-site-related growth. Under the

No-Action Alternative, the estimated regional population in Champaign and Ford

counties will be approximately 167,050 in 1994 and approximately 176,340 In
2014. This represents an increase of approximately 5-1/2 percent over the

20-year period.
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4.2.2 Land Use and Aesthetics

In this section the Proposed Action and alternatives are discussed in terms of

land use and zoning to determine potential impacts. The following parameters
were used in determining the sensitivity of the land use changes:

* Land Use Conflicts. The particular site reuse proposed could conflict
with on-base and off-base land use.

* Zoning Conflicts. There could be conflicts between the proposed reuse
and zoning.

Projected population and employment effects on land uses in the Village of

Rantoul are discussed in the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study.

4.2.2.1 Proposed Action

Land Use. The on-base land uses of the Proposed Action are generally

consistent with the existing on-base land uses, except for the following potential

conflicts (see Figure 4.2-2):

"* The proposed commercial land use in the northwest comer of the base
conflicts with the existing public facilities (i.e., the two water towers,
electrical substation, and water supply filtration building) and the railroad
spur. The proposed land use also conflicts with the new cold storage
building.

"* The proposed industrial and aviation support land uses in the southeast
area of the base conflict with existing IRP sites.

"* The proposed airfield land use conflicts with the abandoned sewage
treatment plant located about 1,200 feet west of Runway 9/27, which
exceeds the 35-foot height limit for buildings in the clear zone.

"* The Proposed Action would require easements totaling 2 acres at the north
end and 7 acres at the south end of Runway 18/36. These areas Include
the Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) and future land uses and activities may
be restricted. FAR Part 77 regulations control the heights and locations of
structures and recommend types of activities that can occur in the zone to
minimize safety hazards. Use of these areas would not generate a major
Impact.

The off-base land uses of the Proposed Action are generally consistent with the

existing off-base land uses, except for the following potential conflicts (see

Figure 4.2-2):

"* The off-base acquisition areas are adjacent to Rantoul's municipal
boundary and contain lands designated as "prime farmland." The
evaluation of these impacts is described below.

"* The proposed use of off-base land for an aviation maintenance facility will
affect a farm complex with three inhabited dwellings. Daytime and
nighttime operations at the maintenance facility would create possible land
use conflicts with the adjacent on-base residential area.
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" Off-base land uses would be affected by the new roads and/or road
expansion required in order to relieve traffic congestion related to the
increased population and employment in the project area. Additional
expansion is planned for portions of U.S. 136, Township Road 1800 East
from U.S. 136 to the off-base major maintenance facility, and 2900 North
west from 1900 East. The land use along these roads is agricultural,
except for a church on the west side of Township Road 1800 East.
Expansion along other roads may also be required.

" Avigation easements would have to be acquired for a total of 20 acres off
base at the north end of Runway 18/36. These areas include the RPZ and
future land uses and activities may be restricted. FAR Part 77 regulations
control the height and locations of structures and recommend types of
activities that can take place in the zone to minimize safety hazards. Use
of these areas would not generate a major impact.

Land use compatibility with aircraft noise is discussed in Section 4.4.4.

The Federal Farmland Protection Policy Act (FFPA), 7 U.S.C. § 4201 et seq.,
directs federal agencies to take into account the adverse effects of federal
programs on the preservation of farmland; considers alternative actions, as
appropriate, that could lessen such adverse effects; and assures that such
federal programs, to the extent practicable, are compatible with state, unit of
local government, and private programs and policies to protect farmland. In
developing the guidelines to be used in this process, the implementing
regulations (7 1.".R. Part 658) provide that where the state in which the project
will occur has developed an approved Land Evaluation and Site Assessment
(LESA) system, the federal agencies use that system to make their evaluation.
The Illinois Department of Agriculture was asked to review the project in light of
the Illinois Farmland Preservation Act (111. Rev. Stat. Ch. 5, para. 1301-1308
[1989]) and conduct a site evaluation to determine whether the project was in
compliance. The Illinois Department of Agriculture completed its evaluation and
concluded that proposed conversion of farmland would be in compliance with
state law (Appendix E).

In accordance with the FFPA, 7 U.S.C. § 4201 et seq., and the Implementing
regulations, 7 C.F.R. Part 658, the impacts of the Proposed Action on farmlands
have been evaluated. The agricultural lands Impacted by this proposal are
outside the boundaries of Chanute AFB and would be acquired to support
development for aviation maintenance activities. Of this area, 231 acres would
have to be acquired for runway extension and 345 acres would be acquired to
support the major aviation maintenance facility. The evaluation was conducted
using the Champaign County LESA approved for use by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Soll Conservation Service (SCS) (Appendix E). A score of 163.2 was
given to the farmland adjacent to Chanute AFB that is proposed for acquisition to
support airport activities. Applying the criteria contained in the LESA results in a
determination that the impacted lands have "a low rating for protection." Based
on this score, it appears that utilization of this site would be consistent with the
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intent of the FFPA that federal agencies minimize adverse impacts to agriculture
from their projects and programs.

In developing the Airport Layout Plan, which is an integral part of the Proposed
Action; the impacts on farmland were considered. The areas proposed for
conversion were kept to the minimum necessary to support the project.

Remediation activities at existing on-base IRP sites may delay the transfer of
properties (in the southeast quadrant of the base) from the Air Force, possibly
restricting the timely reuse as follows:

* Industrial

* Aviation Support

* Airfield.

A more detailed discussion of IRP sites Is provided in Section 4.3.1.

Zoning. The Proposed Action Is generally consistent with the Village of
Rantoul's zoning (adopted 22 January 1991) for the Chanute AFB property,
except for the following potential conflicts:

"* The proposed Institutional (educational) land use zone in the central
portion of the base is in the Aviation Support District. The proposed
aviation support land use zone adjacent to the southern hangar Is in the
Residential District and the proposed aviation support area west of
Heritage Lake Park is in the Recreation District.

"* The configuration of the residential areas may be in conflict with the
subdivision requirements of the zoning ordinance.

"* The new maintenance building height and scale may conflict with the
adjacent smaller-scale residential areas. Additionally, the building height
may conflict with the local zoning ordinance, which limits building height to
65 feet.

Aesthetics. The Proposed Action is not expected to have any adverse effects
on features of medium visual sensitivity on base. No visual effects to Heritage
Lake Park or to the base golf course would be expected because these
resources are planned for reuse as a Village park and golf course. Additional
parking facilities would have to be developed in the area to the west of White
Hall, which is classified as of medium visual sensitivity, to accompany the reuse
of the existing hangars for aircraft maintenance and training, thus reducing the
amount of open space.

The Proposed Action would have minor visual effects off base, because little

construction Is planned. The only anticipated off-base visual impact would be the
development of an aircraft maintenance facility adjacent to the base's east
boundary. The existing residential area In the northwest comer of the base
would be visually impacted by the large scale and the proximity of this facility.
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Cumulative Impacts. The reuse of Chanute AFB along with the disposal of
Chapman Court for residential development would not cause cumulative Impacts

to land use and aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. The following measures may be implemented for the

Proposed Action to mitigate on-base impacts:

"Additional parking facilities in the area north of White Hall could be sited so
as not to infringe on the pleasant campus appearance of the cantonment
area west of White Hall.

"* The Air Force has committed to remedlating all IRP sites. Active
coordination between the Air Force's IRP representative and new
construction planning agencies can mitigate potential problems. The
presence of IRP sites may limit certain land uses at these sites.

"* The Village of Rantoul may need to enact zoning to regulate development
within the airfield safety zones.

"* The FAA would be able to obtain a waiver in the airport layout plan for the
abandoned sewage treatment plant in the clear zone of Runway 9/27.

The following measures may be implemented for the Proposed Action to mitigate

off-base impacts:

"* Because the development of the off-base areas of prime farmland Is still
tentative and no detailed plans for development are available, mitigation
can be considered before development begins. Such mitigation can
include analysis of siting requirements or redesign of Infrastructure to
minimize Impacts.

"* Real estate interests for 345 acres of land off base would have to be
acquired for the maintenance facility. There Is a farm complex with three
inhabited dwelling units on this land. The inhabitants would have to be
relocated and the structures demolished. The relocation of these families
will be in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Act of 1970. Comparable decent, safe, and sanitary
dwellings are available on the open market or will be built, if necessary,
prior to actual displacement.

"* The right-of-way required for Township Road 1800 East should be located
to minimize impacts to the church property on the west side of the road.

"* Architectural design standards and landscaping requirements can be
implemented by the Village of Rantoul to minimize the visual impacts of the
off-base aviation uses, especially the adjacent residential area to the west.

"* The Village of Rantoul may need to enact zoning to regulate development
within the airfield safety zones.

4.2.2.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The overall
impacts related to land use and aesthetics under this alternative would ue lower

than those under the Proposed Action. Because this alternative does not include

the acquisition of 345 acres of off-base property for aviation support/

maintenance activities, the farm complex with three inhabited buildings would
not have to be acquired.

As for the Proposed Action, the SCS evaluated impacts to prime farmland that
would result from this alternative (Appendix E). The proposal would impact
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231 acres of agricultural land, which would be acquired to support the runway
extension. A score of 161.3 was given. Applying the criteria contained In the
LESA results In a determination that the impacted lands have "a low rating for
protection." Based on this score, it appears that utilization of this site would be
consistent with the intent of the FFPA that federal agencies minimize adverse
impacts to agriculture from their projects and programs.

In developing the Airport Layout Plan, which is an Integral part of the alternative,
the impacts on farmland were considered. The areas proposed for conversion
were kept to the minimum necessary to support the project.

Land Use. The on-base land use conflicts for this alternative would be similar to
those under the Proposed Action (Figure 4.2-3). Potential conflicts regarding
existing on-base IRP sites would be the same for this alternative as for the
Proposed Action.

The off-base land uses would Include extending the runway, resulting in the loss
of 231 acres of privately owned agricultural land designated as prime farmland.
The Illinois Department of Agriculture has indicated that this development would
be in compliance with the Illinois Farmland Preservation Act.

Zoning. The Minor Maintenance Operations Alternative Is generally consistent
with the Village of Rantoul's zoning for Chanute AFB, except for the following
potential conflicts:

"* The proposed Institutional (educational) land use zone in the central
portion of the base is in the Aviation Sutnort District. The proposed
aviation support land use zone adjacent to the southern hangar is in the
Residential District and the proposed aviation support area west of
Heritage Lake Park Is in the Recreation District.

"* The configuration of the residential areas may be in conflict with the
subdivision requirements of the zoning ordinance.

Aesthetics. The on-base aesthetics effects for the Minor Maintenance

Operations Alternative are the same as for the Proposed Action. The off-base
aesthetics effects would be the same as for the Proposed Action, except that
there would be no conflicts associated with the off-base aviation maintenance
facility, because it is not included in this alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. The reuse of Chanute AFB along with the disposal of
Chapman Court for residential development would not cause cumulative impacts
to land use and aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. On-base mitigation measures for the Minor Maintenance
Operations Alternative would be the same as those for the Proposed Action.
Because the development of the off-base areas of prime farmland Is still tentative
and no detailed plans for development are available, mitigation can be
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considered before development begins. Such mitigation can Include analysis of
siting requirements or redesign of infrastructure to minimize impacts. Additional
off-base mitigation measures for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations

Alternative may include the need for the Village of Rantoul to enact zoning to
regulate development within the off-base airfield safety zones and the FAA could

obtain a waiver for the abandoned sewage treatment plant in the clear zone of
Runway 9/27. The demolition of off-base residences and relocation of their

inhabitants described under the Proposed Action would not be required for this
alternative, because off-base land would not be acquired for aviation support.

4.2.2.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. The overall impacts related to land use and

aesthetics would be minimal compared to the Proposed Action and the Minor
Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative because this alternative does not
include any aircraft operations or an airport.

Land Use. Because the Non-Aviation Alternative plan does not include airfield

operations, on-base agricultural land uses surrounding the existing airfield could

continue and be expanded. The remainder of the airfield would Include a large
industrial (warehouse) use area including the existing base hangars and the area
to the north, which is not part of the other alternatives (Figure 4.2-4).

Remediation activities at existing on-base IRP sites may delay the disposal of
properties (in the southeast quadrant of the base), restricting the timely reuse as

follows:

"* Institutional (Education/Training)

"* Agricultural

"* Open/Recreational.

A more detailed discussion of IRP sites is provided in Section 4.3.3.

There are no off-base land use impacts associated with this plan.

Zoning. The planned Non-Aviation Alternative could present some zoning

conflicts, as follows:

"* The proposed public recreation areas and education/training areas are in
the Aviation Support District.

"* The proposed educational/training area is in the Residential District.

"* The proposed industrial areas are in the Airfield, Aviation Support, and
Institutional (education/training) Districts.

"* The proposed agricultural areas are in the Airfield and Aviation Support
Districts.

Aesthetics. The Non-Aviation Alternative is not expected to have any adverse

effects on features of medium visual sensitivity, because reuse would be for the
same type of uses, or reuses would be generally screened visually by existing

trees.
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Portions of the on-base industrial development would be visible from the
residences (mobile homes), J.W. Eater Jr. High School, and Walbash Park to the
north. The only other visual impact would be the reuse of additional areas of the

base airfield for agriculture crop production. Overall, the Non-Aviation
Alternative is not expected to significantly affect the visual and aesthetic quality
of the base. Some portions of the base, especially the southeast quadrant,
would be managed less intensively and allowed to return to a more natural

condition.

Cumulative Impacts. The reuse of Chanute AFB along with the disposal of
Chapman Court for residential development would not create cumulative
impacts to land use and aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required.

4.2.2.4 No-Action Alternative. Because the Federal government would retain
ownership of the property under the No-Action Alternative, it would remain
outside the jurisdiction of Rantoul's zoning ordinance. As long as the base
remained unused, there would be no conflict with local zoning ordinances.
Keeping the base closed, however, would be Inconsistent with state and local

plans for reuse.

The No-Action Alternative would cause no physical changes in on-base and

off-base land use. Functionally, there would be no use of base land, except the
300 acres of land in agricultural production. The disposal management team
would continue to maintain the buildings and the grounds.

The No-Action Alternative would not affect the ultimate requirement to remediate
hazardous waste sites on base, but it would reduce the urgency of cleanup. As
long as the sites were stabilized and did not present a danger to off-base areas

and natural resources, remediation could be delayed.

Aesthetics. The No-Action Alternative is not expected to significantly affect the
visual and aesthetic quality of the base or the surrounding area. Some portions
of the base currently being maintained by activities such as mowing will be
managed less intensively. The reduced activity on the base will increase the
remoteness of certain areas.

Cumulative Impacts. The No-Action Alternative would result In no cumulative
impacts to land use.

Mitigation Measures. Because there would be no new land uses and the U.S.
Government would retain ownership, there would be no land use impacts as a
result of the No-Action Alternative. Therefore, no mitigation measures would be
required.
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4.2.3 Transportation

The effects of the Proposed Action, Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations

Alternative, Non-Aviation Alternative, and No-Action Alternative on each

component of the transportation system are presented in this subsection.
Mitigation measures are suggested for those components likely to experience

substantial and adverse changes under any or all of these alternatives.

Direct effects of the various alternatives on road traffic were assessed by

estimating the number of trips generated from on-site employment, student and
medical patient populations, and residential use projected for each reuse

alternative. Indirect trips were calculated from changes In Rantoul-area

population associated with each alternative. Taking into account total (direct
plus indirect) trips and road-segment capacity, LOS changes on key road

segments were computed for each alternative (see Table 3.2-2 for definitions).

Changes in work and, therefore, travel patterns were derived by assigning
workers to, or removing workers from, the most direct commuting routes.
Because none of the alternatives assumes direct use of local railroads or

passenger air travel service, effects on these transportation modes were
evaluated based on changes in Rantoul-area population proportionate to

preclosure levels.

The effects of the Proposed Action and alternatives on the National Airspace

System and the effects on aviation activities and airspace management resulting
from disposal and reuse were considered. Reuse activities were evaluated

against the baseline conditions of airspace utilization, flight operations, and

standards. A 1-percent annual Increase In aircraft operations was assumed for

civil airports in the ROI.

The potential airspace and air traffic effects are evaluated based on the extent to

which the Proposed Action or alternative (1) severely restricts, limits, or

otherwise delays other air traffic in the region, (2) interferes with aircraft
operators' capabilities to comply with Federal air regulations and rules of flight,

(3) constrains air commerce opportunities, or (4) Increases the potential for an
aircraft accident.

4.2.3.1 Proposed Action

Roadways. The reuse of Chanute AFB under the Proposed Action would lead to

increased use of local roads and highways, especially In the vicinity of Rantoul.

Traffic volumes on community roadways would continue to Increase through the

year 2014, when the reuse plan would be fully implemented. Only three roads
provide direct access onto Chanute AFB: U.S. 45, Maplewood Drive, and

Chandler Road. When the proposed aircraft maintenance facility is constructed

on the east side of Chanute AFB, Township Road 1800 East would also become

an Important carrier of traffic. The IDOT has proposed a new four-lane, divided,
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north-south entrance road running one-half mile south from U.S. 136 (Township

Road 1800 East alignment). Less than 1 mile of U.S. 136 would be widened to
five lanes with traffic signals at its intersection with the new entrance road

(Township Road 1800 East). In addition, local road improvements would be

made to Eagle Drive and along the north base boundary roadway. The analysis

prepared for this study assumes that the proposed road work would be

completed as part of the Proposed Action.

Future users of the Main Gate would drive on U.S. 45 North and users of Borman

Road (the old West Gate) and Heritage Drive would access or egress onto
U.S. 45 South. Therefore, the five key community roadways studied in this

analysis are Township Road 1800 East, Chandler Road, Maplewood Drive,

U.S. 45 North, and U.S. 45 South. It is assumed that all traffic using Chandler

Road would also be using U.S. 45 South (see Figure 3.2-8).

On-Site Direct Effects on Key Community Roads. During construction and
renovation of on-site facilities (primarily 1991 through 1997), roadway impacts

would be felt throughout the Rantoul-Chanute AFB area. Without upgrading,

during the peak year of construction (1992), several key road segments would

experience peak-hour LOS degradation as a result of reuse-generated

construction traffic. These roads would Include Township Road 1800 East,
Maplewood Drive, Chandler Road, and U.S. 136. Township Road 1800 East,
Maplewood Drive, and Chandler Road would bear most of the traffic going onto

the aircraft maintenance construction site, and U.S. 136 would provide access to
roads on the east side of the base. As many as 2,200 construction workers (in

the 1992-1993 peak years) could be expected to use these roads.

The LOS on Maplewood Drive and Chandler Road will be A upon base closure.

Traffic during the construction period would change the LOS on both roads to B.

Township Road 1800 East would have an LOS of C until it is improved as

proposed with four lanes, at which time the LOS would be A. The most obvious

effects on U.S. 136 would be from heavy truck traffic, further congesting that
road in central Rantoul. Other construction work on base (remodeling and some

demolition work that would last several years) would be relatively light, with less
than 200 construction workers projected. Further, because at least three access
roads to the base from U.S. 45 could become available to these construction

workers and truck traffic, Impacts from other on-base construction work alone

would not be sufficient to cause LOS degradation on community roadways.

The number of trips generated by each type of proposed land reuse was

estimated for the operations period based upon Proposed Action projections for
numbers of employees, students, and hospital patients. Figure 4.2-5 shows the

distribution of the AADTs generated by the Proposed Action for the year 2014 on

each key community road. The maximum number of trips generated by direct

impact land uses is projected to be about 28,000 in that year.
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With the introduction of the aircraft maintenance land use on approximately

345 acres on the east side of the base, Township Road 1800 East would become

the most Important carrier of employee and visitor traffic to and from that facility,

carrying an AADT of about 10,000. The closure AADT on Township Road 1800

East would be only about 300. Maplewood Drive also would experience an

increase from its closure AADT of about 2,400 to about 7,200. Direct impacts

would generate about 4,400 daily trips on that road by the year 2014, compared

to the approximately 130 AADT at closure.

On-Site Indirect Effects on Key Community Roads, In addition to the direct

effects, on-site Indirect effects would also generate trips on key community
roads. Figure 4.2-5 shows that these trips would Increase to about 28,600 by the

year 2014, and illustrates their distribution onto adjoining key community
roadways. U.S. 45 North would receive the greatest share of the Indirect trips,

ranging up to about 14,000 by the year 2014. The approximate numbers of

AADTs generated by indirect effects on the other key roads are: Chandler Road,

1,400; Maplewood Drive, 7,200; and U.S. 45 South, 5,700. Indirect effects would

generate no traffic on Township Road 1800 East.

Summary of On-Site Effects on Key Community Roads. Together, both direct

and indirect trips would total about 56,600 by the year 2014. This represents an
Increase of 226 percent over the 25,000 trips generated by the base In the

1987-1988 period, and is substantially higher than the estimated closure baseline

of about 180 trips per day. The distribution to the five key community roads is

shown on Figure 4.2-5.

Figure 4.2-6 shows peak-hour traffic and LOS for preclosure, closure, and the

years 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2014 for each of the five key roads, Including the

non-project-generated traffic. The activities associated with the Proposed Action

would create few problems on either U.S. 45 North or U.S. 45 South; however,

without changing their present capacity, Chandler Road and Maplewood Drive

would have only marginally acceptable peak-hour traffic conditions (LOS D) by

the year 1999. If Township Road 1800 East were improved to a four-lane, divided
roadway as part of the Proposed Action, the resulting LOS would be A. Similarly,

If U.S. 136 were Improved with a widened section and traffic signals at Township

Road 1800 East, as proposed by the IDOT, traffic flow on that roadway would

also be improved.

Off--SitelEfet. Changes In the magnitude of off-site traffic resulting from direct
and Indirect effects of the Proposed Action would be proportional to projected

changes in population in the Village of Rantoul and the rest of the ROI. Under
the Proposed Action, a gain of about 11 percent In Rantoul's population Is

projected during the 20-year period between 1994 and 2014. Traffic volumes in
the Village would increase by the same amount during that period.

Consequently, the Proposed Action should have no noticeable negative effects

on off-site Rantoul and ROI traffic conditions.
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Effects on Key On-Shte Roads. Figure 4.2-7 presents data on peak-hour traffic

and LOS that would result from the Proposed Action for the key on-base roads.
All roads on base have a peak-hour capacity of 2,800. Eagle Drive would be
widened to four lanes as part of the Proposed Action. However, because of side
friction from driveways and Intersections, its peak-hour capacity would not be

Improved significantly above 2,800. Based upon projections for numbers of

employees, students, and hospital beds, distribution would be similar to that

found on base In the 1987 Military Traffic Management Command study
(Transportation Engineering Agency, 1987) for the five on-base roads. It Is

assumed that Heritage Drive, which Is proposed as a future access Into the
project area, would carry 10 percent of the total. None of the on-base roads
would have an LOS lower than D, an acceptable level.

Airspace/Air Traffic. Aviation activities under the Proposed Action Include

aircraft maintenance/training operations, small air cargo operations, and light

general aviation operations. These operations could include a variety of aircraft

types from small, single-engine to large, cargo/pr- senger Jet aircraft such as
B-747s and DC-10s. The projected numbers of flight operations and fleet mix

associated with this airfield usage are shown in Table 4.2-1. FAA
recommendations (Federal Aviation Administration, 1983) were utilized to

determine the Annual Service Volume (ASV), as a reasonable estimate of an
airport's operational capacity based on runway configuration, fleet mix, weather
conditions, etc., that would be encountered over a year's time. Projected
operations are then compared to the ASV to determine if the airport can meet

forecasted demands. The ASV for the Proposed Action ranges from

approximately 200,000 operations from 1994 through 2014. Because forecasted

operations represent only about 11 percent of the ASV by 2014, no capacity
constraints would be expected.

Table 4.2-1. Projected Aviation Forecast - Proposed Action

Average Annual Operations

1994 1999 2004 2014

AviationCategory
General Aviation 10,000 15,045 17,100 18,800
Aircraft Maintenance 1,600 2,600 2,600 2,600

Air Cargo 730 730 730 1,460
Total Operations 12,330 18,375 20,430 22,860

Fleet Mix (Percent of Total Operations)

Piston Engine 69 69 69 68
Turboprop 6 7 8 8
Narrow Body Jet 24 23 22 23

Wide Body Jet 1 1 1 1
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Airspace requirements would also depend on the type and level of aircraft
operations. The IDOT and FAA have Indicated that no airspace changes would
be required to the Champaign approach control area or ARSA to accommodate
the projected level of operations at Chanute AFB. If a control tower is
commissioned, there would be a basic requirement for an airport traffic area,
which is the airspace within a horizontal radius of 5 statute miles from the airfield
extending from the surface to 3,000 feet above ground level (AGL). This Is the
operative airspace within which the tower controls local traffic patterns during
airfield takeoffs and landings. The development of Instrument approach
procedures would also require the design and charting of a control zone and
transition area to protect airspace encompassing these approaches. The control
zone Is generally a 5-statute-mile horizontal radius from the surface to
14,500 feet MSL, with lateral extensions as necessary to include approach and
departure flight paths.

Roberts VORTAC, the ground facility providing course and distance information,
is 20 statute miles north of Chanute AFB. The presence of this facility and
installation of an ILS on the airfield would provide a precision and non-precision
approach capability, respectively, to the east-west runway. Any approach
procedures developed for Chanute AFB would have to meet the FAR Part 77
design criteria with regard to obstacle clearance zones. A cursory feasibility
study conducted by the FAA Indicated that an ILS approach Is feasible for both
ends of the east-west runway and a VOR approach is feasible for the west end
(Runway 27) (Chicago Airports District Office, 1990a, b). As the controlling
agency for IFR air traffic within the ROI, the Champaign TRACON would
coordinate and separate, on a case-by-case basis, any potential conflicts
between aircraft flying VOR instrument approaches into Chanute AFB and those
IFR aircraft operating simultaneously at the other civil airports and along V-429.
There would be no conflict between VFR touch-and-go traffic patterns at
Chanute AFB and other airports because these patterns are normally contained
within a 2-mile radius of the runways.

Based on the Information presently available and preliminary findings of the FAA
and IDOT, it does not appear that aircraft operations at Chanute AFB would
result in any adverse Impacts on air traffic and airspace use within the ROI.

Air Transportation. The effects of the Proposed Action on the Willard Airport
would be the result of the action's contribution to the overall population gain in
the ROI. The Willard Airport passengers-per-capita in 1988 (without Chanute's
contribution) Is calculated to be 0.913 (1988 airport ROI population divided by
number of non-military-related passengers). By 2014, the population In the ROI
is projected to generate about 172,000 passengers at Willard Airport, assuming
the same passengers per-capita.

Ught Emissions. The various runway lights and navigational aids required for
airfield operations (see Section 2.2.1) should not cause any adverse effects.
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Most are either directed upward to be visible to pilots or downward to light the
runway. These lights should have no impacts on nearby business, residences,

or the environment. The only potential Impacts Identified would be possible
annoying effects created by the REIL system flashers in an occupied building or

a roadway system in the proximity of the flashers. However, there are no
structures or roadways In the airport area that should be affected by REIL

operations.

Outer Marker. Signals from the compass locator outer marker for the ILS
runway would not interfere with signals from any existing television stations.

Railroad Transportation. Effects on railroad service in the ROI from this
alternative and natural population growth would be similar to those on air traffic:

an increase of about 9.3 percent over the 20 years between 1994 and 2014.

Mitigation Measures. Two types of mitigation measures are available to reduce

the effects of road traffic associated with the Proposed Action. First,
transportation management procedures such as ride-sharing or van-pools could

be employed to reduce the volume of vehicles on the road, and staggered work
hours would reduce peak traffic. Second, LOS degradation could be reduced or

avoided by appropriate widening of Chandler Road and Improving
intersections on Maplewood Drive. Chandler Road would have to be widened to

two full lanes to raise its peak-hour capacity to at least 2,800 and its LOS to C.
Intersections along Maplewood Drive would have to be improved and signals

installed to increase the road's capacity to at least 4,500 and its LOS to C. No
mitigations would be required for U.S. 45 North and U.S. 45 South.

Shielding of the REIL could prevent adverse impact on any affect w areas that

may be identified. The FAAIIDOT will prepare the necessary environmental

documentation required for the location of the outer marker at such time that the
action becomes ripe for decision-making. At that time, they will also determine
any appropriate mitigation needed. No mitigation measures would be required
So----nhe other transpo-tfi-on components.

4.2.3.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

Roadways.

On-Site Direct Effects on Key Community Roads. During construction and
renovation of facilities, some effects of on-site activities would occur throughout
the Rantoul-Chanute AFB area. During the peak year of construction and

renovation of the on-site facilities, U.S. 45 North, U.S. 45 South, Maplewood

Drive. Chandler Road, and, to some extent, U.S. 136 would experience increased

use resulting from reuse-generated construction traffic. About 400 construction
workers (in the 1992-1993 peak years) could be expected to use U.S. 45 North,

U.S. 45 South, Maplewood Drive, and Chandler Road. The LOS on each of these
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three roads Is projected to be A at closure. Although volumes would Increase,
construction period traffic would not affect these roads substantially enough to

change LOS ratings. The most obvious effects on U.S. 136 would be from some

additional heavy truck traffic, which would cause further congestion on that road

In central Rantoul.

The number of trips generated by each type of proposed land reuse was

estimated for the operations period based upon projections for numbers of

employees, students, and hospital patients. Figure 4.2-8 shows the AADT

generated by the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative for the year

2014, for each of the five key roads that would be affected. The maximum
number of trips generated by direct land uses is projected to be about 12,900 in

that year. U.S. 45 North would continue to be the major traffic carrier for on-site

activities, with about 6,460 AADT. Maplewood Drive would experience

approximately 3,230 AADT from this alternative. It is assumed that Township
Road 1800 East will not be affected by this alternative because no access to that
road from the project site would be provided.

On-Site Indirect Effects on Key CommunUt Roads. On-site Indirect effects would

generate about 24,500 additional trips. Figure 4.2-8 shows indirect trip

distribution onto key community roadways. U.S. 45 North would receive the
greatest share of the indirect trips, ranging up to about 12,300 AADT by the year

2014. Maplewood Drive would receive about 6,100 AADT from the activities of

this alternative; U.S. 45 South, about 4,900; and Chandler Road about 1,200.

Summary of On-Site Effects on Key Community Roads. Together, both direct

and indirect trips would total about 37,400 by the year 2014. This represents a
very large Increase over the 180 trips generated by the disposal management

team upon closure in 1993. The distribution to the five key community roads Is

shown on Figure 4.2-8. U.S. 45 North would carry about 18,700 trips, or

50 percent of the total.

Figure 4.2-9 shows peak-hour traffic and LOS for preclosure, closure, and the

years 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2014 for each of the five key roads, including the

non-project-generated traffic. The effects of this alternative would create no LOS

degradation on U.S. 45 South and only slight degradation on Chandler Road and
U.S. 45 North. However, without an Increase In capacity, peak-hour traffic loads

on Maplewood Drive would result in a marginally acceptable LOS of D by the

year 2014.

-ff-Site Effts. Changes in the magnitude of off-site traffic resulting from direct

and indirect effects of the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

would be proportional to projected changes In population In the Village of
Rantoul and the rest of the ROI. A gain of about 7 percent In population Is

projected during the 20-year period between 1994 and 2014. Traffic volumes In

the Village would increase by that same amount during that period.
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Consequently, this alternative should have no noticeable negative effects on

off-site Rantoul and ROI traffic conditions.

Effects on Key On-Site Roads. Figure 4.2-7 presents data on peak-hour traffic

and LOS that would result from the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations

Alternative for the six key on-base roads. Although the Proposed Action Is

projected to generate more traffic than this alternative, the projected usage on
the key on-base roads Is expected to be similar. All roads on base have a

peak-hour capacity of 2,800. Eagle Drive would be widened to four lanes as part

of the Proposed Action. However, because of side friction from driveways and

intersections, its peak-hour capacity would not be improved significantly above

2,800. Based upon projections for numbers of employees, students, and

hospital beds, distribution would be similar to that found on base in the 1987

Military Traffic Management Command study (Transportation Engineering

Agency, 1987) for the five on-base roads. It is assumed that Heritage Drive,

which is proposed for a future access into the project area, would carry
10 percent of the total traffic. None of the on-base roads would have an LOS

lower than D, an acceptable level.

Airspace/Air Traffic. This alternative includes minor maintenance, small air

cargo, and light general aviation aircraft operations, which would result in less air

traffic than the Proposed Action. These operations would primarily include light,
single-engine aircraft and large jet aircraft such as B-747s and DC-10s. The

projected numbers of flight operations and fleet mix associated with this

alternative are shown in Table 4.2-2. Based on these projections, the fleet mix,

and runway configuration, the ASV for each of the projected years is

approximately 200,000 operations. This alternative, therefore, represents about

10 percent of the available capacity, posing no constraints on airfield use.

Table 4.2-2. Projected Aviation Forecast - Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

Average Annual Operations

1994 1999 2004 2014

Avation ateaor
General Aviation 10,000 15,045 17,100 18,800
Aircraft Maintenance 300 500 600 700
Air Cargo 730 730 730 1,460
Total Operations 11,030 16,275 18,430 20,960

Fleet Mix (Percent of Total Operations)
Piston Engine 77 78 76 73
Turboprop 7 7 8 9
Narrow Body Jet 15 14 15 17
Wide Body Jet 1 1 1 1
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Airspace requirements would also be dependent on the type of air traffic control

and instrument approach services provided, as discussed under the Proposed
Action.

Based'on the information presently available and preliminary findings of the FAA
and the IDOT, it does not appear that aircraft operations at Chanute AFB under
this alternative would result in any impacts on air traffic and airspace use within
the ROI.

Air Transportation. The effects of the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations
Alternative on the Willard Airport would be the result of the alternative's

contribution to the overall population gain in the ROI. The Willard Airport
passengers-per-capita In 1988 (without Chanute's contribution) was 0.913. By
2014, the population In the ROI Is projected to generate about 164,500
passengers, assuming the same passengers-per-capita.

Ught Emissions. The required lighting systems for this alternative will be similar
to those for the Proposed Action (see Section 2.3.1.1), and potential effects
would, therefore, be similar.

This alternative includes an MALSR light system. The sequenced flashers of this
system could have a damaging effect to the retina of the eye, particularly if
viewed with any optical magnifying agent. Any damage that could occur would

depend upon many variables, including distance, power of the magnification,
and the physical condition of the eyes involved. It is, therefore, recommended
that under no circumstances should the sequenced flashers be viewed through a
magnifying agent. As for the REIL system, annoying effects could be created by
the flashers in an occupied building or a roadway system in the proximity of the

flashers.

Outar Marker. Signals from the compass locator outer marker for the ILS
runway would not interfere with signals from any existing television stations.

Railroad Transportation. Effects on railroad service In the ROI expected from
this alternative would be similar to those on air traffic: an Increase of about

8.7 percent over the 20 years between 1994 and 2014.

Mitigation Measures. Some reductions In traffic could be achieved using
ride-sharing and other transportation management techniques. LOS reductions
could be avoided through expansion of road capacities, particularly through
road widening and signalization. The only roadway Improvements required
would be on Maplewood Drive, for which the peak-hour LOS would drop to D by
the year 2014. This could be mitigated by providing signalization and other
improvements at key intersections.
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Any possible adverse effects on the surrounding ground level residences or

highway traffic as a result of the Installation or relocation of REIL systems can be

mitigated through shielding. The FAA/IDOT will prepare the necessary

environmental documentation required for the location of the outer marker at

such time that the action becomes ripe for decision-making. At that time, they
will also determine any appropriate mitigation needed. No mitigation measures
would be required for any of the other transportation components.

4.2.3.3 Non-Aviation Alternative

Roadways.

On-Site Direct Effects on Key Community Roads. The effects of the Non-Aviation

Alternative construction workers on key community roads would be negligible

because during the peak-construction years (late 1990s) there are projected to

be only about 35 construction workers.

The number of trips generated by each type of proposed reuse land use was

estimated for the operations period based upon projections for number of

employees, students, and hospital patients. Figure 4.2-10 shows a summary of
the AADT generated by the Non-Aviation Alternative for the year 2014, for each of
the five key roads that would be affected. The maximum number of trips

generated by direct effect land uses is projected to be about 9,100 in that year.
U.S. 45 North would continue to be the major traffic carrier for on-site activities,

with about 4,600 AADT. Maplewood Drive would experience about 2,300 AADT

under this alternative, and U.S. 45 South about 1,800.

On-Site Indirect Effects on Key Community Roads. In addition to the direct

effects, indirect effects would generate about 6,700 trips. Figure 4.2-10 shows
the trip distribution onto key community roadways. U.S. 45 North would receive
the greatest share of the Indirect trips, ranging up to about 3,400 AADT by the

year 2014. Maplewood Drive would receive about 1,700 AADT from the activities

of this alternative; U.S. 45 South, about 1,300; and Chandler Road about 340.

Summary of On-Site Impacts. Together, both direct and Indirect trips would total

about 15,900 by the year 2014. This number represents about 64 percent of the
25,000 trips generated by the base In the 1987-1988 period. The distribution to
the five key community roads Is shown on Figure 4.2-10. U.S. 45 South would

carry about 7,900 trips, or about 50 percent of the total.

Figure 4.2-11 shows peak-hour traffic and LOS for preclosure, closure, and the

years 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2014 for each of the five key roads, Including the
non-project-generated traffic. The effects of this alternative would create no LOS

degradation on any of the key community roads except Maplewood Drive.
Without a change In present capacity, the LOS on Maplewood Drive would
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I
change from A at closure to B In the year 1994. This change Is not considered to

be a serious degradation of service.

-itEffect. Changes in the magnitude of off-site traffic resulting from direct

and indirect effects of the Non-Aviation Alternative would be proportional to

projected changes in population in the Village of Rantoul. A gain of about

7 percent in Rantoul's population is projected during the 20-year period between
1994 and 2014. Traffic volumes In the city would Increase by the same amount

during that period. Consequently, this alternative should have no noticeable

negative effects on off-site ROI traffic conditions.

Effects on Key On-Site Roads. Figure 4.2-12 presents data on peak-hour traffic

and LOS that would result from the Non-Aviation Alternative for the six key

on-base roads. All roads on base have a peak-hour capacity of 2,800. Based

upon projections for numbers of employees, students, and hospital beds,

distribution would be similar to that found on base in the 1987 Military Traffic

Management Command study (Transportation Engineering Agency, 1987) for

the five on-base roads. It Is assumed that Heritage Drive would carry 10 percent

of the total traffic. None of the on-base roads would have an LOS lower than B,

which is an acceptable level.

Airspace/Air Traffic. The use of Chanute AFB for non-aviation purposes only

would have no effect on air traffic and airspace in the ROI.

Air Transportation. The effects of the Non-Aviation Alternative on the Willard

Airport would be the result of the alternative's contribution to the overall

population gain in the ROI. The Willard Airport passengers-per-capita In 1988
(without Chanute's contribution) was 0.913. By 2014, the projected population

in the ROI will be about 178,600, generating about 162,000 passengers,

assuming the same passengers-per-capita.

Railroad Transportation. Effects on railroad service in the ROI expected from

this alternative would be similar to those on air traffic: an increase of about

8.2 percent over the 20 years between 1994 and 2014.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required for any of the

transportation components.

4.2.3.4 No-Action Alternative

Roadways

On-Site Direct Effects. As discussed in the closure baseline, only the 50-person

disposal management team would be active at the base. It Is assumed that all of
these employees would use what Is presently the main gate and Its access, U.S.

45 North. The 50 employees and other vehicles would generate about 180 trips
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per day. The peak-hour traffic on U.S. 45 North would be about 720 vehicles,

including non-base-generated traffic, and the LOS would be A. None of the

other four key community roads would receive base-generated traffic, and all

would maintain a peak-hour LOS of A.

.ff.Sito.Effcs Without population growth there would be no negative off-site

effects resulting from the No-Action Alternative.

Airspace/Air Traffic. Under the No-Action Alternative, the base would enter a

caretaker status that would not Include any airfield use. Because no airspace

designations specific to aviation use (i.e., airfields) or instrument procedures are

currently established at Chanute AFB, no cancellation actions would be required.

Therefore, this alternative would have no effect on airspace use In the ROI.

Air Transportation. No effects on air transportation service or safety are

expected from this alternative.

Railroad Transportation. No effects to railroad service or safety are expected
from this alternative.

Mitigations Measures. No mitigation measures would be necessary for this

alternative.

4.2.4 Utilities

Direct and indirect changes in future utility demand for each alternative were

estimated based on historic, preclosure, per-capita average d.lly usa on

Chanute AFB and in the Village of Rantoul. Historic per-capita factors for

Chanute AFB include the number of residents and workers on the base. These
factors were applied to estimates of numbers of future residents and employees

associated both with on-base reuses and the off-base aircraft maintenance area

incorporated into the Proposed Action. The average daily use factors for both

the base and Rantoul are shown in Table 4.2-3.

4.2-3. Daily Average Preclosure Per-Capita Utility Demand (1986-1988)

ChanuteAFB Rantoul

Water (gallons per day) 162.2 64.3
Wastewater (gallons per day) 56.1 * 87.5
Solid Waste (cubic yards per day) 1.8 3.5
Electricity (kwh per day) 13.7 12.8
Natural Gas (therms per day) 0.5 1.2
Coal (pounds per day) 14.1 N/A

*Assumes an inflow/Infiltration rate of 55% (0.9 mgd), which would be unaffected by base
closurelrouse.
Source: U.S. Ar Force, 1990g; Village of Rantoul, 1990b.
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The following assumptions were made in the analysis of potential effects on
utilities:

" The general character of activities related to utilities In both Rantoul and in
the reuse area does not change appreciably as the result of reuse actions.
Consequently, preclosure per-capita utility demand was assumed to be
reasonably representative of future demand during base reuse.

" Except for the No-Action Alternative, reuse activities commence prior to
base closure. Therefore, utility demands for prior use and reuse overlap.

"* Under the No-Action Alternative, a staff of approximately 50 people would
provide the necessary maintenance functions. Utility demand would be
proportional to the number of staff except for coal and natural gas; about
20 percent of present consumption of these fuels would be required to
maintain minimum space heating in existing facilities.

"* Natural gas would continue to be supplied from a commercial source
(NIGC).

" A single entity would assume responsibility for operation of at least the
larger (central) of the two on-base heating plants. Non-use or a change in
fuel source for this coal-fired steam plant would result in a substantial
increase in the demand for natural gas.

The Village of Rantoul's position on the transfer of and responsibillIty for

Chanute AFB infrastructure Is presented in a Position Statement included as
Appendix J of this EIS.

4.2.4.1 Proposed Action.

Water Supply. The Proposed Action would require water for a broad range of
uses that are generally similar to those currently being carded out on Chanute
AFB. There are no plans for new facilities that would be expected to require
unusually high volumes of processing water. Integration of the existing potable
water supply systems in the Village of Rantoul, with a capacity of 3.2 MGD, and
on Chanute AFB, with a capacity of 5.8 MGD, would result in a system with a
delivery capacity of 9.0 MGC of treated water. The systems could be
interconnected through existing lines, and are currently available for mutual

support (e.g., fire fighting or other emergencies).

Figure 4.2-13 shows the estimated potable water demand for both Rantoul and
the reuse area from 1991 to 2014 for the Proposed Action and for each of the
three alternatives. The estimate includes preclosure requirements of the Air
Force, but excludes small amounts of water required during construction
activities. The contributions associated with direct workers (i.e., regular,
full-time employees of the aircraft maintenance, educational, and medical

facilities) and with Indirect water users (students, patients, suppliers, golfers,
pilots, etc.) are also shown.

With initiation of reuse activities prior to closure, demand would decline to a

projected minimum of approximately 1.2 MGD in 1994. Associated construction
activities would result In small Increases in the volume of water consumed
during the low-volume years. Because the on-base water plant Is capable of
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operating reliably over a wide range of demand levels and it is currently
operating satisfactorily at an expected annual average rate of 1.5 MGD, no
appreciable problems or consequent Impacts associated with tempe-arily
reduced demands are expected.

The delivery capacity of the combined supply would exceed the largest
potential demand projected under the Proposed Action (3.4 MGD) by nearly a
factor of three. Some level of design and construction for new or relocated
supply lines would be expected. Utility corridors or easements would need to
be established throughout the former base area, because none presently exist.
No other major modifications or appreciable effects to the potable water system
are projected as a result of the Proposed Action. The need for utility corridors
and easements would apply similarly to all existing base utilities.

Wastewater. Under the Proposed Action, all wastewater generated In the
Village of Rantoul and in the reuse area would continue to be collected and
routed to the Village of Rantoul WWTP for processing. The Village would
assume responsibility for the wastewater collector system In the reuse area.

Figure 4.2-14 shows the estimated average daily volume of wastewater Influent
to the Rantoul WWTP from all sources from 1991 to 2014 for the Proposed
Action and for each of the three alternatives. Under the Proposed Action,
influent volumes to the WWTP from the reuse activities and the Village would
reach a minimum of 2.6 MGD in 1994, and then rise to a maximum of 3.1 MGD
in 2014.

The Proposed Action would develop wastewater streams from enterprises
similar to pre-existing ones, with the major exception of aircraft maintenance
activities. Although accidental discharges into sewer systems of undesirable
materials such as petroleum products are possible, they are rare from
well-managed facilities of this type; in this situation the source should be easily
identifiable for appropriate corrective action. Some activities potentially
associated with aircraft maintenance, such as electroplating, could require
pretreatment of process wastewater prior to discharge into the collectors
feeding the Rantoul WWTP. Such pretreatment, If necessary, must conform
with the requirements of federal and State of Illinois regulations designed to
reduce the associated hazards to acceptable levels. These requirements would
be met during the facility design process.

Because reuse activities would begin prior to closure, wastewater flows from the
base associated with the Proposed Action are estimated to decline to a
minimum of about 1.3 MGD. As activities under the Proposed Action Increase,
the volume of wastewater influent to the WWTP would rise. By the year 2014,
the projected average flow from the base would increase to approximately 1.7
MGD.

In the year 2014 (wastewater generation rate of 1.7 MGD), the average daily
quantity of wastewater to be collected In the reuse area and transmitted to the
WWTP would be less than 45 percent of the design capacity of the sin','e
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20-inch force main in the pumping station at Eagle and Heritage drives
(Section 3.2.5.2). Wastewater currently Is routed from the base to the Rantoul
WWTP by both the 20-inch force main and a gravity sewer that serves the
housing area in the northeast part of the base. The force main is fed by the

pump station described above and a smaller one in the industrial area of the
base. A new connection to the existing collection system would be required
from the proposed maintenance facility in the aviation support area. Any minor

adjustments to the Rantoul WWTP that would be required would not likely be
eligible for federal funds under the Airport Improvement Program.

Solid Waste. Figure 4.2-15 shows the estimated volume of refuse disposed of
from 1991 to 2014. This estimate Includes contributions from the preclosure

on-base requirements of the Air Force, from direct and indirect worker activities
in the reuse area, and from the resident population of Rantoul and the

surrounding area. No allowance is made for direct construction activities,
although these activities could contribute minor amounts of waste.
Large-volume wastes, such as demolition materials, cannot be deposited in the
Rantoul landfill. If a new county landfill is not available at the time of closure of
the RP.foul landfill, Rantoul's wastes would likely be transported to the H&L
landfill facility In adjacent Vermilion County. The estimated volume of waste

generated from the Rantoul service area under the Proposed Action in 1995
would be about 74,000 cubic yards per year, which would represent

approximately 1.1 percent of the 1990 remaining capacity of the H&L landfill and
a 10.9-percent Increase over its 1990 disposal rate.

Under the Proposed Action, conceptual plans identify the demolition of over
500,000 square feet of existing facilities. This material would contain both inert
(e.g., stone, concrete) and non-inert (e.g., wood, paper products, plastics)
materials, Including some asbestos-containing materials. Current restrictions
would not permit disposal of this material in the Village of Rantoul landfill. Illiana
Waste System operates a permitted solid waste landfill in Milford, Illinois,

approximately 35 miles from Rantoul. There is suffcient capacity for this landfill
to receive asbestos solid waste until approximately 1997. Chanute AFB has

sent ACM to this facility. This facility requires that the asbestos waste be
transported in closed containers. In addition, a new solid waste landfill is
scheduled to open In 1991 and is located in Hoopeston, Illinois, approximately
35 miles from Rantoul. This facility may also accept debris with
asbestos-containing material. There are numerous landfills In surrounding

counties that are licensed to accept demolition debris. The H&L landfill is the
closest site that can accept non-hazardous demolition debris. The volume of
demolition material from Chanute AFB would represent approximately
0.4 percent of the remaining volume of the H&L landfill.

Energy. Under the Proposed Action, the Village of Rantoul would assume
responsibility for all energy-related utilities to the reuse area, except natural gas,
which would continue to be supplied by the NIGC. This impact analysis

assumes that the existing central heating plant would continue to operate and
would remain coal fired. Alternatively, this plant could be converted to another
fuel, such as oil or natural gas, or the plant could be partially or entirely replaced
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with natural gas space heating systems installed in each of the existing
buildings and facilities. In either case, the quantity of the alternative fuel
required would be roughly equivalent In thermal energy to that provided by coal,
except for changes in plant and distributional efficiency.

El.tricfty Integration of the electrical supply systems (for the Village of Rantoul
and the reuse area) would, at a minimum, require metering of the facilities to be
served within the area formerly comprising Chanute AFB and establishment of
appropriate utility corridors and easements.

Figure 4.2-16 shows the estimated average daily demand from 1991 to 2014 for
the Proposed Action and for each of the three alternatives, excluding very small
amounts required for direct construction activities (e.g., incidental loads for
operating electrically-powered tools and equipment and temporary security
lighting). The estimate Includes contributions from the preclosure on-base
requirements of the Air Force, from direct and indirect worker activities in the
reuse area, and from the resident population of the ,'V,,age of Rantoul. Average
demand Is projected to decline to a minimum of 283 megawatt-hours per day
(MWH/day) in 1994 and then rise to a maximum of 396 MWH/day in the year
2014. Decreased demand presents no problem to the system, and the peak
demand is well within the supply capabilities of the system.

Because the Village of Rantoul and Chanute AFB electrical systems have been
designed to operate independently and the projected peak loads would not be
expected to differ appreciably from present ones, no major change to the
Rantoul system would be required to accommodate the Proposed Action.

Within Chanute AFB, the base-owned substation and electrical distribution
system is well maintained and In good condition. Base peak power demand
over the past several years is reported to be about 14,000 to 17,000 kVA and the
substation has an excess capacity of 18,000 to 21,000 kVA available for
expansion (EDAW et al., 1990). Therefore, over 100 percent reserve capacity is
presently available to accommodate additional needs.

The on-base electrical distribution system Is arranged In a loop-feed
configuration so that service can be supplied from alternative circuits if failures
occur. The system Is adequate under present loads. Specific development
requirements could be met by minor extensions of the system, if necessary.

The aircraft maintenance facility associated with the Proposed Action would be
supplied from a 69-kV loop circuit, and power could be derived from two
substations drawing from separate primary sources (State of Illinois, 1990). The
proposed loop would run south along Murray Avenue from an existing CIPS line
to Chandler Road, then eastward to Paxton Road, northward to the northern
boundary of the wastewater treatment plant property, and then westward to the
existing Village of Rantoul substation. An ROW would have to be established for
such e line Adequ-ate power Is avallab;a to pi ovide the projected ioad for this
and all other facilities associated with the Proposed Action through the year 2014.
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Metering would be required at least for all of the services not supported by the
Village of Rantoul and could be desirable for cost monitoring and accountability
of some public-supplied services. Some of the larger buildings have several
connection points of various voltages, all of which would have to be metered if
electrical power was to be sold to individual tenants.

N.auralGas Under the Proposed Action, natural gas would continue to be
supplied to both the Village of Rantoul and to the reuse area by the present
commercial supplier, NIGC. However, within the reuse area, in place of a single
user (i.e., the Air Force), multiple users would be involved. Questions relating to
ROWs, ownership and maintenance of facilities, and metering of the individual
facilities to be served would, therefore, need to be resolved.

Under the Proposed Action, metering of the additional individual properties to
be served would be required and ownership and maintenance responsibility for
the on-base facilities transferred from the Air Force to NIGC. ROWs for the
existing lines to the gas company would also have to be established. Similar
considerations apply to the lines from the small gas-fired heating plant in the
base industrial area and to its connections to the facilities that It serves.

Figure 4.2-17 shows the average daily natural gas demand for the period 1991
to 2014 for the Proposed Action and for each of the three alternatives. Existing
natural gas service in the Village of Rantoul would be essentially unaffected,
except for the changes in demand associated with population changes.
Requirements for service to the reuse area could grow substantially, because
the per-capita-based projections do not fully account for the potential demand
for natural gas associated with the proposed aircraft maintenance facility. That
facility could require peak gas consumption at a rate of approximately 2 million
therms per month. However, NIGC foresees no problems in meeting the
resultant total demand. The company has a 4-inch, 450-psi gas line running
north-south just east of the base through the proposed site for the aircraft
maintenance facility. It is connected to a 6-inch, 450-psi transmission line
running east-west on the north side of U.S. 136. This gas main is capable of

serving large commercial and Industrial customers. The line would be relocated
to avoid both the new facility and the runway extension (State of Illinois, 1990).
A new ROW would have to be established for relocated portions of this 4-inch
line. No appreciable impacts are expected in connection with this energy
source.

Coal. The central heating plant housed In Building 46, which serves a
substantial area of the base, Is coal fired. Its conversion to commercial use
would require formal designation of ROWs for the lines to the facilities served
and establishment of an appropriate method of reimbursement for service. This
facility was placed In service in 1939 and, although a half-century old, has been
relatively well maintained. It would be renovated and remain In service under
the Proposed Action.
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Figure 4.2-18 shows the estimated average daily coal consumption for this
facility from 1991 to 2014 under the Proposed Action and for each of the three
alternatives. The 1988 average consumption of 93 tons per day is projected to
be reached by 2011. However, because of various improvements in facilities
recently completed by the Air Force, the plant can meet current demand while
operating at only approximately 50 percent of its capacity (EDAW et al., 1990).
Consequently, satisfactory operation of the plant through 2014 would likely be
possible and no impacts on its service are projected. Chanute AFB's coal
supplier for the past 10 years, the Black Beauty Coal Company in Evansville,
Indiana, has indicated that the reduction in coal requirements at Chanute would
not have a major impact on their company.

Cumulative Impacts. The demolition of the existing structures and the
construction of new buildings at Chapman Court would generate approximately
36,000 cubic yards of additional construction rubble. Disposal of this debris
would be subject to the same restrictions and regulations as discussed for
disposal of Chanute AFB demolition debris. Current restrictions would not
permit disposal of non-inert materials in the Rantoul landfill. A disposal facility,
yet to be designated, would be required for the material. The H&L landfill is the
closest site that can accept non-hazardous demolition debris. The volume of
demolition material from Champan Court would represent approximately
0.6 percent of the remaining capacity of the H&L landfill.

The cumulative effect of Chapman Court debris combined with debris produced
by Proposed Action activities would be 62,000 cubic yards of material. This
amount of material would represent about 1.0 percent of the remaining capacity
of the H&L landfill, if all materials were disposed of in that facility.

Mitigation Measures.

Water Supply. No adverse Impacts are expected from reduced flow; therefore,
no mitigation measures would be necessary.

Wastewater. Under the Proposed Action, wastewater flows are anticipated to
increase to levels within the design capacity of the WWTP. In fact, reuses
should begin before final base closure and so should, to some extent, offset the
reduced flows associated with drawdown of base activities. Although some
temporary minor adjustments and a higher degree of maintenance than is
commonly necessary may be required, no modifications in the plant or
operations should be required.

Solid Waste. Reuse of inert demolition wastes as rip-rap or fill material would
decrease the potential impact on landfills.

Energ•. No adverse impacts are expected as a result of reduced demand;
therefore, no mitigation measures would be necessary.
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4.2.4.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative.

Water Supply. The Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative would
require somewhat less water than would the Proposed Action, but otherwise
would be similar (Figure 4.2-13). No adverse impacts on this resource are

expected. Fewer utility corridors and easements would have to be established

than for ne Proposed Action.

Wastewater. A more extensive and more protracted reduction in wastewater
flows would occur under this alternative than under the Proposed Action, and
the long-term volume in 2014 would be appreciably less (Figure 4.2-14).
Impacts would be similar to those projected for the Proposed Action. Any

minor adjustments to the Rantoul VWWP that would be required would not likely
be eligible for federal funds under the Airport Improvement Program.

Solid Waste. This alternative would result In a somewhat lower rate of waste
disposal to the Rantoul landfill than was projected for the Proposed Action
(see Figure 4.2-15). If a new county landfill is not available at the time of closure

of the Rantoul landfill, Rant jul's wastes would likely be transported to the H&L
landfill facility in adjacent Vermilion County. The estimated volume of waste

generated from the Rantoul service area under the Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative in 1995 would be about 58,000 cubic yards per year,
which would represent approximately 0.9 percent of the 1990 remaining

capacity of the H&L landfill and an 8.5-perrent Increase over its 1990 disposal
rate. On-site demolition, with the attendant requirement for disposal of wastes,

would be approximately the same as for the Proposed Action and the

associated Impacts would be essentially equivalent. The disposal of demolition
materials, however, would likely occur at a slower rate and over a longer period

of time.

Energy. Energy demands for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations
Alternative would be less than those for the Proposed Action (Figures 4.2-16,

4.2-17 and 4.2-18). ROWs would have to be established for on-base areas only.

No appreciable impacts on energy resources are projected.

Cumulative Impacts. Disposal of demolition debris resulting from this
alternative and the disposal of Chapman Court would create cumulative impacts

similiar to those of the Proposed Action. Base demolition material, however,

would likely be disposed of at a slower rate than under the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures.

Wat.eru . No adverse impacts are expected, therefore, no mitigation

measures would be necessary.

Wat~arer. Under this alternative, wastewater flows to the WWTP are
expected to be lower than under the Proposed Action. It Is likely that
modifications in the collection system and a higher degree of maintenance than
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is commonly necessary may be required. Effluent discharged from the plant
should continue to meet regulated discharge standards.

Soid Wasto. The same rmitgation as suggested for the Proposed Action would
also apply to this alternative.

Energy. No adverse Impacts are expected; therefore, no mitigation measures

would be necessary.

4.2.4.3 Non-Aviation Aftemative.

Water Supply. The Non-Aviation Alternative would require substantially less
water than the Proposed Action and slightly less water than the Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operations Alternative (Figure 4.2-13). No adverse impacts on this
resource are expected.

Wastewater. The Non-Aviation Alternative would result In a more extensive and
more protracted reduction In wastewater flows than either the Proposed Action

or the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative, and the long-term
demand in 2014 also would be lower (Figure 4.2-14). Impacts would be similar
to those projected for the Proposed Action and Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative.

Solid Waste. The Non-Aviation Alternative would result in an even lower rate of
waste disposal to the Rantoul landfill than was projected for the Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operations Alternative (Figure 4.2-15). If a new county landfill Is
not available at the time of closure of the Rantoul landfill, Rantoul's wastes
would likely be transported to the H&L landfill facility In adjacent Vermilion
County. The estimated volume of waste generated from the Rantoul service
area under the Non-Aviation Alternative In 1995 would be about 52,000 cubic

yards per year, which would represent approximately 0.8 percent of the 1990
remaining capacity of the H&L landfill and an 8.0-percent Increase over Its 1990
disposal rate. The amount ot on-site demolition, with the attendant requirement
for disposal of wastes, would be only slightly lower than for the Proposed Action
and the associated Impacts would be similar.

Energy. Energy demands for the Non-Aviation Alternative would be less than
those for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative (Figures 4.2-16,
4.2-17, and 4.2-18). ROWs would have to be established on base. No
appreciable impacts on energy resources are projected.

Cumulative Impacts. Disposal of demolition debris resulting from this
alternative and the disposal of Chapman Court debris would create cumulative
impacts slightly lower than those of the Proposed Action. Base demolition
material would likely be disposed of at a slower rate than under the Proposed
Action.
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Mitigation Measures.

W•aterSJpy No adverse impacts are expected; therefore, no mitigation
measures would be necessary.

Waswater. Under this alternative, wastewater flows to the WWTP are
expected to be lower than under the Proposed Action. It is likely that
modifications in the collection system and a higher Cagree of maintenance than
is commonly necessary may be required. Efluent discharged from the plant
should continue to meet regulated discharge standards.

S The same mitigation suggested for the Proposed Action would
also apply to this alternative.

Enrgy. No adverse impacts are expected; therefore, no mitigation measures

would be necessary.

4.2.4.4 No-Action Alternative.

Water Supply. No adverse Impacts on water supply are projected under the
No-Action Alternative.

Wastewater. The low-flow conditions under the No-Action Alternative would
present the greatest potential for Impacts to the WWTP. The Village of Rantoul
is currently operating below the minimum design flow for the plant. Wastewater
treated at the plant meets all effluent discharge standards. However,
procedures implemented to address the low flow wastewater conditions may
place additional strain on plant equipment.

The more notable of the low-flow related problems could be expected to occur
in the force main systems. The volume of the wet well and the rate of
wastewater flow determine the retention time of the system. The Illinois
Recommended Standards for Sewage Works require that the retention time not
exceed 30 minutes at the design average flow. Excessive retention times can
result in septic conditions, with attendant generation of malodorous, corrosive,
toxic, and potentially explosive gases.

The pumping system for wet wells must be sized appropriately for the expected
flow. Pump stations must be designed to handle both the average flow and
normal daily and seasonal fluctuations encountered in service. The existing
pump stations have large pumps designed to run almost continuously to
transport the average flow, and smaller pumps that control the fluctuations.
Flows are anticipated to drop appreciably for a period of years under the
No-Action Alternative. The flow rate is expected to drop below the capacity of
the large pumps, but remain above the capacity of the smaller ones. The large
pumps would, therefore, cycle on and off continuously. Because of their large
starting currents, the motors for the larger pumps would constantly overheat,
necessitating excessive maintenance and replacement.
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A specific potential problem of this type has been Identified in the pumping
station at Eagle and Heritage drives. This station pumps into a 20-inch diameter
force main that extends to the WWTP. This station Is rated at 1.8 MGD dry
weather ,low and 3.92 MGD at maximum daily flow. The pumps were sized to
accommodate the infiltration/inflow problem in the upstream sewers and future
expansion. With substantially reduced flow, this equipment would be oversized
and would not function properly.

Low flow also may result In velocities that are Inadequate to keep the affected
sewers flushed out. For less severe conditions, increased maintenance should
provide an adequate response. Rerouting of the wastewater streams could be
required or desirable, depending on the actual conditions encountered as the
area is developed.

Lower flows to the WWTP may cause excessive cycling of the pumps in the
WWTP, resulting in heat build-up In the motors and controls and possible failure.
Problems with long retention times could occur at the WWTP as at the force
main wet well. Reduced flow rates to the units, clarifiers, and packed tower
biological reactors could reduce the loading rates to these units below design
parameters and the efficiency of the units would drop drastically.

Under the No-Action Alternative, wastewater flows In the year 2014 would still be
significantly below the minimum plant design flow. Equipment breakdown and
failure may Increase as a result of the Inefficient operation of the facilities (e.g.,
pumps not run at optimum design rates). In the event plant modifications are
not made and the operations and maintenance budget Is not sufficient to
maintain plant performance, treated effluent discharged may exceed discharge
standards.

Solid Waste. No adverse impacts associated with solid waste disposal are
projected under the No-Action Alternative.

Energy. No adverse impacts on energy are projected under the No-Action
Alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no known local or regional planned
developments that, when added to those projected for the No-Action
Alternative, would result in Impacts substantially different from those discussed
above.

Mitigation Measures.

WateLSppy. No adverse Impacts are expected; therefore, no mitigation
measures would be necessary.

Wastemtr. The low-flow conditions under the No-Action Alternative would
present the greatest potential for Impacts to the WWTP of all alternatives. Based
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on a preliminary analysis, the following potential modifications have been

suggested:

"* Mitigate septic condition In lift stations by supplementing with non-potable
water or using a hydrogen peroxide feed system

e Replace 12-inch transfer pumps at treatment plant with 10-inch pumps

"* Remove clariflers and packed towers from service

"* Retain only one trickling filter tower and one nitrification tower in operation.

Sold. Waste. No adverse effects are expected; therefore, no mitigation measures
would be necessary.

Ener=g. No adverse impacts are expected; therefore, no mitigation measures

would be necessary.

4.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/HAZARDOUS WASTE

This section addresses the potential impacts of existing contaminated sites on
the various reuse options, and the potential for environmental impacts caused by
hazardous materials/waste management practices associated with the reuse
options. Hazardous materials, IRP sites, USTs, above-ground storage tanks,
asbestos, pesticides and herbicides, and radon will be discussed within this
section. PCB-contaminated equipment and blohazardous waste will be removed
prior to closure.

The impact assessment is based on the application of explicit regulatory
standards for determining hazardous materials/waste requirements for the
Proposed Action and the alternatives. The following criteria were used to Identify
the potential for significant impacts:

" Inadvertent release of friable asbestos during the demolition or
modification of a structure

"* Generation of 100 kilograms (or more) of hazardous waste or 1 kilogram
(or more) of an acute hazardous waste in a calendar month, resulting in
Increased regulatory requirements

* New operational requirements or change of service for all UST and tank
systems

* Any spill or release of a reportable quantity of a hazardous material

* Manufacturing of any compound that results in the requirement of
regulatory notification for this activity

* Exposure of the environment or the public to any hazardous material
through release or disposal practices.

4.3.1 Proposed Action

Hazardous Materials Management. The hazardous materials that are likely to

be used are summarized In Table 4.3-1. The types of most hazardous materials
used under the Proposed Action would be similar to those used prior to base
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Table 4.3-1. Proposed Action Hazardous Material Usage

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials
Airfield Refueling/deicing Jet fuel, aviation fuel, propylene glycol and

ethylene glycol
Aviation Support Maintenance, firefighting, emergency Fuel, solvents, paints, degreasers,

response training corrosives, heavy metals, reactives,
thinners, ignitables, shipping of hazardous
materials

Education/Training Higher education pilot training, Fuel, Ignitables, laboratory waste, solvents
automotive training, aviation-related
technical education

Medical Hospital, dental clinic, child care center Medical blohazardous waste, heating oils,
heavy metals, chemotherapeutic and
radiological sources

Commercial Computer center, dry cleaners, Fuels, solvents, corrosives, ignitables,
warehouse, gas station hea 'ng oils, waste oils, dry cleaning solvent

Recreation/ Golf course, youth center, recreation Ck 3s and solvents, pesticides,
Open Space lake, recreation facilities, aircraft display fun,. as, herbicides, aerosols, heating

museum oils, %. orine
Residential Low income housing: family housing, Pesticides, herbicides, waste oils, chlorine,

club, swimming pool, life care facility household waste
Industrial Light industrial Solvents, waste oils, heavy metals,

corrosives, catalysts, aerosols, fuels,
heating oils, ordnance

closure. Current aircraft maintenance training, vehicle and fire truck
maintenance training, and oil analysis training utilize types of hazardous

materials similar to those of the proposed aircraft maintenance facility. The

quantity of hazardous materials utilized under this Proposed Action would likely
increase over closure baseline conditions. Under the Proposed Action, the

amount of aviation-related maintenance would increase greatly over the existing

conditions; fuel transportation and consumption would also likely increase.

There would be a major change in the handling of hazardous materials under the

Proposed Action. Currently, a single organization (DOD) manages all of the
hazardous materials used by the base. Under the Proposea Action, each

organization would be required to transport and manage these materials under

the applicable regulations. Each independent user would be required to comply

with SARA Section 311, Title III, concerning community right-to-know and

emergency response inventories. There may no longer be an on-site
organization capable of responding to hazardous materials and hazardous waste

spills. Additional emergency response support from the Village of Rantoul may

be needed.

Hazardous Waste ManagementL The eight proposed land use zones would
host many operations that are yet to be determined. This section describes the

types of hazardous waste that may be used in these land use zones. Project

description plans are not sufficiently detailed to allow the estimation of specific

quantities and all possible waste streams.
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The Air Force's policy of centralizing hazardous waste management,
procurement, storage, and disposal would be replaced by separate, Independent

generators of hazardous waste. All applicable regulations concerning hazardous
waste would become the responsibility of the new generators. This would
require that agencies with the new responsibilities are proficient with hazardous

materials and waste management and spill responses. Mutual aid agreements
with surrounding communities may require additional scrutiny and additional
training of emergency staff.

The presence of numerous Independent owner/operators on the base would

change the regulatory requirements and probably lessen the regulatory burden

for the manat,-ment of hazardous waste. Many of the new independent

operators that produce hazardous waste may become conditionally exempt,

small-quantity generators. The options for waste minimization and recycling may

increase.

Installation Restoration Program Sites. The extent of contamination at all
sites has yet to be delineated and both the risk assessments and remedial

designs are yet to be scheduled. The Air Force has committed In the MOU
(Appendix F) among the Air Force, Illinois EPA, IDOT, and the Village of Rantoul

to continue the IRP act"ty regardless of the reuse options.

Conveyance of some properties from the Air Force may be delayed as a result of
the Air Force's remediation efforts. Ongoing IRP activities at identified IRP sites

may affect reuse in the following four proposed areas (Figure 4.3-1):

"* Airfield. The airfield land use and the potential extensions and expansions
of Runway 18 to the south and/or future taxiway needs may affect the
pending capping of Landfill Site 1 and Fire Protection Training Area 1.

" Industrial. The western portion of the proposed industrial land use area is
situated above the entire Landfdl Site 3. Capping this landfill is the likely
remedial design for this site. The structural constraints for the cap design
may preclude the use of this area for buildings or construction. Property
designed impervious surfaces that allow for buildings and consider
methane generation problems may permit development in this area with
regulatory approval.

" Aviation Support. Development of the southeastern portion of the base,
proposed for aviation support, may be in conflict with portions of the IRP
processes. This area is underlain by Landfill Site 4, the tank sludge
disposal pit, and the additional IRP sites of Buildings 922, 995, 51, and 58.
Cap design limitations for Landfil Site 4 may present structural constraints
to development. The aviation support area also encompasses the
south-central portion of the base and would Include the areas occupied by
the current Fire Training Area 2. A newly designed fire training pit and the
remediation of existing contamination from past and current practices
would be required to accomodate the fire suppression training activities
that are anticipated for this area.
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The western portion of the aviation support area adjacent to Heritage Lake
oveulies Landfill Site 2 and may be affected by this site. The cap design for
remediation may preclude traffic and pedestrian use. Designs that meet
groundwater remedlation requirements for Landfill Site 1 and the Fire
Training Area 1 may be located In these downgradlent locations
surrounding Heritage Lake.

The use of the southeastern portion of the base would require consideration of
the monitoring well locations and the limitations of future use of the area pending
regulatory review of the remedial design for the IRP sites (Table 4.3-2). The
regulatory review process would include the notification to the FAA concerning
the construction and locations of any monitoring wells.

Table 4.3-2. Potential IRP Site Impacts on Reuse

Proposed Land IRP Sites of Proposed Potential Reuse
Use Concern Remediation Impacts

Airfield Landfill Site 1 Cap landfill Extension/expansion for runways/
taxiways may impact the remedial
design

Fire Training Area 1 Unknown; currently under
study

Industrial Landfill Site 3 Cap landfill Cap design Landfill Site 3

Groundwater is down-gradient for
Landfill Site 1, Landfill Site 2, and
Fire Training Area 1 (potential
remedial design Interference)

Aviation Support Fire Training Area 2 Unknown; currently under Groundwater is downgradlent from
study Landfill Site 1, Landfill Site 2 and

Fire Training Area 1 (potential
remedial design Interference)

Landfill Site 4 Cap landfill Landfill Site 4 cap

Tank sludge pit Excavate pit Tank sludge pit and two other
possible IRP sites (potential
remedial design interference)

Landfill Site 2 Cap landfill Cap design limitations for Landfill
Site 2

Groundwater is down-gradient from
Landfill Site 1, Landfill Site 2, and
Fire Training Area 1 (potential
remedial design interference)

Underground/Above-Ground Storage Tanks. Both above-ground tanks and
USTs would be required for air flight and maintenance operations under the
Proposed Action. The potential for fuel spills and releases would be addressed

by completing a Spill Prevention and Countermeasures Plan. New USTs and
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above-ground storage tanks required by the new operators would have to

comply with local, state, and federal regulations regarding leak detection, spill

and overfill protection, and liability insurance. Above-ground fuel storage tanks

that do not support reuse activities will have to be purged to preclude fire

hazards, as required by the Illinois Fire Marshall. A small above-ground storage I
tank would have to be removed from the off-base acquisition area for the aviation

support area. The closure of this tank should conform with the applicable Illinois

Fire Marshall regulations.

Asbestos. A basewide asbestos survey was completed In December 1990. This

survey was designed to identify structures, asbestos found in these structures,

and approximate costs associated with asbestos remedial options. A report on

this survey Is anticipated in 1991. Renovation or demolition of existing structures

containing asbestos materials will be conducted in compliance with all other

applicable federal, state, or local regulations. For the majority of those

structures, implementing effective asbestos management would preclude any

problems with friable asbestos exposure.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Pesticide and herbicide usage under the Proposed

Action would, at a minimum, continue as currently practiced. At present, the

majority of pesticide, herbicide, and fungicide usage at Chanute AFB occurs on

the golf course; this usage would continue as a recreational land use under the
Proposed Action. Use of additional open spaces and Heritage Park landscaping

requirements would lead to use of such chemicals in these areas as well.

Maintenance and agricultural use of the areas adjoining the runways and

encompassing the airfield would include applications of pesticides, fungicides,

and herbicides. The amount of these substances applied in the residential areas

would be proportionate to population increases.

PCBs. Because the PCB-contaminated equipment and/or fluid is to be removed

prior to base closure, there will not be any Impacts.

Radon. A prior survey noted one residence with detectable radon levels. An

additional radon survey to identify any other latent problems Is In progress.

Currently, no radon exposure guidelines or action levels have been established

by regulatory agencies for buildings other than schools or residences.

Medlcal/Biohazardous Waste. Ail of these materials are to be rendered

non-infectious or removed prior to closure. As a result, these materials will not

represent an Impact.

Cumulative Impacts. Chapman Court was surveyed for the presence of

asbestos containing materials (ACM). It was estimated that 3,325 cubic yards of

ACM could be subject to regulations (U.S. Air Force, 1991a). Asbestos removal
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resulting from the Proposed Action and disposal of Chapman Court would create
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation Measures. A cooperative planning body for hazardous materials and
waste could be established with agreement among the individual new users. The
establishment of a cooperative planning body could reduce the costs of
environmental compliance training, waste management, and mutual spill
response.

The Air Force has committed to remediating all IRP sites. Active coordination
between the Air Force's IRP representative and new construction planning
agencies would mitigate potential problems. The presence of IRP sites may limit
certain land uses at these sites.

Coordination of asbestos removal and new construction or renovation actions

would mitigate any potential asbestos Impacts. Compliance with the NESHAP
would mitigate and preclude asbestos exposure. Potential pesticide, fungicide,

and herbicide impacts could be mitigated through compliance with the FIFRA
and the Illinois Lawn Care Products Application and Notice Act. Potential
residential radon exposure can be mitigated through both management

practices and modifications to existing structures.

4.3.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

The .Proposed Action and the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

differ primarily in the off-base aviation support area (new maintenance facility);
the other eight land use zones are the same. As a result, all of the effects
identified In the Proposed Action concerning the IRP program (Figure 4.3-2),
UST, asbestos, pesticides and herbicides, and radon would be the same. The

amounts of hazardous materials used and of hazardous waste generated would
be lower for this alternative than for the Proposed Action, because there would
be no major aircraft maintenance activities.

Cumulative Impacts. Asbestos removal resulting from this alternative and
disposal of Chapman Court would create cumulative Impacts.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures discussed for the
Proposed Action would be appropriate for activities under this alternative.

4.3.3 Non-Aviation Alternative

Hazardous Material Management. The same effects as discussed under the
Proposed Action for the similar identified areas apply to this alternative. The

absence of aviation traffic and maintenance activities may reduce the amount of
hazardous materials managed under this option. Truck maintenance activities
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would use hazardous materials similar to those utilized in current vehicle
maintenance training prior to base closure.

Hazardous Waste. The same effects discussed under the Proposed Action
wOuld apply to this alternative. The types of waste generated should be similar
to those identified for the Proposed Action, but the amounts would be smaller
because there would be no aviation maintenance activities. Truck maintenance
activities may generate types of hazardous waste similar to those generated by
the aviation maintenance activity in the Proposed Action, but In smaller amounts.
Various parties would be responsible for managing different waste streams in the
identified reuse areas.

Installation Restoration Program. The IRP program and remediation
requirements may constrain the land uses identified in this non-aviation
alternative (Figure 4.3-3).

The agricultural areas are underlain by Landfill Site 1, Landfill Site 4, and Fire
Training Area 1. Remedial cap design limitations and treatment options may
preclude agricultural uses on these sites. Institutional (educational) land uses
would be underlain by the sludge disposal pit. Remedial designs may limit use
of this small site. In addition, the educational land use in the areas occupied by
the current Fire Training Area 2 may require a new design and remediation of the
current fire training pit.

Portions of the recreational use areas are underlain by Landfill Site 2. This
recreational use may partially Interfere with the remedial cap design. Extraction
wells may be placed In this recreational area to address the treatment
requirements for Landfill Site 1, Landfill Site 2, and Fire Training Area 1.
Conveyance of portions of the property may be delayed by the Air Force's
remedial activities.

Underground/Above-Ground Storage Tanks. USTs required by new
owners/operators would have to comply with local, state, and federal regulations
regarding leak detection, spill and overfill protection, and liability insurance.
Above-ground large fuel storage tanks that do not support reuse activities would
have to be purged to preclude fire hazards.

Asbestos. Implementing effective asbestos management would preclude
problems with friable asbestos exposure in the existing structures and units
scheduled for demolition or renovation.

Pesticides and Herbicides. The agricultural use of several sections of the base
would entai the use of pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides. As under the
Proposed Action, applicators would be certified and licensed by the state to
assure proper and safe handling and application of pesticides and herbicides.
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PCBs. Because the PCB-contaminated equipment and/or fluid is to be removed
prior to base closure, there would not be any impacts.

Radon. The majority of the structures that have been tested for radon have
concentrations below the minimum levels. Additional information is needed to
assess the potential problems that radon may pose regarding residential reuse.

Medical/Biohazardous Waste. All of these materials are to be rendered
non-infectious or removed prior to closure. As a result, these materials will not
represent an impact.

Cumulative Impacts. Asbestos removal resulting from this alternative and
disposal of Chapman Court would create cumulative impacts.

Mitigation Measures. Potential impacts from hazardous materials and waste
management could be mitigated by the formation of a cooperative planning and
training body that would ensure compliance with OSHA and RCRA regulatory
requirements. Cooperative spill response teams could mitigate potential
hazardous materials spills. The impacts from the interaction between the IRP
program and new construction or uses of these sites could be mitigated by
coordination between the reuse tenants and the Air Force's repreqentative.

4.3.4 No-Action Alternative

Hazardous materials and waste issues would be limited to the final phases of the
IRP activities. Under the No-Action Afternative, the dispusal management team
would be required to manage all waste generated under the applicable
regulations. Painting and maintenance would be the primary activities that would
involve hazardous materials.

Hazardous Materials. Hazardous materials would be utilized In preventive
maintenance, maintaining the grounds, water treatment, and regular
maintenance activities. The materials used would include pesticides, herbicides,
fuels, waste oils, paints, and corrosives. The disposal management team would

be responsible for hazardous materials handling training as well as hazard
communication requirements under OSHA regulations.

Hazardous Waste. With the exception of facilities used by disposal

management team personnel, all of the storage and satellite accumulation areas
would be closed before base closure. The DRMO would dispose of all of the
waste prior to closure. The small amount of hazardous waste that would be
generated may enable the disposal management team to become an exempt,
small-quantity generator. All IEPA regulations would apply.

Installation Restoration Programs. The disposal management team would
support the utility requirements for the IRP contractor and provide the security
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I
for the areas that would receive closure permits. Ongoing sampling or
pump-and-treat remedial designs would probably remain with the current I
contractor. The IRP activity would proceed along the same management line
regardless of the options chosen.

Underground/Above-Ground Storage Tanks. All USTs will be removed before
base closure. The risk from unnoticed releases precludes leaving products in
the tanks. Leavng the tanks empty would lead to deterioration and degradation;
removal is preferred. The above-ground, large fuel storage tanks would be
purged to preclude fire hazards. The disposal management team would provide
cathodic protection, repair, and maintenance for the above-ground storage tanks
and piping.

Asbestos. The impacts from the No-Action Alternative would be minimal.
Vacated facilities would likely be boarded up; therefore, asbestos from
deteriorated ACM would not be released to the atmosphere.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Under the No-Action Alternative, the grounds and
golf course would be maintained In such a manner as to facilitate economical
resumption of use. There should not be an appreciable Increase In the use of
pesticides and herbicides. Application of pesticides and herbicides would be
conducted in accordance with the FIFRA and Illinois state regulations to assure
the proper and safe handling and application of all chemicals.

PCBa. Because the PCB contaminated equipment and/or fluid Is to be removed
prior to base closure, there would not be any impacts.

Radon. Without use of the residential buildings or day-care facilities, the
exposure to radon is expected to present no impacts.

Medical/Biohazardous Waste. All of these materials are to be rendered
non-infectious or removed prior to closure. As a result, these materials will not
represent an impact.

Cumulative Impacts. Because there would be no other ongoing project
activities, there would be no cumulative impacts.

Mitigation Measures. The caretaker would be responsible for the basewide
management of hazardous materials and hazardous waste. Contingency plans
to address spill response would be less extensive than those required for the
Proposed Action and the alternative plans.

4.4 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the potential effects on the natural resources of geology
and soils, water resources, noise, biological resources, and cultural resources in
the base area and the surrounding region.
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4.4.1 Geology and Soils

This section describes the potential effects of the proposed action and reuse
alternatives on the area geology and soils. The analysis is based on the review
of published literature. The soils and geology will be affected largely during the
construction phase, when local soil profiles are altered and regional aggregate
supplies are tapped. After construction, soils will remain relatively stable
because they will be overlain by facilities or pavements, or will be managed

following SCS recommendations, I.e., providing protective covering by
revegetating or by covering with mulch or other material.

4.4.1.1 Proposed Action. Regional effects on geology and soils outside the
proposed site area would not be significant. Use of sand and gravel (e.g., for
base or drain construction material) from the very large deposits several miles
north of Chanute AFB would not significantly reduce the available supply of

these materials.

Local effects on geology and soils would result primarily from construction
activities associated with the Proposed Action, including the gradin, cavation,
and recontouring of soils. These activities could alter soil profiles and slightly
alter the local topography.

During construction operations, removal of vegetative cover and exposure of cut
slopes would increase erosion, especially by water, but also by wind. Because
these soils are generally fragile (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982),
preventative measures would be required to minimize erosion (see Section
3.4.1). Most of the soils that would be affected by construction activities have
been disturbed previously. Undisturbed soils that would be affected include
those in off-base lands subject to acquisition and in isolated areas in the

southeast part of the base. A total of 576 acres of prime farmland will be
converted to non-agricultural land uses. Table 4.4-1 lists the acreage of each soil
type to be purchased and its farmland status.

Table 4.4-1. Soil Type, Acreage, and Status of Farmland to be Converted
Under the Proposed Action

Soil Type Acreage to Farm!and Status
be Converted

Ambraw silty clay loam 6.8 Prime Farmland where drained
Brenton silt loam; 0 to 3% slopes 42.7 Prime Farmland
Dana silt loam; 2 to 5% slopes 48.1 Prime Farmland
Drummer silty clay loam 257.7 Prime Farmland where drained
Odell silt loam; 0 to 3% slopes 8.7 Prime Farmland
Parr silt loam; 2 to 5% slopes 17.3 Prime Farmland
Raub silt loam; 0 to 3% slopes 194. Prime Farmland

Total Acreage 576
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982.
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Soils In the other land use areas, with the exception of Institutional areas, would

also be significantly affected by construction operations. The largest affected
area would be In the off-base aviation support area, where 2.7 million square feet
would be required for foundation excavations for new facilities and additional

area associated with construction activities for related parking spaces, roads,
and utilities. The next largest affected soil area would be In the commercial land
use area, where approximately 400,000 square feet could be disturbed to
provide foundation excavations and parking space.

Soils in the airfield area would be significantly affected by construction activities,

especially in the acquired areas. Grading would be required for new runways,
taxiways, parking aprons, and bordering areas to ensure that effective drainage
Is provided and that the transition in grades Is smooth enough for aircraft
operations. Much of the surface soil would therefore be removed and replaced
with materials (e.g., sand and gravel) that provide improved base support and
drainage characteristics.

Portions of on-base land would be leased for farming under the Proposed
Action. Of the 300 acres currently leased, which includes land in the runway

area and in the southwest comer of the base, some would continue to be leased
for farming and the rest would be used for airfield and aviation support activities.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative effects on soils or geological resources
from other projects are anticipated.

Mitigation Measures. Comprehensive mitigation measures would have to be
implemented to minimize soil erosion by water, especially during the

construction phases when cut slopes are exposed. During construction, the
length of time that vegetative or other cover Is absent would be minimized.
When cut slopes are exposed, any of the following measures may be useful In
limiting erosion:

"* Protective covering with mulch or other material

"* Diversion dikes
* Interceptor ditches

* Slope drains (conduits)

* Water velocity control devices.

After the construction phase, erosion would be controlled by keeping soils under
vegetative cover, facilities, or pavements, or managing soils in accordance with

SCS recommendations. In addition, aviation development would follow the
provisions of FAA circular 150/5370.10 (Federal Aviation Administration, 1990).

4.4.1.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. Impacts would

be identical to those for the Proposed Action, with the exception of those related
to the off-base aviation support area, which Is not Included In this alternative.
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Acquiring the off-base area for airfield expansion will result in conversion of 231
acres of prime farmland to non-agricultural land uses. Table 4.4-2 summarizes
the acreage of each soil type to be converted and its farmland status.

Table 4.4-2. Soil Type, Acreage, and Status of Farmland to be Converted
Under the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

Soil Type Acreage to Farmland Status
be Converted

Ambraw silty clay loam 6.8 Prime Farmland where drained

Brenton silt loam; 0 to 3% slopes 25.4 Prime Farmland

Dana sift loam; 2 to 5% slopes 33.8 Prime Farmland

Drummer silty clay loam 82.7 Prime Farmland where drained
Parr silt loam; 2 to 5% slopes 17.3 Prime Farmland
Raub sift loam; 0 to 3% slopes 65.0 Prime Farmland

Total Acreage 231
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1982.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative effects on soils or geological resources
from other projects are anticipated.

Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation measures would be similar to those
discussed for the Proposed Action.

4.4.1.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. Impacts would be similar to those for the
Proposed Action, with the exception of the Impacts related to the off-base
aviation support area, which is not included in this alternative. Under this
alternative, the existing airfield would not be demolished; therefore, no Impacts
to soils or geology would be incurred there. However, agricultural land uses in
the open areas adjacent to the existing runway would have to be managed with
SCS recommended practices.

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects are anticipated to create cumulative
impacts.

Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation measures would be similar to those

discussed for the Proposed Action.

4.4.1.4 No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would result in no
major new impacts to the soils and geology of the base area and the

surrounding region. The construction operations associated with this alternative
would be minimal and restricted to maintenance-type activities. Land in the
runway area and in the southwest corner of the base would continue to be
leased for farming.
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4.4.2 Water Resources

The following sections describe the potential impacts on water resources from

the Proposed Actions and reuse alternatives. The recreational lake, golf course
ponds; and water-saturated areas will not be affected under any alternative. The I
soil profiles would be altered during construction, which may after water flow

patterns temporarily.

4.4.2.1 Proposed Action. With further development of the Kansan aquifer,

sufficient quantities of water are available for a two-fold Increase In the area's

population. The quality of the surface and groundwater Is not expected to
change substantially. The Governor of Illinois has provided a letter (Appendix E)
indicating that the project will be located, designed, constructed, and operated in

compliance with applicable water quality standards.

The northernmost section of Salt Fork Creek, In the off-base area to be acquired,

flows through the runway protection zone associated with the proposed
east-west runway extension. The detailed airport design is not expected to
require modification of the creek or lands near the creek In this area.

Soils in the airfield area will be compacted during construction operations to give
the soil more uniform, predictable engineering characteristics. Additionally, soil

bulk densities will increase with the handling and consequent settling and

fragmentation of natural aggregates. As a result, surface water and near-surface
groundwater flow would be significantly affected in the airfield area. Flow would

be affected by grading, subgrade compaction, and substitution of improved

drainage/support materials (e.g., sand and gravel, or crushed rock) for upper soil

layers. Drainage patterns would be altered to divert water away from critical

areas on or near the runway. The acquired area would be most affected by
these types of construction activities. Stormwater discharge (non-point source)

from the airfield may contain deicing solutions and waste oils, which could

degrade surface water and groundwater.

Surface water and near-surface groundwater flow would also be affected in other

land use areas. As with the soils Impacts, the largest area affected would be in
the acquired aviation support area. The significant increase in covered or

compacted soil areas would increase surface runoff. Grading and altering of soil
profiles, e.g., with substitution of Improved drainage materials, would affect

patterns of surface water and near-surface groundwater flow. Ponding may

occur in new areas, because the high water table, low permeability, and limited
hydraulic gradient make the site very sensitive to changes In water flow patterns.

Construction activities in agricultural areas on and off base could potentially

damage subsurface tHe drainage systems. Damage to these systems could
result In upstream ponding in fields and decreases in crop yield to owners of

adjacent agricultural land.
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Cumulative Impacts. No other projects are anticipated to create cumulative
impacts.

Mitigation Measures. To minimize ponding In new areas, construction designs
for the site would require consideration of impacts on adjacent areas. Before
construction design, a MUDS-type study will be completed to identity potential
water drainage problems. Any required mitigation measures would be
incorporated into the design and construction of new facilities. These designs

would also include measures to assure proper subsurface tile drainage for
adjacent farmlands In the areas to be acquired. The project would be subject to
the NPDES permit system for storm water discharges during the construction
period and for the airfield. This provision is contained In the NPDES Permit
Application Regulations for Storm Water Discharges issued by the EPA as final
rule on 16 November 1990. This permit Is required for all construction activities
that would disturb more than 5 acres and for major transportation facilities that
have vehicle maintenance areas, equipment cleaning areas, and airports with
deicing areas.

4.4.2.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The quantity of
groundwater extracted under this alternative would be less than that required for
the Proposed Action and, thus, would not create any adverse affects. Effects are
expected to be identical to those for the Proposed Action, with the exception of
effects related to the off-base aviation support area, which would not be acquired
under this alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects are anticipated to create cumulative
impacts.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures as discussed for the
Proposed Action would be applicable for this alternative.

4.4.2.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. Under this alternative, the estimated area
population is considered to be lower than that for the previous aviation-related
alternatives, thus reducing the amount of groundwater being withdrawn. Effects
associated with this alternative would be positive changes In surface and
groundwater quality. With reduced operations, the inflow of new hazardous
materials would be reduced and the reduced volumes of wastewater generated

should result in lower fecal coliform counts In Salt Fork Creek.

Effects to surface water and near-surface ground water flows are expected to be
reduced compared to those of the Proposed Action because there will be little

construction, demolition, and renovation. In addition, the existing runways
would remain intact and, therefore, there would be no change in existing
drainage patterns.
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Cumulative Impacts. No other projects are anticipated to create cumulative
impacts to water resources.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures are not necessary because no
impacts are anticipated.

4.4.2.4 No-Action Alternative. This alternative would result in positive changes
in surface and groundwater quality. With very limited operations, inflow of new
hazardous materials would be reduced. The fecal coliform count In Salt Fork
Creek should drop because of the reduced volumes of wastewater leaking Into
the stormwater drainage system.

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects are anticipated to create cumulative
impacts to water resources.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures are not necessary because no
impacts are anticipated.

4.4.3 Air Quality

Air quality impacts could occur during construction and operations associated
with the Proposed Action and alternatives at Chanute AFB. Ccrnstruction-related
impacts could result from fugitive dust (particulate matter) and construction
equipment emissions Intermittently over a period of 20 years or more.
Operational impacts could occur from: (1) mobile sources such as aircraft,
aircraft operation support equipment, commercial transport vehicles, and
personnel vehicles; (2) point sources such as heating plants, generators,
incinerators, and storage tanks; and (3) secondary emission sources associated
with general population increase, such as residential heating. Under FAA
guidelines, an air quality analysis of these potential impacts is required only If the
Proposed Action were going to be (1) a commercial service airport with more
than 1.3 million passengers and more than 180,000 general operations forecast
annually, or (2) a general aviation airport with more than 180,000 operations
forecast annually. Nonetheless, the following analysis is provided for
informational purposes and to satisfy the requirements of NEPA. The methods
and assumptions used in the air quality analysis to determine project compliance
with existing regulations are described in the following sections.

The methods selected to analyze Impacts depend upon the type of air emission
source being examined. The primary emission source categories associated
with the Proposed Action and the alternatives Include construction, aircraft,
vehicles, point sources, and Indirect source emissions related to population
increase. Because construction phase emissions are generally considered
temporary and not subject to air quality regulation, analysis Is limited to
estimating the amount of uncontrolled fugitive dust that may be emitted from
disturbed areas. Analysis for vehicle, point source, and Indirect source
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emissions consists of quantifying and comparing the emissions under preclosure
and closure conditions to the emissions generated by the proposed or
alternative actions. The amount of change Is used to estimate the potential effect
on air quality. The ambient effects of aircraft emissions are analyzed by
modeling, because this category represents a new source of emissions in the
Chanute AFB area. The Industrial Source Complex Short-Term (ISCST) model is
used to simulate the dispersion of emissions from aircraft and aircraft operation
equipment within the hangar, taxiway, and runway airspaces (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1987).

The following assumptions were made in estimating the effects of the Proposed
Action and alternatives:

"* The future base emission Inventory is assumed to be equivalent to the
preclosure base inventory multiplied by the ratio of the future base
population to the preclosure base population (with the exception of aircraft
emissions and aircraft support operation emissions, which are calculated
and added in separately)

"• Emissions from equipment used to support aircraft operations are
assumed to be equivalent to the support operation emissions from an
existing airfield multiplied by the ratio of the Proposed Action landing and
take-off (LTO) cycles to the number of LTO cycles at the existing airfield

"* Ambient air quality background In the Chanute AFB area Is assumed to be
represented by air quality data measured in the more heavily populated
Champaign area.

4.4.3.1 Proposed Action. The effects of the Proposed Action on regional and
local air quality are not expected to result In the violation of any NAAQS or
IAAQS. The Governor of Illinois has provided a letter (Appendix E) indicating
that the project will be located, designed, constructed, and operated In
compliance with applicable air quality standards.

Estimated emissions of the Proposed Action are presented in Table 4.4-3. The
estimates of aircraft emissions are based on EPA aircraft emission factors (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 1985b).

Construction. Fugitive dust and combustive emissions would be generated
during construction activities associated with airfield, aviation support, industrial,
and commercial land uses. These emissions would be greatest during site
clearing and grading activities. Uncontrolled fugitive dust (particulate matter)
from ground-disturbing activities would be emitted at a rate of approximately
1.2 tons/acre-month (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a). The PMio
fraction of the total fugitive dust emissions Is assumed to be 50 percent, or
0.6 ton/acre-month.

Construction of runway extensions and resurfacing of the existing runways
would peak in 1992. Demolition and renovation of buildings in the aviation
support and commercial land use areas is anticipated to occur sporadically as
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Table 4.4-3. Proposed Action Emission Inventory for Chanute AFB and Champaign County

(Tons/Year) I
Source Category CO THC NO, S02 PM

Chanute AFB(s)
Incinerators - - 0.01 - 0.02
Fire School practice burns 394.0 282.5 2.9 0.2 90.9
Emergency generators 24.0 1.5 0.5 0.05 0.03
Natural gas-fired heating 7.3 0.3 1.8 0.03 0.2
plant
Coal-fired heating plant 115.1 2.0 143.8 748.1 460.4
Natural gas-fired heaters 3.9 1.5 19.4 0.1 0.9
Fuel oHl-fired heaters 0.7 0.3 2.5 20.3 0.3
Surface coatings - 163.8 - - -

Aerospace ground 1.6 1.3 0.1 0.01 0.1
equipment
Fuel storage and transfer - 18.6 - - -

Personal vehicles 730.3 81.6 73.0 11.8 30.0
Wood dust - - - 4.2
Aircraft(b) 296.6 60.6 69.3 7.2 1.0
Aircraft ground operations 2.7 1.2 3.3 0.3 0.2

Subtotal 1,576.2 615.2 316.6 788.1 588.3

Champaign County(c) 407.8 2,281.7 2,682.2 4,590.4 1,724.0
Personal vehicles 10,286.3 1,148.8 1,028.5 165.9 423.1

Total Champaign County 12,270.3 4,045.7 4,027.3 5,544.4 2,735.4

(a). With the exception of aircraft and aircraft ground operations, emissions are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times the
ratio of year 2014 Proposed Action base population to year 1988 base population.

(b). Emissions are based on projected types of aircraft and estimated frequency of flight operations for each type of
aircraft In year 2014. See Appendix I for detailed calculations.

(c). Emissions are based on data from Table 3 4-3 times the ratio of year 2014 county population to year 1988 county
population.

needed through the year 2014. Construction of a new baffled firing range In the
industrial land use area could be completed within 10 years of closure. It is
estimated that the maximum amount of land area that would be disturbed at any
one time as a result of these construction activities is 25 acres. The maximum
unmitigated amount of particulate matter emissions would therefore be 30 tons
per month (15 tons per month of PMio). The Impact of these emissions would
cause elevated short-term concentrations of particulates at receptors close to
the construction area. However, tne elevated concentrations would be a
temporary effect that would fall off rapidly with distance from the construction
area.

Operation. Estimated annual emissions from vehicle, point, and indirect
sources associated with the Proposed Action were added to Champaign County
emissions, as shown in Table 4.4-3 for the year 2014. That year represents full
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implementation of the Proposed Action and maximum emissions. These
emissions are compared to preclosure and closure annual emissions in
Table 4.4-4 to determine the potential change in air quality. The Proposed
Action would increase the total county emission inventory by 12 to 28 percent
over the amount of emissions that would occur under closure conditions in 1993.
However, these emissions would represent an increase of only over 6 to
8 percent over the inventory that existed during preclosure conditions In 1988.
The good background air quality conditions of 1988 would therefore be
degraded only slightly by the Proposed Action.

Table 4.4-4. Comparison of Proposed Action Emissions to
Preclosure and Closure Emission Inventories for Champaign County

Emissions (tons/year) Proposed Action Percent Change
Pollutant Preclosure Closure (tons/year) Preclosure Closure

CO 11,387 10,307 12,270 7.8 19.0
THC 3,777 3,299 4,046 7.1 22.6
NOx 3,778 3,596 4,027 6.6 12.0
S02 5,247 4,705 5,544 5.7 17.8
PM 2.575 2.144 2.735 t.2 27.6

Emissions from aviation activities associated with the reuse of Chanute AFB are
based on the types of aircraft In operation, the annual number of aircraft LTO
cycles, and aircraft maintenance and ground operation activities. Annual aircraft
operations associated with the Proposed Action aircraft maintenance and air
cargo uses are shown in Table 2.2-2. Aircraft emission calculations are in
Appendix I.

The results of the impact analysis show that for a worst-case aircraft operation
scenario In the year 2014, the following maximum 1-hour ambient pollutant
concentrations would be produced at receptors located along the northern and
eastern boundaries of the base property: 1,159 ug/m3 of CO, 415 pg/m3 of THC,
131,ug/m 3 of NO2, 21 pg/m3 of SO2, 4.2 pg/m3 of TSP, and 2.1 pg/m3 of PMio.
EPA conversion factors are used to convert the 1 -hour impacts to conservative
screening-level estimates of longer averaging period concentrations (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 1977). The actual long-term average would
lower than the values produced by the conversion factor. However, even with
the addition of background pollutant levels to these estimated project Impacts,
the total impacts would remain below the NAAQS and IAAQS. Because the year
2014 presents the worst-case scenario in terms of number of annual aircraft
operations and maximum number of takeoffs per hour, effects In other years of
the Proposed Action would be lower. A summary of the Impact analysis Is
presented In Table 4.4-5. Detailed calculations used for the model runs are
contained in Appendix I.
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Table 4.4-5. Air Quality Modeling Results for the Proposed Action

Project Background Total
Averaging Impact Concentration(a) Concentration NAAQS~b) Percent of

Pollutant Time (Ug/m3) (pg/m3) (Ug/m3) (g/m") NAAOS

CO 8-hour 812 5,000 5,812 10,000 58.2

1-hour 1,159 20,000 21,159 40,000 52.9

N02 Annual 13 50 63 100 63.0

SO2 Annual 2 12 14 80 17.5
24-hour 8 74 82 365 22.5
3-hour 19 167 186 1,300 14.3

PMiO Annual 0.2 26 26.2 50 52.4
24-hour 0.8 78 78.8 150 52.5

(a). SO2 and PMto background concentrations obtained from pollutant data monitored at the IEPA station In Champaign,
Illinois (see Table 3.4-2). Conversion from ppm to pg/m3 based on standard conditions of 70 deg. F and 14.7psl absolute.
Because Champaign County is a clean air area for CO and NO2 , these pollutants are not monitored within the county.
Conservative background concentrations equal to 50 percent of the NAAOS were therefore asaumed. Actual
background concentrations would most likely be lower.

(b). The IAAOS used to regulate air quality Impacts In Nlinois are equivalent to the NAAS.

The analysis described above determined that 1-hour concentrations of 03
precursors (photochemically reactive compounds, which are N02 and
approximately 95 percent of the THC) would increase somewhat as a result of
project sources. However, even under favorable conditions, several hours are
required to convert 03 precursors to 03 in the atmosphere. Therefore, given this
extended residence time requirement in the atmosphere, project emissions of 03

precursors would tend to be well dispersed and would not be expected to

substantially contribute to an increase in ambient concentrations of 03.
Champaign County is currently in attainment of the 03 standards, and emissions
from the Proposed Action would not be sufficient to cause a change in this status.

Cumulative Impact. The only other project currently planned for the Chanute
AFB area that would have a potential cumulative air quality impact with the
Proposed Action is the disposal and reuse of the Chapman Court Military Family
Housing Area. Air quality Impacts from this project would primarily result from
the release of particulate matter during the demolition, site preparation, and

construction phases of the action. Some operational impacts would also result
from emissions from mobile sources, commercial transport vehicles, and
personnel vehicles. However, these impacts would be minimal, similar to those
in existing residential and commercial areas. Because construction of the

Chapman Court project would probably be phased, the cumulative Impact of
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emissions from the project with emissions from the Proposed Action would not

be sufficient to cause a change in the attainment status of the area.

Mitigation Measures. Air quality impacts during construction would occur from

(1) fugitive dust emissions from ground-disturbing activities and (2) combustive

emissions from construction equipment. Vigorous water application during

ground-disturbing activities would mitigate fugitive dust emissions by at least
50 percent (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a). Decreasing the time

during which newly graded sites are exposed to the elements would further
mitigate fugitive dust emissions. Combustive emission impacts could be

mitigated by efficient scheduling and use of equipment, implementing a phased

construction schedule to reduce the number of units operating simultaneously,

and performing regular vehicle engine maintenance. Implementation of these
measures would substantially reduce air quality effects from construction

activities associated with the Proposed Action. In addition, all aviation

development would follow the provisions of FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370.10
(Federal Aviation Administration, 1990).

No major Impacts on air quality would occur as a result of operations associated

with the Proposed Action. Air quality operational mitigation measures are
therefore not necessary.

4.4.3.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The only

difference between this alternative and the Proposed Action Is the size of the

aircraft maintenance operations. The reduced size of the aircraft maintenance

operations would result In fewer aircraft and population-related air quality effects.

Construction. Construction effects from this alternative would be lower than

those from the Proposed Action. Under this alternative, off-base property would

not be acquired for the aviation support land use area. It is therefore estimated

that a maximum of 20 acres would be disturbed at any one time as a result of

construction activities, producing unmitigated particulate matter emissions of

approximately 24 tons per month (12 tons per month of PMio). The Impact of
these emissions would cause elevated short-term concentrations of particulates

at receptors close to the construction areas. However, the elevated

concentrations would be a temporary effect that would fall off rapidly with

distance from the construction area.

Operation. Base emissions associated with this alternative would be reduced

somewhat from the emissions shown in Table 4.4-3 for the Proposed Action

because of the reduction In air traffic and population. Emissions from this

alternative are presented In Table 4.4-6 for the year 2014.
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Table 4.4-6. Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative Emission Inventory for Chanute
AFB and Champaign County (Tons/Year)

Source Category CO THC NOx S02 PM1o

Chanute AFB(a)
Incinerators - - 0.01 - 0.01

Fire School practice burns 244.4 175.2 1.8 0.1 56.4

Emergency generators 14.9 0.9 0.3 0.03 0.02

Natural gas-fired heating 4.5 0.2 1.1 0.02 0.1
plant

Coal-fired heating plant 71.4 1.2 89.2 464.1 285.6

Natural gas-fired heaters 2.4 0.9 12.0 0.1 0.6

Fuel ol-fired heaters 0.4 0.2 1.6 12.6 0.2

Surface coatings - 101.6 - - -

Aerospace ground 1.0 0.8 0.1 0.01 0.1
equipment

Fuel storage and transfer - 11.5 - - -

Personal vehicles 453.1 50.6 45.3 7.3 18.6

Wood dust - - - 2.6

Aircraft(b) 240.5 41.4 39.2 4.3 0.34

Aircraft ground operations 2.4 1.1 3.1 0.3 0.2

Subtotal 1,035.0 385.6 193.7 488.9 364.8

Champaign County(c) 407.8 2,281.7 2,682.2 4,590.4 1,724.0

Personal vehicles 10,286.3 1,148.8 1,028.5 165.9 423.1

Total Champaign County 11,729.1 3,816.1 3,904.4 5,245.2 2,511.9

(a) With the exception of aircraft and aircraft ground operations, emissons are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times the
ratio of year 2014 MAMO alternative base population to year 1966 base population.

(b) Emissions are based on projected types of aircraft and estimated frequency of flight operations for each type of
aircraft in year 2014. See Appendix I for detailed calculations.

(c) Emissions are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times the ratio of year 2014 county population to year 1968 county
population.

These emissions are compared to the preclosure and closure emissions in
Table 4.4-7 to determine the potential change in air quality. Emissions

associated with this alternative would increase the county emission Inventory by
9 to 17 percent over the amounts that would occur under base closure

conditions in 1993. The increases would be approximately 3 percent over the
preclosure conditions that existed In 1988. In fact, emissions of particulate

matter could be even lower than during preclosure conditions. The good air

quality background conditions of 1988 would therefore be degraded only slightly
by emission of pollutants other than PMio from this alternative.
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Table 4.4-7. Comparison of Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Emissions to
Preclosure and Closure Emission Inventories for Champaign County

Emissions (tons/year) Alternative Percent Changes
Pollutant Preclosure Closure (tons/year) Preclosure Closure
CO 11,387 10,307 11,729 3.0 13.8

THC 3,777 3,299 3,816 1.0 15.7

NOx 3,778 3,596 3,904 3.3 8.6

S02 5,247 4,705 5,245 0.0 11.5

PM 2,575 2,144 2,512 -2.4 17.2

Air quality effects from aircraft and aircraft-related operations associated with this

alternative were assessed by use of the ISCST model. The results of the
modeling analysis indicate that the following worst-case 1-hour ambient pollutznt

concentrations would be produced in the year 2014 at receptors located along
the northern and eastern boundaries of the base property: 991/pg/m 3 of CO, 372
pUg/mi3 of THC, 109'pg/m 3 of N02, 16/pg/m3 of S02, 2.2 pg/m3 of TSP, and 1.1

/pg/mr3 of PMlo. EPA conversion factors are used to convert the 1 -hour impacts

to conservative screening-level estimates of longer averaging period

concentrations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1977).

Even with the addition of background pollutant levels to the estimated project
impacts, the total impacts would remain below the NAAQS and IAAQS. The year

2014 represents the worst-case scenario in terms of number of annual aircraft

operations and maximum number of takeoffs per hour; effects In other years of

this alternative would be lower. A summary of the impact analysis is presented in
Table 4.4-8. Detailed calculations used for the model runs are contained in

Appendix I.

Cumulative Impact. The only other project currently planned for the Chanute
AFB area that would have a potential cumulative air quality impact with the Minor

Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative is the disposal and reuse of the

Chapman Court Military Family Housing Area. Cumulative air quality Impacts

would be similar to those described for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures that could be applied during

construction to reduce fugitive dust and combustive emissions are the same as

those previously recommended for the Proposed Action. No major impacts on
air quality would occur as a result of operation of the minor maintenance

alternative. Air quality operational mitigation measures are, therefore, not

necessary.

4.4.3.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. This alternative includes only non-aviation
land uses. There would be no emissions associated with aircraft-related ground

or aircraft operations. There would be less construction activity thai ifor the
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Table 4.4-8. Air Quality Modeling Results for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative at Chanute AFB1

Project Background Total
Averaging Impact Concentration(a) Concentration NAAQS(b) Percent of

Pollutant Time cua/m3 ) (Ma/m 3 ) cga/m 3) ua/mr3 ) NAAQS

CO 8-hour 694 5,000 5,694 10,000 56.9

1 -hour 991 20,000 20,991 40,000 52.5

NO? Annual 11 50 61 100 61.0

S02 Annual 2 12 14 80 17.5
24-hour 6 74 80 365 21.9
3-hour 14 167 181 1,300 13.9

PMI0 Annual 0.1 26 26.1 50 52.2
24-hour 0.4 78 78.4 150 52.3

(a). SO 2 and PM10 background concentrations obtained from pollutant data monitored at the IEPA station in Champaign,
Illinois (see Table 3.4-2). Conversion from ppm to #g/m3 based on standard conditions of 70 OF and 14.7psi absolute.
Because Champaign County is a clean air area for CO and NO2 , these pollutants are not monitored within the county.
Conservative background concentrations equal to 50 percent of the NAAOS were therefore assumed. Actual
background concentrations would most likely be lower.

(b). The IAAQS used to regulate air quality impacts in Illinois are equivalent to the NAAQS.

previous two alternatives, because there would be no extension or resurfacing of
runways and no new construction of aviation support facilities.

Construction. Air quality impacts related to construction for the Non-Aviation

Alternative would be lower than those from the Proposed Action. The reduced
amount of construction In the airfield and aviation support land use areas would
reduce the overall construction requirements. Demolition and renovation

activities would occur on an intermittent basis In the education/training,
Industrial, and public/recreation land use areas beyond the year 2014. It Is

estimated that a maximum of 10 acres would be disturbed at any one time by
these construction activities, resulting In unmitigated particulate matter

emissions of approximately 12 tons per month (6 tons per month of PM10). The
Impact of these emissions would cause elevated short-term concentrations of

particulates at receptors close to the construction areas. However, the elevated

concentrations would be a temporary effect that would fall off rapidly with
distance from the construction area.

Operations. Base emissions associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative would

be lower than the emissions shown in Table 4.4-3 for the Proposed Action

because of the reduction in population and the elimination of the aircraft-related
emissions. Emissions from the Non-Aviation Alternative are presented in
Table 4.4-9. These emissions are compared to the preclosure and closure

emissions in Table 4.4-10 to determine the potential change in air quality.
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Table 4.4-9. Non-Aviation Alternative Emission Inventory for Chanute AFB and Champaign County
(Tons/Year)

Source Category CO THC NOx S02 PM
Chanute AFB(a)

Incinerators - - 0.00 - 0.01

Fire School practice bums 142.5 102.2 1.0 0.08 32.9

Emergency generators 8.7 0.5 0.2 0.02 0.01
Natural gas-fired heating 2.6 0.1 0.7 0.01 0.08
plant
Coal-fired heating plant 41.6 0.7 52.0 270.5 166.5
Natural gas-fired heaters 1.4 0.5 7.0 0.04 0.3
Fuel oil-fired heaters 0.3 0.1 0.9 7.4 0.1

Surface coatings - 59.2 - - -

Aerospace ground 0.6 0.5 0.04 0.00 0.04
equipment
Fuel storage and transfer - 6.7 - - -

Personal vehicles 264.1 29.5 26.4 4.3 10.9
Wood dust - - - - 1.5

Subtotal 461.8 200.0 88.2 282.4 212.3

Champaign County(b) 407.8 2,281.7 2,682.2 4,590.4 1,724.0
Personal vehicles 10,286.3 1,148.8 1,028.5 165.9 423.1

Total Champaign County 11,155.9 3,630.5 3,798.9 5,038.7 2,359.4

(a). Emissions are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times the ratio of year 2014 Non-Aviation Alternative base population to
year 1988 bass population.

(b, Emissions are based on data from Table 3.4-3 times the ratio of year 2014 county population to year 1988 county
population.

Table 4.4-10. Comparison of Non-Aviation Alternative Emissions to
Preclosure and Closure Emission Inventories for Champaign County

Emissions (tons/year) Alternative Percent Change
Pollutant Preclosure Closure (tons/year) Preclosure Closure

CO 11,387 10,307 11,156 -2.0 8.2
THC 3,777 3,299 3,631 -3.9 10.1
NOx 3,778 3,596 3,799 -0.6 5.6
S02 5,247 4,705 5,039 -4.0 7.1
PM 2,575 2,144 2,359 -8.4 10.0
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Emissions associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative would increase the
county emission inventory by 6 to 10 percent over the amounts that would occur

under base closure conditions In 1993. However, emissions of all pollutants
would decrease when compared to preclosure conditions. The good air quality

background conditions that existed in 1998 would therefore not be degraded by
the Non-Aviation Alternative activities.

Cumulative Impact. The only other project currently planned for the Chanute
AFB area that would have a potential cumulative air quality impact with the
Non-Aviation Alternative Is the disposal and reuse of the Chapman Court Military
Family Housing Area. Cumulative air quality Impacts would be simiiar to those

described for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures that could be applied during

construction to reduce fugitive dust and combustive emissions are the same as
those previously recommended for the Proposed Action and the Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operation Alternative. Air quality effects from construction

activities associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative would be reduced

substantially with the implementation of these measures.

No significant Impacts on air quality would occur as a result of operation of the
Non-Aviation Alternative. Air quality operational mitigation measures are

therefore not necessary.

4.4.3.4. No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would result in no

further use of the base after closure. The Air Force would place the base In a
caretaker status intended to limit deterioration of the existing facilities, but there
would be no active uses of the property.

The No-Action Alternative would have no adverse effects on air quality. Air
quality conditions at the time of closure would not be degraded by continued

maintenance of the base at the closure level of activity. In fact, there would be
some level of air quality benefit associated with maintaining the base at a
reduced level of activity compared to the levels of activity associated with the
Proposed Action or other alternative uses.

Cumulative Impacts. Because the No-Action Alternative would have no

adverse effects on air quality, there would be no adverse cumulative air quality
impacts with any other project.

Mitigation Measures. Air quality mitigation measures are not required for the
No-Action Alternative because there are no adverse effects associated with this

alternative.
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4.4.4 Noise

Environmental impact analysis related to noise Includes the potential effects on
the local human and animal populations. Impact analysis for noise will estimate
the extent and magnitude of noise levels generated by the Proposed Action and

alternatives using the predictive models discussed below. The FAA requires the

use 0f the DNL noise metric to analyze cumulative noise Impacts for civil airport
development actions. The baseline noise conditions and predicted noise levels
will then be assessed with respect to potential annoyance, speech interference,

sleep disturbance, hearing loss, health, and land use impacts.

Although the FAA does not require analysis of speech, sleep disturbance,

hearing loss, animals, and health, these issues have been evaluated. Methods

quantifying the effects of noise such as annoyance, speech interference, sleep

disturbance, and health and hearing loss have undergone extensive scientific

development during the past several decades. The most reliable measures at
present are noise-induced hearing loss and annoyance. Extra-auditory effects
(those not directly related to hearing capability) are also important, although they

are not as well understood. The current scientific consensus is that "evidence
from available research reports Is suggestive, but It does not provide definitive

answers to the question of health effects, other than to the auditory system, of
long-term exposure to noise" (National Academy of Sciences, 1981). The effects
of noise are summarized here and a more detailed description Is provided in

Appendbi H.

Annoyance. Noise annoyance is defined by the EPA as any negative subjective

reaction to noise on the part of an individual or group. Table 4.4-11 presents the

results of over a dozen studies for transportation modes, Including airports In
which the relationship between noise levels and annoyance levels was

investigated. This relationship has been recognized by the National Academy of

Sciences (1977) for use in describing peoples' reaction to semi-continuous
(transportation) noise. A recent reevaluation of the data (Fidell, at al., 1988) has

substantially confirmed the relationship. These data are shown to provide a
perspective on the level of annoyance that might be anticipated. For example,

15 to 25 percent of persons exposed to DNL of 65 to 70 dB would be highly

annoyed by the noise levels.

Speech Interference. One of the ways that noise affects daily life Is by
preventing or Impairing speech communication. In a noisy environment,

understanding of speech is diminished when speech signals are masked by
intruding noises. Reduced intelligibility of speech may also have other effects,

for example, If the understanding of speech Is interrupted, performance may be
reduced, annoyance may Increase, and learning may be Impaired. Research
suggests that aircraft flyover noises exceeding approximately 60 dB Interfere

with speech communication. Increasing the level of the flyover noise maximum
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Table 4.4-11. Percentage of Population Highly Annoyed by
Noise Exposure

Percentage of Persons
DNL Interval Highly Annoyed

<65 <14
65-73 15-25
70-75 25-37
75-80 37-52

Adapted from National Academy of Sciences, 1977

to 80 dB will reduce the intelligibility to zero even if the speaker speaks in a loud
voice.

Sleep Interference. The effects of noise on sleep are of concern primarily In
assuring suitable residential environments. Early studies suggest that various
noise levels between 25 and 50 dBA were associated with an absence of sleep
disturbance. Because no known health effects were associated with either
waking or sleep-stage changes, either measure was potentially useful as a metric
of sleep disturbance.

One noise descriptor used to describe the effect of noise on sleep is the SEL
This measure takes into account an event's sound intensity, frequency content,
and time duration, by measuring the total A-weighted sound energy of the event
and incorporating it into a single number. Unlike DNL, which describes the daily
average noise exposure, SEL describes the normalized noise from a single
flyover, called an event. No interpretative criteria exist for noise for a single event.

In a 1980 review, the EPA concluded that "None of the suspected effects have
been fully explored or measured," and "Chronic sleep disturbance is a potentially
severe health problem, yet little is known about the long-term effects of sleep
disturbances on health..." (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1980).
Studies (Lukas, 1975; Goldstein and Lukas, 1980) showed great variability in the
percentage of people awakened by exposure to noise. A recent review
(Pearsons et al., 1989) of the literature related to sleep disturbance, including
field as well as laboratory studies, concluded that habituation may reduce the
effect of noise on sleep. The authors point out that the relationship between
noise exposure and sleep disturbance is complex and affected by the interaction
of many variables. The large differences between the findings of the laboratory
and field studies make it difficult to determine the best relationship to use. The
method developed by Lukas would estimate seven times more awakening than
the field results reported by Pearsons. The relationship between percent
awakened and SEL considers the sound attenuation provided by a building with
the windows open (Appendix H).
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Hearing Loss. Hearing loss is measured in dB and refers to permanent auditory
threshold shift of an individual's hearing in an ear. The EPA (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1974) has recommended a limiting daily energy average
value of Leq 70 dBA to protect against hearing impairment over a period of 40
years. Hearing loss could result from exposure to high-intensity noise levels for

a continuous and prolonged period (years). Aircraft usually do not subject
people to such continuous exposure. However, this daily average energy value
would translate into a DNL value of approximately 75 dBA or greater. Based on
EPA reports, hearing loss is not expected In people living and working in areas
exposed to DNL of 75 dB or less (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1974).

Health. Research investigating the relationship between noise and adverse
extra-auditory health effects has been Inconclusive. Alleged extra-auditory
health consequences of noise exposure that have been studied include birth

defects, psychological illness, cancer, stroke, hypertension, and cardiac
illnesses. Although hypertension appears to be the most biologically plausible of
these consequences, studies addressing this issue have failed to provide
adequate support. Studies that have found negative consequences have failed
to be replicated, thereby questioning the validity of those studies (Frerichs et al.,
1980; Anton-Guirgis et al., 1986). Studies that have controlled for multiple

factors have shown no, or very weak, associations between noise exposure and
extra-auditory effects (Thompson and Fidell, 1989). The current state of
technical knowledge cannot support inference of a causal or consistent
relationship, nor a quantitative dose-response, between residential aircraft noise
exposure and health consequences.

Animals. The literature on the effects of noise on animals is not large, and most
of the studies have focused on the relation between dosages of continuous noise

and effects (Belanovskil and Omel'yanenko, 1982; Ames, 1974). A literature
survey (Kull and Fisher, 1986) found that the literature Is inadequate to document
long-term or subtle effects. No controlled study has documented any serious
accident or mortality on livestock, despite extreme exposure to noise.

Land Use Compatibility. Estimates of total noise exposure resulting from
aircraft operations, as expressed using DNL, can be Interpreted in terms of the
probable effect on land uses. The Federal Interagency Committee on Urban
Noise (1980) developed guidelines for evaluating land uses in aircraft noise

exposure areas (see Section 3.4.4). The land use compatibility guidelines are
based on the annoyance and hearing loss considerations described above.
Part 150 of the FAA regulations describes the procedures, standards, and
methodology governing the development, submission, and review of airport
noise exposure maps and airport noise compatibility programs. It describes the
use of yearly DNL In the evaluation of airport noise environments. It also
identifies those land use types that are normally compatible with various levels of
exposure. Compatible or Incompatible land use Is determined by comparing the
predicted DNL level at a site with the recommended land uses.
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I
Noise Modeling. In order to define the noise impacts from aircraft operations at
Chanute AFB, the FAA's Integrated Noise Model (INM) Version 3.9 (Federal j
Aviation Administration, 1980) was utilized to predict noise contours for DNL of
65, 70, and 75 dB and SEL (for definitions of descriptors see Appendix H). These
contours were generated for the Proposed Action and Minor Aircraft I
Maintenance Operations Alternative for the baseline year (1994) and three future
year projections (1999, 2004, and 2014) and overlaid on a USGS map of the
base and vicinity. Input data to the INM include information on aircraft types; I
runway use; takeoff and landing flight tracks; aircraft altitude, speeds and engine
power settings; and number of daytime (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and nighttime
(10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) operations.

Because the INM does not have the ability to predict noise generated from

aircraft engine maintenance activities on the ground (e.g., run-ups), the Air
Force's Noise Exposure Model (NOISEMAP) Version 6.0 was utilized (U.S. Air
Force, 1 990f). This model uses information about the engine power settings and

atmospheric conditions to determine noise levels around the designated run-up
area (Appendix H).

Surface vehicle traffic noise levels for roadways in the vicinity of Chanute AFB
were analyzed using the FHWA's Highway Noise Model (Federal Highway
Administration, 1978). This model Incorporates vehicle mix, traffic volume
projections, and speed to generate DNL

Major Assumptions. The east-west (09/27) runway will primarily be used for

normal maintenance and air cargo operations. A 25-percent easterly (runway
09) and 75-percent westerly (runway 27) directional distribution was assumed.
Maintenance and cargo aircraft would use only Runway 9/27 except In
emergency situations. General aviation aircraft would use Runway 18/36 only
12 percent of the time. Half of all operations were assumed to be takeoffs and
half landings. Flight tracks (incoming and outgoing) are shown in Figure 4.4-1.
All landing operations were assumed to follow standard civilian aircraft glide
slopes and takeoff profiles provided by the noise model. For maintenance and
air cargo operations, approximately 20 percent of the operations take place
during the daytime (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 80 percent at night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
for all years. Approximately 95 percent of general aviation flights will occur in the
daytime.

Traffic on major roads leading to and around the base was analyzed to

determine noise Impacts. Traffic data used to project future noise levels were
derived from the projections presented in Section 4.2.3. The arterial traffic mix
was assumed to be 96 percent cars, 3 percent medium trucks, and 1 percent
heavy trucks. Thirteen percent of the traffic Is assumed to be nighttime traffic.
Traffic data used in the analysis are presented in Appendix H.
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Ral traffic for future years was assumed to be the same as the preclosure
reference presented in Section 3.4.4, and the DNL distances would not change.

4.4.4.1 Proposed Action. The results of the aircraft noise modeling for the
Proposed Action are presented as noise contours in Figures 4.4-2 through 4.4-5.

In the early years for the Proposed Action, the major source of noise would be
air cargo operations. The noisiest aircraft in the Proposed Action is the DC-9-30
with stage two engines. By the year 1999, the DC-9-30s would be replaced by
Boeing 727-200s with stage three engines as the noisiest aircraft. These aircraft
are expected to be almost completely phased out by approximately the year
2000; after that time, the noisiest aircraft would be the Boeing 757-200s. Test
engine run-ups in the eastern portion of the base would not significantly Increase
the noise levels of DNL 65 dB or greater In the area.

Under the Proposed Action, approximately 536 acres would be exposed to a
DNL of 65 dB or greater in the year 1994. This is estimated to decrease to
approximately 244 acres by the year 2014 as newer and quieter aircraft are
introduced. Table 4.4-12 presents the approximate acreage within each DNL

compatibility range.

Table 4.4-12. Area Affected by Aircraft Noise

Area Within Noise Contour Range (acres)
Year Land Use Category DNL DNL DNL

65-70 dB 70-75 dB > 75 dB

1994 Proposed Action 300 121 115
Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative 267 106 103

1999 Proposed Action 266 107 136
Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative 218 100 124

2004 Proposed Action 120 59 40
Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative 59 24 21

2014 Proposed Action 132 66 46
Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative 84 30 29
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Analysis suggests that under the Proposed Action in 1994 land uses (e.g.
recreational areas) within the DNL 65 dB noise contour would be compatible
based on the land use compatibility guidelines presented in Section 3.4.4.
Furthermore, no residences lie within the DNL 65 dB contours. The noisiest
overflight (DC-9 with stage two engines) may affect the sleep of some residents
in the area during summer months. Sound exposure levels for various aircraft
flying over residential areas in the vicinity are shown in Table 4.4-13. Appendix H
presents a table showing the relationship between the SELs and the percent of
persons likely to be awakened by the event.

Table 4.4-13. Sound Exposure Level at Noise-Sensitive Receptors

727-200
Re-engined

Location DC9-30 Stage III 757-200
On Base

Residential (NE Quadrant) 86 86 81
Education/Training Area (townhouses) 95 94 79
Residential (SW Quadrant) 101 100 83
Residential (Central) 95 93 80
Medical Area (Hospital) 100 99 83
Dormitories/Hotels 103 102 84

Rantoul (Mobile Home Park North of Base) 84 81 73
Gifford (Town Center) 84 84 69
Penfield (Town Center) 84 83 69
Armstrong (Town Center) 81 79 64
Fisher (Town Center) 78 76 63

The area affected by noise typically Increases as operations increase. However,
it is Important to note that by 1999, DC-9 aircraft would no longer be used, and
all Boeing 727-200s used in air cargo operations would be re-engined with
quieter stage three engines. This re-engining process would resolve some of the
problems associated with using older, noisier jets for these operations. By 1999,
approximately 509 acres would be exposed to a DNL of 65 dB or greater. The
noisiest overflight (Boeing 727-200 with stage three engines) may affect the
sleep of some residents in the area during summer months.

By the year 2004, it iE )rojected that all jets used for air cargo operations would
be Boeing 757-200 aircraft. The affected area Is estimated to shrink as a result of
the use of these quieter, stage three aircraft. There would be no residence or
recreational areas within the DNL 65 dB contour. Approximately 219 acres
would be exposed to a DNL of 65 dB or greater by the year 2004. The noisiest
overflight (Boeing 757-200) may affect the sleep of some residents in the area
during summer months.
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In 2014, there would still be no sensitive land uses within the DNL 65 dB contour.
Approximately 244 acres would be exposed to DNL of 65 dB or greater. The
noisiest overflight (Boeing 757-200) may affect the sleep of some residents in
the area .uring summer months.

Surface traffic sound levels are presented in Table 4.4-14. These levels are
presented in terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centerline of the

roadways analyzed. Except for a few residences along Maplewood Drive, no
noise-sensitive receptors have been identified within the DNL 65 dB distance.

Table 4.4-14. Distance to ONL from Roadway Centerline for the Proposed Action

Distance (ft)
Year Roadway DNL 65 dB DNL 70 dB

1994 U.S. 45 North 150 50
U.S. 45 South 150 50
Maplewood Dr. 60 *

Chandler Rd. * *
Township Rd. 1800E 50 *

1999 U.S. 45 North 240 80
U.S. 45 South 200 70
Maplewood Dr. 90 30
Chandler Rd. 30 *
Township Rd. 1800E 50 *

2004 U.S. 45 North 250 90
U.S. 45 South 220 70
Maplewood Dr. 100 40
Chandler Rd. 30
Township, Rd. 1800E 50 *

2014 U.S. 45 North 220 80
U.S. 45 South 150 50
Maplewood Dr. 90 30
Chandler Rd. 30 *

Township Rd. 1800E 50 *

'contained within roadway

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative noise Impacts from
transportation noise sources for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No conflicts with the FAA land use compatibility

guidelines within FAR Part 150 have been identified for the Proposed Action. The
airport proponent could, however, voluntarily pursue a future FAR Part 150 study
to analyze operational and facility modifications to reduce aviation noise levels
below DNL 65 dB.

4.4.4.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The contours for
the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative are presented In

Figures 4.4-6 through 4.4-9.
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The Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative would affect the
surrounding area to a lesser extent than the Proposed Action because it would
involve fewer flight operations. As in the Proposed Action, no residences would
be exposed to DNL of 65 dB or greater. Table 4.4-12 presents the approximate
number of acres within each DNL compatibility range for 1994, 1999, 2004, and
2014 for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative.

Surface traffic sound levels are presented in Table 4.4-15. These levels are
presented in terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centerline of the

roadways analyzed. Except for the possibility of a few residences along

Maplewood Drive, no noise-sensitive receptors have been identified within the

DNL 65 dB distance.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative noise impacts from
transportation noise sources for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations

Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Although no conflicts with the FAA land use compatibility

guidelines have been identified for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations

Alternative, the measures described for the Proposed Action could also be

considered to reduce the effects of airport noise.

Table 4.4-15. Distance to DNL from Roadway Centedine for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Operations Alternative

Distance (ft)
Year Roadway DNL65dB DNL70dB

1994 U.S. 45 North 120 40
U.S. 45 South 130 50
Maplewood Dr. 30 *

Chandler Rd. 30 *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

1999 U.S. 45 North 190 60
U.S. 45 South 170 60
Maplewood Dr. 50 *

Chandler Rd. * *
Township Rd. 1 800E * *

2004 U.S. 45 North 220 70
U.S. 45 South 190 70
Maplewood Dr. 60 *
Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

2014 U.S. 45 North 270 90
U.S. 45 South 230 80
Maplewood Dr. 70 30

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1 800E * *

'contained within roadway
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I
4.4.4.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. Under the Non-Aviation Alternative, there

would be no airport activity and minimal surface traffic; therefore, there would be

less noise impacts than under the aviation-related alternatives. Impacts caused

by air and surface traffic noise are estimated to be lower than under preclosure

conditions. Surface traffic sound levels are presented In Table 4.4-16. These I
levels are presented In terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centerline

of the roadways analyzed. No noise-sensitive receptors have been identified

within the DNL 65 dB distance.

Table 4.4-16. Distance to DNL from Roadway Centerline for the Non-Aviation Alternative

Distance (feet)
Year Roadway DNL 65 dB DNL 70 dB
1994 U.S. 45 North 90 30

U.S. 45 South 110 40
Maplewood Dr. * *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

1999 U.S. 45 North 120 40
U.S. 45 South 120 40
Maplewood Dr. * *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

2004 U.S. 45 North 140 50
U.S. 45 South 140 50
Maplewood Dr. 40 *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

2014 U.S. 45 North 160 60
U.S. 45 South 160 50
Maplewood Dr. 40 *

Chandler Rd. * *

Township Rd. 1800E * *

'contained within roadway

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative noise Impacts from

transportation noise sources for the Non-Aviation Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Noise mitigation measures are not required for the

Non-Aviation Alternative because there are no adverse effects associated with

this alternative.

4.4.4.4 No-Action Alternative. There would be no airport activity and minimal

surface traffic for the No-Action Alternative. The surface traffic noise would be

estimated to be less than that of any of the other alternatives. There would be no

airport activity and minimal surface traffic under the caretaker status. Impacts

caused by air and surface traffic noise are estimated to be lower than those for

any of the other alternatives.
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Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative noise Impacts from
transportation noise sources for the No-Action Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Noise mitigation measures are not required for the No-
Action Alternative because there are no adverse effects associated with this
alternative.

4.4.5 Biological Resources

Criteria for evaluating project-related effects are based on the Importance (e.g.,
legal, commercial, recreational, ecological, or scientific) of the resource, the
proportion of the resource that would be affected relative to its occurrence in the
project region, the sensitivity of the resource to activities associated with the
proposed project, and the duration of the environmental ramifications associated
with the effects.

Adverse impacts include those resulting in (1) reduction in the population of any
rare, threatened, or endangered species; (2) degradation of biologically
important habitats that are regionally rare or unusual, or are protected by federal,
state, or local regulations/policies; or (3) substantial long-term (25 years or
longer) loss of vegetation and of the overall capacity of the habitat to support
wildlife populations. The availability and effectiveness of specific mitigation
measures would determine whether these Impacts could be reduced to a
negligible level.

4.4.5.1 Proposed Action. Conversion of Chanute AFB to a general aviation
reliever airport would result in a number of construction projects that could affect
biological resources. Activities associated with construction could affect
biological resources through loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat, alteration of
habitat through landscaping noise and human presence, and runoff of sediments
and construction materials (e.g., cement washings, paints, and fuels or lubricants
accidentally spilled). Habitat alteration would be both short and long term; noise
effects would be short term.

Operation of a general aviation reliever airport could affect biological resources
as a result of aircraft noise, collision of animals with aircraft, Increased vehicular
traffic, air pollutant emissions, fires, and accidental spills of hazardous materials.
Such effects could occur over the long term.

Vegetation. Activities associated with Proposed Action construction on and off
base could affect biological resources through loss of vegetation and wildlife
habitat, alteration of habitat through landscaping, and runoff of sediments and
construction materials (e.g., cement washings, paints, and fuels or lubricants
accidentally spilled). Habitat alteration would be both short and long term.
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The runway would be extended Into an area that Is currently cultivated, causing a

minor impact on vegetation. Widening roads on or leading to the base would I
result in removal of vegetation. In most cases, this would involve landscape
species such as grasses and trees. Effects would be minimal because no
biologically Important habitats or protected species would be Impacted. In
addition, effects would be temporary if landscaping was re-established adjacent
to the new roadway.

Construction of aviation support facilities adjacent to the base would result in a
permanent loss of cropland through construction of buildings, roads, parking
lots, and other facilities. The spaces between these facilities would likely be
landscaped (or at least mowed), eliminating additional cropland. However,
remodeling and new construction for commercial facilities would take place
primarily In existing landscaped areas, as would renovation of residential
buildings. The effects on vegetation would be minimal because the area Is void
of any biologically Important habitat.

Accidents that occur during the operation of the facility could adversely affect
vegetation. Fires could temporarily alter vegetation, and spills of toxic
substances, including fuels and lubricants, that spread beyond disturbed and
landscaped areas could result in a loss of vegetation. Soil contamination would
have long-term effects on vegetation. Overall effects on vegetation, however, are
expected to be negligible because small areas and no sensitive species would
be affected. Wetlands are discussed under Sensitive Habitats.

Wildlife. Extension of the runway and new construction in an area that is
currently cultivated would result in a loss of foraging habitat for game species,
such as the ring-necked pheasant and cottontail rabbit. Considering the large
amount of cropland habitat available in the region and that minimal cover (brush
or dense, tall grass) would be lost, no measurable effects on populations of
these and other species associated with cropland would be expected. In
addition, management practices for pheasant would likely compensate for the
small loss of toraging habitat.

During operations, aircraft noise and visual presence could startle wildlife near
the runway. Projections for the Proposed Action Indicate that approximately
34 flight operations (takeoffs or landings) per day (assuming activities 365 days
per year) would occur in 1994, Increasing gradually to 63 per day in 2014. Noise
effects on wildlife would occur primarily during the day. These effects are
predicted to be minimal, because few wildlife species (and Individuals) would be
affected in this urban and agricultural setting. (Section 4.4.4 presents additional
discussion of noise effects on animals.) The potential for aircrq. collision with
birds, particularly waterfowl, is also a concern. The probability of bird collisions
with aircraft, both day and night, is low because the base Is not located in a part
of the Mississippl Fyway that is heavily used and no concentrations of birds,
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such as waterfowl, are known to be In the project vicinity. Thus, mpacts of
aircraft operations are expected to be insignificant.

Increased vehicular traffic on and in the vicinity of Chanute AFB would increase
the potential for road kills of animals. Species commonly affected Include

rabbits, snakes, and birds such as horned larks and crows. The predicted
increase in traffic from closure (1993) and preclosure levels would not be

expected to have any significant effects on local wildlife populations.

Noise and human presence associated with construction activities would cause
some wildlife species to avoid the construction zone. Because the project site is

in an area with considerable existing human activity, most animals are adapted
to some level of disturbance. Effects are expected to be short term and minimal.

Accidental fires or spills of toxic substances would be expected to affect small

areas as described above for vegetation, and thus, effects on wildlife are
predicted to be negligible.

Effects on aquatic biota are discussed below with wetlands.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Construction and operation of airport

facilities at the project site would not adversely affect the state-listed upland
sandpiper. The Proposed Action would not adversely affect any other federally

or state-listed species because none are present in the area.

Sensitive Habitats. None of the proposed facility construction would directly

affect wetlands on Chanute AFB or in the parcels proposed for acquisition. The
potential exists, however, for Indirect effects.

Runoff from construction sites could add sediments and pollutants to the

tributary to Upper Salt Fork Creek and/or adjacent wetlands. Construction-
related activities could affect the northernmost wetland, which is near the

existing runway, through runoff of sediments or construction materials (e.g.,

cement washings) and possibly directly If this area is used for materials storage,
equipment parking or washing, or storage of demolition materials. Runoff could

also enter the stream. Such effects on wetlands could have a local and adverse

effect and could range from short to long term. Effects on aquatic species
would be dependent on the quantity and type of pollutants in the runoff. Effects

would likely be short term and minimal although, in a worst-case situation,
pollutants could kill Invertebrates and fish In the stream causing local and

adverse Impacts in the short term. Accumulation of toxins in the habitat could

also result In long-term impacts through sublethal and acute toxic effects on the

resident blota.
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Normal operation of the facilities is expected to have negligible effects on
wetlands and aquatic biota. Accidents, however, could have adverse Impacts on
wetlands, particularly through spills of toxic materials.

Cumulative Impacts. When effects of the Chapman Court project are
combined with the Proposed Action for Chanute AFB reuse, cumulative effects
on biological resources would be Increased little and not to a level requiring
mitigation. The Chapman Court project would result in loss of landscape
vegetation on about 50 acres that could range from short term to long term
depending on the ultimate use of the property. At least part of the property
would be landscaped In all of the reuse options. The overall effect on landscape
vegetation and associated wildlife would be negligible with a possible Increase In
amount as a result of landscaping around the proposed aviation support
facilities. No additional effects on wetlands or threatened and endangered
species are expected.

Mitigation Measures. Conveyances of land from federal to private ownership
do not necessarily reduce the level of protection afforded to jurisdictional
wetlands. For example, a permit, under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, is
required for filling a wetland even when land next to or under the water Is
privately owned. Private owners also must comply with wetland protection
provisions of the Federal Food Security Act. Executive Order 11990, Protection
of Wetlands, requires that a federal agency could include approptiate restrictions
on the use of properties containing wetlands when conveying such lands to
non-federal agencies. The specific methods to be used to protect wetlands
would be specified prior to obtaining permits for the proposed use (e.g., NPDES
permit [see Sectioi 4.4.2.1]). For example, effects of runoff to the tributary to
Upper Salt Fork Drainage Ditch or adjacent wetlands during construction could
be mitigated by use of temporary berms to divert or contain runoff, washing of
equipment In areas where wash water can be contained and treated, and
through restocking if a fish kill were to occur.

A Spill Prevention and Countermeasure Plan would be developed as part of the
Proposed Action and this would minimize the potential for effects of accidents
such as fires and spills of hazardous materials on biological resources.

4.4.5.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. Effects of this
alternative on biological resources would be similar to those described for the
Proposed Action, but slightly reduced. Less cropland habitat would be lost
because the aviation support facilities would not be built on the parcel adjacent
to the east boundary of the base. Fewer roads would need to be built or
upgraded for access to the facilities, so there would be fewer effects on remnant
native vegetation along roads. The amount of air traffic would also be reduced,
thus reducing noise effects on wildlife.
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Cumulative Impacts. As for the Proposed Action, no cumulative effects
requiring mitigation would result from this alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures would be the same as for the
Proposed Action.

4.4.5.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. Non-aviation uses of Chanute AFB would
have minimal effects on biological resources. Construction would be limited to
alteration of parking facilities and renovation of some buildings. Demolition of
some facilities may be necessary as well. All of these activities would occur in
currently disturbed habitats, and effects on biological resources would be small.

Vegetation and Wildlife. Approximately 710 acres would be leased for

agricultural uses, Including the 300 acres that have been farmed In the past.
Conversion of introduced grassland to cropland In portions of the remaining
410 acres of land would alter wildlife habitat by changing the forage and cover
values. Effects on wildlife would, however, be minimal because this area is small

and has been disturbed (mowed and former landfill). The Increase in cropland
would provide an Incremental benefit to pheasants by Increasing their food

supply.

Sensitive Habitats. Farming activities could adversely affect wetlands on the
base through direct disturbance or altered drainage and through runoff of

fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides used on the crops. The small wetland Just
north of Perimeter Road could be disturbed through ploughing or alteration of
drainage patterns. Runoff of chemicals applied to the fields may accumulate in
the wetland and ultimately affect plants and animals. This wetland has persisted

although adjacent to (or within) an area that was farmed in the past. Assuming
that similar farming practices would be used, effects would continue as In the
past. Any damage to this wetland would be locally significant. Other wetlands
would not be directly affected, but runoff of chemicals to the stream could affect
vegetation and aquatic blota. Considering past land uses and the present
condition of the stream, effects on wetlands as a result of Increasing the area
farmed are expected to be Insignificant.

Because this alternative requires little construction, runoff of pollutants to the
stream and wetlands in the southeast part of the base Is expected to be
negligible and have no significant effects on the blota present. Use and storage

of hazardous materials (e.g., fuels, solvents, and lubricants) on the base would
be similar to or reduced from that of the Proposed Action. Effects on biological
resources would be Insignificant under normal circumstances. Accidents in
which toxic materials were released to wetlands, however, could result In local
adverse Impacts that would need to be mitigated.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative effects on biological resources requiring
mitigation beyond that described below for this alternative would occur.
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I
Mitigation Measures. In compliance with Executive Order 11990, agricultural

leases adjacent to or including jurisdictional wetlands could Include appropriate I
restrictions to protect these wetlands, for example (1) limiting cultivation to a

minimum distance of 5L, feet from a wetland, (2) prohibiting alteration of drainage

patterns, and (3) limiting application of chemicals (e.g., herbicides, insecticides, I
and fertilizers) to the minimum necessary and to methods that minimize the

potential for accidental pollution of nearby wetlands.

4.4.5.4 No-Action Alternative. Closing the base with minimal maintenance

activities would be beneficial to wildlife and native vegetation in the area. The

reduction in human activity and in vegetation maintenance would be beneficial to
wildlife and native vegetation in the area. Continuing the farming lease would

maintain the pheasant population present on the base.

Cumulative Impacts. The No-Action Alternative and Chapman Court projects

combined would not result in cumulative adverse effects on biological resources.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be necessary.

4.4.6 Cultural Resources

Potential impacts were assessed by (1) identifying types and possible locations

of reuse activities that could directly or indirectly affect cultural resources,

(2) identifying the nature and potential significance of cultural resources in

potentially affected areas, and (3) classifying potential effects as significant,

insignificant, or beneficial.

Thirty-one buildings and one structure (flagpole) have been preliminarily

identified as a historic district and potentially eligible for the NRHP. One building

within the district is potentially eligible on individual merit. Coordination with the

Illinois SHPO to finalize a Determination of Eligibility is currently in progress.

Regulations for implementing Section 106 of the NHPA indicate that the transfer,

conveyance, lease, or sale of a historic property Is procedurally considered to be

an adverse effect, thereby ensuring full regulatory consideration in federal

project planning and execution. However, effects of a project that would

otherwise be found to be adverse may be considered not adverse under the

following conditions:

"* When the historic property Is of value only for its potential contribution to
archaeological, historical, or architectural research, and when such value
can be substantially preserved through the conduct of appropriate
research, and such research is conducted In accordance with applicable
professional standards and guidelines;

"* When the undertaking Is limited to the rehabilitation of buildings and
structures and Is conducted In a manner that preserves the historical and
architectural value of affected historic property through conformance with
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the Secretary's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings; or
When the undertaking is limited to the transfer, conveyance, lease, or sale
of a historic property, and adequate restrictions or conditions are included
to ensure preservation of the property's significant historic features.

These three situations effectively define the range of activities that can mitigate
adverse Impacts of reuse. The adverse effects of transfer, conveyance, sale, or
lease of historic properties on Chanute AFB can be mitigated as discussed
below. The Air Force will complete the consultation process under Section 106
prior to disposal of the property.

4.4.6.1 Proposed Action. The extension of Runways 9/27 and 18/36 will disturb
231 acres off base; this area has been surveyed recently by IDOT archaeologists
with negative results. The IDOT has also surveyed areas north of the base that
could be disturbed as a result of road upgrades required to handle additional
traffic generated by the Proposed Action. Again, results were negative (Illinois
Department of Transportation, 1991). The 345 acres of land needed for
construction of the new maintenance facility have recently been surveyed by the
IDOT, and survey results are negative. In compliance with the Illinois State
Historic Preservation Act (IHPA) (Public Act 86-707), a cultural resource
clearance for these areas was obtained from the Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency on 4 March 1991 (see Appendix E).

A number of potential reuse antivities could affect structures considered
potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP. Although the project specifications
are not presently known, demolition and/or renovation of some existing
structures in the northwest quadrant of the base would likely be required to
accommodate the development of aviation support, commercial development,
education/training, and residential land uses. New facility corstruction could
also take place In this area to meet reuse needs. Given that 31 buildings and
1 structure In this area may be assumed eligible for listing on the NRHP, the
Proposed Action has the potential to affect the integrity and setting of these
historic resources. Based on the application of mitigation measures described
below, these effects are not considered significant.

Because there are no significant archaeological resources on base, reuse

activities will not affect these types of resources. Furthermore, Native Americans
are not anticipated to be concerned with reuse activities on base.

Paleontological resources are unlikely to be affected. Fossils are extremely rare
In the glacial soils that characterize the project area and those that do occur are
primarily small fragments of limited scientific importance. Potential effects from
new facility construction are not considered significant.
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Cumulative Impacts. The Proposed Action, in combination with the disposal of
Chapman Court, will not result in cumulative Impacts to cultural resources, even
though disposal could result in the demolition or rehabilitation of existing

structures. The Chapman Court structures lack architectural or historical
significance and the IHPA has concurred with previous Air Force decisions
regarding Chapman Court demolition or rehabilitation (Illinois State Historic
Preservation Office, 1985). In addition, Chapman Court has been so highly

disturbed by construction activities that it lacks the potential to contain intact

archaeological resources.

Mitigation Measures. The lack of detailed specifications associated with the
Proposed Action precludes identifying project impacts and mitigation measures

for particular structures. However, general procedures can reduce the Impacts
to an insignificant level. Potential effects may be mitigated by implementation of
either or both of the following recommendations: (1) properties may be sold or
conveyed to non-federal owners with covenants that ensure that future owners
will abide by cultural resource management procedures dictated by the NHPA,

or their equivalent as approved by the SHPO and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation; (2) the Air Force could preserve the value of the historic

properties through historical documentation procedures developed In

consultation with the Illinois SHPO.

In accordance with Section 106 of the NHPA and its implementing regulations,

the Air Force would consult with the SHPO and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation during the development and Implementation of specific procedures

and mitigation strategies. Mitigation proposed would comply with the
appropriate standards and guidelines established for historic preservation
activities by the Secretary of the Interior and other federal, state, and local
regulations, as applicable. A treatment plan and agreement document, if

applicable, would be initiated by the Air Force, detailing the methods of
treatment of historic properties developed during the consultation process.

4.4.6.2 Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative. The discussion
related to the transfer, sale, or lease of federal property presented in

Section 4.4.6.1 is equally appropriate for this alternative.

This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action, but requires the acquisition of

less off-base land (231 versus 576 acres) because there would be no
development of a major maintenance facility. Consequently, this alternative has
a lower potential for affecting cultural resources than does the Proposed Action.

Cumu!,tive Impacts. The Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative, in
combination with disposal of Chapman Court, will not result in cumulative
impacts for reasons described in the cumulative impact portion of Section 4.4.6.1.
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Mitigation Measures. Appropriate mitigation measures are the same as those
outlined for the Proposed Action.

4.4.6.3 Non-Aviation Alternative. The discussion related to the transfer, sale,
orlease of federal property presented in Section 4.4.6.1 is applicable here.

The types of project-related effects that could occur with the Non-Aviation
Alternative are similar to those for the Proposed Action and the Minor Aircraft
Maintenance Operations Alternative, but non-aviation reuse has the lowest
potential for impacts. Reasons for the low impact potential include (1) a lack of
off-base ground disturbance associated with facility construction, (2) a lack of
new building construction on base, and (3) little proposed demolition and
renovation of existing historic structures on base.

Cumulative Impacts. The Non-Aviation Alternative will not result in cumulative
impacts when considered in combination with disposal of Chapman Court for
reasons described In the cumulative Impact portion of Section 4.4.6.1.

Mitigation Measures. Appropriate mitigation measures are the same as those

outlined for the Proposed Action.

4.4.6.4 No-Action Alternative. Effects of this alternative would be lower than
those for all other alternatives. Maintenance and repair of existing buildings
during caretaker status may result In physical changes to architectural qualities
that make historic structures potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP. In
addition, some historic structures may not receive maintenance necessary to
preserve their structural integrity. Modification or demolition of such structures
may be deemed necessary for public health and safety. These impac.s are not
considered significant, given the application of mitigation measures described
for the Proposed Action.

Because there will be no new construction, there Is no potential for effects on

paleontological resources.

Cumulative Impacts. The No-Action Alternative will not result in cumulative
impacts for reasons described In the cumulative Impact portion of Section 4.4.6.1.

Mitigation Measures. Preservation or data recovery for historic properties that
would not be maintained under caretaker status would be undertaken in
compliance with standards and guidelines described In Section 4.4.6.1. Specific
mitigations would be defined In consultation with the SHPO, and be detailed in a

treatment plan and agreement document, if applicable, Initiated by the Air Force.
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4.5 SECTION 4(f) EVALUATION

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act provides that the Secretary
of Transportation shall not approve any transportation-related program or project
which requires the use of any publicly owned land from a public park, recreation
area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of national, state, or local significance or
land of an historic site of national, state, or local significance as determined by
the officials having jurisdiction thereof unless there Is no feasible or prudent
alternative to the use of such land and such program or project includes all
possible planning to minimize harm resulting from the use. No wildlife or
waterfowl refuges are located in proximity to Chanute AFB. No on-base or
off-base recreational facilities or parks will be directly Impacted as a result of
construction activities for airport or aviation-related development purposes. The
proposed reuse of the base includes making some existing on-base facilities
available for public use which would then qualify them as Section 4(f) lands.
Under both the Proposed Action and the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations
Alternative, portions of the parade grounds, static aircraft display area, ballfields,
and tennis courts would be exposed to noise levels of less than DNL 70 dB. The
other on-base recreation facilities (golf course, Heritage Lake, youth center,
athletic forum, arts and crafts facility, and bowling alley) would be exposed to
noise levels of less than DNL 65 dB for both alternatives. Land use compatibility
guidelines, stipulated In the Federal Aviation Administration's FAR Part 150,
"Airport Noise Compatibility Planning", indicate that these land uses are
compatible with those noise exposure levels. In addition, there are no other
public parks or recreation areas in the vicinity of Chanute AFB which would be
exposed to Incompatible noise levels. The Air Force Is continuing to coordinate
with the SHPO with regard to cultural resources. The SHPO has Indicated that
the procedures for cultural resources, which are outlined in the EIS, appear to be
adequate. It should also be noted that any of the on-base buildings that may be
found to be of historic significance have been in an area designated for aviation
use, and, therefore, the project should have no adverse impacts with regard to
aircraft noise and land use incompatibility. Based on this Information, there
should be no adverse impacts on Section 4(f) lands.

4.6 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Irreversible and Irretrievable resource commitments are related to the use of
nonrenewable resources and the effects that use of these resources will have on

future generations. Irreversible effects primarily result from use or destruction of
a specific resource (e.g., energy and minerals) that cannot be replaced within a
reasonable time frame. Irretrievable resource commitments Involve the loss In
value of an affected resource that cannot be restored as a result of the action
(e.g., extinction of a threatened or endangered species or the disturbance of a
cultural site).
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Disposal of Chanute AFB will not result In any Irreversible and Irretrievable
commitments of resources. Land reuse alternatives may Involve the loss of
nonrenewable resources, such as prime farmland.

4.7 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USE AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Short-term uses of the biophysical components of man's environment Include
direct construction-related disturbances and direct Impacts associated with an
Increase In population and activity that occurs over a period of less than 5 years.
Long-term uses of man's environment include those Impacts occurring over a
period of more than 5 years, Including permanent resource loss.

Short-term use based on redevelopment of Chanute AFB will not substantially

differ from use of the base prior to closure. Therefore, the long-term productivity
of the environment at Chanute AFB will not be significantly and adversely

affected by the proposed disposal and reuse action.
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5.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

The federal, state and local agencies and private agencies/organizations that were contacted during the

course of preparing this Environmental Impact Statement are listed below. Correspondence with these
agencies/organizations Is on file at the AFRCE-BMS, Norton AFB, Califomia, or is included in Appendices E
or K of this EIS.

FEDERAL AGENCIES

The Federal Aviation Administration, as a cooperating agency, provided comments on the DEIS that have
been incorporated into the FEIS.

Environmental Protection Agency, Region V

National Solid Waste Management Association

United States Air Force, Chanute AFB

The United States Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, provided a letter certifying that there
are no threatened or endangered species, or other wildlife, that would be affected by proposed reuse
activities at Chanute AFB. Therefore, no further action under Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, as amended, Is required.

Veterans Administration

STATE AGENCIES

The Illinois Department of Transportation, as a cooperating agency in the preparation of the EIS, provided
extensive information and consultation services.

The Illinois Department of Agriculture, in a letter to the Illinois Department of Transportation, indicated that
reuse of the base as planned under the Proposed Action would be in compliance with Illinois'
Farmland Preservation Act.

Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs

Illinois Department of Conservation, in a letter to the Illinois Department of Transportation, indicated that no
known records of state-listed threatened or endangered species or natural areas are present in or
near the project area.

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency

Illinois State Geological Survey

The Illinois Historic Preservation Agency has reviewed the DEIS and coordination with this agency
continues with regard to the determination of eligibility of potential historic structures on Chanute
AFB, In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

Illinois Natural History Survey

Illinois State Board of Education

Illinois State Fire Marshall Office

Illinois Water Survey

Sol Conservation Service
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LOCAL/REGIONAL AGENCIES

County of Champaign Regional Planning Commission

VUlage of Rantoui

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

Sodemann and Associates

Northern llllnols Gas Company

HMC Architects
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6.0 LIST OF PREPARERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

Kathleen S. Ames, IDOT Environmental Coordinator
B.A., 1972, Biological Science, Sangamon State University, Springfield, Illinois
M.S., 1983, Environmental Engineering, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Years of Experience: 18

Thomas J. Bartol, Ueutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force, Director Environmental Division, AFRCE-BMS/DEV
B.S., 1972, Civil Engineering, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs
M.S., 1980, Management, Purdue University, Indiana
Years of Experience: 17

Melodle Bassett, 2nd Lt., CTrC/CVC
B.S., 1989, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Clarkson University
Years of Experience: 2

Bryan J. Bodner, Captain, U.S. Air Force, AFRCE-BMS/DEVP
BSCE, 1982, Civil Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville
MSCE, 1987, Structures, University of Texas, Austin
Years of Experience: 8

Jon A. Ciarletta, Senior Technical Research Assistant, Acentech
B.A., 1987, Psychology, California State University
M.S., 1990, Experimental Psychology, Califomia State University, Northridge
Years of Experience: 3

C. Michael Costanzo, Regional Systems Manager, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1979, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
M.A., 1981, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Ph.D., 1985, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 12

Chris Crabtree, Air Quality Specialist, Science Applications International Corporation
B.A., 1978, Environmental Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 6
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS

Appendix A consists of a glossary of terms and acronyms/abbreviations with definitions for such terms
used in the Disposal and Reuse EIS for Chanute AFB.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

2, 4-D. (2, 4-dichlorophenoxy) acetic acid - a specific (selective) organic herbicide permitting elimination of
weeds without injury to crops. CAS #94-75-7.

2, 4, 5-T. (2, 4, 5 - trichlorophenoxy) acetic acid - a specific (selective) herbicide permitting elimination of
weeds without Injury to crops; toxic; use has been restricted. CAS #93-76-5.

A-Weighted Sound Level (dBA). A number representing the sound level which is frequency weighted
according to a prescribed frequency response established by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI S1.4-1971) and accounts for the response of the human ear.

Acoustics. The science of sound which Includes the generation, transmission, and effects of sound waves,
both audible and inaudible.

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. A 19-member body appointed, in part, by the President of
the United States to advise the President and Congress and to coordinate the actions of federal agencies
on matters relating to historic preservation, to comment on the effects of such actions on historic and
archaeological cultural resources, and to perform other duties as required by law (Public Law 89-655;
16 USC 470).

Aesthetics. Referring to the perception of beauty.

Airshed. The air supply of a given area.

Ambient Air Quality Standards. Standards established on a state or federal level that define the limits for
airborne concentrations of designated "criteria" pollutants (nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, carbon
monoxide, total suspended particulates, ozone, and lead) to protect public health with an adequate margin
of safety (primary standards) and to protect public welfare, Including plant and animal life, visibility, and
materials (secondary standards).

Archaeology. A scientific approach to the study of human ecology, cultural history, and cultural processes
through the interpretation of material remains.

Artifact. Anything that owes its shape, form, or placement to human activity. In archaeological studies, the
term is applied to portable objects (e.g., tools and the by-products of their manufacture).

Asbestos. Any one of six naturally occuring fibrous minerals found in certain types of rock formations.
These minerals are mined and processed for use In Industry, especially In building materials. Asbestos
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fibers released into the air may be inhaled by people, and can cause health problems if sufficient quantities

are Inhaled.

Asbestos-containing Material. As defined by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, any material that

contains more than 1 percent asbestos.

Aquifer. The water-bearing portion of subsurface earth material that yields or is capable of yielding Lseful
quantities of water to wells.

Attainment Area. A region that meets the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for a criteria pollutant

under the Clean Air Act.

Autoclave. A pressurized, steam-heated vessel used for the sterilization of materials to reduce the risk of
infection by bacteria or viruses.

Average Annual Daily Traffic. For a one-year period, the total volume passing a point or segment of a
highway facility in both directions, divided by the number of days in the year.

AvIgational. Pertaining to navigation by aircraft.

Biophysical. Pertaining to the physical and biological environment, including the environmental conditions

crafted by man.

Biota. The plant and animal life of a region.

Carbon Monoxide (CO). A colorless, odorless, poisonous gas produced by incomplete fossil-fuel
combustion. One of the six pollutants for which there is a national ambient standard. See Criteria
Pollutants.

Class I, II, and III Areas. Under the Clean Air Act, clean air areas are divided into three classes. Very little
pollution increase Is allowed In Class I areas, some increase in C ass II areas, and more in Class III areas.
National parks and wilderness areas receive mandatory Class I protection. All other areas start out as

Class I1. States can reclassify Class II areas up or down, subject to federal requirements.

Commission. Approval certification by the FAA and IDOT for aeronautical use as an airport.

Comprehensive Plan. A public document, usually consisting of maps, text, and supporting materials,
adopted and approved by a local government legislative body, which describes future land uses, goals,

and policies.

Control Zone. Controlled airspace that extends upward from the surface to 14,500 feet above mean sea
level. A control zone may Include one or more airports and is normally a circular area with a radius of 5
statute miles and any extensions necessary to Include instrument approach and departure paths.

Corrosive. A material that has the ability to cause visible destruction of living tissue and has a destructive
effect on other substances. An acid or a base.

Criteria Pollutants. The Clean Air Act required the Environmental Protection Agency to set air quality
standards for common and widespread pollutants after preparing "criteria documents" summarizing
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scientific knowledge on their health effects. Today there are standards in effect for six "criteria pollutants":
sulfur dioxide (S02), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM), nitrogen diox! le (N02), ozone (03),
and lead (Pb).

Cultural Resources. Objects, sites, structures, buildings, districts, or any other physical remain used by
humans In the past. These nonrenewable resources may be prehistoric, historic, acrchitectural, or archival
in nature.

Cumulative Impacts. The combined impacts resulting from all activities occurring concurrently at a given
location.

Cytotoxic. Lethal to living cells.

Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL). The 24-hour average-energy sound level expressed in decibels,
with a 10-decibel penalty added to sound levels between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. to account for increased
annoyance due to noise during night hours.

Decibel (dB). A unit of measurement on a logarithmic scale which describes the magnitude of a particular
quantity of sound pressure or power with respect to a standard reference value.

Determination of Eligibility. Finding by the Secretary of the Interior or his designee that a district, site,
building, structure, or object meets the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

Easement. A right or privilege (agreement) that a person may have on another's property.

Effluent. Wastewater discharge from a wastewater treatment facility.

Endangered Species. A species that is threatened with extinction throughout all or a significant portion of
its range.

Environmental Impact Analysis Process. The process of conducting environmental studies as outlined
in Air Force Regulation 19-2.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The Independent federal agency, established in 1970, that
regulates environmental matters and oversees the implementation of environmental laws.

Frequency. The time rate (number of times per second) that the wave of sound repeats itself, or that a
vibrating object repeats itself- now expressed in Hertz (Hz), formerly in cycles per second (cps).

Friable. Easily crumbled or ground Into powder.

Fungicides. Any substance that kills or inhibits the growth of fungi.

Habituate. To become accustomed to frequent repetition or prolonged exposure.

Hazardous Material. Generally, a substance or mixture of substances that has the capability of either
causing or significantly contributing to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible or
Incapacitating reversible illness; or posing a substantial present or potential risk to human health or the
environment. Use of these materials is regulated by Department of Transportation (D•I"), Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and Superfund Amendments Reauthorization Act (SARA).
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Hazardous Waste. A waste, or combination of wastes, which, becawe of its quantity, concentration, or
physical, chemical, or Infectious characteristics, may either cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase

in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible illness; or pose a substantial present or potential hazard to

human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or otherwise

managed. Regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

Heavy metals. A metal (e.g., lead, mercury, cadmium, and chromium) of atomic weight greater than

sodium (a.w.-22.9 grams/molecule) that forms soaps on reaction with fatty acids.

Herbicides. A pesticide (q.v.), either organic or inorganic, used to destroy unwanted vegetation, especially

various types of weeds, grasses, and woody plants.

Historic Context. An organizing structure for interpreting history that groups information about historic

properties that share a common theme, common geographical area, and a common time period. The

development of historic contexts is a foundation for decisions about the planning, identification, evaluation,

registration, and treatment of historic properties, based upon comparative historic significance.

Historic Integrity. The unimpaired ability of a property to convey its historical significance.

Historic Property/Resource. A building, site, district, object, or structure evaluated as historically

significant.

Hush House. A structure designed to suppress engine testing noise.

Hydrocarbons (HC). Any of a vast family of compounds containing hydrogen and carbon. Used loosely

to Include many organic compounds In various combinations; most fossil fuels are composed

predominately of hydrocarbons. When hydrocarbons mix with nitrogen oxides in the presence of sunlight,

ozone is formed; hydrocarbons in the atmosphere contribute to the formation of ozone.

Impacts. An assesment of the meaning of changes in all attributes being studied for a given resource; an

aggregation of all the adverse effects, usually measured using a qualitative and nominally subjective

technique. In this EIS, as well as in the CEO regulations, the work impact is used synonymously with the

word effects.

Infrastructure. The basic installations and facilities on which the continuance and growth of a community,

state, etc., depend, e.g., roads, schools, power plants, transportations, and communication systems, etc.

Integrated Concept Plan. The combined features and ideas of the three studies (Urban Land Institute

[UU], Crawford, Murphy and Tilley, Incorporated [CMT], and EDAW, Incorporated) of alternate ways that

Chanute AFB could be developed into civilian use incorporated into a single integrated land use concept.

Interstate. The designated National System of Interstate and Defense Highways located in both rural and

urban areas; they connect the East and West coasts and extend from points on the Canadian border to

various points on the Mexican border.

L.q. The equivalent steady state sound level which In a stated period of time would contain the same

acoustical energy as time-varying sound level during the same period.

Lmax. The highest A-weighted sound level observed during a single event of any duration.
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Lead (Pb). A heavy metal used in many industries, which can accumulate in the body and cause a variety
of negative effects. One of the six pollutants for which there is a national ambient air quality standard. See
Criteria Pollutants.

Lens. A geologic deposit bounded by converging surfaces (at least one of which is curved), thick in the
middle and thinning toward the edges.

Level of Service (LOS). In transportation analyses, a qualitative measure describing operational
conditions within a traffic stream and how they are perceived by motorists and/or passengers. In public
services, a measure describing the amount of public services (e.g., fire protection and law enforcement
services) available to community residents, generally expressed as the number of personnel providing the
services per 1,000 population.

Loudness. The qualitative judgement of Intensity of a sound by a human being.

Masking. The action of bringing one sound (audible when heard alone) to inaudibility or to unintelligibility
by the introduction of another sound.

Mitigation. A method or action to reduce or eliminate program impacts.

MUDS Study. The Maintenance and Upgrade of Drainage Systems studies evaluate storm drainage
system capacity problems and maintenance needs, and provide recommendations for major structural
modifications to the system and maintenance programs.

Multiple Family Housing. Townhouse or apartment units that accommodate more than one family
though each dwelling unit is only occupied by one household.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Section 109 of the Clean Air Act requires EPA to set

nationwide standards, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, for widespread air pollutants. Currently,
six pollutants are regulated by primary and secondary NAAQS- carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, particulate matter (PM-10), and sulfur dioxide. See Criteria Pollutants.

National Priority Ust. A list of sites (federal and state) that contain hazardous materials that may cause an
unreasonable risk to the health and safety of Individuals property, or the environment.

National Register of Historic Places. A register of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
important in American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture, maintained by the Secretary of the

Interior under authority of Section 2(b) of the Historic Sites Act of 1935 and Section 101 (a) (1) of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.

Native Americans. Used In a collective sense to refer to Individuals, bands, or tribes who trace their
ancestry to Indigenous populations of North America prior to Euro-American contact.

Native Vegetation. Plant life that occurs naturally in an area without agricultural or cultivatlonal efforts. It

does not Include species that have been introduced from other geographical areas and become
naturalized.
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Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2). Gas formed primarily from atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen when combustion
takes place at high temperature. NO2 emissions contribute to acid deposition and formation of atmosphere
ozone. One of the six pollutants for which there is a national ambient standard. See Criteria Pollutants.

Nitrogen oxides (NOx). Gases formed primarily by fuel combustion which contribute to the formation of
acid rain. Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides combine in the presence of sunlight to form ozone, a major
constituent of smog.

Noise. Any sound that is undesirable because it Interferes with speech and hearing, or is intense enough
to damage hearing, or is otherwise annoying (unwanted sound).

Noise Attenuation. The reduction of a noise level from a source by such means as distance, ground
effects, or shielding.

Nnie Contour. A curve connecting points of equal noise exposure on a map. Noise exposure is often
expressed using the average day-night sound level, DNL

Nonattainment Area. An area that has been designated by the Environmental Protection Agency or the
appropriate state air quality agency, as exceeding one or more National Ambient Air Quality Standards.

Ozone (ground level). A major ingredient of smog. Ozone is produced from reactions of hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides in the presence of sunlight and heat. Some 68 areas, mostly metropolitan areas, did
not meet a December 31, 1987, deadline in the Clean Air Act for attaining the ambient air quality standard
for ozone.

Paleontological Remains/Resources. Fossilized organic remains from past geologic periods.

Paleozoic. An era of geologic time extending from about 570 to about 225 million years ago.

pH. Degree of acidity or alkalinity.

Pesticides. Any substance, organic or inorganic, used to destroy or inhibit the action of plant or animal
pests; the term thus includes insecticides, herbicides, rodenticides, miticides, etc. Virtually all pesticides
are toxic to man to a greater or lesser degree. They vary in biodegradability.

Phenolic Compounds. Of, relating to, containing, or derived from phenol, which is a caustic, poisonous,
white crystalline compound (C6N5OH) derived from benzene and used in resins, disinfectants, plastics, and
pharmaceuticals.

Pitch. The subjective quality of a sound, which determines its position in a musical scale. Pitch depends
upon the frequency of air vibrations and, therefore, upon the frequency of the vibrating source.

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs). Any of a family of industrial compounds produced by chlorination of
biphenyl. These compounds are noted chiefly as an environmental pollutant that accumulates In
organisms and concentrates In the food chain with resultant pathogenic and tetratogenic effects. They also
decompose very slowly.

Prehistoric. The period of time before the written record.
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Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD). In the 1977 Amendments to the Clean Air Act, Congress

mandated that areas with air cleaner than required by national ambient air quality standards must be
protected from significant deterioration. The Clean Air Act's PSD program consists of two

elements - requirements for best available control technology on major new or modified sources, and

compliance with an air quality increment system.

Prevention of Significant Deterioration Area. A requirement of the Clean Air Act (160 et seq.) that limits

the Increases in ambient air pollutant concentrations in clean air areas to certain increments even though
ambient air quality standards are met.

Primary Roads. A consolidated system of connected main roads important to regional, statewide, and
Interstate travel; they consist of rural arterial routes and their extensions into and through urban areas of

5,000 or more population.

Quaternary. The second period of the geologic Cenozoic Era, "hich began 2 to 3 million years ago and
extends to the present.

Raptors. Predatory; said especially of birds of prey.

Reconstruction (runway). Removal of surface concrete. Use of old concrete as aggregate for surface

coarse. Addition of new concrete to surface.

Reliever Airport. An airport that provides substantial capacity or instrument training support to a
commercial service airport.

Single-Family Housing. A conventionally build house consisting of a single dwelling unit occupied by one

household.

Site. As it relates to cultural/resources, any location where humans have altered the terrain or discarded

artifacts.

Sludge. A heavy, slimy deposit, sediment, or mass resulting from industrial activity; solids removed from
wastewater.

Solvent. A substance that dissolves or can dissolve another substance.

Sound. The auditory sensation evoked by the compression and rarefaction of the air or other transmitting

medium.

State Historic Preservation Officer. The official within each state, authorized by the State at the request

of the Slecretary of the Interior, to act as liaison for purposes of implementing the National Historic

Preservation Act.

Statute Mile. A unit of linear measure equal to 5,280 feet.

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2). A toxic gas that Is produced when fossil fuels, such as coal and oil, are burned.
S02 Is the main pollutant Involved in the formation of acid rain. S02 also can irritate the upper respiratory
tract and cause lung damage. During 1980, some 27 million tons of sulfur dioxide were emitted In the U.S.,
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according the Office of Technology Assessment. The major source of S02 In the U.S. Is coal-burning

electric utilities.

Threatened Species. Plant and wildlife species likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future.

Total Suspended Particulates (TSP). The particulate matter in the ambient air. The previous national
ambient air quality standard for particulates was based on TSP levels; it was replaced in 1987 by an
ambient standard based on PM-10 levels.

Transition Zone. Controlled airspace designed to contain instrument flight rules operations during
portions of the terminal operation and while transiting between the terminal and enroute environment.

Trichloroethylene. An organic solvent.

Unified Soil Classification System. A rapid method for identifying and grouping soils for military
construction. Soils are grouped by grain-size, gradation, and liquid limit.

Wetlands. Areas that are inundated or saturated with surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration

sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil. This classification
includes swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

Zoning. The division of a municipality (or county) into districts for the purpose of regulating land use,

types of building, required yards, necessary off-street parking, and other prerequisites to development.
Zones are generally shown on a map and the text of the zoning ordinance specifies requirements for each
zoning category.
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ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS

AADT Average Annual Daily Traffic

ACM Asbestos-containing materials

ACOE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

AFB Air Force Base

AGL Above ground level

ALSF Approach light system with sequenced flashing lights

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ARSA Airport Radar Service Area

ASV Annual Service Volume

ATCT Air Traffic Control Tower

BCRA Base Closure and Realignment Act (Public Law 100-526)

BTEX Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene

CEO Council on Environmental Quality

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation

and Liability Act

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CIPS Central Illinois Public Service Company

CO Carbon monoxide

CTTC Chanute Technical Training Center

dB decibel

DERP Defense Environmental Restoration Program

DNL Day-night average sound level

DOD Department of Defense

DOT Department of Transportation

DRMO Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR Federal Aviation Regulations

FHWA Federal Highway Administration

FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

FS Feasibility Study

FY fiscal year

gal gallon
gpd gallons per day

gpm gallons per minute

HABS Historic American Building Survey

HIRL High Intensity Runway Lights

hp horsepower

IAAOS Illinois Ambient Air Quality Standards

ICR Illinois Central Railroad
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IDOT Illinois Department of Transportation
IEPA Illinois Envircnmental Protection Agency
IFR Instrument flight rules

ILS Instrument landing system

IMEA Illinois Municipal Electric Authority
INM Integrated Noise Model
IRP Installation Restoration Program

ISCST Industrial Source Complex Short-Term Model
kV kilovolt
kwh kilowatt-hour

kVA kilovolt-ampere

LOS Level of Service
LTO Landing and take-off
MALSR Medium Intensity Approach Light System - Runway Alignment

Indicator Lights

MCLs Maximum contaminant levels
MGD Million gallons per day

MITL Medium Intensity Taxiway Lights
MOU Memorandum of Understanding

mph Miles per hour

msl mean sea level
MUDS Maintenance and Upgrade of Drainage Systems Study

MW megawatts
MWH megawatt-hours
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

NESHAP National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NHPA National Historic Preservation Act

NIGC Northern Illinois Gas Company
N02 Nitrogen dioxide

NOx Nitrogen oxides

NPDES National Pollution Discharge Elimination System Permit

NPIAS National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems
NPL National Priorities Ust
NRHP National Register of Historic Places

03 Ozone

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PA Preliminary Assessment
PA/SI Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection

Pb Lead

PCBs Polychlorinated blphenyls

pciA plcocuries per liter
PM10 Particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter

POLS Petroleum, oils, and lubricants
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ppb part per billion
ppm part per million

PSD Prevention of Significant Deterioration

psi pounds per square inch
RA Remedial Action

RAMP Radon Assessment and Mitigation Program

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RD Remedial Design
RD/RA Remedial Design/Remediation Actions

REIL Runway End Identification Ughts

RI Remedial Investigation

RI/FS Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study

ROD Record of Decision (presented in Appendix B of this EIS)

ROI Region of Influence

RPZ Runway Protection Zone
RVR Runway Visual Range

SARA Superfund Amendments Reauthorization Act

SCS Soil Conservation Service

SEL Sound exposure level
SHPO State Historic Preservation Officer

SI Site Inspection

SO2  Sulfur dioxide
STI Speech Transmission Index
TCE Trichloroethylene
THC Total hydrocarbons

TRACON Terminal Radar Approach Control (control of air traffic)

TSCA Toxic Substances and Control Act

TSP Total suspended particulates

/ug/m3  micrograms per cubic meter

USCS Unified Soil Classification System

USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USGS U.S. Geological Survey

UST Underground Storage Tank
VADI Visual Approach Descent Indicators

VFR Visual Flight Rules

VOCs Volatile organic compounds

VOR Very high frequency omnirange

VORTAC Very high frequency Omni-Directional Range Tactical Air Navigation

WWTP Wastewater treatment plant
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APPENDIX B
CHANUTE AFB CLOSURE EIS RECORD OF DECISION

The following Record of Decision for the Chanute AFB Closure EIS was formally made during March 1990
by James F. Boatright, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Forca (Installations). This ROD has been
retyped for the purposes of reproduction and legibility in this document.

RECORD OF DECISION
CLOSURE OF CHANUTE AIR FORCE BASE

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared to assess the potential environmental
Impacts resulting from the closure of Chanute Air Force Base (AFB). The closure Is the result of the Base

Closure and Realignment Act (Public Law 100-526) and recommendations of the Defense Secretary's
Commission on Base Realignment and Closure. The Secretary of Defense approved those
recommendations and announced that the Department of Defense would implement them. The Congress

did not pass a Joint Resolution disapproving the recommendations within the time allotted by the Act.
Therefore, the Act now requires the Secretary of Defense, as a matter of law, to Implement those closures
and realignments. The withdrawal of personnel and the closure of Chanute AFB will be Implemented by
relocating the mission and related support activities of the Chanute Technical Training Center to existing

technical training centers at Sheppard, Keesler, Lowry and Goodfellow AFBs.

The Act also makes the Secretary of Defense responsible for management and disposal of the closed

bases. Therefore, in addition to the EIS on closure of Chanute AFB, a second EIS will be prepared on the
final disposition of base property. This second EIS will address potential reuse of the base and the

environmental and socioeconomic implications of the various reuse opportunities. The Air Force will
include in the second EIS proposals from the civilian community reuse plans.

The environmental impacts of closing Chanute AFB tend to be negligible or positive. Operation of a major
installation creates environmental impacts; removal of the operation lessens them. This Is not entirely true,
since some activities, like the base's Fish and Wildlife Management Plan, are undertaken to enhance the

environment. Also, inadequate maintenance of the property pending final disposal could create adverse

impacts. In the aggregate, however, the environmental impacts of the closure are expected to be benign.

important contributors to that assessment are the various commitments the Air Force has made to study
and respond to potential problems. Although some of these commitments are legal requirements, they all

are consistent with the Air Force's desire to close the base safely and carefully. Listed below Is a brief
summary of the major commitments made in the EIS:

clean up and remove all PCB-contaminated devices; coordinate actions with EPA;

survey all buildings and housing units for asbestos, hoping to finish by August 1990; develop
a plan to respond to what Is found;
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develop a management plan for Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) by April 11990; Inventory
and test all UST systems for leaks; remove leaking USTs; coordinate actions with the Illinois
State Fire Marshal and EPA Region V;
dispose of oil/water separators except those needed after closure, which will be

decontaminated inaccordance with state and federal requirements;

drain above-ground bulk storage iariks and purge them of flammable gases;

dispose of waste at the hazardous waste storage facility in accordance with an EPA and
state-approved closure plan;

initiate a radon survey; develop a mitigation plan after the results of the year-long study are
obtained in 1991;

evaluate buildings in the Old Main Base area for historic significance, both individually and
-s an historic district; coordinate results with the State Illinois Preservation Officer and the
#., visory Council on Historic Preservation;

continue Installation Restoration Program (IRP); investigate and remediate contaminated
sites as needed for as long as needed; coordinate decisions on the clean up of
contaminated sites with EPA Region V and the State of Illinois;

award a curetaker contract to maintain the base buildings and grounds; and

help with a solution to the impacts on Rantoul's wastevwater treatment plant.

Necessarily, many of these commitments are to processes. The detailed statement of those processes will
often be dependent on investigations and coordinations still In progress. Thus, the Final EIS could not
always provide some of the specificity desired by commentors. The lack of specificity, however, Is not an
indication of a lack of interest: the Air Force is committed to a closure responsive to environmental
concerns, and will work with Federal and state agencies to achieve that result.

The only significant environmental impact disclosed by the EIS is to the local wastewater Lreatment facility.
The closure of Chanute will result In the loss of approximately 50% of the average daily flow to the
treatment facility. That will greatly affect the pumping facilities, the clarifiers and packed tower reactors, the
pressure and gravity piping systems, the sludge handling facilities, but will not reduce requirements for
plant O&M staff. It will result in a deterioration of wastewater quality, operational difficulties, Increased
operating costs, and potentially hazardous conditions for the treatment facility. In summary, the loss of
flow from Chanute will result in numerous operating problems, some requiring capital improvements to
correct. It will also result in a 45 to 50 percent loss In revenue with almost no drop in operation and
maintenance expenses.

The Village of Rantoul has yet to state its preferred approach for dealing with this problem. EPA Region V
asked the Air Force to promise to Implement measures which would allow the facility to continue operating
properly. The Air Force cannot go so far, but we are continuing to discuss the problem with the
responsible agencies and are committed to aiding in a solution. For example, the Air Force will maintain
the connection to the municipal treatment plant up to five years past the closure of Chanute. This will
accommodate Infiltration/inflow, which it approximately 25% of the total flow. In addition, we expect that
reuse of the base will help mitigate the problem.
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A number of comments raised concerns about deterioration of base facilities after the base closes but

before they are transferred to another party. As described above, a caretaker contract will be Issued to
maintain the base buildings and grounds. The caretaker responsibilities will Include maintaining heating In
buildings to forestall deterioration, limited ground maintenance, maintenance of the water system, and

restriction of access to the base.

A concern raised in the EIS was the possible negative Impact on the plant and animal habitat on Chanute
AFB if the recommendations in the Fish and Wildlife Management Plan are not carried out before closure of
the base. A new Fish and Wildlife Management Plan will be completed by October 1990. This plan will lay

the foundation for proper management of the fish and wildlife habitat at Chanute AFB throughout the
closure process. The caretaker contract will include protection of these habitats until transfer of base
property to another party.

Comments also questioned whether the Air Force's commitment to the cleanup of hazardous waste sites
would continue after the base closed. The Air Force's Installation Restoration Program (IRP) Is a part of a
larger Department of Defense program designed to identify and fully evaluate suspected contamination
associated with past hazardous waste disposal practices and to control hazards to human health and the

environment resulting from past operations. The IRP at Chanute will not be affected by closure. The IRP is
independent of the base closure process and will continue, as needed, after the military mission has ended.

Through the IRP the Air Force will thoroughly investigate and remediate contaminated sites as needed.
This cleanup will be done in accordance with DOD's worst-first priority model and will be performed with

funds appropriated by Congress. The Air Force fully expects funding to be available to complete cleanup

activities at Chanute AFB.

The Air Force will be responsible for on-base contamination that might be caused by Air Force activities at

any stage of the closure and reuse process. No property requiring cleanup will be transferred prior to the
Air Force completing required cleanup. Cleanup activities will be accomplished in accordance with
Federal, state and Air Force regulations. The Air Force, EPA Region V, and the State of Illinois will be
involved in decisions on the clean up of contaminated sites.

In light of all of the above, I have decided to proceed with the closure of Chanute AFB in accordance with

the approaches described in the EIS and this Record of Decision.

-Date .Signature

James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Installations)
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APPENDIX C
RECORD OF NOTIFICATION

The following notice of intent was circulated and published by the Air Force In order to provide public
notice of the Air Force's intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement of disposal and reuse of
Chanute Air Force Base. This Notice of Intent has been retyped for the purposes of clarity and legibility.

NOTICE OF INTENT
TO PREPARE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

DISPOSAL/REUSE OF CHANUTE AFB, ILLINOIS

The United States Air Force will prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to assess the potential
environmental impacts of disposal and reuse of the property that is now Chanute Air Force Base (AFB) in
Rantoul, Illinois. On March 26, 1990 the Air Force signed a Record of Decision for closure of Chanute AFB.
The Federal Aviation Administration will participate in this environmental impact analysis process as a
cooperating agency.

The disposal/reuse EIS will address disposal of the property to public or private entities and the potential
impacts of reuse alternatives. All available property will be disposed of in accordance with provisions of the
Base Closure and Realignment Act, Public Law 100-526, and applicable federal property disposal
regulations.

The Air Force is planning to conduct a scoping meeting to determine the environmental Issues and
concerns to be analyzed, and to solicit proposed disposal/reuse alternatives that should be addressed in
the EIS. In soliciting disposal/reuse inputs, the Air Force Intends to consider all reasonable alternatives
offered by any Federal, state, and local government agency and any Federally-sponsored or private entity
or individual with an interest in acquiring available property at Chanute AFB. These alternatives will be
analyzed in the EIS. The resulting environmental Impacts will be used in making disposal decisions to be
documented in the Air Force's Final Disposal Plan for Chanute AFB. The meeting for this action will take
place on 12 September 1990 at 7:00 p.m. In the Rantoul Civic Center, Rantoul, Illinois.

To ensure the Air Force will have sufficient time to consider public inputs on Issues to be Included In the
disposal/reuse EIS and disposal alternatives to be included In the Final Disposal Plan, comments and reuse
proposals should be forwarded to the address listed below by 28 September 1990. However, the Air Force
will accept comments at the address below at any time during the environmental Impact analysis process.

For further Information concerning the study of Chanute AFB disposal/reuse and the EIS activities, contact

Lt. Col. Tom Bartol
AFRCE-BMS/DEV
Norton AFB, CA 92409-W448
(714) 382-4891
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APPENDIX D
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

MAILING LIST

This list of recipients Includes Interested federal, state and local agencies, and Individuals who have
expressed an interest in receiving the document. This list also includes the governor of Illinois as well as
United States senators and representatives and state legislators.

ELECTED OFFICIALS The Honorable Jeffrey T. Maridand
Mayor of Urbana

Federal Officials
The Honorable Dannel McCollum

S Mayor of Champaign

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon The Honorable James E. Kingston
U.S. Senator Mayor of Paxton
Attn: District Assistant

Mr. Lyle Shields
The Honorable Paul Simon Chairman, Champaign County Board
U.S. Senator
Attn: District Assistant GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

U.S. House of Representatives Federal Agencies

The Honorable Edward R. Madigan Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Member of Congress
Attn: Tom Perry, District Assistant Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources

and Environment
State of Illinois Officials U.S. Department of Agriculture

Attention: Executive Secretary
Governor Natural Res. and Environment Committee

The Honorable Jim Edgar Mr. Philip Cohen
U.S. Department of Interior

Stat 2 iau Geological Survey, Water Resources Div.
Chief, Hydrologist

The Honorable Timothy Johnson
Illinois State Representative, District 104 Chief, Ecology and Conservation Division

Office of Policy and Planning
The Honorable Helen Satterthwaite National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin.
Illinois State Representative, District 103 Department of Commerce

The Honorable Stanley Weaver Dr. Jonathan Deason, Director
Illinois State Senator, District 52 Office of Project Review

U.S. Department of the Interior
Local Officials

Department of Veteran's Affairs
The Honorable Katy B. Podagrosi Attn: Mr. Allen Mauser
Mayor of Rantoul
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U.S. Department of Agriculture Regional Offices of Federal Agencies
Soil Conservation Service

Mr. Harry P. Blus
U.S. Department of Energy Environmental Officer
Division of NEPA Affairs U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Environment and Energy Mr. William D. Franz, Chief

Environmental Review Branch (5ME-16)
Director Planning and Management Division
Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration U.S. Department of Interior
Management and Budget Director, Office of Environmental Affairs
Dept. of Health and Human Services

Mr. Richard Nelson
Federal Aviation Administration U.S. Department of the Interior
Director Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Environment and Energy

Department of Health and Human Services
Director Environmental Review Officer, Region V
U.S. Department of Education

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Environmental Protection Agency Region V Administrator
Office of Federal Activities

Environmental Protection Agency
Center for Environmental Health and Injury Control Regional V Administrator
Special Programs Group (F29)
Centers for Disease Control Federal Aviation Administration

Attn: Robert DeRoeck
Mr. Thomas D. Larson, Administrator Chicago Airports Dist. Office
U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Regional Engineer
Office of Environmental Affairs
Department of Commerce Corps of Engineers

Rock Island District
Secretary of Health and Human Services Attn: Planning Division
Department of Health and Human Services

Mr. John Eckes
Mr. John Seyffert U.S. Department of Agriculture
Federal Emergency Management Admin. Soils Conservation Service

U.S. Department of Labor National Park Service
Occupational Safety and Health Midwest Regional Office
Assistant Secretary Regional Director

U.S. Department of the Interior Herbert Teets, Regional Admin.
Asst Sec. for Fish and Wildlife and Parks U.S. Department of Transportation
National Park Service Federal Highway Admin.
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State of Illinois Agencies Mr. Thomas R. Hemdon
Office of the Sec. State

Mr. Brian Anderson
Illinois Nature Preserves Mr. Theodore Hild, Chief of Staff

Preservation Services
Ms. Debbie Atwood illinois State Hist. Preservation Agency
Illinois State Clearinghouse
Office of the Governor Illinois Natural History Survey

University of Illinois
Ms. Rebecca Doyle, Director
Illinois Department of Agriculture Ms. Mary A. Gade, Director

Illinois Environmental F. otection Agency
Ms. Terrence L Bamich, Chairman
Illinois Commerce Commission Mr. Morris Leighton, Chief

Illinois State Geological Survey

Mr. Thomas L Armstead
Office of State Fire Marshall Mr. Roger C. Marquardt, Director

Illinois Department of Transportation
Captain Harold Burcham Division of Aeronautics
Illinois National Guard
183rd Civil Engineering Mr. Dick Lutz

Illinois Dept. of Conservation
Mr. Steve Chard, Chief
Illir 3is Department of Agriculture Ms. Joan Walters, Director
Bureau of Farmland Protection Illinois Bureau of the Budget

Mr. Robert Clark Mr. Tom McSwiggln
Dept. of Public Aid Manager, Permits Section

Division of Water Pollution Control
Mr. John Cole
Illinois Dept. of Conservation Mr. Dan Dees

Illinois Dept. of Transportation
Mr. James L Custer Deputy Director of Planning and Programming
State Board of Education

Mr. Richard Semonin, Chief
Ms. Ruth Dawson Illinois State Water Survey
IEPA, Intergovernmental Liaison

Mr. Ronald Morse, Director
Mr. Brent Manning, Director Department of Mines and Minerals
Illinois Dept. of Conservation

Dr. Edwin B. Silverman
Ms. Ann Haaker Manager, Refugee Resettlement
Illinois Hist. Preservation Agency Illinois Dept. of Public Aid

Mr. Bobby J. Hall Mr. Dick St.John
DCFS Fiscal Services

Dept. of Corrections
Ms. Harriett Howell-Edwards
Illinois Dept. of Aging Mr. Carl Suter

Gov. Plan. Council on Dev. Disabilities
Mr. Jan Grayson, Director
Illinois Dept. of Commerce and Community Affairs
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Dr. Bernard J. Tumock, M.D., Director Mr. Charles Sutton
Illinois Dept. of Public Health Regional Office of Education

Mr. Doug Wagner Ms. Deborah Washington
Illinois Dept. of Energy and Natural Resources Northeastern Illinois Plan. Comm.

Ms. Josephine Lewis Andrew Kulczycki, Exec. Dir.
IHDA Elsis A. Womer, Case Aid

Community Services Center
Local Government Agencies

Ubrarles
Mr. Steve Carter
Champaign City Manager Champaign Public Ubrary

Dr. GaU Conley, Superintendent Documents Library
Rantoul High School Dist. 193 University of Illinois

Mr. David D. Glisson, Superintendent Illinois State Library
Rantoul City Schools.

Rantoul Public Library
Mr. James Grassman Attn: Susan C. Chou
City Administrator, Urbana

Urbana Free Library
Mr. Jon Johnston
McLean Co. Reg. Plan. Comm. Department of Defense

Mr. Dave Kiliman Maj. Cleve McGaughy
Springfield-Sang. Co. Plan. Comm. Base Closure Project Officer

HQ AMCMP-O
North Central Illinois
Council of Government Clint Erb

Army Research Laboratory
Ms. Phyllis Moore
Central Illinois Reg. Plan. Department of the Army
Public Services Louisville District Corps of Engineers

Captain David Morgan William R. Haynes
Commander, Dist. 10, Illinois State Police U.S. Army Engineer Dist., Louisville

Ms. Pat Pella Wally Bishop
Champaign Co. Reg. Plan. Comm. Department of Defense

Office of Economic Adjustment
Mr. Thomas E. Palzer
Kankakee Co. Reg. Plan. Comm. Other Organizations/individuals

Ms. Donna Rheaume Ian R. Beste
Southeastern Illinois Reg. Plan. Comm.

Mr. Harold Bodeen
Mr. Peter Herlobry Secretary, Chamber of Commerce
Champaign County Adminstrator
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Robert Kidd Mary Peters
Executive Vice President Labat Anderson, Inc.
Rantoul Area Chamber of Commerce

Stephen S. Weiner
Marsha L Knobioch, Director. URS Consultants
Champaign/Ford Vocational System

Shane O'Keefe
Mr. Richard McGuire New York City Department of General Services
President, Urbana Chamber of Commerce

Colonel Michael W. Moore
USAF, Retired
President, Chamber of Commerce

Robin Neal
WDWS Radio

Tammy Quilen
Greater Wabash Reg.

Don Rasmus
Paxton Illinois Chamber of Commerce

John Reale

Ms. Sara Thompson
Hazardous Waste Center

Lt. General Robert F. Coverdale
USAF, Retired

Maurice S. Verplank

Mr. Michael R. Little
Sodemann and Associates, Inc

Will Hires

Kenneth L Botts

Kent Tucker

Ellen Brin

Marge Hollenbaugh
AMAX

Dennis Potter
City of Seaside

Karen Akagi

Hand Arendall
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0
0Gret Lakes Region 230 East Devon Avenue

Illinois, Indiana. Michigan, Des Plaines, IIIhno=s 60018
oIfT spofrtat Minnesota, North Dakota,
Ss Ohio. South Dakota,

Few ~~WisconsinAP

Decemoer I1, 1990 DEC 131990

Mr. Roger H. Barcus, Chief Engineer
Illinois Department of Transportation J NPM

Division of Aeronautics
Capital Airport TLS MSH JBC

Springfield, lilinois 62706 PFK KEJ r
JRP RFG R;SR

Dear Mr. Barcus: FDJ-GEN GEN.
Proi # l 4

Rantoul Airport - B O MD
Rantoul, Illinois

NPIAS Revision

By this letter, the Federal Aviation Administration would like to inform you
that the proposed new airport for Rantoul (No. 3-17-0136) as contained in the
current National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) has been
designated as a general aviation reliever for O'Hare International Airport.
This action was taken by our Agency in anticipation of the designation by
United Airlines of making Rantoul as its maintenance hub, thereby relieving
O'Hare of aircraft requiring maintenance and associated flights.

These changes to the NPIAS are effective as of this date.

We will continue to support the development of aviation at Rantoul to meet the
needs of aviation.

We thank you for your continued cooperation with our office on this project.

Sincerely,

Jerry R. Mork
Community Planner
Chicago Airports District Office



Illinois Department of Transportation
2300 South Dirksen Parkway/ Springfield, Illinois/62764

February 21, 1991 RECEIVED FEB 2 2 1991

Champaign County
Chanute Air Force Base vIlPA Poies
Base Closure and Reuse Project HIA
Off-base Project Areas 1 - 3:

la - Runway Protection Zone AC g
lb - Runway Extension Area AR
2 - Unspecified Development Area File
3 - Highway Improvement Area f

Mr. Theodore W. Hild
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer
ATTENTION: Thomas Wolforth

Staff Archaeologist
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
214 South Sixth Street
Springfield, Illinois 62701

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is one copy of an Archaeological Survey Short
Report (ASSR) completed by the Resource Investigation Program
of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign for the
proposed project referenced above. A records search and Phase
I cultural resource reconnaissance survey have been conducted
for the project area. As indicated in the attached report no
historical, architectural or archaeological sites were
identified within the 625.5-acre area of potential
environmental impact. Accordingly, we have determined, based
upon this report, that no significant historic, architectural,
or archaeological resources are located in the proposed
project area.

In accordance with the established procedure for
coordination of proposed Illinois Department of Transportation
projects, we request the concurrence of the State Historic
Preservation Officer in our determination that no significant
historic properties, subject to protection under Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended,
are located within the proposed project area.

Very truly yours,

M. J. Macchio, Engineer of
Location and Envronment

B-Y, John A..Walthall ., N' Cv .SCultural Resources Unit By:C R
By' Jon A. Wltha,

Deputy State Historic Prscto40~



State of Illinois

~ DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
•"V••/Office of ltie Direclor

S State Faircgrounds, P.O. Box 19281, Spi iiiglicid, IL 62794-9281, 217/782-2172

October 11, 1990

Mr. Michael P. Lane, Secretary
Illinois Department of Transportation
Room 300
2300 South Dirksen Parkway
Springfield, Illinois 62764

Dear Secretary Lane:

The Illinois Department of Agriculture has examined the
preliminary airport layout plan for the reuse of Chanute Air
Force Base which In part delineates the site under consideration
for the proposed United Airlines maintenance facility and the
extension of runway 9/27. We have also extensively toured the
site to gain a clear perspective of the characteristics of the
site and the surrounding area. Hence, we wish to convey the
following remarks.

Please be advised it is our position that utilization of the site
for the maintenance facility and the runway extension would be in
compliance with Illinois' Farmland Preservation Act (Ill. Rev.
Stat. 1989, Ch. 5, Par. 1301-1308).

We recognize the fact that the vast majority of the soils which
occupy the site are c]assified as prime farmland by the USDA Soil
Conservation Service. However, the site is contiguous to the
base and the incorporated area of Rantoul. -One of the policies
of Illinois' Farmland Protection Program is to guide state
sponsored projects adjacent to municipal boundaries and areas
which contain nonagricultural development. The intent of this
policy is to preclude the random development scenario which
results in needless farmland conversion. In our opinion, the
development of the proposed maintenance facility and the runway
extension at the subject site would conform to this
policy.

In addition, during the course of the tour we noted the existence
of a gas transmission line which traverses the site. The
presence of infrastructure of this nature has a direct bearing on
the long term agricultural viability of land. On-site utilities
create an atmosphere for nonagricultural development to occur.
From a land use planning viewpoint, development of land which is
inhabited by utilities is preferable to the development of land
that does not possess these types of appurtenances.



Secretary Lane
Page 2
October 11, 1990

Irrespective of our no objection declaration of the project site
offered by the State of Illinois, it is necessary for us to
express concern over other agriculture related issues that
pertain to the development of the site.

In all likelihood, subsurface tile drainage systems are present
on the site and on agricultural fields adjacent to the site. The
potential exists that these drainage systems may actually extend
from the site into the adjacent fields. Therefore, it is
imperative for precautions to be taken to ensure that the
integrity of all tile lines be protected. All damaged tile lines
should be restored to their original condition. Otherwise,
agricultural producers would experience the "ponding effect" on
their fields which would be very detrimental from an economic
standpoint.

Furthermore, measures to handle stormwater runoff that would be
generated by impervious surfaces should be formulated. Farming
operations adjacent to the site should not be the recipients of
stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces that would be
constructed for the project.

We encourage the Illinois Department of Transportation or other
appropriate parties to consult with the Champaign County Soil and
Water Conservation District relative to these drainage issues and
likewise, erosion control issues that are relevant to the
project. Coordination with the Champaign County SWCD during the
early planning stages of the project is essential. Without
question, their recommendations would be very beneficial to the
project and would serve to prevent potential conflicts between
the project and the agricultural environment.

The Illinois Department of Agriculture is confident that the
project will be compatible with the agricultural community.
Thank you for affording us the opportunity to present comments on
this proposed action.

Sincerely,

Ž,F. Rundquist, Director
Illinois Department of Agriculture

JFR:SDC:mdg
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JUN 1 2 1991
STATE OF ILLINOIS

OFFICE OF TIlE GOVERNOR JVB ICP LF-
SPRINGFIELD 62706 GPJ r-EMI _uwp

JIM EDGAR US NISH JT-

GOVERNOR PFK KEJ TLT

June 7, 1991 JRP RFG RSR
Filo - GEN. GEN.
Prcj. .Cs I JB
CS8 V113 WDM

Mr. Terry Schaddel
Illinois Department of Transportation
Division of Aeronautics
One Langhorne Bond Drive/Capital Airport
Springfield, Illlinois 62706

Dear Mr. Schaddel:

This letter refers to Air and Water Quality Certification pursuant to section
16 (e) (1) of the Airport Act.

The Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report (DEIAR) filed by the
Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, regarding the
Shanute Airforce Base has been reviewed by the Environmental Protection Agency
and the Illinois Department of Conservation. The review of the DEIAR
indicates there is "reasonable assurance " that the project will be located,
designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with applicable air and
water quality standards.

Sincerely

Jim Edgar
Governor



U.S. Department of Agriculture

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATINGJ
Date Of Land Eva ution eTrst

PART I (To be completed by Federal Agency) June1,
Name Of Project Federal A ency Involved
Chianute Air Force Base - Reuse & Disposal FAX~ and USAF
Proposed Land Use County And State
Maor aircraft maintenance Chainpaign, Illinois

PARTII (o becomleteby S.~,Date Reclusat Received By SC&.PART11 (o b comletdby CS)June 12, 1991
Does the site conitain prime, unique, statewide or local important farmland? Yes No Acesk Irrigsated AMerP Faminqw6,4,` ý-J
(If no, the FPPA does not apply - do not complete additional parts of this forml. IM 0`351
Majo Cropfa Farmable Land In Govt. Jurisdiction Ariount Of ftirmland As Dsf n@&Kd A:--

Corn/Soybeans- Acres: 594,227 % 93.0 Acres: 594,227 %* -

Nagme Of Land Evaluation System Used Hems Of Local Skte Aassesment System taftitn Evatuxtion,1Returned V11

Champaigtn Champaign ~'~ue13,. 1991 3'ý'
_____________ Alternative Site Rating

PART III (To be completed by Federal Agency) Site A Site B Site C Site D
A. otl Are ToBeConered irctl 56 231___

B. Total Acres To Be Converted nDirectly 576_231

C. Total Acres In Site 576 231 _____

PART IV (To-bei completed by SCM Land Evaluastion Information -~- -

A. Total Acres Prime And Unique Farmland 576 ,

B. Total Acres Statewide And Local Important Farmland - ...

C. Percentage Of Farmland In County Or Local Govt. Unit To Be Converted_____

D. Percentage Of Farmland In Govt. Jurisdiction With Same Or Higher Relative Value__________

PARTYV (To be completed by SCS) Land Evaluation Criterion
Relative Value Of Farmland ToBe Converted (Scale of 0to 100 Points) 93.2 91.3.

PART VI (To be completed by Federal Agency) MaxiMu
Site Assessment Criteria (These criteria are explained in 7 CFR 658.5[b) Poi"Unt

1.% area in Ag uses 1½ mi. of site. 18 8 8 __________

2.Land use adjacent to site. 18___ 16 16 _____

3-% of site in/or suitable for Ag. 10 F 10 10 __________

4.% of land zoned AG or CR 1. 5 mi. fm site. 10 T 6 6_________ ____

5.%oQf site zoned AG or--CR. 10 f 10 10 __________

6 .pyinr govt. actions committed sitet e 10 1 10 . 0 J_ ____

7 Dpistance fm City or Village Corp.. Limnits. 10 o 0 ____ _____

8 GCompatibility use/zoning change w/Ag usel. 10 1 0 0____ __________

-ize of site feasible for farming. Ii 8 1 8 I 8 ____ _ _ _

10.Soil limitations. { 10 0 0____ __________
11. Additiripi land -. _______

12.Sewage System Avai~able ~inl l____________

TOTAL SITE ASSESSMENT POINTS 200____

PART V II (To be corn 'eted by Federal Agency) __

Relative Value Of Farmland (From Part V) 100 j93
___________________________________________________ _______ _______93.21__________91.3________

Total Site Assessment (From Part VI abovye or a localI1
site assessmnent) 200 70 70.2fl.2......
TOTAL POI NTS (Total of above 2/lines) 300 J163.2 ~161.3

Wvas A Loc.il S~te Assessment Usea&
Site Selected: Date Of Selection IYes 2 No 13

Reason For Selpc-ors

13.Central Water System 10 0 0
14. Transportation 10 0 0
15.Distance to fire protection service. 10 0 0
16. Impact on flooding/drainage. 6 2 2
17.Impact on historic, cultural, unique, etc. 6 0 0
18. Impact on recreation/open spaces. 6 0 0
19. Impact on water quality. 10 0 0
20. Impact on water supply, 10 0 0

I 'ee ins tructions on revere~se de) Form AD 1006 (10-831
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
AMONG

THE ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

THE VILLAGE OF RANTOUL, ILLINOIS
AND

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

This Memorandum/of Understanding is entered into as of
this • day of 'o, 1990, among the Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency, Ililinois Department of Transportation, Village
of Rantoul, Illinois and the Department of the Air Force,
hereinafter referred to as the Environmental Coordination Team.

WITNESSETH THAT:

Whereas, the Department of Defense has made the decision to
close and vacate the premises of the Chanute Air Force Base and
Technical Training Center at Rantoul, Illinois by 1993;

Whereas, the State of Illinois, the Village of Rantoul, the
U.S. Air Force and the private sector are committed to finding an
appropriate reuse for Chanute and implementing a plan for its
redevelopment;

Whereas, two Environmental Impact Statements are to be
prepared by the U.S. Air Force in its implementation of the Base
Closure and Realignment Act of 1988, Public Law 100-526, the first
completed and filed as of February 1990 and the second to be
undertaken immediately;

Whereas, it is the responsibility of the U.S. Air Force to
identify, assess, and remediate contamination from hazardous
substances and to be protective of human health and the
environment consistent with Federal and State requirements;

Whereas, the State of Illinois, Department of Transportation
has been charged with the responsibility of coordinating the
redevelopment efforts of the Chanute Air Force Base by Governor
James R. Thompson and desires to cooperate with the U.S. Air Force
in its Base Closure responsibilities;

Whereas, the State of Illinois, Environmental Protection
Agency is charged with the responsibility to ensure compliance



Memorandum of Understanding
Page Two

with regulations concerning the environmental cleanup and disposal
of hazardous waste within the State of Illinois including the
activities involved in the environmental cleanup of the Chanute
Air Force Base site;

Whereas, the Village of Rantoul desires an environmentally
clean site accepted in accordance with all applicable rules and
regulations to be conveyed to them or other potential tenants.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties do mutually agree:

1. The Environmental Coordination Team will jointly and
cooperatively use the abilities, e:pertice, manpower andfacilities available to them to work toward 'he aggressive

environmental cleanup project schedule.

2. It is further understood that the Environmental
Coordination Team will work together in resolution of field
problems or questions should they arise and agree to act in the
best interest of the redevelopment process, consistent with
prudent consideration for site safety and proper site cleanup.

3. During the development of the EIS and during the
subsequent hazardous waste cleanup process, these parties agree to
expedite submittals, review and approvals in order to meet a
timely schedule.

ATTEST:

Bernard P. Killian, Director MZchael P. Lane, S vretary
Illinois Environmental Illinois Department of
Protection Agency Transportation

K ! Podagrosi, ayor Gary VV -,Deputy Assistant
V 1 •age of Rantoul Secretary of the Air Force

(Environment, Safety & 0cc Health)
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APPENDIX G
AIR FORCE POLICY

Management of Asbestos at Closing Bases

INTRODUCTION

Asbestos in building facilities is managed because of potential adverse human health effects. Asbestos
must be removed or controlled if it is in a location and condition that constitutes a health hazard or a
potential health hazard or it is other wise required by law (e.g., schools). The hazard determination must be
made by a health professional (In the case of the Air Force, a Bloenvironmental Engineer) trained to make
such determinations. While removal is a remedy, in many cases management alternatives (such as
encapsulation within the building) are acceptable and cost effective methods of dealing with asbestos. The
keys to dealing with asbestos are knowing its location and condition and having a management plan to
prevent asbestos containing materials that continue to serve their intended purpose from becoming a
health hazard. There Is no alternative to such management, because society does not have the resources
to remove and dispose of all asbestos in all buildings in the United States. Most asbestos is not now, nor
will it become a health hazard if it is properly managed.

There are no laws applicable to the five closure bases that specifically mandate the removal or

management of asbestos in buildings other than the law addressing asbestos in schools (P.L 99-519).
Statutory or regulatory requirements that result in removal or management of asbestos are based on
human exposure or the potential for human exposure (i.e. National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAPS) = no visible emissions, OSHA = number of airborne fibers per cc). There are no
statutory or other mandatory standards, criteria, or procedures for deciding what to do with asbestos.
Thus, health professional judgement based on exposure levels or potential exposure levels must be the
primary determinant of what should be done with asbestos. Apart from this professional and scientific
approach, closing bases presents the additional problem of obtaining an economic return to the

Government for its property. Asbestos in dosing base properties must also be analyzed to determine the
most prudent course in terms of removal or remediation cost and the price that can be obtained as a result.

The following specific policies will apply to bases closed or realigned (so that there are excess facilities to
be sold) under the Base Closure and Realignment Act, P.L 100-526.

1. Asbestos will be removed if:

(a) The protection of human health as determined by the Bloenvironmental Engineer
requires removal (e.g., exposed friable asbestos within a building) in accordance with
applicable health laws, regulations, and standards.

(b) A building is unsalable without removal, or removal prior to sale is cost-effective; that is,
the removal cost Is low enough compared to value that would be received for a "dean"
building that removal Is a good Investment for the Government. Prior to the decision to
remove asbestos solely for economic reasons, an economic analysis will be conducted
to determine if demolition, removal of some types of asbestos but not others, or asbestos
removal and sale would be in the best interests of the Government.

(c) A building is, or is intended to be, used as a school or child care facility.

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS G-1



2. When asbestos is present but none of the above applies, the asbestos will be managed using
commonly accepted standards, criteria and procedures to assure sufficient protection of human
health and the environment, in accordance with applicable and developing health standards.

3. A thorough survey for asbestos (Including review of facility records, visual Inspection, and where
appropriate as determined by the Bioenvironmental Engineer and the Base Civil Engineer, Intrusive
inspection) will be conducted by the Air Force prior to sale.

4. Appraisal instructions, advertisements for sale, and deeds will contain accurate descriptions of the
types, quantities, locations, and condition of asbestos in any real property to be sold or otherwise
transferred outside the Federal Government. Appraisals will Indicate what discount the market would
apply if the building were to be sold with the asbestos in place.

5. Encapsulated asbestos in a building structure, friable or not, is not regarded as hazardous waste by
the Air Force, nor does encapsulation within the structure of the building constitute "storing" or
"disposing of' hazardous waste. Asbestos Incorporated into a building as part of the structure has not
been "stored" or "disposed of."

6. Friable asbestos, or asbestos that will probably become friable, that has been stored or disposed of
underground or elsewhere on the property to be sold will be properly disposed of, unless the location
is a landfill or other disposal facility properly permitted for friable asbestos disposal.

7. The final Air Force determination regarding the disposition of asbestos will be dependent on the plan
for disposal and any reuse of the building. Decisions will take into account the proposed community
reuse plan and the economic analysis of alternatives (see para 4). The course of action to be followed
with respect to asbestos at each closing installation will be analyzed in the Disposal and Reuse
Environmental Impact Statement, and will be included in the record of decision (ROD). Any buildings
or facilities where the proposed asbestos plan is controversial will be addressed in the ROD, whether
individually or as a class of closely related facilities.

8. Since other considerations must be taken into account at bases that are continuing to operate, this
policy does not apply to them, nor is it necessarily a precedent for asbestos removal policy on them.
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APPENDIX H
NOISE

1. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES

Preclosuro

Typical noise sources in and around airfields usually include aircraft, surface traffic, and other human
activities. There has been essentially no noise generated from air traffic in the vicinity of Chanute AFB since
1971, when the airfield was closed. Thus, the preclosure reference Includes no aircraft-related noise.

Rail traffic on the Illinois Central Railroad and surface traffic on local streets and highways are the existing
primary sources of noise In the vicinity of Chanute AFB. The baseline surface traffic noise levels In the
vicinity of the base were established In terms of day night average sound level (DNL) by modeling the
arterial roadways on and near the base using current traffic and speed characteristics. The noise levels
generated by surface traffic were predicted using the model published by the Federal Highway
Administration (1978). The noise levels are then presented as a function of distance from the centedline of
the nearest road. In airport analyses, areas with DNL above 65 dB measured in A-weighted sould levels
(dBA) are considered In land use compatibility planning and impact assessment; therefore, the distances to

areas with DNLs greater than 65 dBA were of particular interest.

Annual average daily traffic (AADT) data were developed from information gathered in the traffic
engineering study presented In Section 3.2.4, Transportation, and were used to estimate preclosure noise
levels. The traffic data used in the analysis are presented in Table H-i. The traffic mix was assumed to be
96 percent cars, 3 percent medium trucks, and I percent heavy trucks. Thirteen percent of the traffic was
assumed to be nighttime traffic.

The rail noise levels were predicted from published models and data (Saurenman et al., 1982; Swing and
Pies, 1973; Hatano, 1982). The typical rail operations for the peak season were developed from AMTRAK
and Illinois Central Railroad schedules. The rail operations are summarized in Table H-2. The distances
from the rail centedine to DNL 75, 70, and 65 are approximately 65 feet, 180 feet, and 435 feet, respectively.
The tracks were assumed to be well maintained.

Closure Baseline

At closure, it Is assumed that the airfield would still be used very infrequently and only by general aviation
aircraft; therefore, the closure baseline does not Include aircraft-related noise. The noise levels projected
for the closure baseline were calculated using the traffic projections at base closure. The AADTs used for
the analysis are presented In Table H-1. Rail traffic for the Closure Baseline was assumed to be the same
as the Preclosure Reference, therefore, DNL distances would not change.

Proposed Action

The proposed action for the reuse of Chanute AFB would result in the development of a major maintenance
facility and other non-aviation facilities. Primary components of the action Include a medium-sized airfield,
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Table H-1. Data Used in Surface Traffic Noise Analysis*

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Speed
Preclosure Closure 1994 1999 2004 2014 Assumed

(mph)
PropoWed Action
U.S. 45 n/o Tanner 13,800 7,180 13,600 22,820 24.7CO 26,050 45
U.S. 45 a/o Tanner 10,700 5,500 8,070 11,760 12,510 13,050 55
Maplewood Dr. 8,700 2,400 9,770 15,120 16,060 16,740 35
Chandler Rd. 125 125 4,140 5,650 5,840 5,980 30
Township Rd. 1800 325 325 8,790 10,290 10,290 10,290 30
Minor Aircraft MaInteMace
Operatoios Alternatv
U.S. 45 no Tanner 13,800 7,180 11,390 17,710 20,820 25,900 45
U.S. 45 s/o Tanner 10,700 5,500 7,198 9,710 10,960 12,990 55
Maplewood Dr. 8,700 2,400 4,570 7,660 9,220 11,760 35
Chandler Rd. 125 125 5,500 1,180 1,990 2,000 30
Township Rd. 1800 325 325 325 325 325 325 30
Non-Aviatlon
Alternative
U.S. 45 n/o Tanner 13,800 7,180 8,360 10,540 12,750 15,110 45
U.S. 45 a/a Tanner 10,700 5,500 5,974 6,840 7,730 8,670 55
Maplewood Dr. 8,700 2,400 2,990 4,080 5,190 6,360 35
Chandler Rd. 125 125 250 470 690 920 30
Township Rd. 1800 325 325 325 325 325 325 30

"The traffic mix was assumed to be 96 percent cars, 3 percent medium trucks, and 1 percent heavy trucks.
Peak-hour traffic was assumed to be 10 percent of the ADT. Thirteen percent of the traffic was assumed to occur at night.

Table H-2. Assumed Rail Operations on the Illinois Central Railroad at Rantoul, Illinois

Train Type Direction Time Number of Number of Speed
Locomotives Cars (mph)

Freight Southbound 0630 3 100 40
Southbound 1700 3 100 40
Northbound 0300 3 100 40
Northbound 0145 3 100 40

Madeup 0100 3 100 20
Madeup 2100-0100 1 25 20
Madeup 2100-0100 2 0 Idle

Amtrak Southbound 2100 1 7 40
Southbound 1815 1 7 40
Northbound 0745 1 7 40
Northbound 1900 1 7 40

Source: Iltnols Central Railroad and AMTRAK
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aviation support areas, small cargo operations, maintenance operations, general aviation operations,
education and training areas, medical, Industrial, commercial, recreational, and residential areas.

Airport layout would remain unchanged for the most part. The existing East-West runway (09/27) would be
extended by 3,700 feet to 10,000 feet to accommodate aircraft loaded for air cargo operations. Runway
09/27 would accommodate all of the proposed maintenance and air cargo operations and most of the
general aviation operations. The 4,700 foot North-South runway (18/36) would be lengthened to 5,000 feet
and would be used only by general aviation when wind direction requires it. The two diagonal runways
would not be used as runways.

Aviation operational projections were provided by Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT). The fleet
mix and annual operations for each of the modeled years are contained in Table H-3. The proposed flight
operations are shown in Tables H-4 through H-7 for 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2014, respectively. The
proposed flight tracks modeled are shown in Figure H-I. The aircraft operations for each runway were
based upon information provided by IDOT. Maintenance and air cargo operations are westbound
75 percent and eastbound 25 percent of the time. No touch-and-go operations for maintenance and air
cargo operations are assumed. Twenty percent of these operations would take place during daytime
hours. Air cargo operations were assumed to be stage length 3 and maintenance operations were
assumed to be stage length 1. Engine runup operations were assumed to occur at a location shown in
Figure H-2. Runups are estimated to occur once during each 24-hour perioC during the day (7 a.m. to
10 p.m.) for 1999 and 1.6 times per 24-hour period for 1999, 2004, and 2014. It is assumed that Boeing
737-300 type engines would be run for 20 minutes at Idle power and 5 minutes at departure power. It was
assumed that no noise suppression facilities would be available. The aircraft were assumed to face
eastward.

General aviation operations were divided Into four types:

"* Single-engine (COMSEP) -A composite single engine propeller plane was modeled.

"* Multi-engine (BEC58P) - Beech Baron 58P assumed to be a typical multi-engine propeller plane.

"* Turboprop (CNA441) - Cessna Conquest II assumed to be a typical turboprop.

"* Turbofan (CNA500) -Cessna Citation I assumed to a typical turbofan.

The usage by runway was provided by IDOT and was determined from wind rose data. The percent usage
was: 41 percent on Runway 9, 47 percent on Runway 27, 8 percent on Runway 18, and 4 percent on
Runway 36.

Furthermore, 95 percent of all general aviation operations would be conducted during daytime hours
(7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 5 percent during nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Only the single-engine aircraft
would be expected to perform touch-and-go operations and these would be performed only during daytime
hours. Standard glide slopes and takeoff profiles provided by the FAA's Integrated Noise Model were
assumed.

Surface traffic data used In the modeling were provided by IDOT; the project traffic study presented in the
EIS (Section 3.2.4) was used. Both are shown in Table H-1. Rail traffic for the Proposed Action was
assumed to be the same as the Preclosure Reference and the DNL distances given In Section 3.4.4, Noise,
would not change.
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Table H-3. Projected Flight Operations - Proposed Action

Year Operation Fleet Mix Annual Operations

1994 Major Maintenance 45% B-737-300 1,600
45% B-757-200

5% B-767-200
5% B-747-400

Air Cargo 100% DC-9-30 730

General Aviation 69% Single Engine 6,940
16% Multi Engine 1,600
8% Turbo Prop 730
7% Turbo Fan 730

TOTAL 12,330

1999 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo 100% B-727-200 730
(Re-engined Stage Ill)

General Aviation 66% Single Engine 9,900
19% Multi Engine 2,850
8% Turbo Prop 1,200
7% Turbo Fan 1096

TOTAL 18,375

2004 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 730

General Aviation 63% Single Engine 10,710
20% Multi Engine 3,400
9% Turbo Prop 1,520
8% Turbo Fan 1,460

TOTAL 20,420

2014 Major Maintenance Same as 1994 2,600

Air Cargo Same as 2004 1,460

General Aviation 61% Single Engine 11,468
21% Multi Engine 3,948
10% Turbo Prop 1,880
8% Turbo Fan 1,504

TOTAL 22,860
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Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative

This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action in that it combines air cargo and aircraft maintenance
operations. The difference between this alternative and the Proposed Action is in the amount of aircraft
maintenance operations. The number of cargo and general aviation operations remain the same as In the
Proposed Action. The fleet mix and annual operations for each of the modeled years are contained in
Table H-8. The proposed flight operations are shown in Tables H-9 through H-1 2. The percent distribution
of operations by runway would be the same as the Proposed Action. Engine runup operations were
assumed to occur at a location shown in Figure H-2. Runups would occur once during each week for
1994, 1.7 times per week in 1999, twice per week for 2004, and 2.3 times per week in 2014. Runups would
occur during the daytime. It is assumed that Boeing 737-300 or 757-200 type engines would be run for
20 minutes at idle power and 5 minutes at departure power. It was assumed that no noise suppression
facilities would be available. The aircraft were assumed to face eastward.

Surface traffic data for this alternative are shown in Table H-1. Rail traffic for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance
Alternative was assumed to be the same as the Preclosure Reference and the DNL distances would not
change.

Non-Aviation Alternative

This alternative Includes only non-aviation land uses. The focal point of the Non-Aviation Alternative Is a
large industrial land use zone and educational/training land use zone. The existing airfield would remain
inactive and the open areas around the airfield and in the south portion of the base property would be used
for agricultural purposes. Components of this alternative include industrial areas with capabilities to
support warehouse, storage and truck maintenance activities, education and training areas, agriculture
areas, medical, commercial, recreation, and residential areas.

Surface traffic data for this alternative are also shown in Table H-1. Rail traffic for the Non-Aviation
Alternative was assumed to be the same as the Preclosure Reference and the DNL distances would not
change.

No-Action Alternative

The No-Action Alternative under the disposal and reuse for Chanute AFB would result In the Air Force
retaining ownership of the property after closure. The property would not be put to further use. The base.
would be preserved, I.e., placed in a condition intended to minimize deterioration. A caretaker would be
provided to ensure base security and maintain the grounds and physical assets, Including the existing
utilities and structures. There would be no military activities/missions performed on the property.

2. NOISE METRICS

Noise, as used In this context, refers to sound pressure variations audible to the ear. The audibility of a
sound depends on the amplitude and frequency of the sound and the Individual's capability to hear the
sound. Whether the sound is judged as noise depends largely on the listener's current activity and attitude
toward the sound source as well as the amplitude and frequency of the sound. The range in sound,
pressures which the human ear can comfortably detect, encompasses a wide range of amplitudes, typically

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS H-1 I



Table H-4. Projected Flight Operations Minor Aircraft Operations Maintenance

Alternative

Year Operation Fleet Mix Annual Operations

1994 Minor Maintenance 45% B-737-300 300
45% B-757-200

5% B-767-200
5% B-747-400

Air Cargo 100% DC-9-30 730

General Aviation 69% Single Engine 6,940
16% Multi Engine 1,600

8% Turbo Prop 730
7% Turbo Fan 730

TOTAL 11,030

1999 Minor Maintenance Same as 1994 500

Air Cargo 100% B-727-200 730
(Re-engined Stage III)

General Aviation 66% Single Engine 9,900
19% Multi Engine 2,850

8% Turbo Prop 1,200
7% Turbo Fan 1,095

TOTAL 16,275

2004 Minor Maintenance Same as 1994 600

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 730

General Aviation 63% Single Engine 10,710
20% Multi Engine 3,400

9% Turbo Prop 1,520
8% Turbo Fan 1,460

TOTAL 18,420

2014 Minor Maintenance Same as 1994 700

Air Cargo Same as 2004 1,460

General Aviation 61% Single Engine 11,468
21% Multi Engine 3,948
10% Turbo Prop 1,880

8% Turbo Fan
TOTAL 20,960
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a factor larger than a million. To obtain convenient measurements and sensitivities at extremely low and
high sound presswes, sound is measured In units of the decibel (dB). The dB is a dimensionless unit
related to the logarithm of the ratio of the measured level to a reference level. Table H-1 3 shows typical dB
levels for various sources in urban environments.

Because of the logarithmic nature of the decibel unit, sound levels cannot be added or subtracted directly.
However, the following shortcut method can be used to combine sound levels:

Difference between Add the following
two dB values to the higher level

0to 1 3
2to3 2
4to 9 I
10 or more 0

The ear Is not equally sensitive at all frequencies of sound. At low frequencies, characterized as a rumble
or roar, the ear Is not very sensitive while at higher frequencies, characterized as a screech or a whine, the
ear Is most sensitive. The A-weighted sound level denoted as dBA was developed to measure and report
sound levels in a way which would more closely approach how we perceive the sound. All sound levels
reported herein are in terms of A-weighted sound levels.

Environmental sound levels typically vary with time. This is especially true for areas near airports where
noise levels will increase substantially as the aircraft passes overhead and diminish to typical community
levels. The Department of Defense has specified three noise metrics to describe aviation noise. For civil
airport development actions, FAA requires use of the DNL noise metric.

Maximum Sound Lvetl: The highest A-weighted sound level observed during a single noise event no
matter how long the sound may persist (see Table H-14).

Sound Exposure Level (SEL): The SEL value represents the A-weighted sound level integrated over
the entire duration of the event and referenced to a duration of one second. Hence, it normalizes the

event to a one second event. Typically most events (aircraft flyover) last longer than one second and
the SEL value will be higher than the maximum sound level of the event. Figure H-1 4 indicates the
relationship between the maximum sound level and SEL

Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL): The DNL is the 24-hour energy average A-weighted sound
level with a 10 dB weighting added to those levels occurring between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. the following
moming. The 10 dB weighting Is a penalty representing the added Intrusiveness of noise during
normal sleeping hours. DNL is used to determine land use compatibility to noise from aircraft and
surface traffic.

3. NOISE MODELS

Surface Traffic

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Noise Model was used
to predict surface traffic noise. The model uses traffic volumes, vehicular mix, traffic speed, traffic

distribution and road way length to estimate traffic noise levels.

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS H-1 7



Table H-13 Comparative Sound Levels

Common Outdoor Noise Level Common Indoor
Noise Levels (dBA) Noise Levels

110 Rock Band
Jet Flyover at 1000 ft

100 Inside Subway Train (New York)

Gas Lawnmower at 3 ft

-S90
Diesel Truck at 50 ft Food Blender at 3 ft

Noisy Urban Daytime Garbage Disposal at 3 ft
•80

Shouting at 3 ft

Gas Lawnmower at 100 ft Vacuum Cleaner at 10 ft
- 70

Commercial Area Normal Speech at 3 ft

Heavy Traffic at 300 ft
m•60

Large Business Office

Dishwasher Next Room•50

Small Theater, Large Conference
Quiet Urban Nighttime - 40 Room (Background)

Quiet Suburban Nighttime Library

-- 30 Bedroom at Night

Quiet Rural Nighttime Concert Hall (Background)

-- _20
Broadcast and Recording Studio

--- 10

Threshold of Hearing

0
Source: Acer*d 1990
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Table H-14. Sound Exposure Level (SEL)

One Second
Reference Duration

Maximum A-Weighted
_•_ Sound Level

" "" - Total Sound Energy
7 (•••(Equivalent Areas)

IsI

0 Aircraft Noiae
Tim* History

teft ISound Exposure Level
(SEL)

Time (Seconds)

Air Traffic

Version 3.9 of the Integrated Noise Model (INM) and Version 6.0 of NOISEMAP was used to predict aircraft
noise levels. The INM was developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (1982) as a tool for evaluating
noise Impacts at and around airports. The model provides noise Impacts In terms of contours of equal
noise exposure. The model is supplied with a standard data base of Individual aircraft noise and
performance for commercial, general aviation, and some military aircraft. The program requires specific
Input data, consisting of runway layout, aircraft types, number of operations and flight tracks.

The Noise Exposure Map (NOISEMAP) computer model was used to compute the noise levels resulting
from engine runups. Since the early 1970s, the Department of Defense has been actively developing and
refining the NOISEMAP program and Its associated data base. The NOISEMAP computer program Is a
comprehensive set of computer routines for calculating noise contours from aircraft flight and ground
runup operations, using aircraft-unique noise data for both fixed and rotary-wing aircraft. The program
requires specific input data, consisting of runway layout, aircraft types, number of operations, flight tracks,
and noise performance data, to compute a grid of DNL values at uniform intervals. The grid Is then
processed by a contouring program which draws the contours at selected Intervals.

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS H-19



4. ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria for assessing the effects of noise include annoyance, speech interference, sleep disturbance,
noise-induced hearing loss, possible non-auditory health effects, reaction by animals, and land use
compatibility. These criteria are often developed using statistical methods. The validity of generalizing
statistics devised from large populations are suspect when applied to small sample sizes as we have in the
affected areas near Chanute AFB. Caution should be employed when interpreting the results of the impact
analysis. There are no accepted criteria for assessing impacts on animals.

Annoyance Due to Subsonic Aircraft Noise

Noise-Induced annoyance is an attitude: a covert mental process with both acoustic and non-acoustic
determinants (FIdell et al., 1988). Noise-induced annoyance is not a behavior (such as a complaint, which
may or may not be motivated by annoyance), nor is it a simple and immediate sensation like loudness, free
of cognitive and emotional influences. Annoyance differs from loudness (the subjective magnitude of a
sound) in several ways; most importantly, annoyance grows in direct proportion to the duration of
exposure, whereas loudness is insensitive to signal duration beyond about a quarter of a second.
Furthermore, while loudness is directly tied to ongoing exposure, the annoyance of multiple noise
intrusions waxes and wanes over periods of weeks and months. Formal definitions of noise-induced
annoyance tend to be either very broad or unhelpfully specific. Annoyance is perhaps most often defined
as a generalized adverse attitude toward noise exposure. Noise annoyance is affected by many factors
including sleep and speech interference and task interruption.

Among the many non-acoustic factors that some researchers have suggested affect the prevalence of
annoyance in communities are various attitudes toward noise sources and their operators (fear,
malfeasance, distrust, etc.), socioeconomic levels of Individuals, and economic dependence on operation
of noise sources. The term response bias can be applied to all of these. The prevalence of annoyance in
different communities may reflect differences in response bias as much as differences in exposure. Two
communities in which 20 percent of the residents describe themselves as highly annoyed can have quite
different noise exposures. For example, greater numbers of people in cohesive, stable and well-established
communities, composed of homogeneous, older, wealthier, and better-educated populations, may
describe themselves as annoyed by noise exposure as do people exposed to the same noise environments
In the complementary sorts of communities.

In communities in which the prevalence of annoyance Is affected primarily by noise, reductions in exposure
can be expected to lead to reductions in prevalence of annoyance. In communities in which the
prevalence of annoyance is controlled by non-acoustic factors such as odor, traffic congestion, etc., there
may be little or no reduction in annoyance associated with reductions in exposure.

The intensity of community response to noise exposure may even in some cases be essentially
Independent of physical exposure. In the case of community response to actions such as airport siting or
scheduling of supersonic transport aircraft, vigorous reaction has been encountered at the mere threat of
exposure, or minor increases in exposure.

Although the prevalence of annoyance In a community cannot be measured without soliciting self-reports
from people about covert mental states, this does not Imply that measurement of annoyance cannot be

H-20 Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS



accomplished in an objective manner. The standard method for determining the prevalence of annoyance
In noise-exposed communities is by attitudinal survey. Surveys generally solicit self-reports of annoyance
through one or more questions of the form "How bothered or annoyed have you been by the noise of
(noise source) over the last (time period)?" Respondents are typically constrained in structured interviews
to select one of a number of response alternatives, often named categories such as "Not At All Annoyed,"
"Slightly Annoyed," "Moderately Annoyed," "Very Annoyed," or "Extremely Annoyed." Other means are
sometimes used to infer the prevalence of annoyance from survey data (for example, by interpretation of
responses to activity Interference questions or by construction of elaborate composite indices), with
varying degrees of face validity and success.

Predictions of the prevalence of annoyance in a community can be made by extrapolation from an
empirical dosage-effect relationship. Based on the results of a number of sound surveys, Schultz (1978)
developed a relationship between percent highly annoyed and DNL:

% Highly Annoyed = 0.8553 DNL - 0.0401 DNL2 + 0.00047 DNL3

Note that this relationship should not be evaluated outside the range of DNL = 45 to 90 dB. Table H-15
presents this equation graphically. Less than 15 percent of the population would be predicted to be
annoyed by DNL values less than 65 dBA while over 37 percent of the population would be predicted to be
annoyed from DNL values greater than 75 dBA. This relationship has recently been re-evaluated and found
to be relevant (Fidell et al, 1988).

Speech Interference and Related Effects Due to Aircraft Flyover Noise

One of the ways that noise affects daily life is by preventing or impairing speech communication. In a noisy
environment, the ability to communicate verbally is diminished when speech signals are masked by
Intruding noises. Speakers generally raise their voices or move closer to listeners to compensate for
masking noise in face-to-face communications, thereby increasing the level of speech at the listener's ear.
As intruding noise levels rise higher and higher, speakers may cease talking altogether until conversation

can be resumed at comfortable levels of vocal effort after noise intrusions end.

If the speech source Is a radio or TV, the listener may Increase the volume during a noise intrusion. If noise
intrusions occur repeatedly, the listener may choose to set the volume at a high level such that the program

material can be heard even during noise Intrusions.

In addition to losing Information contained in the masked speech material, the listener may lose
concentration because of the interruptions and thus become annoyed. If the speech message is some
type of warning, the consequences could be serious.

Current practice in quantification of the magnitude of speech interference and predicting speech
intelligibility range from metrics based on A-weighted sound pressure levels of the intruding noise alone to
more complex metrics requiring detailed spectral information about both speech and noise intrusions.
There are other effects of the reduced Intelligibility of speech caused by noise intrusions. For example, if
the understanding of speech is Interrupted, performance may be reduced, annoyance may increase, and
learning may be impaired.
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As the noise level of an environment Increases, people automatically raise their voices, usually at the rate of

roughly proportional to the Increase In background noise level. The effect does not take place, however, if

the noise event were to rise to a high level very suddenly.

Speech Interference Effects From Time-Varying Noise

Most research on speech Interference due to noise has studied the case of steady state noise. As a result,

reviews and summaries of noise effects on speech communications concentrate on continuous or a least

long duration noises (Miller, 1974). However, noise intrusions are not always continuous or long duration,

but are frequently transient In nature. Transportation noise generates many such noise intrusions,

consisting primarily of Individual vehicle passbys, such as aircraft flyovers. Noise emitted by other vehicles

(motorboats, snowmobiles, and off-highway vehicles) is also transient in nature.

It has been shown, at least for aircraft flyover noise, that accuracy of predictors of speech Intelligibility are

ranked In a similar fashion for both steady-state and time-varying or transient sounds (Williams et al., 1971;

Kryter and Williams, 1966). Of course, if one measures the noise uf a flyover by the maximum A-level then

intelligibility associated with this level would be higher than for a steady noise of the same value, simply

because the level Is less than the maximum for much of the duration of the flyover. One study (Williams et

al., 1971) has actually shown that speech Is more Intelligible during those portions of the flyover that are

equal In level to a steady sound of the same spectral shape.

Other Effects of Noise Which Relate to Speech Intelligibility

Aside from the direct effects of reduction in speech Intelligibility, related effects may occur that tend to

compound the loss of speech intelligibility Itself.

One of the environments in which speech intelligibility plays a critical role Is the classroom. In classrooms

of schools exposed to aircraft flyover noise, speech becomes masked or the teacher stops talking

altogether during an aircraft flyover (Crook and Langdon, 1974). Pauses begin to occur at flyover levels as

low as 60 dBA. Masking of the speech of teachers who do not pause starts at about the same level.

At levels of 75 dB some masking occurs for 15 percent of the flyovers and increases to neely 100 percent

at 82 dB. Pauses occur for about 80 percent of the flyovers at this level. Since a marked Increase In

pauses and masking occurs at levels above 75 dB, this level Is sometimes considered as one above that at

which teaching Is Impaired due to disruption of speech communication. The effect that this may have on

learning Is unclear at this time. However, one study (Amoult et al., 1986) could find no effect of noise on

cognitive tasks from jet or helicopter noise over a range from 60 to 80 dB (A-level), even though

Intelligibility scores Indicated a continuous decline starting at the 60 dB level. In a Japanese study (Ando

et al., 1975) researrhers failed to find differences in mental task performance among children from

communities with different aircraft noise exposure.

Although there seems to be no proof that noise from aircraft flyovers affects leaming, It is reported by Mills

(1975) that children are not as capable of to understanding speech In the presence of noise as are adults.

It Is hypothesized that part of the reason is due to the Increased vocabulary which the adult can draw on as
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compared to the more limited vocabulary available to the young student. Also, when one Is learning a
language it is critical that all words be heard, in contrast to the 95 percent sentence intelligibility that may

be sufficient for general conversations. It was mentioned above that at 75 dB maximum A-level for aircraft

flyovers heard In a classroom masking of speech increases rapidly. However, it was also noted that

pausing while flyovers occur and masking of speech for those teachers that conti, iue to lecture during a

flyover start at levels around 60 dB. This is comparable to measured speech levels in the rear of
classrooms which suggests 95 percent sentence intelligibility during the maximum level of the flyover

(Pearsons and Bennett, 1974).

Annoyance

Klatt (1969) studied the annoyance of speech interference by asking people to judge the annoyance of

aircraft noise in the presence and absence of speech material. The speech material was composed of
passages from newspaper and magazine articles. In addition to rating aircraft noise on an acceptability
scale (unacceptable, barely acceptable, acceptable, and of no concern), the subjects were required to

answer questions about the speech material. The voice level was considered to represent a raised voice
level (assumed to be 68 dB). In general, for the raised voice talker, the rating of barely acceptable was

given to flyover noise levels of 73-76 dB. However, if the speech level was reduced, the rating of the aircraft

tended more toward unacceptable. The results suggested that if the speech level were such that

95 percent or better sentence intelligibility was maintained then a barely acceptable rating or better

acceptability rating could be expected. This result is in general agreement with the finding in schools that

teachers pause or have their speech masked at levels above 75 dB (Crook and Langdon, 1974).

Hall (1985) recently tried to relate various types of activity Interference, related to speech and sleeping, to

annoyance. The study found that there is a 50 percent chance that people's speech would be Interfered
with at a maximum A-level of 58 dB. This result appears to contradict the other results until one considers

that the speech levels in the Klatt study and in the school environment of the Cook study are higher than

the levels typically used in the home. Also, in a classroom situation the teacher raises his or her voice for

awhile to an even higher level as the flyover noise increases in intensity.

Predicting Speech Intelligibility and Related Effects Due to Aircraft Flyover Noise

It appears, from the above discussionls, that when aircraft flyover noises exceed approximately 60 dB,

speech communication may be interfered with either by masking or by pausing on the part of the speaker.
Increasing the level of the flyover noise maximum to 80 dB would reduce the Intelligibility to zero even if a

loud voice is used for those who attempt to communicate.

The levels mentioned above refer to indoor levels. The same noises measured outdoors would be 17 to

27 dB higher than these levels for summer (windows open) and winter months (windows closed),
respectively. These estimates are taken from EPA reviews of available data (U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, 1974).

Levels of aircraft noise produced inside dwellings and schools near the ends of runways at airports would
in many cases oxceed the levels of 60 dB inside (77 dB outside) homes and schools. The high speed and

low altitude of the aircraft Involved are unlikely to produce noise Intrusions at these levels for durations

greater than a few seconds during each occurrence. During this time speech intelligibility would be close
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Table H-15. Community Noise Annoyance Curves
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to zero. However, since the total duration Is so short, it is anticipated that only a few syllables would be
lost. People may be annoyed, but the annoyance would not be due to loss in speech communication, but
rather due to startle or sleep disturbance as discussed below.

Sleep Disturbance Due to Noise

The effects of noise on sleep have long been a concern of parties Interested In assuring suitable residential
noise environments. Early studies noted background levels In people's bedrooms in which sleep was
apparently undisturbed by noise. Various levels between 25 to 50 dBA were observed to be associated
with an absence of sleep disturbance. The bulk of the research on noise effects on which the current
relationship Is based was conducted in the 19709. The tests were conducted in a laboratory environment in
which awakening was measured either by a verbal response or by a button push, or by brain wave
recordings (EEG) Indicating stages of sleep (and awakening). Various types of noise were presented to the
sleeping subjects throughout the night. These noises consisted primarily of transportation noises including
those produced by aircraft, trucks, cars and trains. The aircraft noises included flyover noises as well as
sonic booms. Synthetic noises, Including laboratory-generated sounds consisting of shaped noises and
tones, were also studied.

Lukas (1975) and Goldstein and Lukas ( 980) both reviewed data available in the 1970s on sleep-stage
changes and waking effects of different levels of noise. Since no known health effects were associated with
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either waking or sleep-stage changes, either measure was potentially useful as a metric of sleep

disturbance. However, since waking, unlike sleep-stage changes, is simple to quantify, it Is often selected

as the metric for estimating the effects of noise on sleep. These two reviews showed great variability in the

percentage of people awakened by exposure to noise. The variability is not merely random error, but
reflects individual differences in adaptation or habituation, as well as interpretation of the meaning of the

sounds. Such factors cannot be estimated from the purely acoustic measures In noise exposure.

Another major review of literature related to sleep disturbance (Griefahn and Muzet, 1978) provides

information similar to Lucas' for effects of noise on waking, but suggests less waking for a given level of

noise. A recent literature review (Pearsons et al., 1989) demonstrates that the relationship, based
exclusively on laboratory studies, predicts greater sleep disturbance than that likely to occur in a real-life

situation in which some adaptation has occurred. The prediction relationships developed In this review

should not be considered to yield precise estimates of sleep disturbance because of the great variability in

the data sets from which they were developed. The relationships include only the duration and level

components of "noise exposure." Increasing the precision of prediction would depend on quantification of
some of the non-acoustic factors. Further, a recent review of field as well as laboratory studies suggests

that habituation may reduce the effect of noise on sleep (Pearsons et al., 1989).

Noise must penetrate the home to disturb sleep. Interior noise levels are lower than exterior levels due to

the attenuation of the sound energy by the structure. The amount of attenuation provided by the building is

dependent on the type of construction and whether the windows are open or closed. The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) recommends the use of attenuation factors of 17 dB (decibels) for summertime
(windows open) and 27 dB for wintertime (windows closed) conditions. Incorporating these attenuation

factors, the percent awakened relationships discussed above under summer conditions are presented in

Table H-16.

In conclusion, the scientific literature does not provide a consensus on sleep disturbance. There is no
recognized criteria or standard which provides guidance to assess sleep disturbance due to noise.

Noise-Induced Hearing Loss

Hearing loss Is measured In decibels and refers to the permanent auditory threshold shift of an Individual's

hearing in a ear. Auditory threshold refers to the minimum acoustic signal that evokes an auditory

sensation, I.e., the quietest sound a person can hear. When a threshold shift occurs a person's hearing Is

not as sensitive as before and the minimum sound that a person can hear must be louder. Threshold shift
which naturally occurs with age Is called presbycusis. Exposure to high levels of sound can cause

temporary and permanent threshold shifts usually referred to as noise induced hearing loss. Permanent

hearing loss is generally associated with destruction of the hair cells of the Inner ear.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1974) and the Committee on Hearing, Bloacoustics, and

Blomechanics (National Academy of Sciences, 1981) have addressed the risk of outdoor hearing loss.

They have concluded that hearing loss would not be expected for people living outside the noise contour of

75 DNL Several studies of populations near existing airports In the United States and the United Kingdom

have shown that the possibility for permanent hearing loss in communities near Intense commercial take-off

and landing patterns Is remote. A FAA-funded study compared the hearing of the population near the Los

Angeles International Airport to that of the population In a quiet area away from aircraft noise (Parnel et al.,
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Table H-16. Sleep Disruption (Sleep Awakening)
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1972). A similar study was performed in the vicinity of London's Heathrow Airport (Ward et al., 1972). Both

studies concluded that there was no significant difference between the hearing loss of the two populations,

and no correlation between the hearing level with the length of time people lived in the airport

neighborhood.

Extra-Auditory Health Effects of Residential Aircraft Noise

Based on review of previous research in the field (Thompson, 1981; Thompson and Fidell, 1989),

predictions of extra-auditory health effects of aircraft noise cannot be made. A valid, predictive procedure

requires both evidence for causality between aircraft noise exposure and adverse extra-auditory health

consequences, and knowledge of a quantitative relationship between amounts of noise exposure (dose)

and specific health effects. Because results of studies of aircraft noise on health are equivocal, there is no

sound scientific basis for making adequate risk assessments.

Alleged extra-auditory health consequences of aircraft noise exposure which have been studied include

birth defects, low birth weight, psychological illness, cancer, stroke, hypertension, sudden cardiac death,

myocardial infarction and cardiac arrhythmias. Of these, hypertension is the most biologically plausible

effect of noise exposure. Noise appears to cause many of the same biochemical and physiological

reactions, including temporary elevation of blood pressure, as do many other environmental stressors.
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These temporary Increases in blood pressure are believed to lead to a gradual resetting of the body's Hood
pressure control system. Over a period of years, permanent hypertension may develop (Peterson et al.,
1984).

Studies of residential aircraft noise have produced contradictory results. Early Investigations Indicated that
hypertension was from 2 to 4 times higher in areas near airports than in areas located away from airports
(Karagodina et al., 1969). Although Meecham and Shaw (1988) continue to report excessive
cardiovascular mortality among Individuals 75 years or older living near the Los Angeles Airport, their
findings cannot be replicated (Frerichs et al., 1980). Ecologic studies among residents of Nevada, where
supersonic flight operations have occurred since 1969, demonstrate no evidence of a relationship between
sonic boom exposure and mortality and morbidity (Anton-Guirgis et al., 1986). In fact, noise exposure
increased over the years while there was a decline in all cause, age-adjusted death rates and Inconsistent
changes in age-adjusted cardiovascular, hypertension and cerebrovascular disease rates.

Studies which have controlled for multiple factors have shown no, or very weak, associations between
noise exposure and extra-auditory health effects. The observations hold for studies of occupational and
traffic noise as well as for aircraft noise exposure. In contrast to the early reports of 2- to 6-fold Increases In
hypertension due to high Industrial noise (Thompson et al., 1989), the more rigorously controlled studies of
Talbott et al. (1985) and van Dilk et al. (1987) show no association between hypertension and prolonged
exposure to high levels of occupational noise.

Studies of occupational noise exposure effects have consistently shown that the effect of noise, If any, Is so
modest that it is difficult to demonstrate in epidemiologic studies. The reported mean differences In blood
pressure between high and low noise exposed groups range from 0 to 10 mm Hg.

In the aggregate, studies Indicate no association between street traffic noise and blood pressure or other
cardiovascular changes. Two large, prospective collaborative studies of heart disease are of particular
interest. To date, cross-sectional data from these cohorts offer contradictory results. Data from one cohort
show a slight increase in mean systolic blood pressure (2.4 mm Hg) in the noisiest compared to the
quietest area, whereas data from the second cohort show the lowest mean systolic blood pressure and
highest HDL cholesterol (lipoprotein predictive of heart disease) for men In the noisiest area (Babisch and
Gallacher, 1990). These effects of traffic noise on blood pressure and blood lipids were more pronounced
in men who were also exposed to high levels of noise at work.

It Is clear from the foregoing that the current state of technical knowledge cannot support inference of a
causal or consistent relationship, nor a quantitative dose-response, between residential aircraft noise
exposure and health consequences. Thus, no technical means are available for predicting extra-auditory
health effects of noise exposure. This conclusion cannot be construed as evidence of no effect of
residential aircraft noise exposure on extra-auditory health. Current findings, taken in sum, indicate only
that further rigorous studies are needed.

Domestic Animals and Wildlife

A recent study was published on the effects of aircraft noise on domestic animals which provided a review
of the literature and a review of 209 claims pertinent to aircraft noise over a period spanning 32 years.
(Bowes et al., 1990). Studies since the late 1960s were motivated both by public concerns about what was
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at that time a relatively novel technology, supersonic flight, and by claims leveled against the U. S. Air Force
(USAF) for damage done to farm animals by very low-level subsonic overflights. Since that time over
40 studies of aircraft noise and sonic booms, both in the U.S. and overseas, have addressed acute effects,
Including effects of startle responses (sheep, horses, cattle, fowl), effects on reproduction and growth
(sheep, cattle, fowl, swine), parental behaviors (fowl, mink), milk letdown (dairy cattle, dairy goats, swine),
and egg production.

The literature on the effects of noise on domestic animals is not large, and most of the studies have focused
on the relation between dosages of continuous noise and effects. Chronic noises are not a good model for
aircraft noise, which lasts only a few seconds, but which Is often very startling. The review of claims
suggest that the major source of loss was panics Induced by naive animals.

Aircraft noise may have effects because it might trigger a startle response, a sequence of physiological
and behavioral events that once helped animals avoid predators. Aircraft startle effects are not solely
caused by noise; visual intrusion also contributes.

The link between star".Gs and arios e.ffects. i.e., effects on productivity, is less certain. Here, we will
define an effect as any change In a domestic animal that alters its economic value, Including changes in
body weight or weight gain, numbers of young produced, weight of young produced, fertility, milk
production, general health, longevity, or tractability. At this point, changes in productivity are usually
considered an adequate Indirect measure of changes in well-being, at least until objective legal guidelines
are provided.

Recent focus on the effects on production runs counter to a trend In the literature towards measuring the
relation between noise and physiological effects, such as changes in corticosterold levels, and In measures
of Immune system function. As a result, it Is difficult to determine the relation between dosages of noise
and serious effects using only physiological measures. The experimental literature Is Inadequate to
document long-term or subtle effects resulting from exposure to aircraft noise.

Land Use Compatibility Guidelines

Widespread concern about the noise impacts of aircraft noise essentially began with the decade beginning
in 1960 which saw the major introduction of high power jet aircraft into military service. The concern about
noise impacts in the communities around airbases, and also within the airbases themselves, led the Air
Force to conduct major Investigations into the noise properties of jets, methods of noise control for test
operations, and the effects of noise from aircraft operations In communities surrounding airbases. These
studies established an operational framework of investigation and identified the basic parameters affecting
community response to noise. These studies also resulted in the first detailed procedures for estimating
community response to aircraft noise (Stevens and Pietrasanta, 1957).

Although most attention was given to establishing methods of estimating residential community response
to noise (and establishing the conditions of noise "acceptability for residential use), community
development involves a variety of land uses with varying sensitivity to noise. Thus, land planning with
respect to noise requires the establishment of noise criteria for different land uses. This need was met with
the initial development of aircraft noise compatibility guidelines for varied land uses in the mid-1960s
(Bishop, 1964).
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In residential areas, noise Intrusions generate feelings of annoyance on the part of Individuals. Increasing
degrees of annoyance lead to the Increasing potential for complaints and community actions (most
typically, threats of legal actions, drafting of noise ordinances, etc.). Annoyance Is based largely upon
noise Interference with speech communication, listening to radio and TV, and sleep. Annoyance In the
home may also be based upon dislike of "outside, Intrusions of noise even though no specific task Is
Interrupted.

Residential land use guidelines have developed from consideration of two related factors:

(a) Accumulated case history experience of noise complaints and community actions near civil and
military airports;

(b) Relationships between environmental noise levels and degrees of annoyance (argely derived from
social surveys in a number of communities).

In the establishment of land use guidelines for other land uses, the prime consideration Is task Interference.
For many land uses, this translates Into the degree of speech Interference, after taking into consideration
the Importance of speech communication and the presence of non-aircraft noise sources related directly to
the specific land use considered. For some noise-sensitive land uses where any detectable noise signals
which rise above the ambient noise are unwanted (such as music halls), detectability may be the criterion
rather than speech Interference.

A final factor to be considered In all land uses Involving Indoor activities Is the degree of noise Insulation
provided by the building structures. The land use guideline limits for unrestricted development within a
specific land use assume noise Insulation properties provided by typical commercial building construction.
The detailed land use guidelines may also define a range of higher noise exposure where construction or
development can be undertaken, provided a specified amount of noise Insulation Is included in the
buildings. Special noise studies, undertaken by architectural or engineering specialists, may be needed to
define the special noise insulation requirements for construction in these guideline ranges.

Estimates of total noise exposure resulting from aircraft operations, as expressed in DNL values, can be
Interpreted in terms of the probable effect on land uses. The Federal Interagency Committee on Urban
Noise (1980) developed land use compatibility guidelines for noise. Based on the guidelines, the FAA
developed guidelines for evaluating land uses in aircraft noise exposure areas were originally developed by
the FMA as presented in Section 3.4.4, Noise. Part 150 of the FAA regulations prescribe the procedures,
standards, and methodology governing the developme; t, submission, and review of airport noise exposure
maps and airport noise compatibility programs. It prescribes the use of yearly DNL In the evaluation of
airport noise environments. It also identifies those land use types which are normally compatible with
various levels of noise exposure. Compatible or Incompatible land use Is determined by comparing the
predicted or measured DNL level at a site with the values given In the table. The guidelines reflect the
statistical variability of the responses of large groups of people to noise. Therefore, any particular level
might not accurately assess an lndividual's perception of an actual noise environment.

While the FAA guidelines specifically apply to aircraft noise, it should be noted that DNL is also used to
describe the noise environment due to other community noise sources, Including motor vehicles and
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ralroads. The use of DNL Is endorsed by the scientific community to assess land use compatibility as It
pertains to noise (American National Standards Institute, 1980). Hence, the land use guidelines presented
by the FAA can also be used to assess the noise Impact from community noise sources other than aircraft.
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INTRODUCTION

The following tables contain information used to calculate the annual and worst-case hourly
air pollutant emissions associated with the Proposed Action aircraft scenarios. Emissions
are calculated for the years 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2014. These emission calculations
are then used in the ISCST air quality model to predict the worst-ca-e 1 -hour ground-level
ambient concentrations associated with aircraft operations.

TABLE I-1. AIRCRAFT EMISSION RATES PER LTO CYCLE

Emission Rate per LTO Cycle, (pounds)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 55.95 13.44 29.64 3.27 1.17
3-737-300 37.30 8.96 19.76 2.18 0.78
L0-747-400 66.76 10.00 124.90 7.52 5.20
B-757-200 (a) 77.92 31.40 33.06 3.32 0.14
B-767-200 (a) 77.92 31.40 33.06 3.32 0.14
DC-9-30 37.30 8.96 19.76 2.18 0.78
Single Engine (b) 14.37 0.26 0.02 0.00 0.00
Multi Engine (c) 33.10 1.15 0.13 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop (d) 7.16 5.08 0.82 0.18 0.00
Turbo Fan (e) 11.26 3.74 3.74 0.92 0.00

Source: U.S. EPA, 1985, AP-42, Table 11-1-9.

Notes: a. Engines on B-757-200 and B-767-200 (2 per aircraft) assumed similar to engines on

MD DC-lu-30 (3 per aircraft).
b. Single Engine category assumed to be represented by Piper Warrior.

c. Multi Engine category assumed to be represented by Cessna Skymaster.

d. Turbo Prop category assumed to be represented by Beech B99.
e. Turbo Fan category assumed to be represented by Gates Learjet 35.
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TABLE 1-2. PROPOSED ACTION ANNUAL LTO CYCLES PER AIRCRAFT TYPE

Annual Operations
Aircraft Type 1994 1999 2004 2014

B-727-200 0 730 0 0
B-737-300 720 1,170 1,170 1,170
B-747-400 80 130 130 130
B-757-200 720 1,170 1,900 2,630
B-767-200 80 130 130 130
DC-9-30 730 0 0 0
Single Engine 6,940 9,900 10,710 11,468
Multi Engine 1,600 2,850 3,400 3,948
Turbo Prop 730 1,200 1,530 1,880
Turbo Fan 730 1,095 1,460 1,504

Source: Illinois State Department of Transportation, 1991

TABLE 1-3. PROPOSED ACTION ANNUAL EMISSIONS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE - 1994

Annual Emissions, (tons)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B-737-300 13.43 3.23 7.11 0.78 0.28
B-747-400 2.67 0.40 5.00 0.30 0.21
B-757-200 28.05 11.30 11.90 1.20 0.05
B-767-200 3.12 1.26 1.32 0.13 0.01
DC-9-30 13.61 3.27 7.21 0.80 0.28
Single Engine 49.86 0.90 0.07 0.00 0.00
Multi Engine 26.48 0.92 0.10 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop 2.61 1.85 0.30 0.07 0.00
Turbo Fan 4.11 1.37 1.37 0.34 0.00

TOTAL 143.95 24.50 34.38 3.61 0.83
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TABLE 1-4. PROPOSED ACTION ANNUAL EMISSIONS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE - 1999

Annual Emissions, (tons)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 20.42 4.91 10.82 1.19 0.43
B-737-300 21.82 5.24 11.56 1.28 0.46
B-747-400 4.34 0.65 8.12 0.49 0.34
B-757-200 45.58 18.37 19.34 1.94 0.06
B-767-200 5.06 2.04 2.15 0.22 0.01
DC-9-30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Single Engine 71.13 1.29 0.10 0.00 0.00
Multi Engine 47.17 1.64 0.19 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop 4.30 3.05 0.49 0.11 0.00
Turbo Fan 6.16 2.05 2.05 0.50 0.00

TOTAL 225.99 39.23 54.81 5.73 1.31

TABLE I-5. PROPOSED ACTION ANNUAL EMISSIONS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE - 2004

Annual Emissions, (tons)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B-737-300 21.82 5.24 11.56 1.28 0.46
B-747-400 4.34 0.65 8.12 0.49 0.34
B-757-200 74.02 29.83 31.41 3.15 0.13
B-767-200 5.06 2.04 2.15 0.22 0.01
DC-9-30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Single Engine 76.95 1.39 0.11 C.00 0.00
Multi Engine 56.27 1.96 0.22 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop 5.48 3.89 0.63 0.14 0.00
Turbo Fan 8.22 2.73 2.73 0.67 0.00

TOTAL 252.17 47.73 56.92 5.94 0.94
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TABLE 1-6. PROPOSED ACTION ANNUAL EMISSIONS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE - 2014

Annual Emissions, (tons)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B-737-300 21.82 5.24 11.56 1.28 0.46
B-747-400 4.34 0.65 8.12 0.49 0.34
B-757-200 102.46 41.29 43.47 4.37 0.18
B-767-200 5.06 2.04 2.15 0.22 0.01
DC-9-30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Single Engine 82.40 1.49 0.11 0.00 0.00
Multi Engine 65.34 2.27 0.26 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop 6.73 4.78 0.77 0.17 0.00
Turbo Fan 8.47 2.81 2.81 0.69 0.00

TOTAL 296.62 60.57 69.26 7.21 0.99

TABLE 1-7. EMISSION RATES PER ENGINE IN IDLE MODE

Emission Rate, (lb/hr)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 39.10 10.10 3.91 1.15 0.36
B-737-300 39.10 10.10 3.91 1.15 0.36
B-747-400 35.91 5.43 4.74 1.77 2.20
B-757-200 (a) 88.04 36.18 3.02 1.21 0.04
B-767-200 (a) 88.04 36.18 3.02 1.21 0.04
DC-9-30 39.10 10.10 3.91 1.15 0.36
Single Engine (b) 10.21 0.35 0.05 0.00 0.00
Multi Engine (c) 5.21 1.59 3.09 0.00 0.00
Turbo Prop (d) 7.36 5.77 0.28 0.12 0.00
Turbo Fan (e) 11.11 4.05 0.54 0.18 0.00

Source: U.S. EPA, 1965, AP-42, Table 11-1-7.

Notes: a. Engines on B-757-200 and B-767-200 assumed similar to engines on MD DC-10-30.

b. Single Engine category assumed to be represented by Piper Warrior.

c. Multi Engine category assumed to be represented by Cessna Skymaster.

d. Turbo Prop category assumed to be represented by Beech B99.

e. Turbo Fan category assumed to be represented by Gates Learjet 35.
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TABLE 1-8. EMISSION RATES PER ENGINE IN TAKEOFF MODE

Emission Rate, (Ib/hr)
Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 6.99 0.50 202.60 9.98 3.70

B-737-300 6.99 0.50 202.60 9.98 3.70

B-747-400 7.32 1.96 660.40 17.85 3.75

B-757-200 (a) 0.38 0.19 671.00 18.90 0.54

B-767-200 (a) 0.38 0.19 671.00 18.90 0.54

DC-9-30 6.99 0.50 202.60 9.98 3.70

Single Engine (b) 96.00 1.05 0.20 0.02 0.00

Multi Engine (c) 143.90 1.22 0.36 0.03 0.00

Turbo Prop (d) 0.43 0.00 3.32 0.43 0.00

Turbo Fan (e) 1.86 0.14 29.80 1.55 0.00

Source: U.S. EPA, 1985, AP-42, Table 11-1-7.

Notes: a. Engines on B-757-200 and B-767-200 assumed similar to engines on MD DC-10-30.

b. Single Engine category assumed to be represented by Piper Warrior.

c Multi Engine category assumed to be represented by Cessna Skymaster.

d. Turbo Prop category assumed to be represented by Beech B99.

a. Turbo Fan category assumed to be represented by Gates Leariet 35.
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TABLE 1-14. PROPOSED ACTION WORST-CASE HOUR EMISSIONS FROM GROUND OPERATIONS

Ground Operation Emissions a, (lb/hour)
Year LTOs -f0 Total HC NO2 S02 Particulates

1994 12330 1.44 0.63 1.80 0.18 0.09
1999 18375 2.14 0.94 2.68 0.27 0.13
2004 20430 2.33 1.04 2.98 0.30 0.15
2014 22860 2.66 1.17 3.33 0.33 0.17

Note: a: Ground operation emissions for the Proposed Action at Chanute AFB are calculated by multiplying ground operation
emissions at known facilities times the ratio of LTO cycles for the two reuse scenarios. Aircraft ground operation
emissions are assumed to be: CO - 1.12 ton per year, Total Hydrocarbons - 0.49 tpy, NOx - 1.40 tpy,
SOx - 0.14 tpy, and Particulates - 0.07 tpy. These emissions are based on 8,778 LTO cycles.

(The emission rate for the worst-case hour is assumed to be 4 times the average hourly emission rate.)

For modeling purposes, emissions during the worst-case hour are assumed to occur from the nine volume sources as
shown in Figure I-1. All idle and aircraft ground operation emissions are allocated to volume sources 1, 2, and 3 on an
equal basis. The takeoff emissions are allocated to volume sources 4-9. The gram per second emission rates
modeled for each volume source are shown by year in Tables 1-15 through 1-18. Results of the Proposed
Action model runs for each pollutant are presented in Table 1-19.

Selected information for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative is given in Tables 1-20 through 1-25.
Modeling results for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative are summarized in Table 1-26.

TABLE 1-15. EMISSION RATES USED FOR MODELING OF PROPOSED ACTION WORST-CASE
HOUR - 1994

Emission Rate, (g/sec)
Source No. CO Total HC NO2 S02 Particulates

1-3 2.103 0.697 0.199 0.04 0.009

4-9 0.085 0.001 0.437 0.015 0.002

TABLE 1-16. EMISSION RATES USED FOR MODELING OF PROPOSED ACTION WORST-CASE
HOUR - 1999

Emission Rate, (g/sec)
Source No. CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

1-3 3.14 1.004 0.344 0.069 0.018
4-9 0.14 0.002 0.587 0.022 0.005
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TABLE 1-17. EMISSION RATES USED FOR MODELING OF PROPOSED ACTION WORST-CASE
HOUR - 2004

Emission Rate, (g/sec)
Source No. CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

1-3 3.584 1.29 0.319 0.063 0.012
4-9 0.146 0.002 0.767 0.024 0.002

TABLE 1-18. EMISSION RATES USED FOR MODELING OF PROPOSED ACTION WORST-CASE
HOUR - 2014

Emission Rate, (g/sec)
Source No. CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

1-3 3.639 1.308 0.36 0.065 0.013
4-9 0.176 0.002 0.767 0.024 0.002

TABLE 1-19. PROPOSED ACTION MODELING RESULTS

Maximum One-Hour Concentrations by Year, (ug/m3)
Pollutant 1994 1999 2004 2014

CO 669.7 1000.2 1141.3 1159.4
Total HC 221.4 318.9 409.7 415.4
N02 73 121.7 119.2 131.4
S02 13 22.4 20.5 21.2
Particulates 2.9 5.8 3.9 4.2
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TABLE 1-20. MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVE ANNUAL LTO CYCLES
PER AIRCRAFT TYPE

Annual Operations
Aircraft Type 1994 1999 2004 2014

B-727-200 0 730 0 0
B-737-300 135 225 270 315
B-747-400 15 25 30 35
B-757-200 135 225 1000 1775
B-767-200 15 25 30 35
DC-9-30 730 0 0 0
Single Engine 6940 9900 10710 11468
Multi Engine 1600 2850 3400 3948
Turbo Prop 730 1200 1530 1880
Turbo Fan 730 1095 1460 1504

Source: Illinois State Department of Transportation, 1990

TABLE 1-21. MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVE ANNUAL EMISSIONS BY
AIRCRAFT TYPE - 2014

Annual Emissions, (tons)

Aircraft Type CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

B-727-200 0 0 0 0 0

B-737-300 5.87 1.41 3.11 0.34 0.12

B-747-400 1.17 0.18 2.19 0.13 0.09

B-757-200 69.15 27.87 29.34 2.95 0.12

B-767-200 1.36 0.55 0.58 0.06 0

DC-9-30 0 0 0 0 0

Single Engine 82.4 1.49 0.11 0 0

Multi Engine 65.34 2.27 0.26 0 0

Turbo Prop 6.73 4.78 0.77 0.17 0

Turbo Fan 8.47 2.81 2.81 0.69 0

TOTAL 240.5 41.35 39.17 4.34 0.34
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TABLE 1-24. MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVE WORST-CASE HOUR
EMISSIONS FROM GROUND OPERATIONS

Ground Operation Emissions a, (lb/hour)
Year LTOs 0D Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

1994 11030 1.28 0.56 1.61 0.16 0.08
1999 16275 1.90 0.83 2.37 0.24 0.12
2004 18430 2.15 0.S4 2.69 0.27 0.13
2014 20960 2.44 1.07 3.05 0.31 0.15

Note: a. Ground operation emissions for the Minor Aircraft Maintenance Operations Alternative at Chanute AFB are

calculated by multiplying ground operation emissions at known facilities limes the ratio of LTO cycles for

the two reuse scenarios. Aircraft ground operation emissions are assumed to be: CO - 1.12 ton per year,

Total Hydrocarbons - 0.49 tpy, NOx - 1.40 tpy, and Particulates - 0.07 typ. These emissions are based on

8,778 LTO cycles. (The emission rate for the worst-case hour is assumed to be 4 times the average hourly

emission rate.)

TABLE 1-25. EMISSION RATES USED FOR MODELING OF MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ALTERNATIVE WORST-CASE HOUR - 2014

Emission Rate, (g/sec)
Source No. CO Total HC N02 S02 Particulates

1-3 3.11 1.17 0.296 0.048 0.007
4-9 0.172 0.002 0.667 0.019 0.001

TABLE 1-26. MINOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVE MODELING RESULTS

Maximum One-Hour Concentrations by Year, (ug/m3)
Pollutant 1994 1999 2004 2014

CO 295.6 459.9 972.9 991.3
Total HC 67.7 122.00 365.6 371.6
N02 50.3 79.3 99.6 109.2
S02 7.7 11.6 15.3 15.6
Particulates 2.6 3.9 2.2 2.2
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VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT, CHANUTE REUSE,
INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFER AND RESPONSIBILITY

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS



RESOLUTION NO. 3 - 9 1 -573 '

A RESOLUTION
APPROVING A POSITION STATEMENT

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE VILLAGE OF RANTOUL, CHAMPAIGN COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as
follows:

1. That a VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT,
CHANUTE REUSE, INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFER & RESPONSIBILITY (the
"Position Statement"), a copy of which said Position Statement is
attached hereto and hereby incorporated by reference, be and the
same is hereby adopted and approved as the position of the
President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Rantoul,
Champaign County, Illinois (the "Village") with respect to the
matters contained therein.

2. That, from and after the adoption of this
Resolution, the President of the Board of Trustees of the Village
and such other officers, agents and employees of the Village,
including its Engineers and Attorney, are hereby authorized,
empowered and directed to do all such acts and things and to
execute all such documents and instruments as may be necessary to
carry out the intent and accomplish the purposes of this
Resolution and to comply with and make effective the provisions
contained in the Position Statement.

PASSED and APPROVED this 12th day of March, 1991.

"/ • President J

A TTES

Village
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VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT
CHANUTE REUSE
INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFER & RESPONSIBILITY

General Position Re: Utilities and Streets

The Village of Rantoul is willing to accept responsibility for the
appropriate public portions of the streets, water, sanitary sewer,
storm sewer and electric systems provided:

1. The Air Force conveys to the Village the necessary components,
including requested equipment, of the systems, together with
all necessary easements and/or rights-of-way deemed
appropriate by the Village,

2. The Air Force will cooperate with the Village in the public
benefit transfers that the Village deems appropriate for the
overall good of the community, and as recommended under the
EDAW, ULI and CMT studies, and

3. The Air Force will participate in the support of the systems as

detailed in the following individual descriptions.

Water, Storm Sewer. Sanitary Sewer and Electric Systems

The Air Force agrees to support the operation of each of these systems
by paying a user fee for 5 years following the date of closure, or as
long as necessary to ensure the marketability of the Air Force
properties. This fee will be based upon the Village's estimated annual
operation and maintenance cost for the on-base system, with a credit
based upon the level of reuse that occurs. In the case of the
wastewater system, the user fee will be determined in accordance
with the conditions of the contract between the Village and Air Force.

Steam System

The Village is not prepared to accept responsibility for any portion of
the steam plant or the steam distribution system. The Air Force
should provide a caretaker operation for the complete steam system

MARCH 12, 1991
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for 5 years following the date of closure, or as long as necessary to
ensure the marketability of the Air Force's buildings, to allow time for
the conversion of all buildings to individual HVAC systems. The Air
Force shall maintain responsibility for the steam plant and
distribution system, and shall properly dispose of the facilities when
no longer needed.

If the Air Force chooses to sell the water, sanitary, or storm system
to a third party, the Village will consider that organization a
franchisee of the Village. No water or sewage treatment facilities,
not owned by the Village, will be allowed to operate within the Village
limits. The Village assumes that they will become the owner and
operator of the public portions of the electric system.

Other Considerations

1. Civil Engineers Office, computer system and records - The Village
is requesting Bldg. 56 (former base C.E. office), including all records,
drawings, reports, etc. Also included is the WIMS system, including
any proprietary computer hardware and software.

2. Fire Station and Equipment - The Village is requesting Bldg. 43 and
all equipment.

Position Statement
Rantoul Municipal Landfill

The Village of Rantoul's closure/post-closure plan under the
Village's Illinois E:PA permit to operate the Rantoul Municipal
Landfill stipulates that the landfill will close April 1, 1995. This
plan assumes no material increase In the amount or quantity of solid
waste delivered to such landfill between the present time and such
date. The President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Rantoul
will adopt appropriate legislation consistent with such IEPA permit
to restrict the quantity or amount of solid waste delivered to the
Rantoul Landfill.

MARCH 12, 1991
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APPENDIX K

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Chanute AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS



INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has complied with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
mandate of public participation in the environmental impact analysis process

primarily in two ways:

"* A public hearing was held in Rantoul, Illinois, on 27 March 1991, at which
the Air Force presented the findings of the Draft EIS (DEIS) for disposal
and reuse of Chanute AFB and invited public comments.

"* The subject DEIS was made available for public review and comment in

March-April 1991.

Public ci,,nments received both verbally at the public meeting and in writing
during the response period have been reviewed and are addressed by the Air

Force in this Appendix.

ORGANIZATION

This Public Comment and Response Appendix is organized into several sections,

as follows:

"* This Introduction, which describes the process, organization, and

approach taken in addressing public comments, as well as a brief
summary of the comments received

"* A consolidated comment-response document

"* An index of commenters

"* Photocopies of all written comments received

"* A transcript of the public hearing.

These sections are described below.

Comments received that are similar in nature or address similar concerns have
been consolidated to focus on the issue of concern, and a response Is provided

that addresses all of the similar comments. Some comments simply state a fact
or an opinion, for example, '1he DEIS adequately assesses the impacts on [a
resource area]." Such comments, although appreciated, do not require a specific
response and are not called out herein. The comments and responses are
grouped by area of concern, as follows:

1.0 Purpose and Need for Action

2.0 Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives

3.0 Land Transfer/Disposal

4.0 Local Community

5.0 Land Use/Aesthetics
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6.0 Transportation

7.0 Utilities J
8.0 Hazardous Materials/Waste Management

9.U Geology and Soils

•10.0 Water Resources
11.0 Air Quality

12.0 Noise

13.0 Biological Resources
14.0 Cultural Resources
15.0 Socloeconomics

Within each area, each consolidated comment-response is numbered

sequentially. For example, under 7.0 Utilities, individual comments-responses are

numbered 7.1, 7.2, etc. At the end of each numbered comment is a set of
numbers that refer to the specific comment in the documents received that were

combined into that consolidated comment The numbers of the Individual

comments are indicated in parentheses, e.g. (6-8, 11-13, 15-6, 15-22). Comment

6-8, for example, refers to document 6, comment number 8. A reader who wishes
to read the specific comment(s) received may turn to the photocopies of the

documents Included in this appendix. Below each comment number Is the
number of the consolidated comment in which the specific comment has been

encompassed, e.g. 7.5. Thus, the reader may reference back and forth between

the consolidated comments-responses and the specific comment documents as

they were received.

Oral comments received at the public meeting are not numbered because

corresponding written comments were received from the persons who spoke at

the public meeting; the comments In the written document are referenced. The

verbal comments made at the public hearing are included in the transcript

provided at the end of this appendix.

It should be further noted that some comments in the documents received are not
included in the consolidated comment-response document. These comments fall

into two categories:

"* Comments to which no response is required, as explained above

"* Comments regarding the Socioeconomic lmpactAnalysis Study (SIAS).

The SIAS is a companion document to the EIS. Effects upon the physical or

natural environment that may result from projected changes in certain

socioeconomic factors that are associated with or caused by the disposal of
reuse of the base are addressed within this EIS. Other socioeconomic Issues,

such as the region's employment base, school budgets, municipal/state tax
revenues, municipal land planning, medical care for military retirees and

dependents, local governments and services, real estate, and economic effects

on utility systems and specific businesses are beyond the scope of NEPA and
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Council on Environmental Quality requirements. Analysis of impacts associated

with these issues is provided in the SIAS; that public document will also support

the base reuse decision-making process. The environmental impact analyses

presented in this EIS are based on the results of the socioeconomic analyses

described in detail in the SIAS. All comments pertaining solely to Issues

addressed in the SIAS were considered beyond the scope of this EIS, and so are

not addressed in this comment and response appendix. However, those

comments have been reviewed and, where appropriate, the text of the SIAS has

been revised. Comments concerning socioeconomic issues addressed In the

SIAS only are indicated with an S on the photocopies of the comment

documents. Comments related to socioeconomic factors that are addressed in

this EIS (e.g., population, employment) have been included In this

comment-response appendix.

Finally, it should be emphasized that not only have responses to EIS comments

been addressed in this comment-response appendix, as explained, but the text of
the EIS itself has also been revised, as appropriate, to reflect the concerns

expressed in the public comments.

The list of commenters includes the name of the commenter, the identifying

document number that has been assigned to it, and the page number In this

appendix on which the photocopy of the document is presented. One of the

documents received contains a number of attachments, which are comments
from other writers. The names of these commenters are listed under the name of

the author of the primary document.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED

The major comments received on the DEIS are as follows:

"* The treatment of short-term impacts of base closure was considered to

be inadequate.

"* The treatment of socioeconomic impacts was considered insufficient.

"* The reuse schedule assumptions are not considered very realistic

regarding rapidity of growth.

"* It is emphasized that the Air Force should clean up contaminated sites

before transferring ownership.

"* Problems associated with low flows to the Rantoul Wastewater Treatment

Plant must be addressed.

" Asbestos both in buildings to be demolished and those that will remains

must be managed In a way that minimizes or eliminates health risks.

" Effects of reuse construction and operations activities on wetlands and
water bodies on and near the base must be described.
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"* Use of hazardous materials both before and after closure raises concerns
about contamination risks.

"* Reuse activities will result In a loss of prime farmland.

* Landfills must be identified that will accept demolition and construction
debris.

* Concern was expressed about who will assume responsibility for utility
systems on base and in Rantoul after closure.

* The Air Force is required to continue coordination for the evaluation of
eligibility of historic structures on Chanute AFB.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

1.1 COMMENT: The documents portray a post closure scenario of little or no economic Impact on

the Village. The information presented and the language used downplay the negatives and

highlight the positives. The commenter protests the use of a closure baseline. The Air Force Is

using the statistics to develop a preferred analysis. A preclosure comparison would show the

environmental and economic impacts more accurately. (11-11, 11-12, 11-31, 15-5)

RESPONSE: The present document addresses potential environmental impacts associated with

disposal and reuse of Chanute A. 3. The decision to close the base has been made; the pending

decision by the Air Force is disposal and reuse. The Air Force prepared a Closure EIS, which was
filed with the EPA in February 1990. Therefore, the present document assumes a baseline of

at-closure conditions against which to assess impacts of disposal and reuse activities. Preclosure

conditions are addressed in the present document where appropriate to aid In comparison of

impacts. There has been no attempt by the Air Force to highlight either the positive or negative

effects of disposal and reuse in this EIS. Reference Sections 1.2 and 3.1 of the EIS for a fuller

discussion of the purpose and scope of the disposal and reuse EIS.

1.2 COMMENT: The reports do not address the short-term environmental and economic impacts of

base closure. The community Is more concerned with the immediate future rather than the distant

future. The summaries and tone of the reports should be revised to show the truly negative
impacts the community will suffer in the short-term (1993 to 1997). (10-4, 11-39, 15-1, 115B-3,

155B-22)

RESPONSE: Where applicable In the environmental impact analysis, the text has been revised to
distinguish between short-term and long-term impacts. See the response to comment 1.1

regarding the tone of the EIS, and the response to comment 1.3 regarding socioeconomic

impacts.

1.3 COMMENT: There is concern with attempts to separate environmental and socioeconomic

impacts. This is an artificial If not impossible division. (10-1)

RESPONSE: Effects upon the physical or natural environment that may result from projected

changes in certain socioeconomic factors that are associated with or caused by the disposal or
reuse of the base are addressed within this EIS. Other socioeconomic issues, such as the

region's employment base, school budgets, municipal/state tax revenues, municipal land

planning, medical care for military retirees, and dependents, local governments and services, real

estate, and economic effects on utility systems and specific businesses are beyond the scope of

analysis required by the NEPA and CEO regulations. Detailed analysis of socioeconomic impacts

associated with these issues is provided in the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study; that public

document will also support the base reuse decision-making process. The environmental Impact

analyses presented in this EIS are based on the results of the socioeconomic analyses fully

described in the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

1.4 COMMENT: The environmental and socioeconomic impacts under minimal use conditions

(No-Action) are hardly addressed. Revisions should be made to reflect the long term Impacts

under the no-action alternative. (3-6, 3-30, 15-3, 15B-1, 15G-1, 15G-2)

RESPONSE: There is an extensive discussion of the Impacts under the No-Action Alternative on

Chapter 3, Affected Environment.

1.5 COMMENT Table S-1 of the DEIS identifies the Proposed Action as having a population Increase I
of 5,790 in Rantoul using "1993 closure" baseline. However, Table 4.1-3 of the Socioeconomic
Study Indicates a population increase of 1,580 In Rantoul from 1993 levels. (3-5)

RESPONSE: The Indicated value of 5,790 persons in Rantoul as cited In the DEIS Is rounded up
from the value of 5,788 shown for the year 2014 in the SIAS. The commenter attempts to compare

this amount to the calculated difference between 5,788 and 4,208, the value shown for Rantoul in
1993 in SIAS Table 4.1-3. This latter value Includes residual base operations, however, and should

not be used for such a comparison. The narrative has been modified to clarify the Information

presented In the document.

1.6 COMMENT: The baseline used for Impact assessment in the DEIS must be clear, and a
consistency between the baseline used in the DEIS and that used in the Socioeconomic Impact
Analysis Study be established. (3-29)

RftPW t: A baseline of projected conditions at closure has been established and is used I
consistently in both the DEIS and the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study. The text of the EIS
has been revised to clarify the description of the baseline used (see Section 3.1). 1

I

I
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

2.1 COMMENT: Alternative use plans are submitted for consideration.

* The Octave Chanute Museum and Conference Center
* The Williamsburg of the Midwest
* The Rantoul Technology Assessment Center
* C&S Sanitary Co. Transfer Station.

These alternatives should be studied to preclude the need for an additional EIS later. (15-10,
15G-4, 15G-5, 15G-6, 15G-7, 15G-8, 15G-9, 15G-10, 15H-1)

RESPONSE: The reuse plans evaluated in the EIS were those identified during the scoping period
and determined to be the most reasonable and economically feasible options for reuse of the
Chanute AFB property. After review of the subject plans, it has been determined that these
proposals could be accommodated within the overall scope of the alternatives evaluated In the
EIS, with only minor adjustments In the boundaries of the use areas. The uses proposed In the
Museum and Conference Center Plan - commercial, residential, recreational, educational -are
Included In all of the reuse plans evaluated, and thus would be compatible. However, it should be
noted that the market analysis conducted as part of the evaluation of alternatives indicated that
there would be Insufficient demand for additional hotel facilities in the area. Although the market
analysis conducted as part of the evaluation of alternative reuses indicated that the local market
could support only limited retail development, commercial uses - such as those proposed for the
"Williamsburg of the Midwest" -were studied In all of the reuse plans. Additional parking areas
may need to be developed to support such use. Similarly, all of the plans Include educational
uses, so the Technology Assessment Center would also be a compatible use, and no additional
environmental Impact analysis Is necessary. The proposed reuse by C&S Sanitary Co. for a
transfer station, shop, and office would be compatible with the proposed aviation support
(industrial) or agricultural reuses identified for this location. This reuse would generate some
minor traffic, and some of the roads might have to be upgraded to support the weight of the trucks.

2.2 COMMENT: The documents are overly ambitious native to expected growth. It Is not realistic to
assume all three components In the Proposed Action (aircraft maintenance facility, education, and
medical) will be accomplished simultaneously. (15-2, 15B-16)

RESPONSE: The Air Force worked with the Village of Rantoul, the FAA, and the IDOT In
developing projected reuee plans and schedules. The simultaneous accomplishment of all three
components Is possible and, as such, Is addressed In this EIS. The EIS studied the impacts of the
full range of growth potential to allow the decision-maker to understand the full range of possible
environmental Impacts. More Information about economic growth and assumptions Is provided In
the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study.
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

2.3 COMMENT: The condition and maintenance of the golf course is not addressed under the

no-action alternative. (1 5G-3)

RESPONSE: Under the No-Action Alternative, the golf course will be maintained in such a manner

as to facilitate economic•J resumption of use. The text has been revised accordingly (see

Section 2.3.3).

2.4 COMMENT: The commenter expresses a need to retain open spaces and buffer zones as future

public areas. (15E-1)

RESPONSE: Open spaces and recreation areas are components of all reuse alternatives and
have been incorporated into the environmental analysis.

2.5 COMMENT: Concerns are found in the community's perception of "caretaker status" and how it
will affect the appearance and marketability of base properties. What does the caretaker status

involve? (10-3, 15-12)

RESPONSE: The conditions of caretaker status are presented in the EIS in Section 2.3.3,
No-Action Alternative. These conditions, as stated, reflect the current Air Force conception of

caretaker status.

2.6 COMMENT: The information provided in the "Environmental Study for the Conversion of 345

Acres of Agricultural Land Adjacent and Directly East of the Chanute Air Force Base for

Development and the Associated Roadway Work" should be incorporated in the FEIS. (3-2)

RESPONSE: Information provided in this document has been incorporated into the EIS, as

appropriate.
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

3.0 LAND TRANSFER/DISPOSAL

3.1 COMMENT: The DEIS does not indicate that the Air Force will demolish and clean up certain

buildings requested by the commenter. The document should be revised to reflect the requests.
(11-9, 15-9, 151-1)

RESPONSE: Some of the reuse options Include demolition of some buildings on Chanute AFB.
However, it has not yet been decided which buildings will be demolished or that the Air Force will
demolish buildings prior to closure. The environmental Impacts of any such demolition have been
addressed in this EIS, primarily with regard to landfill capabilities.

3.2 COMMENT: The southeast portion of the base (900 area), has several possible uses other than a
firing range. (3-23, 15B-2)

RESPONSE: Concur. The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 2.2.4).

3.3 COMMENT: The on-base residential zones have many possible uses. Homeless housing Is only
one of the possible uses for these areas. (15B-5)

RESPONSE: The EIS also suggests that these areas could be used as family housing or housing
for students, faculty, and low-income residents (see Section 2.3.2.6).

3.4 COMMENT: The business community is concemed for the marketability of the Chanute AFB
development. The redeveloped property may be less than safe and clean, and prospective
purchasers will take this Into account. Marketability cannot be separated from environmental
concerns. (10-2)

RESPONSE: The commenter identified a problem common to all transfers of properties in today's
environmentally sensitive business community. The Air Force will comply with provisions of the
Comprehensive Environmental Restoration, Compensation and Liability Act, which requires the
United States to provide notice of specific hazardous waste activities on the property and a
covenant warranting that "all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the
environment with respect to any [hazardous] substance remaining on the property has been taken
before the date of transfer." The covenant must also warrant that "any additional remedial action
found to be necessary after the date of such transfer shall be conducted by the United States." In
addition, the Air Force intends to make available to prospective purchasers all available
Information necessary to make Informed judgements about the existence of unregulated materials
and the costs necessary to mitigate any hazard they may pose. The availability of such
information along with the continuing responsibility of the United States for subsequent
remedlation should make properties on Chanute AFB as attractive as private commercial property.
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PUBBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

3.5 COMMENT: All IRP sites should be remediated before final transfer of the property Is completed.
(5-11, 11-23)

RESPONSE: The Air Force will comply with the provisions of the Comprehensive Environmental
Restoration, Compensation and Uability Act, Section 120, which now requires the United States to
provide a covenant in the deed warranting that "all remedial action necessary to protect human
health and the environment with respect to any [hazardous] substance remaining on the property

has been taken before the date of transfer."

3.6 COMENT: Transfer of ownership of land and facilities - including the airfield and associated

areas/facilities and the fire/crash/rescue training facilities - at no cost public benefit transfer, or
minimal cost to the interested party, is strongly urged. (2-1, 2-2, 4-1)

RESPONSE: As stated In Section 2.1 of the EIS, disposal methods permitted by federal property
management regulations include trarsfer to another federal agency, negotiated sale to state or

local government, and public sale by auction or sealed bid.
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

4.0 LOCAL COMMUNITY

4.1 COMMENT: How was the baseline population estimate arrived at and Is it an accurate reflection

of closure conditions. The analyses from the baseline used appear to be Inaccurate. (11-14,

15B-18)

RESPONSE: The baseline population used to develop the information summarized in EIS Table
S-1 is the site-related population projected for the No-Action Alternative - zero. The EIS does not

contain estimates of the total population of Rantoul under this No-Action Alternative, but this value
may be inferred by subtracting the 8,038 persons who lived in Rantoul in 1990 as a result of base

operations from 17,212 (1990 Census estimate), it follows that the Village population would have
been 9,174 without the base In 1990. The text has been revised to Identify the regional population

without Chanute AFB (see Section 3.2.1).

4.2 COMMENT: The use of several employers listed as being located within the Village of Rantoul Is
incorrect. There Is concern that Inclusion of these companies may result in misleading

employment statistics. (3-8, 15-6, 15B-6, 15B-17)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 3.2.1).

4.3 COMMENT: The assumption cannot be made that unemployed residents will stay in the area
waiting to be rehired. (15B-23)

RESPONSE: There was no assumption that unemployed residents would remain In the area
waiting to be rehired. The socioeconomic projections are based on a model that considers

outmigration.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

5.0 LAND USE/AESTHETICS

5.1 CQMMENT: There is a question concerning the nature of the land use conflict adjacent to the
residential area in the northeast corner of the base. (15B-10) I

RESPONSE: As presented in the text (see Section 4.2.2.1), the eastern border of the new

residential area may be incompatible with the aviation support land use because of visual effects I
and daytime and nighttime activities of the aircraft maintenance facility.

5.2 COMMENT: The direction of drainage for off-base property north of the base is to the east,

northeast rather than to the southeast. (15F-1)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 3.2.3.1).

5.3 COMMENT: Commenter mentioned that the air park is a significant man-made feature, and one of

the largest static aircraft displays in the U.S. This display is visible from U.S. 45. (15B-7)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 3.2.3.2).

5.4 COMMENT: Some relevant federal, state, and local statutes, regulations, and guidelines are
missing from Table 1.5-1. (3-7, 6-3, 11-18).

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Table 1.5-1).

5.5 COMMENT: Revisions to the Airport Layout Plan should be included in the EIS. (3-1)

RESPONSE: The FEIS reflects the version of the Airport Layout Plan current at the time of report
production.

5.6 COMMENT: A small amount of land identified for aviation support on a figure is referred to as a
large amount in the text. (3-9)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.2.3.1).

5.7 COMMENI: Suggested revisions to the required avigational easements for runway 18/36, to

include mention of FAR Part 77 Regulations. (3-17)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.2.2.1).

5.8 COMENT The potential conflict between abandoned buildings at the old Main Sewage
Treatment Plant and the east-west runway clear zone should be addressed in the EIS. (11-10)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.2.2.1).
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

6.0 TRANSPORTATION

6.1 COMMENT: The commenter Indicated the short line railroad has not been entirely abandoned.

(155B-24)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.2.4.5 and Figures 3.2-6 and

3.2-7).

6.2 COMMENT: The projected number of trips per employee for the reuse alternatives should be

explained in the EIS. (3-4)

RESPONSE: The ratios of trips per employee cited in the comment do not appear either in the

DEIS or the SIAS; they may have been calculated by the commenter from other values that do

appear. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect a higher ratio to apply to the Minor Maintenance

Facility Alternative than to the Proposed Action, because the Proposed Action includes a higher
proportion of aircraft maintenance employees compared to education/medical employees.

Schools and hospitals would generate greater numbers of trips per employee than would aircraft

maintenance, simply because the students and patients contribute to total trips. As clarification,

the methodological description in the DEIS for transportation has been changed to note the

importance of students and medical patients to the calculations (DEIS, Section 4.2.3).

6.3 COMMIT: The V in VORTAC refers to "very high", not visual. (3-10)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.2.4.2).

6.4 COMMENT: The aviation reuse alternatives would likely result in an Increase in use of local raU

and passenger air travel service and the No-Action alternative would likely result In a reduction of

passenger air travel service. (3-19)

RESPONSE: As stated In Section 4.2.3 of the EIS, there would be increases In air and rail

transportation under the aviation reuse alternatives as a result of the overall population Increase In

the ROI over closure conditions. Because the baseline assumed Is closure conditions, there is no

projected change In air and rail transportation under the No-Action Alternative.

6.5 COMMENT: These appears to be an inconsistency in predicted AADT on Township Road 1800

East for 2014 between the DEIS and the socioeconomic report. (3-20)

RESPONSE: No Inconsistency exists; both the DEIS (page 4-15, third paragraph) and the
socioeconomic report (page 4-24, first paragraph) predict an AADT of 10,000 on Township Road

1800 East in 2014.

6.6 COMMENT: The source of Willard Airport passenger-per-capita in 1988 should be referenced.

This also raises the question of whether Willard Airport has sufficient capacity to expand. (3-21)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.2.3.1). None of the

alternatives addressed herein is projected to result in an Increase in passengers through Willard

Airport that would require expansion.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

6.7 COMMENT: The roadway analysis in the DEIS concludes that Maplewood Drive and Chandler

Road would have only marginally acceptable peak-hour traffic conditions by 1999 under the
Proposed Action. Intersection capacity and roadway capacity should be studied to determine

anticipated impacts. (3-3, 156-25)

RESPONSE: Intersection analysis has not been a part of any volume capacity ratio studies for

any key community roadways because (1 1 no intersection data are available and (2) such analysis
is considered beyond the scope of base disposal and reuse traffic analysis.

6.8 COMMENT: The widening of U.S. 136 should be mentioned with regard to off-base road

expansion. (3-18)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.2.2.1).
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

7.0 UTILITIES

7.1 COMMENT: Assumptions listed in analyzing the potential effects on utilities anticipates the Village

will assume the responsibility of all utilities except the natural gas system and possibly the steam

plant. Are these assumptions correct? The cost of maintaining these systems will be a great

burden on Rantoul. (1 5D-i)

RESPONSE: The assumption that the Village of Rantoul would assume responsibility for the

drinking water, wastewater, and electric systems was based on desires expressed by Village

officials and because these services are typically provided by the local government or

quasi-government entities. Although it was not necessary to make any assumptions concerning

who would provide these services, it was necessary to assume that these services would be

available for redevelopment. Based on this assumption, the analysis addresses anticipated

demands, environmental impacts, and related issues. The cost of operating and maintaining the

present utility systems was not addressed and Is beyond the scope of an environmental Impact

analysis.

7.2 COMMENT: Minimal space heating for structures on base will be provided at closure. For how
long will this be maintained? (11-22)

RESPONSE: Minimal space heating will be maintained for 1 year. After the first year, the Air
Force will evaluate the requirement for future heating.

7.3 COMMENT: The Village landfill will close in 1995, if current levels are maintained. The latest

possible closure date is 1998. The Rantoul landfill should be deleted from the list of landfills

available to receive closure materials, Including demolition debris. Further research should be

done to insure other landfills in the region will accept demolition debris. (11-42, 11-45, 15-7,

15B-4, 15B-19, 15B-26)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised (see Sections 3.2.5.3 and 4.2.4) to address the fact that
the Rantoul landfill will not be accepting demolition debris in the next few years and will be closing

in 1995. Alternative landfills that could accept this debris have been identified in the EIS.

7.4 COMMENT: The Issue of problems associated with the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) Is not

adequately addressed in the EIS. Modifications to the facility will be necessary to accommodate

flow reductions under all future conditions. The additional design capacity ot the WWTP was built
In to accommodate Chanute AFB. None of the alternatives will produce flows high enough to

eliminate low flow problems. Assurances must be provided that water quality in all affected waters

will continue to meet standards. All sections In the documents relating to wastewater treatment

should state this situation. (5-2, 11-1, 11-15, 11-19, 11-21, 11-32, 11-40, 11-43, 11-44, 11-46, 11-47,

14-1, 15-8)

RESPONSE: The Air Force Is actively discussing funding of an engineering solution to the
impacts on the Rantoul WWTP resulting from reduction In wastewater flows following base

closure. As Is acknowledged In the DEIS, reduced flows will adversely Impact the efficiency of the
Rantoul WWTP and pose the possibility that the plant will violate its National Pollutant Discharge
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PUBUC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Elimination System (NPDES) permit. The text in Sections 3 and 4 of the DEIS has been changed
to ensure that environmental impacts of reduced flow and a range of possible mitigation measures I
are adequately addressed. The Village of Rantoul has requested Air Force assistance in financing
the proposed modifications and negotiations toward that end are continuing.

7.5 COMMENT: The Village of Rantoul will not assume responsibility for the steam plant as stipulated
in the Village's Position Statement. (11-41, 15B-11, 15B-21)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 4.2.4).

7.6 COMMENT: Depressurized water lines cannot be connected to the Village's water distribution
system. These lines would be in violation of cross-connection control ordinances and regulations
in that they may provide a source of contamination to the system. (11-20)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (See Section 2.3.3).

7.7 COMMENT: There is concern that a proportionate number of young people will leave upon
closure and will affect the per capita usage of utilities. (15B-20) I
RESPONSE: The average per capita rate of utility usage indeed may change as noted if there are
changes in the age cohorts of the Rantoul population or for other reasons. However, the ability to
assess this change would depend on obtaining a substantial amount of presently unavailable
information, including average utility usage rates for different segments of both the existing and
projected Rantoul population. Although utility usage is partly dependent on the Individual habits
and tendencies of users, it is also dependent on the particular characteristics of the existing
structures In the community (e.g., amounts of Insulation, types and conditions of plumbing
facilities) and the relative levels of utility demand by residential, commercial, and industrial users.
The basic assumption that post-closure per capita utility usage rates will remain at approximately
the same levels as pre-closure is considered a relatively cautious assumption, given that the ratio
of the larger commercial and industrial users may increase. The results of the study should be
understood to be reasonable approximations of potential future utility usage in the Rantoul area,
given the level of available information.

7.8 COMMENT: The central plant mentioned in the DEIS is coal-fired. We suggest that this plant be
converted to another fuel such as oil or natural gas to improve air quality. Should new facilities be
constructed, an Investigation should be made as to possible energy conservation measures. New
structures should be insulated with superinsulation and the use of "Greenlights" (energy efficient
lighting) should be implemented. (5-8)

RESPONSE: All decisions regarding energy use (coal vs. gas, conservation measures, Insulation,
lighting) would be the responsibility of the new owner/user(s) of the base property.

7.9 COMMENT: The commenter provided the Village of Rantoul Position Statement, Chanute Reuse,
Infrastructure Transfer and Responsibility and requested that it be included in the EIS. (11-8,
11-13, 15A-1)

RESPONSE: This document has been included as Appendix J in the EIS.
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8.0 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE MANAGEMENT

8.1 COMMENT: What is to happen to USTs under the alternatives other than the proposed action?
The commenter requests that all USTs be removed prior to closure, or replaced with new systems
that can meet future regulations. (11-5, 11-16, 11-17, 11-25)

RESPONSE: The Air Force's present plan calls for removal of all USTs prior to base closure. The
text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.3.4).

8.2 COMMENT: Asbestos and radon statutes or regulations that are approved prior to closure should
be applicable to the base disposal. (158-14)

RESPONSE: Concur.

8.3 COMMENT: Is a reference to the asbestos abatement plan adequate to fulfill Air Force Policy for
asbestos management at closing bases? The commenter believes that the EIS should reflect the
ramifications of what is and Isn't removed under the asbestos abatement plan. (11-3, 11-38)

RESPONSE: A copy of the Air Force policy on management of asbestos at closing Installations is
included as Appendix G of the EIS. This policy clearly sets forth the considerations Involved In
deciding whether to remove asbestos or transfer the building with asbestos in place. This policy Is
consistent with the findings of the U.S. EPA in its study of the asbestos problem in public and
commercial buildings. The U.S. EPA declined to promulgate a standard because of the limited
risk posed by asbestos incorporated into buildings, the prohibitive costs of removing such
asbestos, and the environmental impact of properly disposing of the waste. The Impact that
adherence to the Air Force asbestos policy will have on the market value of affected buildings Is
beyond the scope of this environmental analysis.

8.4 COMMENT: Is the economic analysis part of the asbestos abatement plan? Will the economic
policy for asbestos removal be fully Implemented and If so, when will the economic analysis be

completed? (11-4, 11-36)

RESPONSE: Refer to response to comment 8.3.

8.5 COMMENT: Does the asbestos management policy apply to burled steam lines? If so, when will
these lines be removed? (11-2, 11-37)

RESPONSE: The Air Force policy on management of asbestos at closing installations applies to
buried steam lines. Consistent with Air Force policy, steam lines will be removed if it Is determined
that the protection of human health requires removal. At the present time, the presence of buried
steam lines constructed using asbestos-containing materials does not pose a threat to human
health. However, removal of the steam lines would create adverse environmental Impacts by
posing a risk of emissions of asbestos fibers and unnecessarily using limited landfill space.
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8.6 COMMENT: The Village of Rantoul requests the following hazardous materials summary reports
when they become available: I
1.) The asbestos abatement plan

2.) Remedial InvestigatIQn data summary report

3.) Radon survey report

(11-6, 11-7. 11-24, 11-28, 11-29)

RESPONSE: Copies of the requested documents will be made available in their final forrrvt.

8.7 CQMMENI: Is there an appeal process concerning the decisions made under the asbestos

policy? If so, procedures for making appeals is requested. (11-35, 151B-15)

RESPONSE: There is no procedure for contesting determinations made by Air Force

Bioenvironmental Engineers concerning implementation of the asbestos management policy.
However, to the extent individuals believe errors have been made, they may bring those to the Air

Force's attention by Identifying the determination and its deficiencies and providing data

supporting a different conclusion.

8.8 COMMENT: There needs to be clarification as to how interim users of on-base facilities will be

managed Including Hazardous Materials/Waste Management. The commenter believes that the
Air Force should remain responsible for interim usage. (11-34, 15B-13)

RESPONSE: Any entities entering Into a lease for use of Air Force property prior to its final
transfer will be responsible for complying with applicable Illinois, federal, and local laws

concerning generation, transportation, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes. The Air Force
will ensure that lease provisions provide for ready access by appropriate regulatory authority to

any leased facility.

8.9 COMMENT: Why are some USTs exempt from state and federal regulations? (11-26)

RESPONSE: Federal UST regulations (40 CFR part 280) exempt residential heating oil tanks.

Under Illinois regulations, residential heating oil tanks with capacities less than 1,100 gallons are

also exempt from regulatory concern, unless the tank systems are known to have leaked to the
environment (see Section 3.3.4).

8.10 COMMENT: What Is the basis for fte assumption that all existing contamination has been

identified? Has the Air Force Investigated the allegations that there are other burial sites of

hazardous materials and Included them In the IRP process? (11-33, 151B-12)

RESPONSE: The statement that all contamination on Chanute AFB had been identified is based

on the results of the Installation Restoration Program Investigations. In 1983, the initial records

search was conducted by Engineering-Science Inc. and Included interviews with past and present

employees. Additional groundwater sampling was conducted during 1988 and 1989.

Groundwater sampling has continued during 1990 and a report concerning these efforts is

due In 1991.

The IRP Investigations have established the existence of contamination on the base and identified

probable sources. Despite extensive groundwater sampling since 1988, no major additional
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sources were Identified. In addition, the discovery of contaminants has been consistent with
expectation based on the records search and employee interviews.

8.11 COMMENT: The discussion of the Memorandum of Understanding concerning contamination
from hazardous substances at Chanute AFB seems out of context. (3-11)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.3.3).

8.12 COMMENT: There should be an investigation of the possibility of expanding existing facilities to
meet the needs of Increased usage, without disturbing asbestos and creating environmental
disposal/remedlation. If buildings containing asbestos must be demolished, a landfill permitted to
take special wastes should be identified prior to demolition. (5-5)

RESPONSE: An asbestos survey was recently conducted at Chanute AFB; results are pending.
Any removal or management of asbestos at the base will be conducted In accordance with Air
Force Policy on the Management of Asbestos at Closing Bases (see Appendix G of the EIS). This
policy recognizes that "While removal is a remedy, in many cases management alternatives (such
as encapsulation within the building) are acceptable and cost effective methods of dealing with
asbestos." The policy lists criteria for determining that removal is appropriate, and guidelines for
management if removal Is not indicated. The policy further states that 'friable asbestos will be
properly disposed of." If, in fact, demolition debris consisting of asbestos-containing materials
must be disposed of, an appropriate landfill will be identified prior to demolition.

8.13 COMMENT: The DEIS discusses the possibility for the Increased use of herbicides and pesticides.
Measures should be taken to ensure that water quality is not adversely impacted as a result of
increased usage. (5-6)

ESPONSE The EIS states that all pesticide and herbicide usage is, and will continue to be,
conducted in compliance with the FIFRA. This Act regulates quantities and usage of pesticides,
herbicides, and rodenticides to assure the health and safety of the public and local wildlife. The
text has been revised to include a fuller explanation of the FIFRA (see Section 3.3.6).

8.14 COMMENT: The DEIS mentions that there are several hazardous waste sites located near
wetlands which may currently or in the future impact the quality of these habitats. Coordination
should continue concerning potential wetlands impacts at these sites. (5-10)

RESPONSE: Impacts from existing contaminated sites are being addressed by the IRP.

8.15 COMMENT: Will the above-ground storage tanks be left behind? If so, the economic Impact of
this decision should be addressed in the socioeconomic analysis. (11-27)

RESPONSE: It has not yet been determined which, if any, of the above-ground tanks will be left In
place for reuse. The economic Impact of transferring unregulated above-ground tanks Is beyond
the scope of this environmental analysis.
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9.0 GEOLOGY AND SOILS I

9.1 COMMENT: The conversion of prime farmland to non-agricultural uses constitutes a major natural

resource Impact and it should be addressed accordingly In the FEIS. The acreage and status

(prime, Important, etc.) of each soil type should be identified for any alternative proposing

acquisition of agricultural land. (6-1, 6-2, 6-4, 6-5)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.4.1).

9.2 COMMENT: No mention is made of the potential disturbance of subsurface tile drainage systems I
on agricultural lands with proposed development. (6-6)

RESPONSE; The text has been revised to address this concern (see Section 4.4.2.1). I

I
I

1
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10.0 WATER RESOURCES

10.1 COMMENT: It Is suggested that a buffer strip of native vegetation at least 100 feet wide be
permanently maintained in areas where wetlands and other water bodies may be subject to storm
water runoff, to minimize impacts to water quality. (5-1)

RESPONSE* The Air Force does not believe that the creation of permanent 1 00-foot-wide buffer
strips around all on-base wetlands, tributaries, streams, and other water bodies Is necessary to
protect water quality. Direct impacts on wetlands through dredge and fill activities are managed
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. EPA through the Clean Water Act Section 404
permitting process. Furthermore, water quality impacts resulting from point source discharges
are regulated under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting
process under Section 301 of the Clean Water Act. The Air Force believes that existing regulatory
schemes are sufficient to address the concerns expressed by the U.S. EPA. As noted in the DEIS,
adverse impacts to these waters during construction will be prevented by the placement of
temporary berms.

10.2 COMMENT: The Final EIS must address the treatment and disposal of wastewater from the
industrial and commercial facilities as well as storm water runoff from industrial parking facilities,
to avoid impacts to water quality. (5-3)

RESPONSE: It is likely that an NPDES permit(s) would be required for Industrial and commercial
wastewater discharges. Prior to construction design for reuse activities, a study similar to the
Maintenance and Drainage Systems (MUDS) study conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (1987) would be conducted to Identify potential drainage problems and develop
solutions. The solutions would be Incorporated Into the design and construction of new/modified
facilities. NPDES permits may be required for storm water discharges during construction, as well
as during airfield operations under the Proposed Action. The text has been revised appropriately
(see Section 4.4.2.1).

10.3 COMMENT: If the tributary to Salt Fork Creek must be rechanneled to accommodate the
proposed runway expansion, plans for rechanneling the tributary and mitigating lost habitat must
be addressed. If drainage is to be altered, impacts on the aquatic system must be addressed.

(5-4)

RESPONSE: The tributary will not need to be rechanneled to accommodate runway expansion
because it is not In the extension area. As discussed In response to comment 10.2 above, a
drainage study would be conducted prior to construction and any potential impacts to wetlands or

surface water would be prevented or minimized by Incorporating appropriate mitigation measures
(such as berms, drains, culverts, etc.) into the design of new facilities (see Section 4.4.2.1).

Similarly, the mitigation measures discussed in Section 4.4.5.1 would be implemented to minimize
impacts to wetlands, aquatic habitat, and any loss of native vegetation. Loss of foraging habitat as
a result of runway extension would present only minimal effects on local wildlife, which would be
compensated by the large amount of other habitat available In the area and Instituting
management practices for pheasant.
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10.4 COMMENI• The groundwater section should state that there is no aquifer designated by the

EPA as a sole or principle drinking water resource. (3-12)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.4.2.3)
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11.0 AIR QUALITY

11.1 COMMENTS:~ Sections concerning air and water quality constniction Impacts should mention that
aviation developmen t would follow provisions of FAA Advisory Circular 15/5370-10. (3-22)

RESPNEQIL The text has been revised appropriately (see Sections 4.4.1.1, 4.4.3.1, and 4.4.3.2).
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12.0 NOISE

12.1 COMMENT: Specific EPA guidelines should be referenced concerning hearing loss. (3-24)

ESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.4.4).

12.2 COMMENT: IDOT suggests that the airport proponent could voluntarily pursue a future FAR Part

150 Study for analyzing operational and facility modifications to reduce noise levels. (3-25)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.4.4.1).

12.3 COMMENT: The measures presented in the DEIS for mitigating effects of noise overflight In the
sleep of residents during the summer should be Implemented. (5-9)

RESPCNSE: No conflicts with the FAA land use compatibility guidelines contained within FAR
Part 150 have been identified for the Proposed Action. The airport proponent could voluntarily

pursue a future FAR Part 150 study to analyze operational and facility modifications to reduce

aviation noise levels below DNL 65 dB.
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13.0 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

13.1 COMMENT: There is concern about potential development and reuse restrictions due to on-base
wetlands. What wetland Impact and possible restrictions are likely to occur? More detail should
be provided so that potential effects can be properly identified within the proposed reuse
alternatives., (11-30,15B-8)

RESPONSE: The range of mitigation measures that may be taken to address wetlands Impacts
resulting from redevelopment are outlined in Section 4.4.5 of the text. The conceptual nature of
redevelopment mandates that, In some cases, specific Impacts cannot be described. However,
the EIS addresses the Section 404 process of the Clean Water Act In detail. Future landowners
would be responsible to comply with the provisions of Section 404 (see Section 4.4.5.1). The
economic impact of such measures is beyond the scope of environmental Impact analysis.

13.2 COMMENT: Field surveys can be conducted as a protection measure for biological resources.
Mitigation recommendations and avoiding construction in the southeast portion of the base will
help protect wetland areas. (12-1)

RESPQNSE: Environmental surveys would be conducted before initiating any activities that could
affect wetlands. Mitigation measures will be implemented, as necessary, to comply with federal
and state regulations for the protection of wetlands.

13.3 COMMENT: American slough grass and Eustoma should be removed from the text. Prairie
remnants are not present in the proposed project area. (3-13, 3-14, 3-27)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Sections 3.4.5, 3.4.5.1, and 4.4.5.1).

13.4 COMMENT: Coordination with the Illinois Department of Conservation should be noted with

discussion of threatened and endangered species. (3-15)

RESPONSE: Text has been revised appropriately (see Section 3.4.5.3).

13.5 COMMENT: The locations of various wetland types discussed should be labeled on the wetlands
figure. (3-16)

RESPONSE: Figure 3.4-3 has been revised appropriately.

13.6 COMMENT: It would seem appropriate to quantify by type and acreage the loss of vegetation.
(3-26)

RESPONSE: Vegetation impacts were not quantified because the analysis is at a programmatic
level. The project description did not provide enough detail to establish precise disturbance
boundaries on a map so that such losses could be calculated. Further, there are no threatened,
endangered, or sensitive species present on base.
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13.7 COMMENT: The landscaping plans discussed In the DEIS concerning reuse should include

planting to replace any trees lost to construction. (5-7)

RESPONSE: Although there would be some loss of trees and vegetation as a result of reuse

construction activities, there are no sensitive biological resources present on the base that would

require compensatory measures (ref. Section 3.4.5). Effects on vegetation from construction loss

are considered to be minimal. Landscaping of these areas would be in accordance with the

proposed reuse activities and would be the responsibility of the new owner/user(s).

13.8 COMMENT: It is suggested that buffers between facilftles/use areas be connected so that wildlife

has a connected corridor throughout the base. Consideration should be given to developing

habitats that will support a diversity of plants and animals. (5-12)

RESPONSE: There are no threatened or endangered species or sensitive habitats on Chanute

AFB. Based on the absence of sensitive biological resources, the alternatives proposed are those

considered the most reasonable and economically feasible. All proposed reuse options

incorporate open space and recreational areas, which would support the types of wildlife present.

Planting, landscaping, and maintenance of open space and recreation areas will be the

responsibility of the new owner/user(s).
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14.0 CULTURAL RESOURCES

14.1 COMMENT: The commenter requests one copy of each:
1.) The determination of eligibility for historical and prehistoric resources on base.
2.) The assessment of the effects of the project on cultural resources.
3.) The archeological surface surveys of the base.
(15B-9)

RESPONSE: Copies of these documents will be available In their final format.

14.2 COMMENT: The procedures concerning cultural resources appear to be adequate. Consultation
with the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency concerning cultural resources at Chanute AFB
should continue through completion of the FEIS. (7-1)

RESPONSE: Consultation with the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency regarding potential
cultural resources at Chanute AFB has been Initiated and will continue, in compliance with Section
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

14.3 COMMENT: "Mitigation," as used in the 106 process, does not alter the evaluation of effect. Effect
is either adverse or it is not. If not, mitigation is not required. If potentially adverse, avoidance or
mitigation comes into play. (3-28)

RESPONSE: The text has been revised appropriately (see Section 4.4.6).
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15.0 SOCIOECONOMIC

15.1 COMMENT: A request is made that the Air Force use the same formula used In TheChanut
Economic Resource Impact Statement to express the economic effect to the community due to
the closing of the base. (15-4)

RESPONSE: The Chanute AFB Economic Resource Impact Statement (ERIS) for FY 1990
indicated that the local economic impact of the base was $227.6 million that year, and supported
1,934 secondary jobs in the area. The local area to which the ERIS refers encompasses all places
within a 50-mile radius of the base, and includes both the Decatur and Bloomington areas as well
as parts of Indiana. Corresponding results from the Chanute AFB socioeconomic analysis are
regional economic impacts of $205.1 million in FY 1990 and 1,550 secondary jobs that year.
These are comparable results, particularly in view of the fact that the region of influence for the EIS
includes only Champaign and Ford counties.

15.2 COMMENT: There are a number of military retirees (about 5,000) currently receiving health care
from the Chanute hospital. The commenter request that consideration be given to retirees who
live In the area to receive affordable health care. Keeping outpatient and pharmaceutical services
for military retirees would help ease health care costs. (13-1, 15-11)

RESPONSE: Discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this EIS.
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1 not to be a criminal trial, rather to be involved in a 1 to take a quick break at that point. and then 6e'll

2 procese like tois. -roos examination isn't not an 2 start you back up so yeu do not lose any ties.

3 appropriate part of the process. 3 The sixth point Would be. I'd ask you to

4 Now. the fourth point would be that 4 not to speak while another person is speaking, and

5 statements will be limited to five minutes for 5 I'll only recognize one person at a time. The last

6 eeryone, that includes elected public officials or 6 1 point will be. I see from the sign on the wall that

1 their representatives, designated spokespersons of 7 this is a to-seoking area. So I would appreciate your

O private Iroupe and private citigens, we need to do I Cooperatlion With that rule.

9 this so that everyone has an opportunity to be heard 9 Now, it ie possible that there sill be

10 and has that fair opportunity to be heard. 10 questions that Air Force representatives are not able

11 Now. I'm going to and up being the time 11 to answer. That could occur because even though

12 keeper, and I uill do that. Out I %ill ask you to 12 there's a good deal of expertlee assembled hera. they

13 please honor a request from me that you stop speaking. 13 Will not attempt to answer questions tonight unless

I IVll let )ou know when the five minutes is up. I1 they're confident that they can do so accurately.

Is We have a clock back on the side wall. 15 Now. if this should occur. they're not

16 but I'm going to be asking you to come up to the is able to answer a question. and if the question is

17 podium when you do speak. Your backs are to that I7 relevant to the environmental process. I can assure

Is side. So I'll try to do something like this 18 you that it will be addrtssed in the final document.

19 'indicetlng) when the five minutes is up so that 1 which you may receive a COpy Of.

20 you'll know, and I'll ask you to wrap up your comments 20 If we run out of time before everyone

21 at that point. 21 gets to spoke, you're invited to fill out a comment

22 It may be necessary, for technical 22 sheet. You can do that even if ie have sufficient

23) reasons, to change a tape for the reporter or for 23 time, We have the comment eets. You can include

24 video tape purposes to change a tape, and se may need 24 additional pages. Some of you may already have some
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I tiVed stanetri r S..t I. ufltthat .- vish 11, Ct. I Aviation Adminltiii-t-n. and n .'.,r left -','lI.

2 considered. 2 Lieutenath toI',l-I~ ':- 011-i the Diret-to,f 'A ic

I1r-nc Ir .5 the VPaehlet That I Environmental 0- -irer hir trroe Re~gionalI1-1

I h-1nl' '-.1 the iatemn S 5n be Suibmittedl a' I fn~irnerr No~r'-, %tr F-r- Base. ai.nS

S 1., 1:- irj r' Th. 2rnd -,f kpnii ;f .1 q b ma' 1n' So. It '. .1 1lesur . to .... ihrrodu- 4,

6 then r,- th, ,ddreas thatn's indicated at the b-t'' ,f h ;,na Aefati wh i t vIi brief 'he Proposal toniqht,

I this Irr- - it th. hr-tt'5 rt he ''ostint shet.' nd 7 40. AEFSIY; Thank you, C'olonel. 'ii namesI

8 T, reeen'w hit -r -rb.srted thim taý vill hae. eqlual a "I.n. Awfeh9  and I represent the Office rf the

1I -71,1h -nd r---. 'he S.." Lareful coneId.ration as 9 Pentagon created to managing the disposeal of Air force

i0 three* statements That are made orally here tonight, io hase. Identified hi the Special rOwmis~iono appointed

11 I'd like. to Thank everyone uho has 11 under teR authorities of two separate 0ae. '*iooure and

12 '.rnad nut, .hour presence hero is commen--tble. in i2 Realignment il14sase.

II tat i ehrv agrea intr~estain your,.. co roilti and 1indiscuseing the Air Forcee proposed

14 in thoee things that are ImportanTI to It. Let 35 i 1rtv . I' ike to trie tur topic.. Itire Ini

1's insure ',ou that your Interest is the prikari purpose ' IS disposal planning Second, are the ub)eti- sered b.,I

16 for us being here tonight. 16 the Air Force to guidance planning. Third. are

17 M4o, at this time let me introduce the 17 disposal considerations that were used to arrive at a

Is member. of the panel acros from.* me. d:, ismdaecI d~niSiue.. Lamtly. le the Air Fre.dcso tef

19 acroas troa me. on your right, ou ld be a.' Gn 19 tha im ht acIn IThe Air Force Ii taebae ,n

20 Aefehy. representing the Closure Implementatton Office 20 the fied~isga inh the tI a nd otIher cOnlideratilons.

21 In the Pentagon. end he'll be speaking on te21 Ou r pl anning is gutided by the factI that

22 proposal. In the center ie Mr. hubert Gm. S:pecial 22 the Secretary of the Air Force has been delegated the

23 Assistant to the Secrenary of the Department of 25 authority to act as the Federal Disposal Agent for

Zl Trensportation. whose representing tEn federal 24 Chanute Air Force Base. Vmuallj thle re.poneilbili.'
1
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I rests eith the Ahsioietratrr of osneral S -resic 'hat I the Socretar, of the Air Force has full 'licreti. .

2 'he hue. C7loe1roSn " t 1988O and 1990 changed the 2 -determining bow the kir Frire will 'lipose 'if 'he

I normal procedures. S property.

1-1-n the AnThe Dlepartment tf , -1ot I'd liet':icueth i For-c

ynflnsSo enscpee ;SA disposal role. The Secretary fI I obtetives for the :dieosl rce7 . Fr' -i 'rre

Is hefsnoe has in tjrim. r-delegated his dispoe ' A to inuethat the Process Progress.. smkoothit ue

7 authority of Air Force Installatlions to the S4clretary 7 sot de..elop a comprehensive plan. In developing the

It rE he Air F-or. A plan. -e must consider the desires of the.oeuiy

9 fi-epits this change. however, the 9 the environeental conVeguenC*e of our disposal laSeers.

IS traditinal d19p-ael statute for federal property are. I0 and the Inciduntal land uses in the Interest of the

i1 still enforced. The Air force ..ust adhere to the aee 1i Air Force and Thea Feoderal Governeent as the current

12 end General Serviles Administration Regolat ions that 12 owners o .f t he l and.

1S are In Place at the times of the Passage of the Cloeure ISSecond. Congress Is only providing

iS Acts. Howeve r. the services may to.ue regula:tions, ift Is etart-UP capital for implication of the realignments

is reqoired. to Implement their delegated authorItis. 1s and C loures., ReenI from propertycseles 1iii he

i6 Another of the provisions of both Ac~ts ii usd to offt th s:hort fail. A sok.iti

17 reguired As to consult aith the State, governor .nd I' Important that the.:flnrtasstem itself hroughout

is heads of loeal governments for the purpose of .*'th ifofteasClur Acun, hih ernte

19 considering any plans fur the use of sach property by is In Aeptahaber of 1995.

20 the letiel community concerned. We are meeting the 30 Third. the Air Force wants to ea*e the

Si consultation reguirements for Chanute Air force Baes 21 itransition by streamlining the process so that It

22 by working with the Vilisge of Rentoul and the 2 rce*a uýl n -hya ombe

23 Illinois Department of Transportation. t3 oS. I'd Ilke to aiose on to describe hr-i

2i Finally nour planning recognite. that 26 e intend to achieve those objectives. Forou
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I purposes, disposal has been organized to consider fie 1 Governoent.

3 Interrelated documents. The first is the EIS. the 2 The Jction analizid in the draft ElS :3

3 draft of which we're reviewing tonight. The second is 3 1 lhown in the slide. The action is to dispose of the

4 the voreement in h-. to -onduct the environmental 4 installation and parcels to public or private entiliet

5 .. lean-up. Third. is the study of the Socioeconomic 5 using the Integrative concept plan as a proposed land

6 impact if the closure and potential reuse, which was 6 .e. plan.

7 referred to in the first EIS. Fourth. is the reuse 7 It should be noted that all follou-on

5 proposal terminated by the local community. Fifth. is a umes will be subsequent to any applicable federal,

9 the disposal plan which combinee all of the above Into 9 state and land use controls, building codes and fire

10 the implementation document needed to execute the 10 laws. The action. when complete, results in total

11 disposal. II disposal of the installation.

13 To insure that proper consideration is 12 The method of disposal will generally

13 given to all reasonable reuse alternatives in Chanute 12 occur in the following order of priority: Transfer to

14 Air Force Base, we invited all potential rousers to 14 another federal agency; donation for a public benefit

15 submit their proposals. By doing so. they are now 15 sale to a pubiIc body under special statutory

16 included in the EIS alternatives, other than the 16 authority; negotiated sale to a public body: or sale

17 formal community plan. which Is featured in the EIS as 17 by public auction and/or bid to private Interests.

8 : a proposed action. With theme alternatives. we ii As mentioned, the Secretary of the Air

19 believe the final EIS will be comprehensive enough to 1i Force will decide on the actual disposal, and it may

20 support the eventual disposal of the bases. 20 very tfro his general order of priority, depending on

21 Please note the Secretary of the Air 21 the special circumstances involved. Following

22 Force maintains the authority to choose among the 22 completion of the EIS. the decisions will be

23 alternatives for the purpose of balancing the needs of 23 documented in a record of decision, and in the Air

24 the community, the Air Force and the Federal 24 Force's Final Disposal Plan for Chanute Air Force

DOCUMENT 1 DOCUMENT 1

15 1,

I Ba me. I underway which will fully characterize the

2 Because the center piece of current 2 cont manstion of all other sites to determine the bent

3 community planning is a development of a national 3 means of cleaning them up.

I i-ati-n center, and one of the disposal options the 4 The Air Force. the State of Illinois.

5 oemunity say choose as public benefit transfer 5 and the Village of Rantoul have negotiated a

6 sponsored by the Federal Aviatwon Administration, the 6 memorandum of underetanding committing the parties to

7 Air Force's EIS considers the environmental impacts of 7 work together to facilitate the rapid completion of

the eator reuse initiative. S the environmental clean-up.

Sihould the cosmunity choose this 9 Meanwhile. clean-up activities are

10 approach the FAA will require its own environmental 10 continuing at this time. Contaminated areas sty not

11 analysis, which may delay the transfer: however, to 11 be reedy for disposal at the time of closure. Where

12 insure a coordinated and timely decision and to avoid 12 needed, the Air Force will obtain ownership of small

13 any potential delays, the Federal Aviation 13 parcels containing clean-up mites. In other words, we

14 Ndmintstration, represented by the Illinois Department 14 may require easements and rights of entry to permit

15 of Transportation, is participatlng in our EIS process 15 long-term ground monitoring and treatment.

16 in a formal role. known officially as a Cooperating 16 Nevertheless, despite the Air Force's

17 Agency. 17 commitment to clanlng up ll past contaminated areas

IS The last subject I'd lik to address is IS and promteting the public, we do not except any

19 that of onvironeental clean-up. Th& Air Force Is 19 clene-up activities to delay release of uncontaminated

30 €smtted to cleaning up all areas contaminated by 20 property of Chanute Air Force.

31 past Air Force activities and protecting the health 21 Thanh you for this opportunity to meet

22 nd safety of the public end any future owners of 22 with you this evening. Nos, I'd like to turn the

23 Chanute AIr Force Base property. Interim clean-up a3 meetIng batk to the Colonel.

24 activities are continuing. and additional studies are 24 HEARING OFFPCPR : Thank you, Mr. Aefeky. At
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I this rime. I ink Lieutenant Tý,m bar-! to brief I 0 1 Draft Environmentai Impart 'itatment -as pubJ1hPd -1t

2 the onvironmanrt. P-,049. 2 a record of deois•in in Mar:h of 1 )90. I want

3 LIE(TE.\A'T ('cio1tyL BARTOL: Thank 3viu I emphasis that the en'ir-nmental pro)cess 'ompleted bt

I .1. I im Lieutenant ',-mnel Io hartol And. I the Air Training 'ommand was ',Ir the :I, sur .ini

5 almn ,our 7.rdanization is conducting the S realiqnment of the forces at Chanuts Air Force Base:

6 en.ir-neno*1 impact analst yr•,ess for this 6 that process is complete and thus the decision has

7 proposal as -e1l as for the fotur other major Air Force 7 been made to close Chanute %ir Force BSae. The

i nstallati.ns mandated to close under the Bame Closure a process -s are dlicuesing tonight, the Environmental

9 and Realignment Act If 1988. 9 Impact Statement. is for the disposal and reuse of the

10 Tonight I'm going to present the 10 Chanute Air Force Base.

11 schedule for the environmental process and show how 11 Now, for this process, a scoping meeting

12 this public comment period fitm into the schedule. 12 .ms held lack in September of last year. and ue

13 I'll also discusm the scope of the study and the 13 received public input on the issues to be addremsed in

14 relationship between the Environmental Impact 14 the study. During the scopung process, our office

15 Statement and the Socioeconomic studies, and then. 15 received propoesale from the establishment of a

16 lastl, I will present the results of our analysis by 1S national aviation center with a major aircraft

17 resource category. if maintenonce hub.

I: No., this environmental effort was 1i An a result of that input, the Federal

I1 initiated beck in February. 1989. with a publication 19 Avietion Aidiniatration was invited, and they

20 of the Federal Regimter of Notice of Intent to prepare 20 submeqiently agreed to become a cooperating agency in

21 an Environmental Impact Statement for the closure of 31 this environmental process. The Federal Aviation

22 Chanut* Air Force Sass. 22 Admlnistration is being repreeented by the Illinois

23 Follosing thie, scoping meetings were 23 Department of Transportation through the State Block

24 held in March of 1989, and in February of 1990. a 24 Grant Program. The Air Force ham worked closelI iIth
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I the FAA and the Illinois Department of Transrortation I of those on the original draft distribution lint. it

2 to include their en-ironmental requirements in this 2 you ar, not on -ur mailing list. and iou wish t,

I Environmental Impact statement. 3 receive your own copy of the Draft Environmeital

SN-,. following the scoping period. in I Impact Statement please request a copy by sending a

5 which we rece•ied input from the public and reuse 5 card or a letter to this address or the ons that is on

6 plans from the Village of Rantoul, we collected data 6 the hand-out or the comment sheet.

7 and conducted the environmental analysli. The Draft 7 And, again. the Final Environmental

a Environmental Impact Statement use filed with the I Impcat Statement will Include comments received during

9 Enuironoental Protection Agency on March let of this 9 the public comment review period end our rssponses to

10 year. 10 those comments.

I1 Now. in addition to tonight's hearing, 11 Now. if appropriate. we will group the

12 written com.ent. on the draft will continue to be 12 comments in the categories and respond accordingly.

13 accepted until April 22nd. After the comment period 13 Depending upon the number and the diversity of the

1 is over. we will evaluate the comments, both written 14 comments. we will either conduct additional analymem.

15 and oral, and perform additional analysis or change 15 and we may produce a meparate volume of thim Draft

1 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement where 16 Environmental Impact Statement. Or we esal just

Li ne.emeary. It produce a cover letter and errata shnet.

I: Again, this is not :ooping procems, is The document will serve as Input to the

e mqual coesideretlon w11 be gicen to all comments 19 record decision which will be a formal document of the

20 ehether we hear them tonight or receive them in the 20 declailm by the appropriate Air Force decision maker.

at coming weeks. Once that review process Is complete. 21 and as you lust heard from Mr. Aefeky. other studies

22 .. will produce a Final tnvironmental Impact 22 in consideration of other issueS, besides those

23 Statement. which ti scheduled for July 1991. We will 23 addressed in the Environmentel Impact Statement. Will

21 mail that Final Environmental fmpact Statement to all 24 enter lnts the final deciiton on thIs proposal. And.
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1 again. we -xpeac to accomplish the record decision in 1 environment.

2 late August 1991. 2 Our organization has recently produ-ed a

3 so, a Draft Environmental Impact 3 separate socioeconomic study that is not required bi

4 Statement was prepared to comply with the National I the National Environmental Policy Act. It describes

SEnvironmental Policy Act and the Council on 5 in greater detail, how the disposal and reuse of

6 Environsental Quality of Regulations. Efforts were 6 Chanute Air Force Base may economically affect the

7 made to reduce needless bulk. Write in plain 7 surrounding communities. Specifically, the

language: focus on only those *ssuem which arm clearly $ socioeconomic studies addresses the following factors:

9 related to the environsent. and we sill intsgrte 9 Population, employment, housing, public finance,

10 those with other documents as part of this decision 10 education. government, police and fire. medical,

11 making process. Reuse alternatives that were 11 recreation, transportation, and utilities.

12 developed during the scoping process uere individually 12 Copies of the socioeconomic study were

13 analyzed. 13 recently provided to key federal, state and local

14 This analysis in the Draft Environmental 14 officials, state's single point of contact and

15 Impact statement focuses on impacts to the natural 15 libraries in the surrounding communities. This

16 environment that may occur either am a direct result 16 document will also be forwarded to the decision maker

17 of base disposal and reuse or indirectly through 17 for input into the decision process.

is changes is the community. 1i Now. I'd like to discuss our results

19 1 As I mentioned earlier, this Draft 19 reported In the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

20 -4virosmeotel Impact statement focuses on impacts to 20 In general, the document concluded that there would be

21 the natural environment. The docuvents addresses 31 changes to the base surrounding communities which

23 socioeconomic factors where there is a relationship 22 would cause both positive and negative impacts to the

23 between base disposal and reuse to socioeconomic 33 , natural environment.

25 conditions that would result in impacts to the natural 24 I'll first present an overview of the
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13 2

I proposed action and alternatives, and then. svcondli, 1 action i. the non-asiation concept., The focus of the

2 1 will produce an anhaalysis by resource category. 2 non-aviation alternative is Industrial and education

3 Not, this figure shows land uses for the 3 training land uses and commercial land uses. The

I proposed action. Again. the focus of the proposed 4 e-isting air field ,Wuld be made inactive and the open

5 action is on the use of existing aviatlon related 5 areas around the a r field would be used for

6 faclities to establish a eslor aircraft maintenance 6 agricultural purposes.

7 facility, an educational camp:s and a hospital life 7 And, finally, the third and final

care facility. Masor components of the propOsed I alternative we analyzed is the no-action alternative,

9 action include expansion of the existing air field, 9 and this is mandated under the provisions of the

10 aviation maintenance and support areas and 10 National Environmental Policy Act. In the no-action

I1 non-aviation related areas. 11 alternative. the Air Force would maintain in control

12 On this slide the aviation related land 13 of the base property. After closure, the property

13 use areas are indicated in blue. Education and 13 would be maintained is a condition to prevent

14 training areas are shown In pink. The green areas 14 detorioration. ad .s would als establish a caretaker

15 identify recreation areas, and yellow indicates 15 force to maintain the property.

:6 residentiel housing. 16 I would now I1k1 to shift into the

17 This figure shows the land use for the 17 results of our analysis as depicted In the

Is minor aircraft maintenance operations alternative. 1i EvIronmental Impact Statement. I'd like to first

19 Yow, this alternative is similar to the proposed 19 .ike ti* points. First of all. the proposed action

20 lotIos. tI that. it combines sltillr types of aviation 20 ad the alternatives were analysed to the seme level,

21 and non-aviation land uses. The difference is the 31 in other words, there was no preference in our

32 reduced sine of the aircraft maintenance operations, 23 analysis for a proposed action or an alternatiae.

23 which nlOw remain sithin the bils property. 33 And the second point I'd like to ihke is

24 A second alternative to the proposed 24 that the baseline in the Environmental Impact
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1 Statement is for ý-hanuts Air rorce Base at closure. As ýu -an see an iou .o.. right .n che

2 In Other words -ee alreadi had an En'ironsental a chart, the first .,ne is the fIr the proposed ascin

3 Impact Statement that has taken the full operation It I or the second bar. 6hich is more employment than

4 -h.u.e down 'o the closure Tondirtians. and again I full-lp running ýhanute. The third bar or the saccnd

5 that %as prepared bi Air training Command. 5 alternative is a minor aviation, and the third is the

6 This Environmental Impact Statement uses 6 non asiation alternative. If you can't read those

7 the closure conditions as a baseline and overlays the 7 numbers. fust brlefli the one on the left, which in

i Impacts of the disposal And rouse alternatives. 8 the full-up operational Chanute. it is about 10,000.

9 Now. redevelopment of the base will be 9 The proposed action at the full build out Is about

10 beneficial to the regional economy. In addition to 10 12.000 direct and indirect lobe.

11 the direct jobs on alte, a substantial number of ii The total population loss or

12 secondary fobs will be created throughout the region. 12 out-migration due to the closure of Chanute is

I These additional lobs will Increase regional earnings. 13 estimated to be as high aa 11.000 people. It is

ia income and spending, and the employment would be 14 estimated that redevelopment activites will lead to

15 phased over the 20 year redevelopment period, This ls population in migration to the region. The largest

16 chart shows a total pro0acted employment for each of 16 number of people are expected to locate in Champaign

17 the alternatives by the year 2014. the 20 year build 1t Counti'.

I: l. Communities likely to experience the

ot The total emplohment consists of two Im largest imereases in population include Rantoul

24 categoriee. we have direct employment, which is the 20 Chempaign end trbsna. Thi chart shows the change of

a1 bottom chain on this chart, and secondary employment, 21 population from the closure conditions. Total

22 r hich is the top cross edge. For comparison purposes. 22 migration for the rouse alternatives would range from

23 the ferst bar represents employment levels when 23 approximately 12.000. under the proposed action, to

24 Chanute AIr Force Base was full"y operational in 1988. 24 1500. under the non-aviation alternative. And. agaim,
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1 for all of these proposals this In-migration -ould l This chart sho-n the le-# of annual air

a occur over this -1 asar build out period. 2 operations for selected years under the two

Land use plans for nach reuse 3 redevelopment plans utilized in the air fiel,. The

if•rnati�.e rs generally cospatible with zoning 4 maximum number of annual air operations would ha

5 -rdinances of the Village of Rantoul. Two of the 5 approximately 23.000 under the proposed action, and

6 rouse plans retain a runway and adjustment facilities 6 21.000 under the minor aircraft maintenance aircraft

Sfor suiation related uses. The non-aviation 7 operations at the full build out in the year 2014.

8 alternative would retain the runway. but it would 6 These operations are not expected to effect air space

9 remain inactlie. 9 and air traffic in the region of influence.
10 Vone of the proposed redevelopment 10 NOw. this figure shows the protected

11 alternatives is expected to have a significant Impact it noise contours for aircraft noise levels for the

12 on areas of high or medium visual sensitively. The 13 proposed action in the year 19:4. when the highest

1i proposed action would have some off base visual 13 noise aevels are expected. these noise contours

14 effects due to construction of an aircraft maintenance 14 represent areas of equal noIse around the air field.

l- facilltt Adjacent to the base's east boundary. 15 and they are measured in chat we would cell DNL or the

16 All redevelopment alternatives. except 16 measurement of a day and night average noise level.

i? for the proposed action, have low or no vi1ual impacts 17 A day and night average noise level

Is because of the leited emounts of infrastructure I: takes the noise over s 24 hour Deriod, averages it.

19 activity associated eith those alternatives. 19 mmd those are the contours. You could thinh of those

20 The runway in accompanying facilities 20 to not@: footprints. There'i also a penalty in the

21 are incorporated Into two of the prospective 21 model for nIght operations.

22 redevelopment Alternatives. Those aviation related 22 You can see the two areas that will

21 facilities could become e foundation for major or 23 generate the most noise consist of the runway, and on

24 minor aircraft maintenance operations. 24 the east side or the right side of that chart is an
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I aircraft run-up pad or run-op area. As Iou can see 1 eSpGCi&lly 1.S. 45 and Maplewood Di1'.. This fhutre

2 1 there are no noise sensitive areas or residents 2 shows the estimated number of daily trips generited

3 affected by these pro)ected noise lesels. As you 3 under each of the alternatives for the malor roadways

I kno. Chanute Air Force Base currentl -:onducts no air 4 assessing Chanute Air Force Base.

5 perations. So thee noise sources will be an 5 For comparison purposes, the first bar

6 increase to existing noise levels. This is a similar 6 represents the amount of traffic when Chanute was

7 slide for the minor aircraft maintenance operation 7 operational. approximately 25,000 trips per day. The

alternative, and this is a smaller noise contour. B number of daily trips for this proposal would range

9 And then. finally. from those slides 9 from 15,000. on the non-aviation alternative, up to

10 weve calculated land areas that would be exposed to 10 56.000 for the proposed action. and, again, this is at

11 the 65 DNL or the 65 noise level exposure, and this 11 the full build out In the year 2014.

12 chart shows for the proposed action and the minor 12 Redevelopment of Chanute Air Force Base

13 aircraft alternative how many acres. 13 will also place demands on the local utility systems.

14 We also see on this slide a decrease in 14 including water, waste water, solid waste and energy,

15 the amount of aviation and amount of acres exposed to 15 which includes electricity, natural gas and coal.

16 a certain notse level due to national standards 16 This table shows the prolected Increases in the

17 requiring quiet aircrafts by the year 2000. So by the 17 utility demands for the reuse alternatives. In

is year 2000, we anticipate that there will be -- as a I1 general, the utility demand for the proposed action is

it matter of fact. there's a statute that requires 19 at or neaor preclosure levels.

20 comercill aviation to have quieter aircrafte. That's 20 Now. the Air Force has conducted an

31 why the land areas decrease during the build out. 21 Investigation to identify, characterize and remedlate

22 The redevelopment of Chanute Air Force 22 environmental contamination on Chanute Air Force Sass

23 ease wIll affect local and regional transportation 23 as a result of the past actions. This comprehensive

24 network$. It will Increase traffic on major roads, 24 effort Is called the Installation Restoration Program.
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71. 12

I and tnas figure shois the nine locations where I electrical equipment, recent legislation has put

2 contamination was identified in this investigation. 2 strigent regulations on the manufacture, distribution

3 Clean-up activities will be accomplished in accordance 3 and use of PC~s.

4 with applicable federar and state laws and 4 Prior to base closure, the Air Force

5 regulations. 5 will remove from service and properly dispose of all

6 Chanute Air Force Base Is scheduled to 6 equipment associated that is not PCO free or not in

Scomplete initial remediary actions in 1994. with 7 compliance with EPA Standards.

S nonitoring to continue after base closure. Monitoring B Also, a radon sampling survey was

9 of thse ground water is usually a long-term rquIremment 9 performed at Chanuts Air Force Base in I988 as part of

10 to insure the success of the clean-up. 10 the Radon Assessment and Litigti:on Program. The base

11 The Air Force will take all necessary 11 has impieested a detailed Ridon A -ss s -ent Program Is

12 actions for environmentai clan-up of the bass to 12 accordance with Air Force policy. The results of this

13 protect public health and the environment. Deeds of 13 radon survey are due in the fall of 1991.

14 property transfer will contain this assurance and all 14 Impacts to geologic resources unde'lying

1i property transfers will be held in compliance oith the 15 Chanute are not expected from any of the reuse

I1 Comprehensive Environmental Death, Response, 16 alternatives. An analysli of the water saaples from

17 Conversation and Liability Act-. 17 the base's wells shows no evidence of contamination.

1I An asbestos survey was parformed on the iS The drinking vater for Chanute Air Force Base and the

19 base sad the results are in prep rtl on. An Asbestos 19 Villege Of Rantoul comply with federal and state

20 Abetemest Pla Is due to be complete If April of 1991. 20 drinklng water standards.

1 . mplementation of an effective asbestos management 21 This figure shows that the water demand

22 would preclude any rouse problems associated with a: Is projected to be greatest under the proposed action.

23 enposure to ampetos. Polychlorinate Biophenal 22 with a daily demand of approximately 3.4 million

24 compounds, called PC9, once used extensively on 24 gallons per day. and lowest under the no-action
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I alt.rnative 1 on Chanute Air For'e Base. Thes. .;-w. rt

2 I . nn r air =J, ac
t
q acul- .,-r 2 contributor) ta ,pper salt F r, -k and pre1,w -

3 as a result .f toe cn.e alternati.es, Air p'l1ian' 3 adlacent to the omen . leplesentatin '4 reuse

nSaO noý Ir. !- trif rn1a'ni l~t.:!'In .'. d 0 r4 alenti are e.pectd t) ha' a *7 sio n'.Lat-

5 -. ,cr !u- ,t -oe three ainerr3atcsa. Air poll1-nts 5 on 1etlaod areas.

A -all -ould be carbon diunids. nit •gen o•ida And. finally for cultural resouraes

sulfur vIe and partiulates. Cart n monoxide and 7 the highlighted portion of this map identifies an area

Snitrosn -,-19e are -. onsidred the -sat sufficient 9 uhere additional study is beaing onducted to detersine

Spolluante omitted during reuse acti'ities. 9 nhether there are any propertias eligible for listing

10 The proposed action uould result In 10 on the National Register of Historic Places.

II carbon sonoxide in air polluant eMisslone of 11 Thera is no impact projected for

12 approximately a.) tons per day. and thia slide shown 12 archeological or native American resources duo to the

13 for the other alternatives. 13 lack of significant findings during our study. %ow

14 Air quality impacts during construction 14 that concludes my presentation on the rmuss proposal

15 unuld occur due to dust emissions from ground is and the sn'-ironeenfsl effects.

16 disturbing activities. These impacts would be 16 HEARING OFFICER: Let me sake sure )ust in

17 temporary. I could like to reiterate, under air 1I case I misunderstood something that you said there at

is quality. that our analystis did not indicate violation II the very end. when you are talking about no -ioiation

19 of asy Indiana or National Air Quality Standards. 19 O oIf r 01 ashlty standards, you're talking shoot

20 . Now. wetlands are considered a unique 20 Illinois AIr Quality Standards?

21 biological resource. They are described in areas 21 LIEtTENANT COLONEL BABTOL: Or National Air

22 chere saturation with cater is a dominate factor 22 Quality Standards.

23 determinlng the types of plants and aelsals living in 23 sEARING OFFICER: I wasn't sure if you

24 the area. A total of about 12 acres of wetlands occur 24 sliunderstood the state you in
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I LIEUTENANT C)LONEL hkRTrL: I went to nvho, I I Now it lou don't wish to make a public

2 at Purdue in nlina. 2 statesent or ue run out of tise before you'vs nad an

3 HEARI•. )FFIcER: I problbli shouldnot sal it 3 opportunity to speak or if icu have additional

I but : uent to IL. and that's even horse hers in 4 coneents beyond those which Iou'I lion t, sake within

5 Illinne. But I bought an Illini cup for P, old boss. 5 your five-enute alotted tise, )ou say turn in •our

SHe's sn Illinois native. So I've got you all at 6 written comments after this meeting or send them as

I hear> 7 indicated at the bottom of the sheet. as long an

I At this point, let am lust go quickly S they're received by the 22nd of "ril. I'll anse.r a

I over a few of the procedures ho'll be doing in just a 9 question, and then we'll take a breah.

10 moment for the people that arrived late. You were 10 R. FRANK ELLIO TT: A point of order really.

11 asked. when ýou came in. to fill out an attendance 11 ue have 0.me 22 organizations within the Villaega of

12 -ard and if you cared to. a comment sheeot. If you 12 Rantoul and we've boiled it down Into too statements.

13 hae% not filled out one, especially the card. I'd ash 13 So instead of 22 people taking five minutes each. I

1I .u o do so at She break. partliularly if you wish to 14 respectfully request that two people be permitted a

IS make a public statesent. is little more than five minutes. not an hour. but

1k Regarding the making of the statesent 16 something leem to sake a statement for the village of

1I tonight. elected public officials or representatives 17 Rantoul. If not, we can sake two hours of spesches.

is will be called upon first for their eratecenta. For HI REARING OFFICER: well, how such time are you

it those others who indicate a desire to sacs a I requesting?

20 statemest. I*ll shuffle .our cards up. and .ell do it 20 mt. FRANK ELLIOTT: I don't knon. about ten

21 randomly to saer sure that everyone hae a fair 31 minutee each,. but cc can bol it down to fve emoutes

22 -pportuntry to be heard. And all statesents cust be 22 for 22 people. or saybe ten. 12 cinutes for each of

23 limited to five Minute so that all the interested 23 two people.

d4 parties have an opportunit) to speak. 24 HE'ftNO OFFICER: Well. I understand, and I
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I have some sympathl with what jou have to 1au there I people also, not to grant them the same.

2 but I'm also concerned as to whether he have other 2 So what I will do. because the number

3 governmental bodies or representatives here that also 3 that we've got, onl. being four people, I'll extend it

4 wiSh to speak. So that's Part of the concern. and a to a maximum of ten minutes. what I'd ask is for the

5 that's part of why. in looking at It. we're talking 5 public officials. if you don't have a need to use all

6 about trying to make sure that there's some fair -- 6 ten minutes. for the benefit of all of the other

7 MR. FRANk ELLIOTT: My point is we're talking I people attending. I'd ask you not to.

about the Village of kantoul and that is the community B cut, certainly. if you need to use the

9 where ce live, that's where Chanute is located. 9 ten minutes. I'll go ahead and do it on the bamse that

10 HEARING OFFICER: I understand what you're 10 you're acting as the elected representatives of a

11 saying there. Let me ask, as far as public officials 11 large number of people, and I think that that's

12 here. can I get a show of hands of elected public 12 probably as fair s way as I can try to do it at this

13 officials who are requesting to make a statement. 13 point.

14 either elected public officials or their 14 So we'll start out -- I have four people

15 representatives. we're talking about four. 15 at thus point, and I will call on them and than anyone

16 I'll tell you what I do, the number of 16 else that wishes to make a public statement, their

17 people that we've got here is less than expected. 17 allotted time will be five minutes. We'll recess now

is I've heard a request for ten minutes for at least two 16 end come back at fivle minutes past 8:00, and I'm going

19 people? 19 to .me the clock on the far wall.

20 MR. FRANK ELLIOTT: For at least two people. 20 (Whereupon, a short recess was had.

21 HEARING OFFICER: My problem becomes, if I 21 after which the proceedings

22 grunt R:ntoul the opportunity to have ten minutes, Im 22 continued as follows:

23 herd presesd if there's someone from other public 23 HfEARING OFF'ICER: If anyone has not filled

24 agencies. since they represent a large number of 24 out a card wnd wantc to make a statement, if you d go
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3'

I ahead and d. that and check the block and take it back I ase. W: have worked hand-in-hand with Village

2 to the back table, they'll make sure that I get that. 2 off1ciale to prosote Rantoul and the Chanute

3 kt this time, I would like to call on 3 facilities to numerous aviation tires across the

a Mr. Dan Pees, whose representing the State of I Nation.

5 Illinois. to make a statement and comment at this 5 We have conducted archeological surveys

6 time. 6 for off-case areas included in the proposed action.

7 MR. DAN DEES: Colonel, my name ie Dan Dees. 7 We have provided biological and wetland information

a My address is 2300 South Dirkson Parkway, Springfield, 8 for all areas included in the proposed action, both on

9 Illinois. 62764. I'm here representing the State of 9 and off base, and we have provided coordination with

to Illinois and the Illinol Department of 10 other state agencies, as appropriate.

11 Transportation. My position Is Deputy Director of the 11 The Department and the Village have

12 Office of Planning and Programming of the Illinol 12 developed the proposed action of reusing the aviation

13 Department of Transportation. 13 related facilities for a ma)or aircraft maintenance

i4 Additional statements from Governor Jim 14 operation. Components of this proposed reuse are

15 Edgar and Kirk 9,own, Secretary of the Illinois 15 shown on the airport layout plan, or ALP, on display

16 Department of Transportation, will be forwarded to the 16 to my left. A formal submittal of the complete

I? Air Force for the record: included In those documents l? airport layout plan will be made soon after review by

is will be technical comments from the Federal Aviation is the Federel Aviation Administration Is complete.

19 Admtailtratlon and the Illinois Department of 19 The red line on the ALP display outlines

20 Treamsor ttion, as well as recommendations for land 20 the propertiel that the Department believes must be

21 transfer$ from aviation and public Air force uses. 21 included in the airport jurisdiction if a malor

12 Over the pact year the Illinois 22 aircraft aviation center develops. This land should

23 Department of Transportatlon has been directly 23 he traneferrod to an airport authority s a public use

24 involved in the potential room* of Chanute Air Force 24 benefit.
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I All ,t tese ipro-esents and faililties 1 the fire training area, detailed discussions rake

a are necessary tý sake *hanute capable 'f housing 2 place with the Department to facilitate continue, use.

3 various house maintenance operations for either the 3 Primarl uses of this facility uill be

a pr~mary firm or numerous small tirms prosiding 4 fire training for aviation, che-ical and petroleum

5 specialized services to the asiation industry. 5 uses. since all are important to the safety of our

6 The Department is including the existing 6 citizens.

f fire training facilities in the airport layout plan. 7 In closing, I want to thank you for the

8 Over the past six months several parties have 0 opportunity to speak. We believe that the Draft EIS

9 indicated their interest in the continued operation of 9 or the Aviation Reuse of Chanute Air Force Bass has

10 these facilities. 10 been well-prepared and, with few exemptions, reflects

11 In a separate submital. we will provide II the impact assessment of the base closure and

12 letters from the American Association of Airport 12 potential reuses, thank you.

13 Executives. the Federal Aviation Administration, and 13 HEARING OFFICERi Thank you, Mr. Does. At

14 the Cnicvrslty of Illinois Fire Institute. all stating 14 this time I would call on Mayor Podagrosi for her

15 their support and interest in the continued use of 15 comments.

16 these facilities. most specifically, the existing fire 16 MAYOR PODAGROSI: Colonel Heupel. I am Katie

17 pit. 17 Podagrosi, Mayor of Rentoul, 333 South Tanner Street.

IS In reviewing the Draft EIf. the is Rantoul. W. of the Village have thoroughly read the

19 oDeprtment is concerned about the proposed fRP. 19 Draft Uvironeentai Impact Statement, and we are

20 Installation Restoration Program. environmental 20 entering Into the record nine papers on specific

21 lean-up actions. that eight effect the fire pit 21 concerns.

22 facilities. In the best Interest of the redevelopment 22 we are also in receipt of the recently

23 of Chanute. It is the Department's request to the Air 23 completed Socioeconomic Impact Analysis, and since the

24 Force that prior to Implementing any IRS actions in 24 impact analysis of the EIS depends aubstantiall on
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1 that supporting document. our positions are based on I published by the Air Force during the year of the

a both the eIS and the socioeconomec reports. S closure announcement.

3 In general. ue are disappointed that a 3 This document indicates that the

I number of issues of greatest concern to many citizens 4 sconomic impact of the operation of Chanute on this

5 in Rantoul remain unaddresaed. The documents rely 5 area is almost S136 million annually. This S136

6 heavily on the best case scenario of the acquisition 6 million is only Chanute expenditures. The accepted

7 of a mea]or user. such as United Airlines, and skiem 7 income multiplier reflects a total economic impact of

8 over the short term. 1992 to 1996. lien years with no I S341 million cash flow dollars on the village of

9 or minimal reuse. 9 Rantoul and surrounding area.

10 Most of all. we believe these documents 10 The impact of the lobs is linted at

11 are overly ambitious relative to expected growth. We ii 14,203. Of the 991 civil service Jobs at Chanute,

12 remind you that after two years of concerted effort on 12 493, or about half. live in Rantoul. Of the 6,000

13 the part of many people. no company has committed to 13 military at that time, over 4500. or 75 percent. live

14 date to settle at Rantoul. 14 at Rantoul. Even if we've dropped down to only 50

15 The Impact on the Infrastructure of the 15 percent impact on the Rantoul community. the Air Force

16 basse and local community under minimal use conditions 16 Indicated in that report that we're losing $66 million

17 Ia hardly addressed. We ask that the document be 17 directly from our economy.

is amended to include an additional column on Page S-3. s1 Using the same mulitplier as above, the

19 Table 8-1, to reflect conditions under the no-action 19 imp9ct on the Rantoul community is S170 million &

a0 alternative with a baseline of December 29. 1988. 24 yeor. NOW, these are figures put Out by the Air Force

31 through the year 199i . 21 but concocted by Rantoul.

32 one document that I'm entering into the 22 The Chanute Economic Impact Statement

23 record this evening is the Chanute Technical Training 23 wam clearly written to impress upon the civilian world

24 Center Eco Ietc Resource Impact Statomoent of 1980 24 the importance of the military installation to the
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1 local econom. *srtaln formula here used to reach I We take exceptions to comments on Page

a conclusions in this iocument. 2 2-1. Section 2-1. Paragraph 3. of the Socioeconouig

I Us are requesting that the Air Force use 3 Impact Analysis. which list. several of

4 'he I.e. formula to express the economic loss to the a ,-hampaiqr-Urbana's larger employers as hantouls. .

5 rcssunity of losing the base; electing to adopt the 5 should be so fortunate as to have Carla Hospital.

6 baseline :f the date of closure to develop the Draft 6 Kraft. J. M. Jones and Coldwall Systems. along with

S Environmental Impact Statement. Clearly the Air Force 7 the Industrial employers us do have. Inclusion of

$ can make a ,-e that there iii be very little, if I these companies in this report inflates the employment

9 any. negative impact on the local comeunity. 'aNt as 9 statistics for .antoul to the point to be misleading.

10 clearly, this Is a case of using facts and statiatics 1 Assumptions are made that Rantoul's

11 to develop a preferred analysis. 11 Landfill will be available for base closure debris.

12 The Village of Rantoul protests this 12 were requesting that the name of the Rantoul landfill

13 methodology, since neither the closure nor the reuse 13 be deleted from the land fills available to receive

14 reports address adequately the short ter[ 14 closure material.

15 environmental and socioeconomic no or minimal impact 15 Disposal of solid waste generated by

16 conditions. Ii base closure activities beteen now and October of '93

17 There'S no doubt that the aunmployment 17 is of concern. Due to the fill rate at the Rantoul

ls rate in Rantoul sIll tans a definite nome dive with l: Landfill experienced during the last few years and the

19 the closure of Chanute in September of '93. There 29 rpidly approaching closure date for thes facility.

20 should elms be no doubt that the Village government 20 restrictions have been imposed on the types of solid

21 and others here are diligently striving to Insure that 21 waste material received. Material from demolished

22 une ployment does not reach rock bottom, and that 22 buildinge, for instance, is no longer accepted from

23 whatever rate 1i reached. will only be for a minimum 23 any source. It appears that the EPA restrictions will

24 time, preclude any eoxiasion of the landfill. So we're

DOCUMENT 1 DOCUMENT 1

1 doing everything possible to extend the life of the 1 which must be removed prior to closure and reuse.

2 current facility. 2 These include at least the folloing: Oil structures

3 Currently. additional restrictions are 3 associated 'Ith the old vas.t water treatment plant,

4 being Irifted. uhich. among other things, will limit I Buildings 732. 125 and 107. and I ha%e an attachment

5 the Increase the haulers may experience in any given 5 on that.

6 month and require additional trash segregation and 6 We cite for the record the following

I reclamation efforts. 7 reports prepared by consultants hired by the Village

SThe bottos line i1 the kantoul Landfill I of Rantoul, approved by associated Chanute reuse

9 uill be not be able to receive an increase of solid 9 committees, am well as by the Rantoul Plant Commission

S0 waste generated by crating, packing and disposal of 10 and the Rantoul village Board of Trustees. Theme are

II materials being accessed by the transfer of Cheaute 11 the Urban Land Institute Report. the Etie Report. the

12 activities to other bases. 12 Murphy Till Report for Aviation, and the Economic

13 These documents continue to sklrd- the 13 Research Associates Museum Study (sic).

14 issues of problems associated with wnsts water 14 In addition to ey comments this evening

is treatment plant in the event of no or minimal reuse. 15 and comments by iMke Little. consulting engineer for

16 we remind the Air Force that Rantoul did not need the 16 Sodemann & Aesociate& representIng the VllIage of

17 additional capacity in its plart for the local 17 Rantoul. us are attaching, for the record, papers

is communlty. The additional capacity was built to is prepared at the Village's request from the following.

19 accommodate Chanute. We respectfully refer to the 19 the Rsitoul Village Board of Trustees. "A Revolution

20 contrset between the Village of Rantoul and Chanute 20 of intent Regarding Chanute Rouse"; Kent Tucker.

21 Air Force Bass in which the Air Force egress tO pay .1 Coesunity Development Director, who will call special

23 the minimus charge for f0ns Into the plant. 22 attention to specific concerns on the socioeconomic

23 The Draft EIS does not indicate the Air 23 Iseuel; Chief Alan Jonae addressIng further concerns

24 Force will demolish and clean-up certain buildings 24 reltitve to security during the short term reuse
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I pari~d- ken -riý- I nto.'. sr sr I list If *iiSn icff na-~ mrtn

2 prepared . w.a•gs • rag- a - .1r1, n ohe .1 2 f-rthor Ilke-.iorer, tir. .a n '45 i, p I

I he . >0. h inn. a> . Intian,,, h is. V.tr1.mptt 15, I h1r. 'a.an

4 - *1 , h f Pr I - i t s 4 f I n I he, n f thte t n ) r - .1 .1 r•

p I.t e r h 7i -l r S4 n. ar - I ht in ahttepti I fg T, brir o this Ir b..I

1 1-1. -. m ra . n p, Ph.-.c I I ;l, fai.Sf ss'. 1in fhr In. ba,. and y.4.

no..,- TheSis-i •lut- 4'r 4 h -osnethe tiee t inI Omefl~it'l, w r akn hi•h i o~

- n* orod nir .pproed or 1-c -r,-d by trio Village 12 Jelinset. for upenxerl Dy whtt the :aitaks o stiatus

* .1.rati. .4. rsng-on ilrs hs~m~r ofthre h051 that se.a., trn Air mFnro. ho'-tine tokIng tos

13 ,are s ne ;' e0ahalyallsiste ardshp on taplool comunity

I1 8-rt n- .. 1' a early in th. planning proc--. but 1 3 will Iifle, ae..a for s l .al ha. . ocar ttn..

a .. sk that those be studied as alrerhnati uses 14 1 thtt stould h. and hiotor ialIy ha'. both

5 Ira I ,1. tthe us. fr- an add: Anal EIS at a laar -- SotSeied Inder term. of public benefl and -e ask

1.- 16 that reasonable prlca be nxpected for thas.

The Villag. definitely onirs with trimI properties and facilities presented for sale under

is attachment f-nm Stne Comb.! Lpnonmt 1' of CNAi i private ase proviilons thank you.

19 SuIltat %latri to, a sit* for a transfer stataon. I1 BrAkING OFFICER: Thank iou. Mayor Podagr-,

30 Theo. lkdtiidualm worked cloaly with tho V111.1. If 20 and at this timn I'd also like to thank you Me'a.

31 Rantoul Co.ernment and .a concur with their fonoan. 21 for making the Civli Center available for us to be

22 In conclusion I refer to the report on 22 able to Use tonight so that we could accommodate an

2l Disposal and Reu.. of chapman 'oOurt. phonatitc and 23 ... I people aa .. hae, here tonight thank iou .mry

34 ,a1ueat 'hat the Rantoul Landfill be deleted from rha 24 much, Very well. at this time I -,uld .1ll on Mr.
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1 4in0 Litrl. t r n!- mmena I closing inssllati:rn u-t. uw I"I I be an. Zz - r: In

2 MR M: \i: LIHF - ns cc myname is 2 Disposal and R-se Enr-nmanctl ampat 3Ataemen,

4 i-ha1 :i's: .:m I a her* I -jhT rerreaenr;nq tIm I and quota. the n-, n ',ni this EI in•s abot

A ir, _sc .. V• , qs Ejineer Ind im 'hgirman 4 t-s1- 1. ihat, loot. "tn hsbes'-S h .amman, Plan

I *he pcit:' u.11%. R.I.. -lsmies. . hauitting .I s due in Aoril ,f 1991 " .nd quota. Is that

S-r1- •. f Iiesan•nm and -mmants rolitin, 4 insl-ihtful analysis adequate to fulfill rhe

* h r-ft Ie EsIS ..n anihe ma$go.io.fnnsio Impact raquiremnts of this -l.u.e?

Snli -,, -hi hh at. far to *-ensl-o to mad at It would som logical that tha issue >f

o 'cia ins H uen-r I -Ill line to 1um.arlz. the 4 asbestos in buidlngs proposed for rausa would have a

:3 a ar 4raa -f -n-arn 1o rho village. 10 ma]or impact on the real 'alu of those buildlngs.

11 -, firm' ý-mnonts concwrn tha Draft Eli. II Also. in the cam* of abandoned buried steam l1nes.

12 n-tf a•: ri .an ium •-oI-nt. of the reglonal 12 buried asbOalts laft hehind and not properli disposed

It 1 a..a a.r n plant and ascollcton 13 ff leaave a potential liabiliti problem for tha

i4 ass 5,l' abe ada under all allernati-'s. Th*s. 14 itures occupants of the propert-.

IS sdun , n , ca. dorailed in a studý entitled is The Village believes this EIS should

16 final i - ispacra on Waste -. tor c.tot.m Due To 16 refl-ect the ramifilation of what Is and isn't removed

1, I-ma•r )f 'Nnut im Folt•. 8Se a copi of shlh 1i 1I under the Asklmtoo Abatement Plan. We would also liks

is attachkd to Sy *r1t0n - -ommntes Ig to hire a Copy of the Asheston Abhlaent Pill rhen it

1I In appendage P Air Form. policy 19 bO omne avallablo.

2o Wsngasaoat of isbastom and "losing B.S.. , heaO a 20 Th: Vlisge9' pomition conoerning

al uestlIon, Dons pollt• number sin apply ,o tha veri 31 underground storage tanks is that all t9Ts should be

2 e01a6 lines, if -o shen sill h1l. line. h re.moved 23 re.ov.d prior 11 closing. Incrra.Ing -ompla.

2) Pnli:y number li-on states the rouria of 21 crmpliance standards will make any reaalnng tanks a

24 I1-3n to ie followed sit respect r *.bhat-l at The 24 liability to any future potentlal owner*. If tra hir
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1 Force desires to ea:-ain a marketability of its 1 including requested equipment together with Ill

a properties, these tanks Should be removed now or 2 necessary easements and/or rights 01 usy deemed

3 replaced with ne' sustes that can meet all future 3 appropriate by the lillage.

4 regulati-ns. 4 TwO, the Air Force will cooperate -!h

5 concernqng the IRP Program. a remedial 5 the Village In the public benefit transfere that the

6 insestigation and a sumwary report is due to be 6 %iliage deems appropriate for the overall good of ýhe

7 completed in the spring of 1991. Is that report 7 communitI. and, as recommended, under the VLI and 9MT

5 complete? The Village hereby requemne a copy when It B studies: and. three, the hlr Force will participate in

becomes available. A radon survey Im scheduled for 9 eupport of the sietemI am detailed in the following

in 1991. we're curious about the status of that survey. 10 descriptions. Concerning the water, mtorm sewer.

11 and the Village requests a copy when that is 11 sanitary sewer and electric systems. the Air Force

12 available. 12 agreem to support the operation of each of these

13 Concerning the overill question of the 13 eystems by paying a user fee for five years fol.-wing

14 disposition of the base infrastructure, the Board of 14 the date of closure for as long as necessary to insure

15 Trustees of the Village of Rantoul has formally 15 the marketability of the Air Force properties. This

16 adopted the following position statement: "The 16 fee till be bamed upon the Village's estimated annua
T

17 Village of Rantoul Position Statement Chanute Reuse 17 operating cost for the on-bame system with the credit

is Infrastructure Trassfer and Rseponeiblluty" and "The is based upon the level of reuse that occurs.

19 monersl Position kegarding Utility and Streets." 19 In the case of the waste water system.

20 The Village of Rantoul ie willling to 20 usually he thee will be determined in accordance with

21 accept responsibility for the appropriate public 21 the conditlon. of the contract between the Village and

22 portions of the streets. water, sanitary sewer, storm 22 the Air Force. If the Air Force chooses to sell the

23 sewer and electric systems: provided, one. Ihe Air 23 water. sanitary or storm systems to a third party. tie

24 Force conveys to the Village the necessary components. 24 Village will consider that organization a franchisee
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1 of the Village. No water or sewer treatment centers 1 closure for as long an necessscr to insure the

2 not owned by the %illage will be allowed to operate 2 marketabili- of the Air Force's buildings, to allo,

3 within the Village limits. The Village assumes that 3 time for the conversion of all buildings to individual

4 'hey will become the owner and operator of the public I HDAC systems, The Air Force shall remain responsible

5 portions of the electric system. 5 for the steas plant and distribution system and shall

IConcerning the Rantoul MunIcipal 6 properly dispose of the facilities when they're no

7 Landfill. the Village of Rantoul's post-closure plan. 7 longer needed.

a under the Village's Illinois EPA permit to operate the a Fire protection and security: Prior to

9 Rantoul Municipal Landfill. stipulates that the 9 accepting responsibility for these operations. the

1O landfill will close April let, 1995. This ples 10 Villnge will expect the Air Force to agree to a

11 assumem no material increase in the amount or quantity 11 document in support of the utilities system.

12 of solid waste delivered to said landfill between the 12 Other considerations. the village It

11 present time and said date. 13 requestinq ailidings 55. 56 and 62. including all

14 The present Board of Trustees of the 14 records, drawings. reports. et cetera, pertinent to

15 Village of Rantoul will adopt appropriate legislation 15 the long-term operation and management of the baee

16 consistent with such an EPA permit to restrict the 16 facilities. The Village is also requesting building

17 quantity or amount of solid waste delivered to the 17 43. the firm stetion. and all essniated equipment.

Is Rantoul landfill. 15 ' hat concludes the comments on the policy statement on

19 Concerning the eteam eyete,. the Vllage iB utilities.

20 is not prepared to accept responsibility for any 20 Back to my commentm. Concerning

21 portion of the steam plant or the etesm dletribution 21 demolition of esiltlng buIldings, the hIS should be

22 syetem. The Air Force should provide a caretaker 22 rcvised to reflect the requeats that have been made by

21 operation. am suggested in the Dreft f15. for the 23 the Village for specific buildings thet ere

24 Complots system for five years following the date of 24 undesarabls and poms environmental hazards: In
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I addition, the interfernc-e 't the abandoned eIru.toree I based upon populart,n mca -ork fine in a ,,

at the old -ain -i q . tr.at..nt plant -1'h the 2 hundreds of thousand. ,r - illi-,n f pple u .t

sast/ueet rontr lear -k-1 ea n-,uld be aldressed I doesn't work here. the rep,rt, states. tha fIr the

i My final temarts -"Intern both the Draft I I n 11tt 1 n alter 'ati"e. 'Jot "rurrent purl ;-

LIS and nhe 1, i,.-;oeonomc impact Study. the .I and aertic. levmels ,could be msaintained. end quote. Ithn JI

6 3•--i0e-'-n1,si knalysie should present the precleure 6 ''r half the current number of Village eImpl,,hee.

I -'ondit i-1 5s a third level of comparin to the Just because half the people got. from a

a baseline and reuse altern4tives. Without thin level a nelnhborhood. doesn't mean that you can close half the

9 of ',0spsrison. these repwrts provide a decidedly 9 streets or abandon half the water pipe.. Manning

10 distorted leaw tt, the real impact of the community. 10 water and &aote eater treatment plants ra*es very

I1 For example. in section four. II nearly the same staff size Irregardless of the flow is

12 Enclroncentli fepects of the Socioeconocic Analysti. 12 or flow out. The Village Is core than willing to sort

13 -omparlson are presented concerning lobs created by 13 with the Air Force's contractor to see to it that

14 the proposed alternatloes. For proposed action, a 14 accurate cross data appears In this report.

is reference is made to preclosure employment levels it Finally, the Village Rt Rantoul east

16 sttn htthe anticipated employment figures ý1:If
IA tutngtha th aticpatd eplycet iguee16 rely on the Infortation you present uhen it tries to

17 represent a 2 percent increase over preclosore levels 17 convince tedersi and she need tot

is associated with Chonute. 18 aesistance. As thene docusents stand, they portray a

is In the d lcuselon of the other three 19 ieo rtiX on scenario of little or no real econosic

20 alternatives. no mention is made of the 72 percent. h8 20 Impact on the Village.

21 percent end 99.4 percent decreases In employment . 1 The Socioeconosic Anslysis is

22 levels as compared to preclosure Chanute related lobs. 22 particularly blind and slighted to eininie or even

23 The methodology used to estlmate 23 ignore ths hard realtIes that fsre the Village of

24 staffing levels is another example. Using ratios 25 Rantoul. For enasple, the Socioeo0noslc Report

DOCUMENT 1 DOCUMENT 1

I Summeary iecton. hilch is about as tat as tost I UnfortunatelI, sany of these people h0a- illness -1; h

2 bureaucratice htner to read doent even sention the 2 require costly aedication. end their health pre,-liote

3 no-action wlternatitn and itS de-astating effects )n y frequent trips to S-'tt Air Fowe Basae or Wright

4 the ", -- nir. I Patterson kir Force Base Hospitals.

5 In nearly @very section. on nearly e-ery 5 Ytu hat* noted in the Socionoono-,i

6 page, the information presented and the language used 6 AnalyIis the lemiations Veterano s Adminietrarion

7 downplay the negatives and highlight the positives. 7 Hospitals have, which mean. that many people do not

0 The Air For-e has already decided to abandon Chanute. a have acce*s tO the Danville VA eHopital.

What difference does it eake no if , u present the 9 We are well aware also of the Chsepor*r

10 truth about the ispacts of that decision? Thank You. 10 1 Program. Many of those curr ntly being taken care of

II HtARlNO F FF ICf: Thanh you. Mr. Little. II1 at Chnante are Medicero eligible. in any" vase

1.1 have Mr. Jack Miller. f ash him to co.e forward at 12 whether Ch.aper er or Medicare. they are not

II this 'ise f,'r his coceents. 1I financially able to afford secondary coverage.

14 MP. MILLER. Colonel. I'm Jack Miller, 1804 14 1 notice servIces are not required to

IS - leason. Rantoul. Illinois. 6166. 1 am also the 15 take military hospitals to the pstlent. but. once

16 r'hairman of the Health Services Committee assisting in 16 again, we ask that some consideretloin be given to

1t the Village of Rantoul reuse efforts, And, sir, f was 1 .those in Ill health, who specifically moved to this

Is pleased to seo that your saas found the extra qOo00 Is area so they could afford to remain In as good health

is sqaire feet In the 'h5nuts tospital thet the 1988 ease IS sa po19ible for 5a long as possible. outpatient and

20 Ciosare Colnittoe had lost. 20 pharcsClrttcal services would go a long wey In filing

dl I ae here representing the Military 21 this void. thank you.

22 t ri oesunity, Including dependents. There are 22 IEARING OFFICER: Thana you, Mr. Miller.

21 around 5.000 such individuale currently taken care of 23 Now. I don't have any other card.. Lot Ie sek, dv we

24 in the superb tanner by the Chanute Hospital. 24 have any other cards In the back? Ia there any-ody
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I that's wishing to Oaks a statement that has not filled 1 And the error hmsimple because -hi-

2 out a card? 2 error was created because ttiei did not proparl)

MAYOR PQDA1;hOGII May I make one more S research cur State kid Fare from the Stat, of

'omeent I Ill n,:s. h theloc awsseI I.old improve in

t~ASti OFIER Iwa ,gIng to cost back to 5 antou. IS hill lo .sbstnilsa fnig

6 -~u adwii ha don't havs anybody els. that wants 6 They'"e mad. I co...itmant 1. people t

to maea.omn. if yod1k oemoeadtoa produce this and mad* a commitment to review it. hut I

time. I'll dieYu aoa ditnl times. So if you IS thought it Should be on the record that that erroraa

don't mind holding fr jut a minute. Mauam. fIf you'd : ad:. Snc tat aror coudldlhav been prevented bya

i0ttdicate your hams. Sir- 10 phone cal. : ihar* to one o the loca school1

11MR. GALE CONNELY: My name is Gals Connely. 11 diatricts or to the state. its notcat all1 clear to me

12 f'm Superintendent of Rantoul Township Sigh School 1 w hy such an enormoum error asa made and put in a

i3 Diatrict 193. f have lust a %Ord of caution in 1: publiahadmdocument;:aven thoughmIt does't maYthat

, regarda t th Soieconomic Impact.Analyals. We 14 itSadatdcmni'. tortcay a draft

IS racivd *tlhis analysis few day. ago. A major error di dcuet So Ioud rg yutoue ourauhrt

16 uas included In the data, You can pick nearly any I6A to encourage theme people to. in fact, use th. phone.

pag. 7 if nothing else, to collect data before they publish

For example, on Page 4'20. It's showing 18 it.
I: the fiscai prolectione fromt 1991 to 2014. and it 1: REARING OFFICER: Let me ask you, sir. do ,ou

230 s hows, throughout those years. that our high school S0 have any phone numbers Voa~d suggest?

21 district would have a surpiul f10,0 each Year. 21 MR. SALE CONtdELY: f gave them my card, and

22 However, the realt is closer to t'hast We would have a .22 wte'rs in the phone book.

21 deficit within I to S500.000 each year. based on their 23 HEARING orFfCEk: Super, that takes cars of

24 scenario. 24 that. Mayor Podagrooi. If you have further comments,

DOCUMENT I DOCUMENT1

I .Ill entertain th-on t thia ie I . you'ce go ttin tlped tore en osnding01 it tothe addrcn

MAYOR cP11AGROSI I lus i-1td tmention 2 at the bottom o ths sheet. rhm aomntsil

I that When Jack Miller came up and talked about the recelnetthe9 mai ,ne c onsdration,. Theywill1 allbe part

* helthtirehinpresncedidnt a' rva to you 4 of the toa reod, both the :oematione tIhat e

the~ ~ s~iun fteStuation. Ja8c'k is one of 5 heard oraillytnat and any latr written ub.:i'si-nm

nese-ral Batt Ion Death Martin survivors who live in the A6 ha a'Sre rocfived by the 22nd of April. as wall as the

7 Rantoul commnity. They wera Prisoners of war for 7 transcript of the proceedings. null all be put into a

9 four, five, sin seven Isar, back in World War I11. document thatbwill be forwardedsup throagh the

9 congre.a and everybody mIme rigSE noa iso approprlat chains for the uIt imate dacIelon.

10 very concerned about health care and other benefits 10 M a yor, on c. agai n, I w ant to0 publicly

11 that were promised to the military people who are jsait I1t1n o for roar provldingtie faciulites for a.

12 now returning to the Persian Gulf. I would just itke 12 ' to wee. ihe offIcials ofth Air Force appreciate all

13 everyone to remember that at one time these peopls IS of yoursffort Incmg out tonight anI contributing

I4 woer very important to Ameica. Tdyshysemt S yu iw to this publc hearing , Sm tAn you for

15 he trwi s.and that's to hod I your courteous attention, Plase be asure tha the

1k HEARIN4G OFritCEm: Mr. Seles Or Mr. LittlIS. did 16 Air Force, decision makers aill carefully consider each

It iou have anything further? I'll give one last It 1 piwolnt raleed heret~onight when deciding the

is opportunity. Is there anyone else wishing to make a 1 , ult t corI of ato: on the proposal. This

19 psblic oral comment at this point, for the record? I: hearingt Isoadjourned nR5Spm

20 hppareetly not. -0

a1 Let me just remind you then, I Anon 21

22 we' vs got into this sevevral times before, hut ifyo 22

25 wish to submit any written comments. you may do *0 23

24 either liming one of thee. shaost or taking the comment 2
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1 COUNTY Or CXHAMPAIGN Wflinm Depwinetnst of 1*v~ortatim
ssOf0ice oinwe sas tavv

2 STATE OF ILLINOIS 2300 South Dt,, PQIevS N PWgIs HiheVa62?64

1 317u.... Baird str't thatI " March 27 1991
4 present st the afo....enrioned hea ring and that this is

a I'p.-rutte transcirip- of the pr.celding, held on
heýld onSdnendal. March 27. 1991., at the Rantoul.

'sri entr, Rantoul, Illinous, commenc Ing at '0
A 0 clock p.m. Lt. Colon*l Thomas Bartol

Dir ector of Environmental Programs
I AFOCE 9SIDtF

S _1_ ý_,ýA- CX1Norton Air Force gas.. CA 92409-6448

SION BAIRD Dear Colonel Sartol:

9 As Secretary of the Illinois Department of Transportation.a
cooperating agency in the preparation of the onvvronmenntai10 1Impac t study for the cl osureo of the Chanote Air force base in
RantoUl. Illinlois.. I offer the following comevtsisand attach,

I I ents as amttor ofrecord. My Staff eill hase Cddifftlessi
cumeest'Is a~s represe nt atvs of the Illinois Departmnt of

12TrAnsportati on also. Th.e , Iiois Department f Transporta-
.2tion has also been designae hyteFdral Aov aon$

13 Adollsistration as a *Block Grant Stt. Tis" do"sfgnaticssentite u torpeet the Federal Aviation Alnlsri u

Ima ter o aS aiprt grants and constrscotlonsapprovais.
14 environmental Issues and reviews,.n matters of eroeestical

engineering. as well as other related aviation issues in this
is state.

rho Federal Aviation Administration has reviewed the March16 1991 draft nnrmetlImpact statement and c ent, will he
"gresested hythe lOOT Division of Aeronauics by msepurate

17 letter.

1:o As former Governor James 5. Thmsnpitd tin his test-
onvy September 12. 1990, th state of Illinois Is committed to

Iq the development of a national Aviation Center at the Chanute
site in Rantoel. Illinois.

20 This redevelopment is no 'ismaltdask and reuires an eAndes
a mount nftchnincaleprts n financIa assistunce. eith-

21 out the assistanc~e of the federal government in every way

22 ~possibe Ifer the *no action alternative' could become a

23 ;.t~herefor. as ht the Pearm eet of Defense coordinate
23~ ~~~ .I hsbs clsre effort and offer technical and financial

28 assistansce to the villa"e of Rantoul.

DOCUMENT 2 DOCUMENT 2

Lt. Coloeel Thomas bartol
Pale Twa Lt. Colonel Thoams eartoi
March 27, lifhi page Thre

March 27. 19"1

The Federal Aviation Administration has advised the Illinois
Departmen t of Transportation 'the proposed nee airport for I belIf V# that the proposed Actions present the highest and
Ma:,toni (eo. 3-17-0136) as contained In the current National best re-use of the Chanute Air Force Sass. These actions

P:as of In1tegrated AirportSystems (NPIAS) has been designated am erty preen aoiimlefetv the nvironiment a ml
asa esrl vation relIeIver for O'Hare International thre y 10esyn th atrctiveness Of th re-use parosa.

Airport." (December 11, 1990 letter attached to this state-
ment). Whille this deosignativ is 1 of significant Importance, The s tate of Illi1nois has undertaken an aggressive role in
th is action b the FAA is directly related to implementationasitn this regionf Of our state in encouraging major dir

bypopsdacin carriers aed aviation related C~anies to develop att the

C Ieeest. I should he noted that Illinois/Chanutv reomaIns
S ;ak,1tho Departmen t of Defense to cooperate in providinmeg caddteor teited Airlines Maintenance Operation CenterI t t chnIca as sistance to the publ ic authority for the design, while as other sites have been eliminated in this fierce
Ireconstruction, end reactivation of the airport at hansete. cometitionm.

A#9roat deal of engineering and Investi gative work mest be The concept of the development of a Nationul Aviation Center,
p prformed prior to design of the airfield. Further. we Would as Industrial airport specializing in aircraft maintenance and
aspect that the airfield and all properties within the related technologies is on the leading edge of the future of

3.6 bouedaries of the airport layout plan (draft previously avietion. Canotmplemnting the air field by providing mach seaded
Iubmi tted ), Whnich will he submitted to you as a part of this aviation education and training make this concept one of the
record, be transferred at no cost to the appropriate pablic most important in the aviation transportation Industry today.

authority.I urget the maxoissm of consideration on behalf of the village of
I shodaso he voted that Jawes 6. pusey. Administrator .antoul Aed the redevelopment committees for the conversion of

of the Federal Avation Admin istration. has stated is his teOateArFceBse. Itakyufrteopruiyt
February 11. 1991 letter (attached) to former Secretary of coment and participate in ohe virnmena impac effort .
Transportation Michael P. Lane that 'special emphasis should
be placead on the coeveio of aprpiatf omr t mil~n tary airSi el

hssto civ Il use and ono th Identifictou aI im"14111:

Of additional jofet-usf facilifties.' Mr. Bsney's letter ls In
Support of the proposed action. Hie further cites a particular
Inesti Chtavate potential aS.. a eter for fire/crash/ ik rw
rsue trasing ' es states. Chanute could become anSertyImportant national civil aviation asset in tins regu rd.'

! eg. the Department of Defense to consider the following Attachments
activeos: cc: Mayer Katy Podagrosi

Mir. Cary vest
0 Transfer, at no or minismal cost the evistivg fire/crash/
Irescue training facilities and a reasonlahe Amouvt of

3.6 equipmeet to the Appropriate public authority.

810 Cooperate mitt th~e appropriate authmority In the develop-
weet of a FAA approved firelerash/rescae training program

that comld he considered for use hy the military where
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A-.NWM ". .. -' asksai i'

11.ese Io" DEC 13M

-. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S H.Hnr a.Brs.C,'E;,. h ooaleMiChael P. Lane
Iii,.., Sat~ T, a', I.ass . ir Scretry I lInoia Department

A.,a~e a .. Ost-ae kne of Transportation
cacta arsn- tema * 2300 South Dirkeon Parkcway

c'':n 1 Af.:' .77 11-es. kd~lb oftr is5, Springfield. 1Illi1no is 12164

Dear~se as'. Bu'a e~to, fear Mr. Secretary:

Hano ssr Thank you for your letter concerning discretionary: !fnding forRaes~~u. hh.,,the dev lopeent of Chanute Air Force Base Chanute and seeking
?15Ra~~nan expresonIon of our willingness to consider reirnursenent of

eligible expenditures outside th Ste 510c Crant Oti
en thistoltter. nth Federal aviation aeeaaattration hsealsknst . fetegProgram.
tastt ho i.atesee I~sk akorst fr tansas Ote. 1-t-t 1 . eastI , .an~nSt
myass "tassasa Plan af Integrated Wireen Snatt@. 4NIten og Adt Bat' r agree that military air bases can make significant

Ctapee.asaaasa~asaat etaea fp 'aa.thn~a~Ia Oi"ttea. contributions to national civilian aviation, and that their
was seCto t tan ... ..r apw. inas~~saia a.C~saat Yd lopoment presensts come extreordinsary funding neede. inmitles *aa'taet of *&king Hansenu as its se'ntisatance ft%14 ssrie~sv P roi*5tIne atablishing the Militery Airport Program under~t '. Aviation
0,a4m.. at *s,mpafs aeasit-i Gaestt~ntnea and associated flights.. Safet ansi Capacity Expansion Act of 1990, the Congress also

Seclared asamte fpolicy that -special emphasis aould beVahes. n gats 'asto athe *a.R .ff1. n 4$ of thisa date. pacd on the conversion of appropriate former militar air beses
to civil use and on the identification and improvement of

We slt esttatat asea~tt~eHantapastaf staiasat ensut s sns ot dditional joint-use facilities.- Accordingly, -. have
toe t satsa. re faitona ~tU t ettetconsidered sy position in my September 24. 1990. letter and no

"age that the allocatio ofa funds for the development f forcver
H.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~I whe a e a.rnmuaeseats ascrofr a faoeat n xisting military aIr bases outside the block grant program

iswrranted.

As youkoteMltr ipr Program requires the
designaktiown'otfhnotiitcr~erythainreoightt Current or !or=ter military

airports for participation in the military airport set-aside. In
selecting airports for participation in the gra.nt .set-aside

Cadown.stv Sasks. former military airports whose conversion in wholea or in part toChicagLesse S arl District office civilian commercial or reliever airports as part of th nat *Ioa
air transportation system would enhance airport and air tra fofic
control system Capacity in major metropolitan areas and reduce
current and projected flight delays. we are presently developing
implement ing Criteria to assist um in designeting the eight
military airports required by the statute. The first two
participating airports exist be sealected by May 5, 1991 rthe
remaining s ix by Septembr 30, 1992). Chanute Air Force Base
.ill certainly be considered in this process.

DOCUMENT 2 DOCUMENT 3

2*inom Deovtrnst of bnsportaton
Of particular interest _ncyour letter :e the reference to
Chanutee.potential. @as a cntear- for f irecrash/rescue training.
Anoticher 3ajor change n h authorizing legislation for the grant
program it the ihciuaio n. ithin the definition of nligible
airport dlevelpopent. of th contruction of !ire fighting
training facilitiesa2a or 9,U the airport. such a center could March 27, 1991
be used to provide fire fignting training to airport firefighting personnel acr oas the country. Chanuts culd bcnca
imortant national civil1 av iation aseat in th~is regard. "'a

with respect to your specific request for discretionary funds for Lt. Col. iam Rartol
planning and engineering, reiteratecwhat s'tated in ey iretor Environmental Division
eptafer 24. 1 990. letter, agaIn r cgiz _ng your tenefiAF.:y.I6DE

urgency in getting Chanute reedy for civilian use.,The Norton AFR. Califorania 92409-64448
proeamereton off an airoortalayout pien. certain ilemnts of a
.setter plan. an an environmental aessessment are essential to Sear Colonel RartOl:

enore tbe succeesful conveyance of all requested property anid TeDprmn a ewdteCatfntnettfpc
the abitity to proceed with construction and civil usees assonTe DepSartement f heiapsa reve ad Rtee orft Envronenate AIrmpoctae

aeposesble. I urge you to participate, to the greatest extent uSi~tatemen ffer th e fisosliad oue o C hanute for post- co asier.
practicable. as a cooperating agency in the Air rorce*Ilni*"Iffethfoowgcmetsoryu niea
envirOestal imact statement for booe reuse. Such early ti"..
envrironmetal study of civil dervelopment shown on the airport
layout plan cay obviate later envirosmental assessment$ on
specific prnj data. Iwould alto urge that the State or the1a eposeAiprLaotPatAP)ahasrgid
villae" of Rantoul tecure a coctmnt from a maj]or tenant prior acThe proposed tiriporespeytute tln(L)hre s speii Areais:d
to iacmr.inq c~oet. includisengi*neemnring costta, for a major (oyecoe)wt epc otreSMCii 14s
runvay extension. Suc h a comitment would demonstrate a need for5. 1 The triangular shaped area, neat of Heritaqf Lake anad
the project and prov ide justification for a Federal investcent. Laedfill Site 3. southteast of Perimeter Road. and north

Sincerely, of asandleqr Road. which includes Fire Protection
Train Ia Agrea 2 and Landfill Site 2 is atom within the
boundary of the ALP .

2) The area int the nsorthwest part Of the bans ehiCh ieCIVA19%
sassmtey the fire touae aed Civil engineerieg bailding is em

=18itrstor loager withie the boaundary of the ALP.

3) Jackson Hell Is eon withie the hounadary of the ALP.

These changes should he incorpor-ated Into the appropriate
discassion Anid exhibit$ of the FE IS. However. these chatg.s
shoutld stat effect the environmenetal impact aealyses pt-esided
ie the DEISS.

2 o An ~Eenirc~ntai Shady for the Conversion of 345 Acres Of
Agriceiteral Lanad Adjaceet and Directly East of Chanute Air

2.6 Force Rles Fer Cevelopmoet and the Associated Roadway Work'.
Xercia 19. 1"91 han beat cS019ted by the 0sparesent. The
study I deetifties. sealestee. sad iecledles coordination for
this land noC Vetiews on th raspect he applicable Ilil~ois
state smiawl eetai lan. The ltfeemetiem provided In this
study slaeeld be iecerporsted INs the M~S.
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Lt. COa. Tom Banal
Lt. Col. Tom Marcel March 27. In,

"PgarCh 27. In, 
Page 3

P.1e 2

9 O Page 3-6. 3.2.3.1 Land Use. Aviatlon Support and Educatlon/

3 o The roadway analysis in the OEIS concludes that Chandler Road Training. The discussion states that aviation support areas
and Maple*ood Drive mold have only margfnally acceptable 5.6 occupy a large portion of land at Chanute APF. The small

peak-hour traffic conditions by 1999 if the proposed action asont of land identified fur aviatta support on figure
6.7 aere Implemented. the Department is revleving the traffic 3.2-3 appears to he Inconsistent with this statement.

Information provided in the OEIS. Our prelIminary analysis
Indicates that intersection capaitty as neil as the roadway 101 o Page 3-23. 3.2.4.2 Airspace/Air traffic. paragraph 2. line
capacity should he studied to detemtne anticipated impacts. 6.3 I 7. The eord ovisual" should ibe changed to "very higa.°

4 Also, the ratios of 4.7 trips per employee for the Proposed 11 o Page 3-46, paragraph 2. The discussion of the 10U seems out
Action agrees vith the current trip productions, but 11.4I of context. Perhaps some elaboration on the purpose of the

6.2 trips per employee for the eiWor Maintenance Facility 8.11 103 bold helpful.
Ialternative seem high. An evplanation of these different
production rates should he included In the FEIS. 12 Page 3-62, 3.4.2.3 Groundwater. This discussion should

I state that there is so aquifer designated hy the EPA as a
51 o The baseline used for the assessment of Impacts yes 10.41 sole or principal drinkIng eater resource for the area

dentified is a 1993 closure" in the DEIS. There appears to Iporsuant to section 1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Mater Act,
1.5 be an Inconsistency between the baseline information .as amended.

presented in the OEIS end the Socioeconomic Impact Analysis
Study. For enAmple. Table S-I of the DEIS Identifies the 131 o Page 3-73, 3.4.5 Biological Resources. Suggest "American
Proposod Action as having a poPlation increase of 5,790 i13 sloegh grass (Becknannia syzligachnel) he deleted from the

.antOul using "1R93 closure" baseline. Hoever. Table 4.1-3 13.3 discussion. Currently. It Is one of the rarest grasses In
of the Socioeconomic Study indicates a population increase Illinois and is knowvn only from the Chicago region (CoOK and
of 1580 in Rantoul from 1993 levels. Lake Countiest. There are no records of this species from

this region of the state. This species has never been a
6 In addition and in relation to the baseline, there appears dominant grass in the Illinois tall grass prairie.

4 to be an vconslstency in the cpartson of impacts for the1.4 alternatives in the DES. For emple Table S-I of the 14 O Page 3-73, 3.4.5.1 Vegetation, last line. *Eustom" does
DEIS identifies the No Action Alternative using "actual 193 13.3 not occur in Illinois.

Impacts at 'actual 1993 closure" appear to be cooa•red to 0.1 o Page 3-70. 3.4.5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species.

the Proposed Action Impacts at pre-closure. This 13.4 Coordination eith the IDOC should be noted.
,.Consistency Should be revisited. 16 0 Page 3-S1, FIgure 3.4.3. In order to provide clarification.

M LC L UZC S ROIA•NTS 13 .5 it muld be good to identify the location of the various

7 io Pages I- through I-1I. Table 1.i-1. This table should aetland types discussed on Page 3-80.

I identify the IIlinois state regulations. etc., provided In 17 o Page 4-S, 4.2.2.1. Proposed Action, Land Use. Suggest the
5,4 the Department Environmental Study. following information be used rather than the fourth dot

Page 3-3. Last Paragraph. The Village of Rantoul's economy 5.7 point: "The Proposed Action would require avigatioI

Is charactorised as fmre dependent on industrial (9g015) totali aperoeimtoly 20 acres at the north end and 7 acres
4.2 jobs than goenrnmental (t.6SS) jobs which is not the case. at the smt me of Reway IS/36. These arems include the

A mere appropriate characterization mould esclode sow firm Manwy Protection Zone (210) and my restrict future iad
listed and the associated aftmer of jobs. I.e., Carlo uses aS activities. FM Pert 77 Nog"lations control the
Mospital/Clinic. Kraft Inc.. 3.M. Jonas and Colwell System. hitghts And locations of structtres am recomme types of
which are not In RantMol. activities that cam occur tin the zone to minimize safety

hazards. These arms mould not geneirat a major Impact."

DOCUMENT 3 DOCUMENT 3

Lt. Col. Tom Bartol

Lt. Cal. Tom Bartol March 27, Ins"

March 27. 1991 Page

Page 4

27 o Page 4-97R Vegetation, paragraph 2. Based on information
18 Also Obtained from the I11inois Natural History Survey, prairie

S A ,the seventh dot point should m.nt3on the 3idening of remnants are not present in the proposed project arm aid a6.8 us v.13 field survey Is not necessary.
19 o Page 4-13. 4.2.3 Transportation. Although not evaluated in 28 o Page 4-102. 4.4.6 Coltural ResOurces, paragraph 3.

the Ihe Minor MaintenanceI citigation" as used In the 106 Process does not alter the
4 facility alternative meld likely result in an Increase in evaluation of effect. Effect Is either adverse or It is6.4 use of local rail aen passenger air travel service. Also. 14.3 not. If not. mtgation is not required. If potentially
the No Action alternative mald likely result In a reduction adverse. avoidance or mitigation comes Into play.
of passenger air travel at Miiiard Airport. which could lead
to a ioss of Jet service availability. 29 Overail. mi re concerned that the baselIne used for the tiact

20 0 Page 4-15, paragraph 3. The OtIS predicts 10,000 PAAT ow 1.6 assessMent in the EIS be clear to the reviener and that2010 od1 0 Earagrast f te a. The DEISpredict s10.0 oen oni 16 consistency of baseline beteson the ODIS and the Socioeconomic
Toenship Road IS1 East for the year 20I4. The mpatonoc Impact Analysis Study be established. Aleo, It meld seem

6.5 Report predicts 7.000 ACT on the sam rod. This 30 np troprte to incorporate more site specific i nformation
I inconsistency shouid be revised. 1 obtained from the Village of Rantoul in the analysis of the

211 0 Page 4-29. Air Transportation. The text states that the I M ction Alternative beyond the 1993 closare levels.i flillard Airport passongers-per-capita ivn I95 (without Thnk you for the opportoelty to reee the MIS for the
Chanute's contribution) was 0913. The source of this no u fo r the opprtniyte vir the DESo r

6.6 Informaton should be referenced. Also. this Information Disposal and Cease of Cbanate Air Force hoe.
raises the qoestion of whether Millard Airport has enough Sincerely,
capacity to espand.

22 o Page 4-64. first paragraph. The reference to FAA standArds i,6

for construction should specifically identify FAA Circular
11.1 5370.10. Dun poes, Deputy Director

23 o Page 4-64, 4.4.3.1 Proposed Action, Construction, paragraph Plannlng and Programming
2. It oueld be more accurate to state that there hay be

3.2 construction of a neo baffled firing range, and the
conStruction my be nithin the next ten years.

24 o Page 4-e0. Hearing Loss. The specific EPA guidelines 13401

12.1 should be referenced.

25 0 Page 4-SR, Mitigation Ileasures. Suggest the following
informtton be used rather than the text provided: "MN
conflicts with the FM land use compatibillty guldelines1t-2 containod within FAR Part 150 have been identified for the
Proposed Action. The airport Proponent could voluntarily
pwrse a future FAP Part 150 Study for analyzing operational
And facility mdifictiloms to roae0€ aviation noise levels
heIAm OL 55 d."

261 Pige 4-R7, Vegetation. It emld seem a erolriasto to

13.6 qeantIfy by type ad aecreage the loss of vegetation.
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S
S.i., A4TIE 01 (-N.oiFfO

Apri1 4. 1991

Llt. Colonel Thmm. Bartol Lt. coloneal Thoea Bartol
Director, tI"onsee..ta1 Div1.ion April 4, 1991

Dratatof the Air Foot. UP~ 2
Not-00 Air Foo.e Sag*. CA 92402

De~ar Colone~l lartol:

peiIthopotnttocmetat this public toatiog revieviol t4. Th S. *t~t of Illintois Vi11 Continue tO o..1.t the vlillage of Rantoul a04 the
Drpproit ta opofrot toe c poop of east central Illinois in their efforts to develop a mational
Dft taitroetaf fmpa't.Statemnot required in the cloor ofvi.ation41.1. Center. Soct... -m Only b. achieved altt thontwit~nued Cuoo .. tioo

Air Fort. ba... Tlb.- *oo..oo Convetrsion of thi. prominent .111 1007 fatcilty .04 support of the Department of Defense.
to olotilmo In. avoiding adverse effects to t. ed l olevironment. is
c:rti. Ioy . priority of .7 d0ini.tra tion. The *oonomit sus,1v.Oility ofS, ~y
DRrto 1. Ilinois. depends up0n the continued support 004 toOper tiOo of tb.

I oold like to point O,.t faces 10.0.. that I foel moot be addressed by the Air i o

force prior to a declison for base cosuore: 
G-ramo

a SDportarnt. of Defense .ad Air forte cooperation in review .0d accetptto
of tola or joint ose proposals 1. vital. Comitments for future
ailitaty ";. of th. proposed Natiooal Aviation Cat.t, and it. progrins
Vill Brestl ashacIIthe l.Project.

= Tot.C t tralt'iig *qip..ot 1.. & mjor component Of the development Of
800sf . avIatIon'traiolo progr.Im* O S.3f. AirTot, 1cto oat

witth th. appropriaet book r-. . aotolto Iam ot to Idnkf
oqol40nt at the ool4 be usd 1, foture training progarmm at tO. proposed
OatineaI Avistion Center. Direct pur00.a of equpmen.t such "
fireflebti.6 .patas. and opetiali-tadvhfire is costly .0d could
prohibit prnpo.. basaI r,-va ef forts..

0Trensf-r-of. .srabif p o failfltieytoo os00. publico benefit transfer, or
Xlolal COt to tbe ,ttorntd partty. tassilatent oitt the base

3.0. r-development effort is.stroagly .0504.

DOCUMENT 6 DOCUMENT s

2

0 to UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

-- REGION 0
23n souTH 014430mN57 92M91
CHIC AGO. ILLINOIS 66M ro i .aiuma ~t itdnlis0rtot~ta r

*Ct0 *.,,..,.v.ofor aj of the 5ltamir i for )a.ternktiw 0kW. Although Altogrtivai
Omn WILl oumtlt in Urn Woastme .n of advam ef fecs. 20. fa
iIustifift INNIDN awmtiEal impct C111 to COmfnCtooiia %tidol include,
surface ard rwr-ag~fa. guazdater flow linther airfild ame, Thr-polzt

better dladrnz" O@4h9M gagfac, ard Wcambata i Un do aplind of

of f ad"z bM tn=a adpll =taIto U ti r of paticulaltes rqj

APR 19 1991 crmi r a a VtlartWa l~atw ,1"or wasm4 A to ft%"

it. wolmin 30ý j. lartal adast'. 12 lq 410Ietiisa~~k8attfi mmmigr .nup h

fdramca of PvEEm ar4 mwlmu ftal DivaLano
OP111U1101v NO Wtlm04 filU WMi be racp.*d fac ptooe~ Ecelp.x'doot. hayIE Uag, My
WatOut Ar foc game California 92409-6444* be mwarms impat* to Wter Ipmlity. VAr =8 states Vlat the ftl30tady to

the_ Urn r w~St park Orulompe Oitc and atort wetland am to be p90totm
IM: Draft Devlzmtotal Imac Statemn for Disposal ard Ibmm at ib CIf frQ1 EX1Of S AoizQ COarNIMItici by, tho p1a u of taowey beams We

Alr ta p Rome~, huimijsf 02MM that a buffe f stri Of 1.10ti. VIatlrn at 142p 100 fast Vida. he
permanntly .0intairad lin aamsm 14w W~Mt Ulh*arild, .04 ai y

Wa I. colarwa easotl: 10.1 Oow oif 1XYOf Wt0D AM Wlou c a tj. Dro~b MO SHICff shcaw Im
In - 4omoM iml i theUr dend which pawile far a pa1 t batf~ 9fato. to 00

wi ~ ith caw oempiarnsilitadm I. this Nb~otonal wffitc tal martalira. Ultz VOnLLd WORKER that Oft M impact to wtetr qmhity catims,
policy Act ard Usectio 309 of th Clowt Alt Act, we hav wraa the00 Dra tft to ba minimized aftw project cceplation.
*Wircwaw~al Imac tattem (SIN afoamnjo the Disosl ard Mass at
IltuniA Airl a P000 loae in.141 Nbtno, Miftiml. -IZI
your altetrrntivani two dismo in th Urn 1) the~ 4 b orbdz 2 rno cwiosu and .romm of amuita All oaal Shave sigatifateimm Ecaa ndxmd
a injar alz.waft .0inao~wwr fai.Sity com le"k of reow".tre of Ooota" tw cwmbwty of jwc Is HatAuse ftm1w* PINt (mo to Operate &N
AFB for shristbor-ralated activities, Inkmatiot ard Ulitlotn , 1141: Irdutril to a r.1otLcn lot fkw of appredmtoy fifty -aos (Ltar ialwratiw am)I.
aftaqrift. houltis cau, rearewticral and oui05jA~l umad my ifrlft ~ 7.4 lifa 04oi ap wo l vla Drn to bemdified in -am Dr porwid mmst.
cpoqmala fat tzwnut at ofpattia of Urn bess Dr fedonal Imorw±is, trIa shold3 ban 00.8 1i in A~gmaym pm n ot bo0~a1
2) Uhorn swaiagmap of Urn bason Drovd gifm aLa *IX t jaitaws bett~ rlt II0 nD om r til n140 a l

O~ubar. 2 U~ o0inon1~ ofUrn~o itoron-orata la - SI~ted u, kI rcltlixgth Ua wnadsw ditch, thm Urn me tri~b0*ay of qww
lj.0rdsgial. Im~tiarnw/rtvizqn, lositaI/llt.r-ca, tusetlcral, and Salt 1005 Duionsp, trn I~a Salt Fork Creek, and Urn Vamilim~ River.

olw*lal ue. 4) Ur@not-sCtlAt alinirniwsI, itdsl a tai. Urn o bas Fami Unijts shudb vlutdton.3 0p j ojacte floss vith the now aslobtid
.Rnlotfrq Isda Pturi astral ad baioq p] I to lawtain Stsab. afllO~mta beingq d"h etbis h tot.11d8Un al sentimen daily lamb.

caw Ota"will ad arwixwaswtal turnw of oalmo "gt"0I , 1) Urn 31 .4 am Im atuwron vilk ft t00tewi ad dlispsl at ftas th,
owircr~tal 

1
Ugft amoia with Oastratio atoan.dmq the mas of irdtu al ard inVffaL facilities, a0s wo ms shaggm g.81.5e

amnarta An, ad 2) th sprawrmmbal Low amoae with h massU1. jonill i ltm rm rd v oUl r
ainirntjin (speifically, hitlebui as. the0 p1.8) of dinift 10. airdtr q mlitb f acutds Dr 00 nto diadmb wos to Urn 710.the
AMl. -e mlt telmf o ob mime r aamdi b im
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4 11w CEIS disgees the possibi1ity of eriiy -esuori silvers the tributary to 111 uspict at ths Sit=s. AIM*, it is utointsaal ct.wn

be a acitioticen plan for the leas of habitat clue to the rurnaay ectormsidn An 12 e CEI S widhf o a a..as opo sac thsat flu reratio fer h wounld b dst bnfalitie
be diu2acanp tunstto the tributary and vhsut flu iuect5 of thisJ will be. If be CC1recte las Suc a way that vi-ldlife has a connected ocrrodar throughout
drainage us altered, an umivetoqtian ishoud be ma e ncerin thne i~teps of 13.8 the baee, leading to qe "s"s aroea. Consderat~ion Should be givers to

flu~e cag ndhs h aqutic systs. will be atffsctd. developing habitat that allcims for flu greatoort variety of Wwied Iplant..ar
ameusids). Bliodiversity will enef it flu nrsircrsxunst throuig balancngSa t ~'s

5 "h" Cos discses flu possbility of cl~oiticni anid rentaatims of buildings activities with flu arrirormins.
with ambentiwcona~tairung teraial. There almaild be an iansotoigaticss of thetorjuth Sfrhelsr sSrse f

83.12 poessibility of nuacipfrlreag stiasq facilities to mee the need of increaeed we it h potnt orjia th ,--- frtd thecosirs anrouse, of

cliep.-./comadatiors. If buialdings, cotaining astia ant be deoihd a 2". This noting indicates, that va have rwixrsourstai concrns (EC relative
ladil eeitdto talcs special wostes Should be identified pro to to thie project. flu "2" irstiretais that there is a rwe for amiticriad

intoneaticnt Cur comrns; wlfl be ailsiseted after aditicral irlforestiors is
provullo We loo forwuad to reoioneirq the results of both the rado aid

6 ln Sdiecusses; thu posbility for the inrased wse of herbicides~ adAsbesto Surveys aiaqs with arty other reports rvilatiaS tonw x ta
8.3 t ooss.5 r.e Should be taoims to uwndao, tha wt qust is impats mentiterva in the WIS. The miiain monor dis cusse ain the

131 I Yfpc ras a aslt of Increesed! use". As waticin abve the cocrning advrerse lmpets ýiated with arotiiar cA i ae
I me of filtsr strips can also reduc the ilpocto ont water quaslity. Ito =5 qult Should be impliionte8. Shud yos have any quiitione regrding flhes

7 al~so discuse the lete of trusee arid vegetations drlingq ccnirtiation. The coswts, plas contact throl Alunadw at (312) 886-4244.
13.7 I le~lq parudiscined inu the CES cormrning rumseholuld ianclude do13.7 r1'P1Wt4Mc~rrvytruts ostto counetrrnotlm. 7he central pl~ant soticeral insis-l -

81 the Cm is coe-filred. We sugest that this plant be rurwvrted to another 7
fuelsucnhb as' oil or neatral ga to impovis air quality. Should hea facilities

7.8 be netzsntotd , -nvisorticlati should be sf as to powble seag WUiIiM D. FrerlIZ, ChiefcorveratiirsSojurn. H stuicurss duldbe inosaisted with niusotaRevs,o~ariniolatima sand the usse of "Guordsiofstsfuuq eff icient lighsting) S ilieiolPe'w na
be isiple.tad.

it. EXS dienine the ronevl of all UI.Idqrcund Storag Tarsi (TLSM) not
worsted in h rosea plans along with the remoal of all PIC-ocitaxinted

equipmot. lIt Hazarous Wasate Storag Facility will be ualoaasoing a FCM
closures for the Ilhaardous Wxffts Storag areas W the Inear furbstfe. TheDEE
satiusfartori~ly identify and characterize the environmental Containation at
thne Imos and scho~du for remoiaticn undear flu hazardsaw wests closure,
activity.

9 lIne CES diesý the possbility of miss overnlight atffecting the selm of
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h remit aro i nsh. uetigation, noinmatesn pretd in

12.3 aU. theol h ~ite or fn t-bt of aiep~t toise.

Irtai shiti esy currently or ias the future imac the qislity of thes
8.14 habi~tats. otocrdihatitmt wimth "NEsai Ed hueiana. "W"'osi titodest ialloomtatI.5

DOCUMENT 6 DOCUMENT 6

,dm L State of Illinois
Coloel BalirlDEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Parre"2

Dyisan of Ysiovelsea Aprl L199
FTIr .. Farod'. P () B., 0-28i Sp-ghlrld. fL 62"994231. 21 8-10

R~r~rrr~rr~a .. r.. Si~Ir~3 I OOA COMMENTS: Federal. state. and local regulations pertaining Io the sorb rewsiures
odemomitiod frombeTable flrcy maras fllore

April 1, 1W1 5.4 Res.ee Sil Renurees

Project Atibity, Purolsata and developmntes of agnricultural land adjucent to
Chanute AFB fot project purproses

Ls. Ciiluinel Tons haano
Direcoriil Programs and Environmental Dissir Regelsllnu~sslaorily Farmland Protection policy Acl. 7 U.S.C. 8441) Cl 1 Famisalsa
AFRCE BMSDEP Presscrsation Act. Ill, Riev Sial. Chs. 5. 51151131 ci scq.
Norson AF13. California 1214IN-6448

A~gnay USDA Soil Conservation Service. Illinois Department of
R. Drafi E-nsrriimcrria Impact Staiement Alncl-iarem.

Duopsal and Roioe it Chanute Air Force Base
Rantoul. Illloss 4. Tabe h .6.1 S..msy of Iefiscielq Fed-an ed Esirmsetwel neaJ bpd~s 01 the Fnea

Adtios sad Alonetsines Mye Bnsan Of Clesewi AFB. Pe 1-32
Dear Colonel BaIrol.

The Table sommancaa bhe enviroonmental impact in woils as being a minor increase in nosff
The Illinca Deparimenitif Agriutreo I has rerilewed the0 Draft Esnvronmlental Impact Statement and erossion durnog cororatiction.
lOEIS prepared firs he disopiisalnd muise of Cianute Air Force Bear. We ame providinsg lhe
fof krwrng ormmenia n that document. 41 IDOA COMMENT For the Proposed Acmo and lb. Minor Aircraft Mainenanice

Opesiaorna ul.ernalics. bhe IDOA srould ask that lb. acreage of pntne farmland colnoenreas
1. Noarinal! Efnteoerns a.-1 monad k ee pa. S-7 9.1 alas, be lsled an an ensironmenial impwc selating to lb. sols. It a evident that lb. nod

manoarc mfil saislain the major natural tiosortse impact simuld either of these Iwo, aflmerasiasa
The statement a made ihai minor or no impacts on nanois resources. incluidng soils. ae, be coinalnJuced.
espetled oIh be Prirproed Acit�alrele

DA COMMENT Ther ef bileat least 576 norm offpnrme feafanmd nicb nll potentially 5 . G.1ofleo d COMMENT Noillcllnagro t.rol b.qa f osIhlnelb

9.1 ,.,:n~erlcd i non-agricultural -ae is lb. Proposed Action alternative. The IDOA faeelsO OMNS oidclo iergrigteqult fwl htvidb
invenrn if 176 aies oflprnme <iln oa~oC*mjratrlmoe maladimpactnd by lb. Proprsnd Aolem and the Minor Aircraft M.illenaoece Opernan-
oldW be idnliied accostdnluilty 0On Final EIS. 9.1 alternativsn. Since Champaign Clownly bass .nompleted sod publisbed modieme nil survey. dt

poassible,0ielf b acreagr and pirm10seai ill a,.fl soil types v061011 s allicf pnelossibly
2.Natura FsIlastnistenlt. svined poresrpep pWa S4 convrersoln to non-ogrleullorsl iaes for lb. Proposnd Action and lb.Minor Aircraft

Maintcenance Operatirra alternatives, To se-,rarely -o lb. mpact bhe dpispoaf and rosses
The stateenten a made bhat miunor Irt o impacts on sarersa resources. including soils, are ill Chanute AFB vouis!d bane upon lbhs , ..rj -rcn. wn [eel bhe followving information should
expectnd aneb lb. Minor Aircraft Mantmenance Operations allentalrso. be prosided for any slternssne requirnog iF. or cquailton of additionaf agricufloural lstd

9.21 IDOA, CMMENT, Simalar comnmentsas5 statnd in 0f above. except a hey persain 10 lb. I Acres of eacb soll type lobhe puarchasesd.

9 ot1nt psileil u rronoen l .211 acres if trmse farmland. 2. Statua iof cacb soil Isp l Pnme. Imponsol. Other).

3. TaM. 1-c I Rokteess Fedeesi. Sows @ad Loead Stmiaws. koehleeI asad Gvlinleese S also, not mention a mae& regarding lb. potential daurlsarier ill subsurface tle drainage
Par 1.11 Iswlem ion agricultoral Laadalibsted onbse ~ and on adjasem id tabo b. purchased foir sthe

9.2 Prorposaed Action and lb. Motor Aircrafti ases Openahose alternatines, Firsling In

vohich be proporneni Wa consprinaaaatg o~nes cse* onep sh as rmiaad so ltne dasposal and lanim esk doe fto redihe crop rensa.
relae if Cbanule AMt
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ýý P'mservation Agency

Ctiacl I Ol3~~d Stat Capitol - Sprinflafrd. il1r1r 62101 - Qt') '92-4836

April 1, lW1Champaign out
Rantoul

Charute APR DEIS for Disposal and Reuise Altearnatives

Please addlrca threc ominnuorn the Illinon Dcpanmtnrn fAgrtictul-n the Final April 23, 1991
Emnwormcnnat Imnpac Statemen h~th a prepard fir the ditpotauf and .e1eo Chanutic A.r
Force Sa-, Lt Col Toe Bartol

Director of Progrems and Environmental
Samaely.AFRCE-BNSIDIF

Morton AFB, California 92409-6440

Dear Lt Col Bartolt
Jame R. Haring -I Wis have reviewed the re ferenceod DE1S. The procedures concernsing
Duress of Farradaud Pnsiecnoe cultural resources appear to be adequate, provided that this office

JRHnft14.2 Icontinues to he consulted concerning identification, evaluation and
Itreatment of cultural resources at Chanute prior to completion of the

TeTrry Schaddl.L ID
1
T PS

Clsampailn Cousty SWCD If you have any questions, please call William J7. Callahan, Cultural
4Als Oth., tDOA Resources Assistant, at 217/785-4512.

SincerelyL

Theodore W. 'idDputy SaeHistoric
Preservation Officer

TWIHaWJCtkh

DOCUMENT 8 DOCUMENT 9

rA OF -U.,0

United States Departlient ofteInterior

OFFICE OF THEl SECRLTARY0
OFFCE OF ENVIRONOEENTAIAFFAIRS ,,.o

2503. DEARBORN. SUTEy 3428 -a-n~~.. an

CHICAGO. IULXWo1s5i , sa~ ~sr
ER 911270 TimoTmy V. "Tim" JOHNSON

April 22, 1991 rur
March 28, 1991

Lt. COL. Tom Rartol
LtL Cal. Thosas J. Sartol AYRCE-nMS/DEV
Director of Peneras .an Norton Air Force Base, CA 92409-6448

fslne tal initna
ul5CI-ow/,SV Rat Disposal and Reuse. Chanute AFS, IL
seorles APO. Califor-n 12409-6448

Door Colortl Bartnl: 1, Representative Timothy V. Johnson, State Representative
-a ~ 104tholegialati vs district in Ilinois wish to state my

Tahis to n response to the reuest for the Department of the interiors full support for the Proposed Action, which is the disposal
collmat nn the Draft Esvrinasontal Statesent far Disopsai and Reuse nf and reuse of Chanute APB as a major aircraft maintenance
Chmoaie.sr Force Bsea. Chaspasasn County. Ill1seta. facility. As the Draft Environmental Impact Statementt and

the Socioeconomic Analysis indicate, the interes3ts of th
ihe draft ntatmsent adeqraatelr addresses oll environmental Facttors nf concern ci tnen of the 104th district, especially the Village of
ts hth: Department. Rantoul. wil heat he served through implementation oef the

Proposed Action. On beha~lf o f the citizens of district 104
nielt" for the apportunittv to provide theoese mstria. I urge you to approve and authorine the Proposed Action

of disposal and reuse Of Chuanute APN as a major aircraft
giric-rlp, maintenance facility. Thank you for your attention to this

matter.

Sheila Momir flaif
National fenlreammeal officer

K-51
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Gent lemonz

A. he iretorof the Rantoul Area Chamber Of Cosmetrcs. I haveRantoul Area Chamber Of Commerce the repn~iiyto. aer. you the specific concern. expressed hers
Homed~~~~~~~ Chnt uFreSt * 5 *.tu vnn are ov vIta importance to the business community. Th.

A- studi.., as well a. the concerns and propose,, o f the administration
117M GARRARDSTREET RANTOUL ILINOISft SI PONE 03 a=OWnd representatives of the Villaqe of Rantoul.

Ithe chamber" does :have a problem with attempt$ to oeaprate environ
1. mental1 and socio-e0onomic impact., an artificial if not impossiblen

Idivision.

ffThe bucineces cosesunity i. vitally concerned with the prompt.efcient and cordinated re-development and re-use of the hase
property and facilities upon closure, because, only in this way can

PUBLICn uERN :ebu economic Jo.c be reduced or averted. Paramount in importance
inthi. r-development is marketability.

FOB 2 Marketability, en Admittedly .0cmo-economnic factor, cannot beI
CHANUTE AIR FORCE BASE separated from environmental concenal what pro.pective purchaser,

wit tday eviomna la ad concern,.will be.sroul inter-
DRAFT ENVIRONMENT"AL IMPACT STATEMENT 3.4 ostedt' in roperty thet ie l.tan toal aeadcla? Adf

each a prospect is found, what happen. to the marke vlue of a prop-
ert y less than "Clean", especiall y if remodali ng is requ.ired? Will
the goverrnme nt's " coo t reduction progr ame"* adequately and fairly take
into account a ock item. as asbestos removal, utility line., motering,

MARCH 27, 1991 etc?

31 o me _s of the sameconcern. are found in the community's perception
Io"caretaker sttus" and how it will affect the appearance and2.5 marketability of properti as.

41 Anothe item creat ing confusion is intthe inconsitent use of
"datelines from 1977 to 199 as wel Ima the long-rang projections
for 2 014. The business commnity of today is primari ly concerned

1.2 with t heir ismsed iate fu ture; today, tomokrroW, even 5 to 10 years
"dow the ro4ad"ed how t hey are going to be able to plan and prosper
during thie time* framse.

:nbert . RGentlemen, your.: Ieeg mat is anio enrmous one and we appreciate
Boecutive Vice President your effo rt., ba teob te nmiy face is survivalanre-development is also a formidable task. me, a. a community, loo~k

to you for Anewere and for your help; if we appear to be confr onto-
tional, and t ake an adversarial position, please try to understand we
are fighting for our lives, our very exietence.

DOCUMENT 11 DOCUMENT i1

&4R NTOUL DRAFT ENYVIONMVIFAL IPC TTMN
N W -, ANILLIOISMarch 21, 3991

SUTMMARY OF ORAL COMMENTS
Michael R. Little. P.E.

r10C TtSR P)0)0 nSll ttf):u yn e, C. lVillage Esgineer

my seon is Michea IL Linke ad I am hat a meuu geeatimg the Village of Ranatal as VdIllag
ME~k ~,Eagiser w asi u Onmit of the Puhbc Works Centeirrn. I sant saftenting evuin COpten Of
Mirch 27.1991 qu~gesimsanlid o0om Relating tom th Daf Reire ELS and fte Socatinoeol InPes Analysi

Li.Co mnim i BadSeldy. -hich re he r0 wcaPMecI I te -t Ai 1- daB name However. I would like so sunenueu the
LL~ CoL Thogmas J. i Banal majo mus of OcinwSt 3do Vidllae

NinwiOS Air EVe ae aaai 92064my ib cmmte cam die Mimft EIS.

Noa Airl. Foc Ba-Iaa 20-491. dcikbas0vrat nroenso h Regeaial Wasrewea Tomimcnn Plan and
m: Drift imroeand Ris~e of om owi...dhmi y. FIe as.Ilin

EA~aaWandRear o Chm A Fae BimMosumnodiic~desansc dme elin ma soady cowlded ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS ON
WallWASTEWATER SYSTEM DinE TO CLOSURE OF CHANUITE All. a

hornuci Ar Fame Base Som Impact Anslyms Saiddy I cpy of oac is eSM1Wfo hde inami. Rigiquan modifl~icaios 3dmf WWTP and
Idie Camens ciodheom syme jhouM he.r dcilcd i seenes 4.2.4.4 of th EIS.

Do Sir 7.4 I Samoa 41.4.4o is & maly laoime.n dm th eport dm1 acoenlely drawn die pInpe

As imposer for the Village of Rantoul lihess. I -e subamonS herei -dm h foIet comaise~I ncdfbd
aedie ai doicm.nn~ reod nth idea rta epofirets: 2. to Appemdz G - Air Faesa Peft - Memageinde of Ashowe e

Suaoarsy, of Oval Beeseech peesenodi ai Public Hiesenan 2 areg .y Pow= cya 165 dis b fran sne or isum, aeos WrtrM~dia l belVi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Be.o aiilPdleSefeaem ftaeesm reeo . Reh e.l h baedce h@6 heson do eM" d"bases' of bndam thee will hRVcpeedhof Riy. PWU tt 4anTase 8. mwaly dopesoi tat' Dom, this pal"y apply dm thae bud mem bnm7s If We when
Respessibiffill 1 m7- hess ha e mmvd7 Pokey 017se doe die coan= of woon va he foMowed.

3.QosOMs and Cannsoni cncernning Draft Evrom~lentcoal Impact Stantonm. with M~al 3 W~ Sbiti at dlo dsig sanellsbns "will he vsysed ci dm Disposa
4 Qusestonss sd Cooemni csan Ssksecsocmac Impact Analyski. 31 En Ros Babmm hp stmume". The Oily deng dus EIs says about

5 Bargimnsen "eseabm entited Analysi of Impacts on Wastewaere System abmem is tkaAe taoo ehosa plniste. din., Apedl, 1991." In dud iemghdui
doe tm Cloore of Chemese. All. 111hecis. 8.3 iniiyslt aeipt, 0 fadW the mimpgarmoin of doi dome=? It would sam logical thai

I i~e 5Imeams.3 tosegoiest ilo as idie inmto of ebM is builings Fepe I e Ifoc- would haes na majporImat ci
I toen amspo 2Ddow uestonand u assoo a psubl. de ned vies of them huildins.e Alto. in dme cane of shentioned hianed ocean livies.

Sinny. z~ ems eA ionisai impinpay dopenli of leaes.a potential liability
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4 - for hom covmp a~th. property. T7W Village believes diss WI shouild cmartme thus angina Pr~o a dsdWiy amt ice s OfS the feel ostyacus an thr
rellso the e miim S of a m ca d is emoved the asbeheliu abutmeanti comny orsm ,i Section 4.0 Environmental Impacts, of die

8.4 plass. Whose will tim asbesto @bumerwu plan be available for public revriew? isan Samscoamu Analysis. comarisona- Preseted coceruning jobs created by the
a o saulywa asndomiant usmde tols lisp of asbestos removal from buildings; Izpe 'alsmonsves. For the; proose tion a referesnce is mole to preclosure
pric t anske a puto SE uthe smo satemaent plan? The Village of Retoand hereby employs levels soon d thei N sesopsattemploymsent figt-v reprspent i. 2%
requestsn a copy oi that Plat. ~tm w precloaman levelis associated with Ohatma APB. In the diiscussion of

5 3. DieVillgenpraoon s tai AW?,simld a reoovprtn ancoats.the other dom seralnsovewa. no nuambeis a made of the 72%. 98% "e 99.4%51 3ý ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ __i IUVlsgcspltc ste UUr hhldb esvdeo ocoue ii a tgineployenti levels an csompared o preclusae. Chanute relaved Jobs. The
comangy nplex colisphme studentds -11 irate any encasning leaks; a ludisloy S1 omuanlelegy u se d aicoan mie ~g leis ist notler npeaop Usaning muon haun

8.1 o future pcaeteasl owners. If the AiV Imes duties; to aseinn the marketability of is uspon Population mayu va in in momo with hundreds of dthousandsora millions of
pro o.1 them casms souteld be reovmnIed .now toreplotted with new systems that ipeople. but a dI 'I want hema The repossf iesu dau for die Non-Avtataon

cm sesall film regulawew. Mlammntve *cumuu publiac seric laeis, cauld ha oinsucritd" with I an ortalf die
nmabea of Vilag cosploynec. Junsbecase M thafdeppe " i nmow frtom a

61 4. As part ofthe IEP program a Ranxtal lnestsigation Dais Stamuoray Report is dhe an nieghborhood. dlaen'almean thai you can close halif die smania orsandaees half tN

8.6 be o=glm -seinmg I"9I1-. Is duom srplete? 11w Village SE Rantoul hereby watrn mom. Mamican woi and wastewatrn osamen plants takes very neatly theI tu M a C lc a it bectatmo available. sum staff mtie orregmdleaa o Sthe flow in an cat. 1ife Village as moes itha willing an
work with tie Air Paesos mentraa an mease1 thusaiccurate cam dam apperas in this

7 1 A rais survy is nebmile fan 1991. What a dier ctatus S~of hm suvey? The Village ce
8.6 of Sefuseal busoby requetsi a copy SE as surmvey.

2. 1he VilagSeoftRatmaisouan rely an the infrd cataca youha when at Mes an
8 6. Coniesing~ do vaneall Veaca Sf the diupositino Sthe baea ethaasticouee. die 12 comavisos Federal mad Sume Ageinive of do ned fan amusAnn As dies docrmoents

Baewd ofTrustee SE the VillageSEfRantoul has forally adopted tie following MrAt, they pormey a pow defeat acuticSE holtle an ano reeonIomiac impact an fth
1.1 Village. That Soadoesomma; Anilyus, in particularly flawed and oantaid so anumaniz.

VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT anca cim n timrs dohad taflese don face tie Village SE BavnanaS Fn tesselltte. die
CHIANUTE REUSE Samorlmw Reorta Swamaty mb.which m sabou an far as tom leanatvetw
INFRASTRIUCTUJRE TRANSFER Ah RESPONSIBILITY bodies an rea do=% evens wecse die No-Aroesm Alternative mlanda detvesumnn

deflct ca ties iamsy. Ianevery anecoe. ca neatly every poge the infoneiation
91 7. Ccarmnisg dmodca Scusan bAlelega.tieIS cad= ha emvised an flmdit 'gaa~ d sdo thenguage, flud diowinplay die nelpiuvcan hi ghilightde isiss

3.1 I iqm thal have bane mae& by ties Vdiaep fan specil buildingo that mar undesirable now Akir I*= bat ahmeay decided an abado Coose.~ What difference docs it make
wAm passe epoedsalcvunenmlo hstood. In addition. die interfereoce SE tie if year pinama the ich about the insect o Sdo docism

101 caomdeonumas d old Man $sewage Truculeeie Plant with th cant-wes:

My roost=g Imbcomfor both tie DoREf IS and timSocmsaxmac hopes Assalyits Sandy.

1. Ti FB lthe oSocimonenem Anslyws u~ul os.a thud lvel Sfcinpeetate.

doth paels caiionsm an tim bunlia mil tmuern noasinsn. Withoua this level SE

2 ofa- Id March 26. 1191

Sodwinew seW Ageodwi.alt e- '6 := . Sof -gWAoc LM
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'~ 4 RANTOUL
AN ILLIN401S The Village SEof atims clera/pam-choo plasndseda the Villagens fllhhns EPA yermit to

iI operate die Rantoal Muimcipal Landfill st~iplates that the landfill wilt close April 1. '195
Tits plan asourhwo no maneransl inrease: in the amounat an quantity SE so~l waste deliveted an
suciandfiull between the prescentione and sarc, date. The President and Board of Tisme, SE
dir Village SE Rantooul will adoupt appropriate legfistisosa canistento wnith sauch [EPA permit an

ii ,vilsi 5. o ~resotric the quantity an ananint of solid wie= delivered to tha Rarnanl Landfill.

131 VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT 9. 'la
CHANUTE REUSE7. 9 I NFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFER & RESPONSIBILITY TieVillagelpishe Ia prp tod an ao peeonseibaiiy fan any pmaofiS drmcmpiiL an tim

strain dus~lttemoinsnystem The Air Poice should provoide a caretaker opoiwoon. an; soggested
in the Draft Enrlroaamnsaal Impact Statnvelfat-Dispmel SE Chanote Air Porem
Base. WHala.okMarleb 1991, fan the comiprlet sitian systemn fan?5 years following the dam

The Villoge SE Refused is wirlling an accept civpo sibiliy, fra the a-woupeise public porianos of of clowsue. an an long an necessary an ensuie tiemaerketabitity of the Air Poime's buildings, an
die iwneis. water. isitiney fewer. itoes sewer mld elec~tri systemts providedl allovosw amfan the conversion Sf all buildings an sidisilsia HVAC syviersis. The Air Foee

I . The Air Fore crricesrs an the Vittage tim necessary corriponents. ihe loding teqiiessem shall maintain responsibility fan the steono plant and distsributon system, ml! nhntH properly
eqaipaesien SE the systetms. together with all neressary easernwots andlan nghts-of'- dispose: ofthe facilities when tno longer needel.
way deemied appropriae bydte Village

2. Thie Ai Poe willicooperm with die Village in the public berttefs minsfers this die
Villagedarie apmroprtate fan die overall good SE the comunitouty. mlanda Prian an socepang respoesibility lian these opoesomon the Village will expect the Air Fsnc an
reconnomidedsuntan te EDAW. KLl ml ChiT Stalts. so agree an a level of sappars sisolar an dhan presentied for theutility systemts.

3 The Air Fance will puoipu in dieusap oas eSE ystnniandeailed inw die~mdt&k
following individual descritipons.

1. Civil Engineers Office. rompuier system andl ecats a-mcI Village is tequesting
Waee 9irneSewe Sa~tao Seer ad marole sissaBuildings 55. 56 and 62. including all recrsds& drawings, reports, tic.. pesuinent to the long

tern operation and omunagsm SE timheato facilses. Alan inicluded is dire WIMS yison,
TMc As, Porce rights an support die opossumofe Seach of these systems by paying a over fan including any proprietary conputer hadariemem anmirwurt.
fan?5 yeses followring the dow Sfctisoart. an us long as necessary an ensure the moarktesbaity of
the Air Por=e 10ppes. Tho fan will ha basel upon the Villaget estimated annual operation 2. Fire Seems ml Epaitaoim -mcI Village is requesting Bldt. 43 mlid all equipment.
mil musisntance scm forthe isa-buea system, with a credit based upon Nh level of reose that
omisO. In the cute of tim wastewate system. die m fan will be detertined in accordance
withtN consiidoaso SEN scauvet- etheenNVillege cal Ai~rcPo.

If Ni Air Feor c- toe an l tmU Nwosater y. aniuy wormsio systemr an a third Patty. Nh
Vdillae will consider dint rieaangoncitao franchisee of the Village. No water an watwag
treatment fainltie. noe owned by Ni Village. will be aillowed to operate within th Village
forms. The Village contises this thy will hecoime Nh owner Kid operiato ofte pubic
Pt" Iteof SN rlectric systmss

2012 March 27, 1991
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DRAFT ENVIRONMETYAL BWACT STATEMENT is ma A WId~hLAM
wwot 15910
DISPOSAL AND RKMS OF p.1-1 1. od ati amtiIiI aonpwlztcni

Roulew Camnea by Mktaid 3. Lit"e P.E. 18 1 p.1-9 Tblde I3 -S. n IWwamu be -menwa? rn Im uawss. such as dhie Raioui Zosug
Eaguacim hor The Villag of Rootima. Bllisels 5.4 Ornac (a ainu d teRammlSlubdvisionOrdinance? Thene affect land use.

Match 27. 19101~~

19 p.2-13 L.2.11
141 TableS-1 Is would sWpm dcis a eeI-"- papalaaani at 10.000 has han used as develop p.2-20 2,3.1.5

hr -saasmamuzed in this inble. However, ods.r sonfes have placed pl2 2.3.2.104.1 to ebugae pepsilasoess ofthde Village, as low as 5.0W0. Who is thse bun for die p.26 .3 Mdfasmsem omeroteRpsaWsew.
10lWesimate Dm ea accmuraely seflee closure cascitionss? 7. .- 2 3 psdfiatio mi varos-b competonssestsof the ReinalWstewaleral

suude.Thoem modibmatin will he neasmuya accmmodiate die
15 pS-4 she S-I Smssegeeing die wauiesemer symm. undr ail mile aluassave, baneline flaws a closa.sum. oeo t he alumusavses will=godu flowsi high

UfpMs hr used for MO~i==s a WWTP oA kVfl lofe aaMse Tho is the di~ seoedunts low, flow Problems The oels u i n ib iir
7.4 counswpossum hosed uonu the madyi of omasct s todie eslcisan systemi m~ "' mad couning With the cstomary slalemismu onPS.

and outms foolsosetndiion by die Village. a cpy of which as attached I .e S-I, Wbdebti le h position b. Village requires throusghoutforsIntiaton However. dus posuma is mut accurately reflected dhroghosut die this .egis Thes bie-r -- waubm he changed to Usticthat
ollwing scionss of die renait. Those muuawill be spectfically addressed mieadoflwl to the WWIF men be madcle toaecasasiodate flowr
as fOloWiag CminiA roudaeliti under nil futuere coatilitios.

16 pS-
6  

The latMM ain doM put Suini du esuisung US esr s has beipgraded in 20 p.2-26 23.3 buto 'Numeru nonn-asesid wam. lines maiMd ha drinedf and sbut
16 savd.The Village's poesito is dimt al US-Ti should ha removed priorc to of. Depnmxiau Line can=s roimin connectd aso the Villags ae

discuss. ucnindgly complwescompslianee smedmils will make msy reisamssg distri~busi spurn Those line wosild ha in violation of the Village's cress-
8.1 as a hbdiily ao (sioue pow"ia owiem. If thr Air Pawe desires as smzessus 7.6 conetins owdl ardiussa md thr Olinos Pollution Ctamol Boesili cross-

hre mhnadwlsliy ofti -s thme n, diem sl shoudld be reimoed nlow. orconcto reguilations. in dot dhey, coud provide a source aeixintsearsom as
replace wsoh sew )y- a did can mssm all ftnure regudalation. hr syste

171 pS-
7 

&S4 Wbm is as happen to U~rs unler done alternatves? They areastsaddressed .5Affiteled VFeslAge~oo
8. sdes ummay hor thr Minor Aircraft Mainuemice. Nas-Avsaao AM No.

8. Actais Alwassoves 211 p.3-35 3.2.5.2 Led I Required moidifictions as thr WWTP aed hr Owuvis
coelleectio sy should be as detailed in seciocn 4.7-4.4. Sections 4.2.4.4 is

7.4 hr only nea thesi rrepessdmcaseey depudhr Iae modiicasions.

kbft27. 1991 Ids b 27, 1991 2d3 r :. .
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22I p.3-

4
2 32-SA but Cab hr basmowm cmrn Far hew longill~ini wmsmffdiah we~d'adma

7.2 I deoloh in The Vslage agpm dosp is sb tru~gleu? Abo -y muan ip rsarof
donm musammm should! be addressed in thr S-ociocciinamc Asiaysis

23 p.
3
-0

5  
33.2 The Loul waimI all hatowdo warnt will ha remoived ate huri isof

hose cWNM, Will all of thr macioeilem & imum ties a be cosmpletely LLA V ue4*5 i--s.
35closed win. in smonlm with m5 approved dunoe Plan, ma as base clousue?

Vnon, wins wpm will thdc am. hove on reuse 31 p.
4
-.
2 

as 4-4 42. ICr i Setting.- Thte -Propoeed Acteion ulterniae in4.2 1.1 gives
1. t employ imos comparis on wp aciso levels Indicating a 2-perens Increase

241 p.3-0 3.33 AfRemediallabvmpmdg atasmarny repota duseaohbecmsplesod am wpnooaremployment Howevertherotherdtuealternaiscsves to4.2 12.

8.6 -Wqing I" I . Is des comeplain? Th Village of Rnomal haubty smgueufl a 421.3 usd 4CL.1.4 do san even members thr preclosmre comarismvart To
coapy wh i loationess avomlable. provside aamome analysis afthe four semasses. hr cavipnshrs oss

imdmclevels owit ha Included throughouti.
25 1p.3-s2 3.14 Smawa Tabh - Ciatem Besellim The Air Faormmawaras w -a 32 p.6 424.424 d4.. Msgnn.A evoiymm.h

Imi as *iepotno sumacvowa. As prevoiousy swo hrdilae W ir reqessa 32 p" 4..,4L n .43Mtiain speiul ttd o

81dim all UMT be samud prior as closursa. in replaced wits wraieis ful Wamrus. Am. shouild all read thr me as sound undles 4.2.4.4. The
le cp"o couneing all f minutins~ng isquisusmas. 74mssife i a tau mdc WWImandi mdc an-bas collection symai nee as

be ho km n hor ag nowa alumeanveu.
26I p.3-53 Table 3.3-2 Sam athri Usrs mu iniated aso ha exempt fica hr

8.9 regulsmus Wihp am dime Mos ezesq 33 p.4-so 4.3 Hazardou Mmun~mdlanru Wassm - Under thr asmpiore s mode low
shin HIS sin is so dcis. "ALl easimgacnesimm r bus hoes idwitlled' Is

27 p.3-5
4  

Table 3.3-3 Thme 1 3-1MO. 5-24MW. 1.3W mmd2.240.W0Wgsllcs 8.10 det n acus t sa m mu The Village bus seceived information fraom fomer
aJoin poun two. Au thos aso ha lefts hahed? Muany do not have baemploeesm anitog doi *ae may ha oil= srm tlim -ae sed hor

8.15 ansuussucie systes and could put a pman liabillity aso pemisa (sawnswim, bur!o mdm iniý Has hre Air Focaive stigated thrse idlepasi
If doine me lefts boun. hre se asion= Of duo dwesma Sihould ha and b-h-We d6=n in hr Dip pecans? A copy of that niliarisai is being
adrssend as thr ISimusai Ansalysis. v5bnd u~ a covr lawfrm bees hrWings

26 p.3-53 3.3.5 Aslsicine- Am ushemis ahom plus wa in aueso ha esisplesed in 34 1 p.4-50 4.3 Hazardou MumlelmIbs oush Wuste -How will insmn users of on.

.6ApsI. Wns wiR ha b available hor Public suesw? The Village atRancoul 8.8 I bas 11aciliduisIs .9hanldled? The VdilW tahe at tclhr ANr Face shouild
8.6obuy reqet a copp of due Plais. , ia foI~ r wamls sim

29
1 p.357 3.3.8 Rains. A redow survey it wbhuhoikifr 199. Whim is huasissof AaMMdkX L A~h PO L rU-

8.6 ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ thsmw7TeVlaeo trsdboy acp fO uvy 5 p.0-I Aab~ Phpuly- Is time us appeal proos arfvailable as thr Village concernng
30 p.3-IC 3.4.5 Wollod - Whasapmpsep um I a*umghs weapc dim aso hr 8.7 I hdiedoklasimSmud m seeremd dosim sbaspolicy?

13.1 wiOM Sysslasd of-ue a don metrcin c ea e W ha identifie was dim hrst 36 pI- l(b) Will thisaes poky op r asanus reemoal ha fsilly

Proposed MRn abstransves. Pa smome. miaghte hrI rufny ~inm d.m and itfas win will dum ecnm ic analysis ha csipkeiall Is8.4 ds moood analysis a puss oftdr asbesmo docment plus?

Mod27. 19111 3 o 5tS V2 . 1191 aslt

Saduoumomet m uiA au.d W.. -shous. .0 m A.MW.L ftL
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31p-0-2 ::f . .pMyW do bWme-tt-ttr , kiinm i? Uswhen will CHANUTZ AM M~CI[ &ASK

8.5 bnbe" SOCIOECONOMK IMACT A!4ALYSU MVlDY

RoulewI CoammW by ollcehas IL Little, PU.M
p G-2 1-w. Th115"im mmrn that thes cotim of acsess to be (ollowed. with wespect Engrner feir the VIIee of Usaftssil. 90limso

V) Iminesas a die Cimuq msisallana. *mH he ansalyzedl mo she sposal and March 27. 1"91
38 Roma Paweummseosal impact Swsmeamr 1 The thiy buS ii report says about

"býhe S&0 ill"An eg aeaslesoPeaiM doeisAgi. 1991, Iso dilp S-i The ammay of mpm fr weac altenativew penasie us opportunity in pamr as
8.3~ *alas AdIKLosAN s NuMi die rQWusmas of this Clause, i fic -Air For"e SOuwe Piecoafteo die efefecei ofdie heaw clos onreasdeconhiusiuty.
83Pokly. -ter~ Mid,0114Of Aahrnrn as Closing lea."? The Village 39 HO-eso. -ag ls sor b PikAs -1-i--ew pepaisos gsasa- to describe a 25%

---es ds die mu~se of ahsbam ut bisidisg peopened for reuse would baveo Md in bemeam-MUd 19V poulmm unasder dfe bes paeshle nwise
inar mW asPKO die real value of thos bLkeaSLda 11w VdLsp beLiger "- 1. tsofmt~he Auw Amoni) is a disrwi or ts he people afforied For she

diss EIS in -ld reflectdie, iso, flcasoe of whet s ,Wis's rtwovsd undrrth die Na-Avianes Alternw Ibis sappoels "gain' im an 67% Msacw be I917
eahews atsimmo plean bue-s~ild popilation. Thensue ainieies. adf seno mona e i of dhe

Salasommmi Study should be revsised to provide, a douentui dio truly teidiom
die e scsm sepawses dite commassuly wilil sdlefr. so that, dii, soctioness
cmn aotm the msd for jissaymsa increased levels of wonosadjucslsaomsts
tismumc bum die Fed" Cossasiawis.

40 pJ4 33A1 Take ken LAUaeante grnees Adauas eddie will nestj is die 1WIP a

7. ILGIsM m m aust be umdhgwed unle &U lewels Or iem.

41p.3-14 3.3.6 Lms Sinus - TIM Villag of Russusidil notL asisemsspoeswlatity for

lbs -w ptI1 LR. as idpelased! is die Village's potatim Sas

42 p.31I Table 3.4.1 Umek~ledidWs" the Vilag L.asdfill will clos in 195 if.cuts

lewauo med heC low pesble chaste dome. under ISPA regulsatins

S p.3-34 3.43.1 The Vshlepof Ragmsi puj o tawum ikdpealas d*ii
, Iu Te isaoPliadc. him, dommewe asuftllg lewels mitsed sader
Isau 80111e11111 ipmota die &a &As ie anseof die ,tLby W.isa for whicls
tho.i -eummt we e bule ,ur mporiepubly wish duebsissg
ppubeim. Rseirnmsope, die useve depiomuusi camiclas donsawnji because
belt die people who, liwe as them hae moved. fle %mne aistre, for, wulatere.,1
orwas hor. elcIcd b midal all wesusmusr faitedium Mimaun. isafe
OPMOMW lf bW amaa leisrnd~ by regidelety aenmcies. iam populsatio.

I'11101, 99[" I Sof td27. 1" lofll

ldSoinwi and Amoishim be.~ Sodm -- Wismd Aueomassm Inc.
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43 46 p.
4
-
56  

4.16.2 Woww Thasinii h 11?. ii 00111111I souls us 4.1.6.2 above
P.3-5

7  
3.4.4 Paste bulm~ -Time dieomi O .o o nutispt die uni nf apply s the "vm MsI R s muse
wmw1101111in opseli fmd wheblpg. ao Im parugiuph as pWg 3-577.
aned Contnus m 3-59. ei 0 alssWa Preseof All. this Seedy assuasie 471 p.4-76 4.36.2 WomwwinTiesusmer The isanecoments iea mad 4.1.6.2 ahove

7.4 shE she VdeP will muar reomitiabley Ior the on-beae collection syhieiw The74 IuIbdaes.thrlmai wsesy

UWIM1rnrn1 cOr 1110CIA11d with hE sytlsiswo absout $130.00 per year. whichs is. pl o aio oiiaiosmiaco
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Install Pormemin Maske Peed Sysm cam $7500 De atro o wferafo

Modify 557 As Packo Stimo Sub-Total S310500 mu mW taozossistnbsacossmeir Ims~sts

Esecuso Ainnua Chmcl Com ($150 pmr day) $55.000 per year

IL wiaaeT-aaa alllaApir11 22. 1991

1. 1w-ssaml Peuplag Faclitlle Lt Col. Tom Bartol
Director of Programs and gttvironmtto~tl

Remoe 1-inh ftups& Ro vr10-nchAPPCII - 055/DBP

(2 urnpi each Paa the Eioem) w/l2-a0k Horton APB, California 92409-6448
(2 pmps ll dma~ l 224.1toDear Lt. Col. Bartols

modify tome Pimp Consu Syste Jllo mae Department per yousr Marcht 1, 1991 requset,* has completed its

Sub-Total $242,000 reviaw 'if the March , 1991 draft Rig - Disposal and Baes of Clsmte
Air Force saae, Illinois.

2. Sludge Handling Facllities The Department supports the proposed action which iL the iell eaI
of Chanute AMl for ruse. es a major aircraft ealfitenaitre fan 1 icy.

flewam Cleb and ModstoI Misio,2= It is our urnderotausdlnq the base recreational facilities are

Sub-Totalcesired by Rantoul, and if granted to them by the Alr Force, will
$6-otl s9,e9e be an eaceilent addition to the viliagel recreational sysemi.

,qra~da~fl flq~mICTfll f53 1 Section 4.4.5 diecusses the project - related effecte on biological
TAIL LIJUraesources, thes sensitivity of these resources and ways that

sensitive resources can be protected and/or mitigated for wheat
Ft~sim hetst~ CrUICt nceesary. Such pirotection measures includes field surrey., suchU' LAM 13.2 as IDaT will conduct along9 proposed constrtation corridore during

the sumar of 1991 to determines if native grasesis are preeelsnt,
"aoiding construictiont in the soutltwastori portion of the base where
wetlands are present and providing appropriate mitigation
recosimsndistlons to winLeise and/or compensate for lupectead
resourc~es.

Based on our rwiew the Department believes the potential
enwirouinntal consequences of the disposal and reasonable reuse
alternat ivos have been adequately discussed and analysed is this
Dais.

Thank you for the opportunity to coment.

Sincerely,

Sodwý OWAWW *L Ie. rent saaniin~l
So~w midAeee. k ==asswDirector
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March 27. 1991

Lt* Col. Thomas J2 Barcol
U S Air Force ' ; ,.vclIP.rn ,o 'Ii .

Col Bartol:

I am Jack Miler. Chairmancof the Health Servces ComMittee assisting in the 277Z01

Village of Rantoul reuse efforts. Rantoul - Chanlute Air Force Base - Draft Ens? roiwental Impact Statement

I was pleased ta see that your team found the extra 90,000 square feet in the April 15, 1991
Chaniite hospital that rise 1988 Bast closure cominisaton lost.

l am hers representng the nulstry retre community, including dependenta. Lt. Col. Thomaes J2. Bartal
There are around 5.000 of such individuals currently being taken cars atmn a superb Director of Programs and Environmental Division
mnannrer hy the Chanute hospital. ASICE -SM/DEW

Nortas Air Force Base. California 92409-64441
Unfortunately many of these people have illnesses which require costly Deer Col. Bartol:

medicatioss and their health precludes frequent En;'ý to Scott AFB or Wrsght-
Patterson AFB hospitals. You have sated in the 3wcieconornuc Analysis the We have revieaed the Draft Entioimiustal Impact Statement dated Mlarch 1991 for
limsitations VeteraniAdministration hospitals have whi~h mean that many people do the disposal and muase of Chianute Air Force Base in Rantoul, Illinois.
not have access to the Daniville VA hospital. 1 Regarding trw Impacts on ithe Rantoul sanitary sewer system and weasteveater

We a wel awre.als, oftheCHAPUS lan Man ofthoe ctrretlytreatmet plant, we hase the following consents.
benWaen care wel awae Calsufthe amMDCAREU planbl. Inany ofthse. wh ether 7.4 1. Because of the long detention time Ethat will result in thei base sewer

bein taen areof t Canut ar MEICAE eigile. n ay csewhehersystem, a hydrogen peroxide feed system or %ame other means of controlling
CHIMA!PUSor MEDICARE. they am notfinancially ableto afford secontdary coverage. septic conditions mist ae Insaulled at Else bise pumping station.

I I know the services are sat required to take military hospitals to the patient 2. In order to properly handle Else reduced floss at the wastewaster trea 5tmn

but once again we ask that some cnsnideration be given to those mnill health whoe plant. tlse six I2 inch PUMPS meat he replaced with smaller pims.
15.2 specifically moved to this area so they could afford to remain in as good health as 3. The digester at the wastewater tf4atimint plant sill have to bet tses batIpossible furas long as possible. Outpatient and pharmaceutical servces would go a of service asd some other acceptable means of sludge handling and disposal

Ilong way in filling this wind. sill hale to be provided.

If you hase any questiosi or comnts regarding the above commnts, please
contact Chaurles Feilmant of the Permit Section.

sincerely,

lilnager

Division of Water Pollution ControlI

cc: Records Unit
FOS - Champaign
John Real, R antoul
Sodmen & Associates
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_ ~RANTO UL
expendituresm the accepted stcoms multipliar rediscia a total economic impact oSS34 I

AN IlLUNOtS Million cash nlow dollars on the Village of Rauntoul and surrounding ares

~The Impact of the jolts is listed at 14.203 Of the 991 cvivl service jobs at
- ~Chanute. 493 -or abouit half - line in Rantoul Of the 6.000 military 'at that tamel

uiisotr~risea P0 RO~t C o a sos p -, so -- - over 4500 or 75 percent live in Rantoul Even if wedrpontonl05pect
2551 0. satimpact on the Rastoul community, the Air Force is ndicatisg io this repast that we

ace losing a68.000.nnO ansually from our economy

Using the saome multiplier as above, the impact on the Rantoul communihity is

March 27. 1991 Katy B Podiagrosi $170 Million each year.
Mayor 41 mr The Chanute Economic Resource Impact Statement was dearly writsen to

Ll. Ca Thoms J Brtol imprse upon the csviliun world the importance of the military installation to the local
DsLt. r Cof Programs J ando Enionetl.iiio1~ economy. Certain formulae were used to reach conclusions in this document. We an.
AFRCE BMSiDEV requesting that the Air Force use the same formulae to express the economic lame to
Norton AFB, CA 92409.6448 the community by closing of the bose.

Gentlemen. 5 Electing to adapt the bose lists of the date of closure to develop the draft
enviromental impact statement, clearly the Air Force, can make a case that Oterm

We of th. Village of Rantoul have thoroughly read the Draft Environmental ti wnill he very little, if any, negative impact on the local community Just as dloeed,.
impact Statement and we are entering into the record nine papers on specfic this is a case of using facts and statistico to develop a preferred analysis

concernts We are also in receipt of the recently completed Socio-Eciinomic Impact T ilg fRnolpoet hsmtoooysnenihrtecouesa
Analysis, and snice the impact analysis of the EIS depends substantially an that TeVlaeo atu rtssti ehdlg ic ete h lsr o

supporting document, our positions are based on both the EIS and Sacto-Econostoc reuse reports addresa adequately the abort term environmental anid socnweoonoin

reports NO sar MINIMAL impact conditiosna I

In general, we are disappointed that losuses ofgreatest concern to many cstizenas There is no doubt buit that the employment rate is Rtantoul -11 take a defmidaw
in Rantoul remain unaddresaed. nose dive wsch the dlosare of Chanute AFB in September 1993. There should mals he

he doubt but that Else Village Government and many others bore are diligeonty

I Taor'he docuimntu rely heavily on the hest~case sicenarvio of the acquisition of a strivinig to ensure that unemployment doss sat reads rock bottom and whatever rats

1.2 Imjruser such as United Airlines, and skim over the short terra 11992-199631 lean is reached it will he only far minimum tums.

yea wih n orminmelre-".61St We take excemption to the comments bas Page, 2-1. Section 2-1. Pars. three of the

2 M.ost of all, we believe these documents are overly ambitious relative toosenmcIpc Aayi hc it seea tofC mai rh ss egt
2.2 especiegroth We rmiund you that after tow years of concerted effort an the part 4.2 employers as Ihantonirs. We should he so fartunate ast have Carlo Hospital. IKemil.
I f2 an.pope not one company has committed to date to settle at Chanute, The Inc.. J.M Jsnes and Colwell Systema along with the industrial employers we do bovs.

of impacony theopl sre cuo hebs n lclmniuoyudr iia Indlusion of these companies in this report inflates the employment statisace Foe

conditions is hardly addresaed. We ask that the document he amended to include an Rantoul to the point of bering misleading
1.4 Additional column me on Page S-3, Table S. I to reflecit conditiosn under the no-action 7aemd htRnol adilwl eaalbefrbs ear

i atersatuve with a bose lists of December 29. 1988. through the year 1998 htRnol&lnfl il eaalbefrbs lsr

One dscsiment that lamt entering into the record this evening is the Chanste 7.3 hlet of landifi~la available to receive closure matieriia see attachment)
Technical Training Center Economic Resource Impact Statement of 1986, published D.pslo oi as eseae ybs esr atvte ewe o n
the year of closure announacemoentDipslosoi a"gnrtdbba disbu ewen10 hl

October 1993 is a concern. Duse to Ube al r1 ate of the Rantoul landfill experienced
This document isidlsioms thast the econromic: impact of te csa setuon ufChasute

K - 8 on this a re is alm ost $ 136 M aflien annually, T hi a SIX M ilb en i a only C hanute
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"Kent Tucker, Community Development Director, who will call special
during the past few yearn, and the rapidly slproaching closure date for this facilty, attention to our spfic concerns on .ocio.Ecommc issues
restrictions have been imposed on the types of solid waste received. Matenal from Police Chief AllenJones whoiwilladdresfurtherconrnsrelative toscurity
a.vohshed buildings, for example. is no longer accepted from any source I di'n r., the short term re-use period.

7.3 It appears that EPA restrictions will preclude any expansion of the landfill so we Ken Modglin. Rantoul Village Comptroller, has prepared a paper to addessare doing everything possible to extend the life of the current facility Currently, our concerns as to the impact that closure will have on Village Finances This io anadditional restrictions are being drafted which, among other things, will linut theincrease the haulers may experience i any month.and require additional triah issue largely overlooked in both the EIS report and the Socio-Economic reportsegregation and reclamation efforta. sRich Thomas. Recreation Director. will address recreation issues • which forThe bottom line is this, the Rantoul landfill will not be able to receive the the most part are addressed in line with Rantoul's concerns.increase of solid waste generated by crating, packing and disposal of materials being -Dan CulkinVillage Inspector, addresses the issue ofdrainage and short-temexcessed by the transfer of Chanute activities to other bases. cost o f e kin .
cost of fire-fighting.

*These documents continue to skirt the issue of problems associated with the"Wastewater Treatment Plant in the event of no or minimal reuse. We remind the Air 10 'Ray Boudreau.. Base Re-Use Manager, who oddresses some alternate7.4 Foice that Rantoul did not need the additional capacity in its plant for the local 2.1 being considered by members of three re-use committees These issues have neithercommunity The additional capacity was built to accommodate Chanute. We been considered nor approved/clsapproved by the Village Board since it is early in therespectfully refer to the contract between The Village of Rantoul and Chanute Air planning process for these. However. we ask that they be studied as alternate useForce Base in which the Air Forc agrees to pay the minimum charge for flow aint to preclude the need for an additional EIS at a later date.the plant. The Village definitely concurs with the attachment, Hj from Steve Combest ofC*The draft EIS does not indicate that the Air Force will demolish and clean up &S Sanitary. re a site for a transfer station.certan buildings that must be removed prior to closure and re-use. These include it3.1 least the fodoowng: all structures associated with the old wantewater treatment plant,the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 folnig l tutrsascaLdwt h l atwtrtetetpat In addition, we have asked Bob Kidd to speak to concerns of the business
Building 0732. #125. and #107 (see attachment) 15.2 mosaunity as it relates to the EIS and Socia-Economic reports. Jack MaIler to speak

again for retires. We are distressed that neither report speaks to the over-ridingWe cite for the record the following reports prepared by consultants hired by issue of health care for reurees.the Village of Rantoul. approved by associated Chanute Re-Use committees as wellas by the Rantoul Plan Commission and by the Rantoul Village Board of Trustese. These individuals work closely with the Village of Rantoul government. and weThese are: concur fully with their concerns.
'The Urban Land Institute Report In conclusion. I refer to the report on the disposal and reuse of Chapman'The EDAW Report Courts and request that the Rantoul Landfill be deleted from the list of available'The Crawford Murphy Tilly Report for Aviation landfills contained therein. I would further like to express appreciation to the Air"The Economic Research Associates Museum Study Force for the expeditious study of the Chapman Court situation and to further thank

Msj. Gen. Day for his cooperation in attempting to bring this problem to aIn addition to my comments this evening, and comments by Mike Little. satisfactory conclusion to the base and the community.Consulting Engineer from Sodemann Associates Engineers for the Village of Rantoul , 12 e
are attached. for the record. papers prepared at the Villag'e's request, from the 252 Gen. Day's action is indicative of those that we ask the Air Force to continuea atrohvedfrt 2.5 taking to help allevmate hardship on the local community. Specifically we are asking

that the Air Form dalineete for us specifically what the caretaker status will involve.'Rantoul Village Board of Trustesa: a resolution of intent regarding Chanute 131 we ask for mnmmum hassle over those items that should be, and historically haveReUse. been, coneeyed under terms O(pobbe benefit. and we ask that reasonable pries be3.6 expected for thes propertisa and facilitiea presntsd for saw under private use
provimos. (endI

DOCUMENT 15 DOCUMENT 16A

A REO1LsrrtONATTACHMENTS: APPROVING A POSITION S TrA

A Resolution of intent re Base Closure. Rantoul Village Board 59 IT RESOLVED by T PRESIDENT ND B OF

OF T= VILLAOg OF RANTOUL, INKFAIGQ COUeNTY, ILLINOIS. asB Kent Tucker. Rantoul Community Development Director, comments and follows.questions re the Environmental Impactment asd Soco/Economic Impact i 1. That a VILLAGE OF UASINTjtL POSITION STATEMENT,Analyses CoAN=j REusE, INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFEtR & RESPONSIBILITY (the
"Poottion Btatemet i), a copy of which said Position Statement IsC Allen Jones. Chuef of Police. Rantoul. questions regarding the Environmental 7.9 attached hereto and hereby incorporated by reference. be and theImpact and SocioEconomuc iyesame is hereby adopted and approved as the position of thePrestdent and Board of Trustees of the Village of Rantoul,D Ken Modglin. Comptroller. Village of Rantoul. comments and questions re C pagns County, Illinoie (the "Vitlage") with respect to thefinancial assumptions and conclusions re Environmental and Socio/Economic matters contained therein.

Analyses 
2. That, from end after the adoption of this"Reeolutlon, the President of the Board of Trustoee of the VillaqeRich Thomas. Recreation Director, Village of Rantoul, comments re recreation and such other officers, agents and employees of the Vtllage.facilities. Chanute. re Environmental and Socio/Idipact Statements includinq its Engineere and Attorney, are hereby authorized.

empowered and directod to do all such acts and things and toF Dan Colkmn, Chief Inspetor, Fire Inspector. Village of Rantoul. conerns i-, execute all such documents end Instruments se may be necessary toconclusions re fire protec In and drainage re Environmental and carry out the intent and accomplish the purposes of thisSonclusiocnom fic mpatct ion s nt dResolution and to comply with and make effective the provelionaSoctoEconorrlic Impact statements contained in the Poestion Statement.
G Ray Boudreaus. Bane Conversion Manager, Rantoul. report from Committees PASSEDa APPROVI this 12th day of March. 1991.developing proposals to be considered in environmental study process

H C & S Sanitary. proposal to locate transfer station on Chanute property, to be
studied re EIS 

Proeiden
I Letter delineating buildings the Village of Rantoul requests be demolshed A'TTfS

i Chanute Technical Training enter Economn•a Resource Impact Su- ement FY88

'village Clr P

K-59
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VILLAGE OF RANTOUL POSITION STATEMENT for 5 years following Ire deft of cleltaS, or a "o~ as necessary to
CH4ANUTE REUSIE ensure the markeatability of the Air Force's buddlifings. to allow time Io
INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFER h RESPONSIBILITY the conversion of as buildings I* witbidual HVAC systemsl The Air

Force shall maintain responsibiltty for the Steams plant a" d
distribution system. and shall property dispose of thre facilities when

General Position Ra, Utilities and Street no longer needed.

The Vilage 0f Rantoul is willing to accept responsibility for the

appropriate, public portions of the streets, *aelse sanitary sewer. If the Air Force chooses to sell the water. sanitary. or storm system
storm sewer and electnic systems provided: to a third party, the Village wilt consider that orgartuzatborra

I The Air Force conveys to the Village the necessary components. franchises of the Village. No water or sewage treatment facilities.
including requested equipment. of the systems, together with not owned by the Village. will be allowed to operate within thre Village
all necessary easements and/or rights-ot-way deemed limits The Village assumes that they will become the owner and
appropriate by the Village. operator of the public portions of the electr ic system.

2 The Air Force will cooperate with the Village in the public Other Considerations
benefit transfers that the Village deems appropriate for the

overall good 0f lyre community, and as recommended under the I Civil Engineers Office, computer system and records - The Viltegie
EDAW. ULI and CMT studies. and is requesting Bldg. 56 (former base C.E. offic), including all records.

drawings. reports. etc. Also included ip the WIMS system, including

detailed in the following individual descriptions.
2 Fire Station and Equipment -The Village is requesting Bldg 43 an~d

W~ater, Storm Sewer- Sanitary Sower and Electric Systema all equipment.

The Air Force agrees to support the operation of each of these systems Position se1temernsir
by paying a user fee for 5 years following the date of closure, or as Rantoul m01 eini Lundfill
long as necessary to ensure the marksetability of the Air Force
properties. This tee wilt be based upon thes Village's estimated annual The VIllag of Rentipurs clopureposl-cloesure, plan under the
operation and maintenance coat for the on-base System, with a credit Village's Illinois EPA permit Iso opersate the Rantoul Munmcipal
based upon the lervell of reuse, that occurs. In th, case of th Landfill stipulates that the landIl wilt close Aprdl 1. INS5. This
wastewater system, the user fee will be determined in accordance Plan assume& nso mateiriel increase In the amount or quantity of solid
with the conditions of the contract between the Village arid Air Force, waste deliviered to euch landfill between the presen time and such

dlate The Preaideist and Board of Trustee" of the Village of Rantoul
steam Sysem*W wilt adopt appropriate legislation consistent with such IEPA permit

to restrict the quantity or amount of solid waste delivered to the
The Village is not prepared to accept responsibility for any portion of Rantoul Landfill.
the Steam plant or the steam distribution system. The Air Force
should provide a caretakrer operation for the complete Steams System

MARCH 12. 19111 MARCH 12. 1991
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RANTOUL
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PnGN 83C1l S1 3-9 3.3.2 It Cannot be atssumsid tat ire 0SO

Igoing to *oI'lIt cr. araiterlit.i w e,,pertzs
11-zThere needs -o be acrf atras Iin other areab or :lunois. New ;n-r or.-

awe re -new -.enerat cr0" Nof ntaoalo.s ware rod be poorer persons responding t0 neapef

;Oe en:es .eas~lng case prper'y h. r ho~ng and create thle -eed for 'Ire j-ner Se
er _½e. s ides. New inr.-.Ciqants 73c. aiv a er

caatr5o5different from t ýer Pa.rts.2

11: sSceitS an,. r nacco stat..t-es 0 llndi as well.
.a.nsae adcytel Cr approveO refre 9 31 .. 6Te:ffa

8.2 -e 2ipCtn. 0: _ tn:5 be the ca e? 7Th lad Is now going to close at an

IS j orrcasse Villg cs batu ?euet aa coycrO 31 . than tht notedl in this aocc~ent and
20The general, character of persons

-- _-- dequesoits a s bc y :h 20 athoti- as thy relate to t:oesa

8.7 I.-ecn jr enta- .,gc~nee,. Rant oul in greater proportions than thYeyare

n00w.- we will be losimg a dI Sp ro po r ton a t

nombe r of yo unrger persons.

SOCIXCOOCMC XJaMhCf ANIALLXSS STUDY 7.5 21, Rantoul does not want the Steam plant.

221 3-16 3.4 Positive impacts in the long run do not hold

Pk= SSMIUN COMEN t2 Ia cdomminity together in the short run.

16 - : snot realisticctocassume, give imted 3-32 Table 3.4-14 Therea is a typograpnorcalg error for 10

(vimar ascd ott.er resources tha al hree Ol, population-,OZ 13i0wog

2.1yowtsi he proposed actio ( airocraft

a! r a ý on S1 i3-3b4accmplised.S Staffing is not necessarily a function of
Cons11!.eqcuently fill ecoer pe rsonnel per capita. Geographic area of

2-1 .1 tanacefacilty edlucatoo an mfu.' edcalv34ry3 infrastructurenaumber of :t ftre: a00 size
by and of Rantool may cot be an assuimed. patrol areas also influene staff .g levels

Asi h ~,teeare some conpanies here roll1 up half the town, move the people and
427 aýn ch ae not located in m ato 1l. serve a smaller area.4. 2, h cn t a ot lca- opn 23It cannot be assumed that unemployed people

18 2-5 _.2.2 3sr 1985 Special Census poplationawas 20,641 2 tyIht rawiigt erhrd
and, In 1990, is12 mf the t y.lt 4.31sl styith arawtng obe eied

41personnel. dependents and re'tirees were 14,691 3-5b map Broadlands and Villa Grove ED is not located

in F0 1987 (October. I36hpebr 31 n in the area indicated.

8978 1on fT 1991 (October, 1989-September.
19,what espaing the declines of at the 24 3-80 3.4.5.3 The shortline railroad has not been entirely

most 342 9 in t otal popolIation but 3713 on Iabandoned.
military/milltary-related persons? The retirees 6.1
will have some attrition through deat hs, bit S13-84 3.4.6.1 What is the cost of metering boildings and

should be somewhat stable. The m Ilitcary and facilities not currently metered?
dependents have declined, we see no ev ide ncetof -tf
an no-mxgrat Ion of 2300 persons to make up the S1 4-1 4.1.3.4 There most be an estimate of a paid-tf
jiffereoce. Therey ~s no evidence that the alternative for fire protection.
popul ation densItyI h -as changed sigoificantl'
the vacaoy rat was 8.18 ~o18 nd 9.9§ i

h90 hat A Ir fre da~ta was useda?

patM SBCTIONDCMN 
6 Rantoul Police Department DCMN 5

4-1 4 te~saoedd lthat this document indicates that loo East Grose

he bas na a" el-eveloped rerreaticc wio Rantoul. yolitsi 610 O
- stucu e" s te the as e Closure

..iis5sor c1ted l.ack of recreationh resources LuIENiL JONESh trw. of Ps.1 enon. 89 53-0550

as -r reascc fcr closin the base.

St ý-har 26. 1991

I4-1 414 W; at 4^: acres will be transferred to Rarto?:
1
?

What sill be the method of nonveyance and when?

SI 4-13 4.1.5.1 adsare an important pa.rt.in economic to .Odars

Jevelpment. I tpmus t be assumed that toe cost
1 this capital improvement is pa rt of .the ullidge ofOowl

pro posed action. 33-3 S. hve

251 4-16 4_15.1, There are some errors related to the mitigation Ramtoal. LI 16
of traffic poroblems oncmapiewoodwori~ve. It

6.7 ~~~~will' be di f ficlt ad cos tly to wIden .D my,
maplewosO. There is currently 00 curbsdelarl vr
parKInq allowed on the drive a&nyway, Ref :"S Shec,:I Owf w Sh Evwirn-eta I-Poart
ý_tersections arn alredy si hna, lled. ttso and Sne _ Sws nw i to I....t OAnlnis st,dv as

Who will pay for the costs of t he traffic they elFlA. to ls.aw efsrcitemt.

,td, O :.,ThiS is a coot not nece sr. y I -Isd (41tis .so ... ara f th'e Sins, .e.w..

a dumal hrteV age of Santou. I Imact Study s ritd

201 4-31 4.1.6.3 Nrmerous landfills in the surrounding counties 8 1. asnO.Q 3-46bth tow wf he was I tte t hat. ... tn
are ,licensedttO acept demolition de bris, but . 1CI7.3 tha doe not mean that they have hoe or will. 30-n llChepaism depamt - ansrr, taoma_ nteer

The Rantoul flu nitipal Landfill sill mot the Ch3*5th Counwrtr - dl o I Swoad t Che,* t 12 111.n

ac cept demo l ition debris.d .I The d lnpaism Cswlt Jai d:e nt ha lO' S orct1 vsr. I

arrested wn Chanute APS &re tramsporltod So the federal

oreqluest a response to these c ottent s and questions as soon AS Detention Center im Danwilte,
P gbe 2. 1Om Page 3-16, the seodpaarp rotnrermin 0 the

Ser.rit, Polc _ sds state. t ha1tShe Ch1 Daign

?eeyZCo~net 
Sheriff's Office meant*ssaPspinr

'wd-rt-" with the Chanat Senniy olreIn 0
ouing. .1h .ootng is hoae o T Ch nt Ift oO

thinShrit-ff'! Oe.1etdesmopto nor hold ann

Kleft e Tc e losn ietr ., tdi Otin. on that property.

cImunit DeeomtDrco 3.) On Page 3-i8 under th i tineSte rt

s.i~~t t tate. that onde th Puu. alne
wihChmt PFS it, aet ~ is, t.t.., S her woud 5e o

reguir.et*. for ...- r c latted 11lirt prtentio "r" t
local rocwnitt,. There*for.. t he Iu.ren I ee COO Idto:
saantained with 9 %worn officers for 1994 and Deland.
Thu atue o taIhfeic r ae slvuo

~~~~~~~then wil5.t*0gbidi,5ae t 1e wth SheI .

K-61
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RANTOU(L
AN ILLJNOIE

S1 ,1-.."I"i . - ",re-rir .- o..
I 0- s_ . r,-et nhe ~o .-. o

b 555 isbiaed a~acot -St.VILLAGS 0? RANTOUL cOMwnOzLxEz

*~~~. ''or -'' aoctd affectiedooo r.t 3eer ; i
,f the Ph, 1, F-n O,-ote~ttio Dis-ict. 5 es mces an ad-a- eed anta, ner cc al i

Ana~ Is Std o hanue Ai eor Base.

,nfn~t~m s-.-nn
5

in -a.-,.I.3.3 Methods:2 3.31 Ecoesict activity

S5 An idependenty e elvd erS;eha: ta C u hutSetp~cModelr nI ts yalxsM. 5 MS)1 is- the method -it pro etng- -.. 'ca area
A. Ilobs, earnings, and Sales wi1thi ýnte Proposed Act-co Andth

ltAciatuo a! tecoatvS. Thksgivencreates proiI~t i ns thaT ate -ore

jone
Chif tm sice3.3.4 - Rawn~use proJected based on tarn base ch-age or Ravenus.

estimated based on a per-capita basis

So AS stated the revenue Impacts are estimated .0 ta'-aeors
x ota and non-tan revneue. tam revenues are e st mated based onItan base e.g. taxable retail males and assessed vaios. To1 b:asappears ho be determined am part of toe R.tBMli model. ti;i_-Ia

Ireonhhns are based on per-capita prn~ect.-ons also derived tr -he
R . M itmoel The R15511 model pro-ecton 1` an be nibs' ao' :aliy

-- h ened epedin onthe structure of t he model.

3.3.6 -Utilities

1 ,,Ma'or assumptions listed ~nanalyzing the poteotia. e'fects in
tites anticipatem the Village wiA: assume nenepoon~ibi: 1 If

7.1 all1 it:
1
iies except theatural a system and pono-y ten-am

I pantu, ai tlt demandm can he i--blu a,. y -t.mxd
dependin g on the results of the model.

3.4 - Affected nyviroasnt. (baseline)-

Ppat ion changes and housing demand wnuld u-no on bl.,er-:ndS1by pro-mopt~ion methods Used is the model. Table 3.4-I -. . .-Jý

Atta: onent Li- Page

DOCUMENT 150 DOCUMENT ISE

Snet. -inhers as adirect reu-' If Ine -n ao rins at ., r M~.-.
RIMS: oh- 0101c 7. hese metnods -ee's her-- F.a'to e .Ir -he;' -- It: r :,I-niL, arenraSie hoods -ILa - 35OANT~

r fnt~h y. 1 1.....Nat
RANTOUL ttLttOis14 aimss

3.4.3 - Public service. 1237, mt-amTO4

`prA ; . ; h- .t-ra. he I1 fi a: SI be ihlclrr ect
Inc ro -~.0 e-i d Fr -Jim See p tnx-o appear :cconrm-t and t Tcag`B
puni e ta thne lltn.Paoi pcplhniis 

o:roes
.:ei ~ ~~ a A e b . __ e nnn: n.no for te Village Ifr 3 iuim4
of Pt - - 4,nit-i a mire appnipriute methnod is ondedn to

prod- rea-, rprn->os A stord~ard ratio of employees
t5.5 n-p.. 7e5 Fe- P.1. pianiuor, 13 popo-at~on nay not be an :PC -TMNappr -inh'aIA a> Sulia crOce S. Police protection i3N -RANUT A IR RCE BASE hF'JlPSETL MATSTTMN

-s a ttn ncttac -de enforcement as to t e , lee If Semvice
tht 0 nlrr-Jd~A. a ri ,eo -Z n popultion to the parks and necreatln system in

PanoIat7idrsI a ed, especia'l-y in the Nr.-Ao~at io and

Table 3.4-15 - local govesrnent na1wlyeust arising finm close" ace Village to asinine -he presec -teresrnttn facilise in It.he tame
g1 woul be greatl'y influ~enced by the population of Rantoul. C~ue to

;t*,I*, at eS numbe rs prdcd from tne ratio Ofh f act our department is sibsidirel beyond the present recreation
theIS p _ se ns -any actiolta woul'd affect Village revenue li~-c-mlstecoedeoluten M.PT., etc., dill directly affect -ou buget3,4.3,3 -Police protection - future baseline Spcfcrferene to park an reonreat~on . ystm in theZrft E1S arm reaual accurate . The purpose cfouprsn adS 15Fri iph s a -loch edamp~e of the Ciejeent in 3.4.3. A itre park and recreation yoe istated accurately -YThhere Its

S1 redu. cm .arala -~-u~n al .t ve'edsarily produce fictuation I h he ac reýage~rteferredS-c a s open space tr ugh.utIprop,; , - -at rwu- :the po~ice officers reguired to provide document hut the toata is uduaiiy s--se tthe actud, figure.
t~e nce forro- ce regocrCd po int north mentiinicg is that the .cuetcntnooyrfers

3 4 4 - Public Finances Village Of Afitfol 2.4 -ýhe. need for buff~er roses around both .cnrIa. andI -eI1enti.I

* haer ree:f he tid pni-ics te bsisfornaryof he aras ~e.the SOuthwest -crner of the base). The bufe none
ormvey important open spaces needed to naontaio the I ntegrity of

hree-f -heStuy podies -e bsisforman oftheout park system. Wildlife popular co habitat, hod setiand impartS1re.Ioar-.t fa-sns-a eemn the snortfall numfbers3 in the study. are properly described an hudntbe affecte.d by any of the
]7ine' 1cr. methods prdce :I-cdurate revenue and expenditure alechcsfrreuse;

0  I am asgld to see that the maO parsp e shrfl Is nd ciaeao.ad rceto facilities a n open jpaoe in the basear
continuously referred toas future public ares

A genral mmem' :The facts and fig-ies med i:n he So'.ioecono 'c spans
analysis see woostn ith toe trghu tinproes TheThere are icditcies -tos study that stand out. Trying to Iak~ena io Imp act spccifically S it - iscsse to a osepy

substant ate- a number ta t stands outý leads bank hi Chapter 3. S1 grea tegee. It is our assumption that the nenooation if existing
nhap t er I appears so be the .aS- for many of. the metnods, models, fs--i.:Inte- mentioed,,in sect ion 1.4-. pg I-n fo 52 million
ratic fs,~ am ar asum an that were usd to produce numbers has sc-hemig to o ait the air miei r et- n an-a-othat -reinhiim in heroy Many are7as of public service coperoi:-i rem necessary in a nmhnI to fatite ...ad cold be
sith liffcrcms :cnst r~t-uns are represented tornughost this study. t he tea- ing system at t he Forum, I'inoot h e a: .1r;eec ofhlS, It P--a em appnopniat.e that fartherr rview he done to validate 54 in Wi.low Pond -lil Ziurse, and toe Put hase ht n metfrI he Oe-ry of th In schools used for evaluation and ietthe fiu and yout h oconter.

che .tera,', -- :n :f ..-......oýboeic n1s,,rces or appropriate metnod.
be .- rp cra.ýed 1 tc*he study to insure the projections denived Pcr.ariI. hoa

Attachment S - Page 
fiitdwthNtoa era n n akA~c8,

1ieni9 Perk & PeCresIom Sor~ety

KM6
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____ RANTOUL
A N RIJNIS.'0 proposed ises, Rantoul would Buffer a burjen of eop-rSe 1.e -- --heI ee to to1re additional firemen and to ouzf.t, tn. zeeded peisorne.
&* s I erewas no cost assoc ated wttthos i..pact one 'he 'XLa.~asiirrrutih er cur rent ForehDepatrtment rc~r sun .Iohr, Ftk,- forne rýanro.._______F; r. e _ief, on. 1h 3tatmenet to the Pot. o Works Commotee lateIN) OCITU TANNER P.O sox .8 1AYTOi L. LLI~SOI561hlga -,; '" P-181Mar~uary 10, ".940, a COPY Of which is attacned.

tsrhojld be noted that as tine passes, costs quoted in -hata

Daniel E. CU Ik Ina~A! ii rUU C CI.,Ief ItS pentor

March 25, Cý 391't. _-. Thocas ".arto.
C:necor of P rograms a1 Environmental
71oision. AFRCE - Bm00EV

NotnAFB . Cal ifo0rni'a 3 2409-b448
(4132-4 891

lwould like to point out two items that concern the Village of

Stat ement Disposal and Reuse Of Chanute Air Force Base of Rantoul,

7h e first item oS on page 3-9, Section 3.2.3.1,dealing with off-
l. ~ arndtuse. tn runwte tay in hues tof moie hoea arsnhtdraSe ln is.:sttstathof-bas lnat the north end of5.2 Sepaatedbyoacant land. The area- is flat and drains to t he

S 0Q nas otothe base. This statement is falIse. TSe Vill1age of
Rn" t mCommittee has looksda ti problem for the pat

h ze yer S Thearea d rains3 to %theeasts northeast. Where the
water enter Villa ge o f Rantou.l Storm Drai nage System, whichdischarges to a driage dit ch near the Vi llage Waste Wa terTreatment Plant.

S1 Th~esecond item deals wits the Village of Rantoul Fire Department.
According, to the Chanute Air Force Base Sociooeconomic Impact
IAnalysis Study. which States in Sections 4.1.3.4 and 4.,2. 3.4 on
IFire pro0te c tion, that the base squadron has assisted t he RantoulI I Fore Department Only Once in. the last ten years. This is a falseIstatemen t. On several occasions each year the base squadron hasbeen helpful in assisting toe% Rantoul Dept. in fi re and researvsituations, would like to poin t out that Rantoli a pai per

all iredepartment, wchstressesifire training andlf safty
-echnigis Ranrioul require all thei firemen to haneacetfd
firefighter 2 status from the Stat of Illinois. Most Rantoul

81freflignterscgo on to obtain firefighter 3 status with specoaliwed
r~ainn I hh1n ert&ain areas of fire service training. If t he Vill 1ageerc to a$, re sonrsibilit y for fire protection ont Chanute A ir

DOCUMENT JiG( DOCUMENT isG

ATC EWGEIS CONCERNSICOMIyrutiad

CýLOGJRK EIN CONCER"SCOMMEIU 41 and office complex for C&S Sanitation. This site is seer, or adjacest to, an inusduiarml
FINAL PUBLIC HEARING 2.1 aerr which contamns landfills and other waste sites Analysis for this potential wsee

April 27. 1"91
Raintoul, Illinois should be isrluded in the RIS as impact on cleanup es wmell ae on surrounding aream

Closure Baselitre: must be addressed- See attached letter.
I The baseline selected by the comissiosmon paints a very roey picture throutgh thi Museumam.Devanmen :

1. earo2024. Whetis left out of thse picture is the condition of thse economy hum She 51pouThe Museum Committee has identified an area of the property it wishe to

1.4 ur daeo coe .19 hog h er21.I the no-action siterissaime, 2.1 prcre formuseumnand associated activities. Some Of tse prosperty is to be used flr

cessidiered. T1^ economic environment sowld be dficeatr"OUc and the 11Arkta Comsmercial Deeom an

potential drametIAclly reduced. It is recommend that another column be added to She The Industrialommemia Committee hac proposed ans alternate use ollmrrmt
charts depicting the possible alternatives for rederelopmnwn to address this 1111411et 2-1 ridntial property which we,41 not addressed in the ENS. See attached 411mamy

2 Table 2.6-2 should be modified to add the column itedavelooment Plartd IftR9--

1.4 391 snd additional study shouild be conducted to analyze the environmental imapact 71 j The Education Committee has, proposed in alternate Use plan for a Reateeci
Or a panod of redevelopment without any of the etated alternatives ta11king VhIM 2-1 Technsology Aseesmeist Center which wavs inst addremssed in tse S13. See ailseaed

Simply stating that *no action* reoualte in 'no impacts' is not Only Misleadinmg beim is ummary.

totally, untrue.

3oae f~ltsa the gWl muree is not considered under tha nmaction sitemmare

Z3ag 25.2 itis essential that minimum maontenance be peovided even Vifsa Golem

ilsou" become Usa reality us order to guarantee lstirss Wsle poteintisal at I0a

impreved Peepof .

2. 4 Iuismee baa liem ehisam Sn he ong arsea hr eeem air& tradir Odaom
2.1
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DOCUMENT 15G DOCUMENT 15G

BASERE~rTILIZATION PLAN. ARTS/CULTLIFIVAIR MUSEUM7t tont'd)

11 Facilities Required Include__________
Introductio______________ _________

I5UILDDIN NUMBER r BITLODING NAME PROPOO SED :1

8 The Arts and Culture Committee and the Air Mulseum Commnittee, with 589 Farnisiks, Clob I sosuen

ai sponsorship of Prairie Aviation Museum and the Chanuate Heritage Foundation. 55V.,-g offimar * Dopiy

propose to preserve the historical and cuiltural aspects of Chanute PiES through

fornmulation of the Octave Chanute Miuseum and Conference Center as a viable We.lis

ccilio"inesoe of the aircraft currently on static display on Chanute AOB and th 553mn Ou-tii D.

Officer's Open Mess IFonmnarker Club) building and surrounding struictWC5s. asVste ttee aa

well as the WWII Barracks boildings and the old Chapel (The Steeple). Under ___________Quarter

553 Vmruine Oflsnw. H-1a

this alternative proposal the current officer's temporary and visiting quarters Qusearters__________

would be converted into a hotel -. temporary living facilities into display 5" at Hwnous Bath HunowisgPe

butildungs and classrooms, the Thrift Shop and Supply Storage into storage. the mea baith Housae Hieti Haus

five family living duplexes into an International Language Village and Aviation ssg VIP Sashlsel Display
offirse's Quarts.s ___________

Camp. and the Fanosarker Club building into a display building and meeting 106 WWII Baerrecks DispLay
110 WWII 0a.re.6 Parts

facility for the Convention Center and restaurant for all visitors. The pool wouldol us Ch.pel chap.l Display

be ruan by the Hotel complex. These proposals are in the planning phase and 517 Pikso Pand. parking

fintanctng has we been finealied. Wil Married Toomprearsy tslsadefatialo
(ILV) dma Sp.W

~gtlU66Av~~ Cameo

1. Thei Octave Chanute Museum and Convention Center would be bounded by MB Mlarried Tasieasssy ILV said SAns
_________________ lue Aesiuisa Camp

Aircraft; Drive sand Superfoart an the North, connected by Fallew Drive and 07 MarslTrporir ILY anal Spew)
Hassai Aviaionse C~p

Mustang Street and a line extending to the south froma Heritage to liberatoir on 5011 Miarrid Tnspsaesar ILV and Span
Housing Aviation Camip

the East. libersator Drive an the Soith and the wet forces line and Thunderbird See learned Temporary ILV and Spans)

Drive connected by Heritage Drie an the West Hossing Aeiauion Coals

DOCUMENT 15G DOCUMENT 15G

BASE REUL111I7ATION PLAN. A8MJJLITLRNJAI MUSEUM% (coned) I~US ETI1.ffATZL!

Ill. As listed in parogroph 1. all buildings, groonds and supporting struactures 9 rp h nlsaa/omrilCmitepooetecmecaiaimo

would be osed to support the Aviation Moseumo which is the primary thrust of this2. tasaWlimbr:othMdwt.asavbeatrniefrth

proposal redevelopment of'Cheanote Air Force Base Thus tournst attraction and business

center, which when combined with adjacent parks and recreation areas, would

IV No butilding currently exists in the Villsge of Rantoul to accommodate due present a bit of history in east central Illinois for the retail consumer. Thes

proposal, The historical significance of Chanute AFBS and its namesake must be facilities would be developed for uses ouch as. professional offices (law. medical.

preserie Thus proposal accomplishes that objective insa self-supporting way dental, investment-brokerage, real estate. insurance. etc.); or commercial actividose

including, art studios, restaturants, bed and breakfast, shape and boutiques., that

V As stated in the ERA study, the muosenm operation on its own would not be would preserve the outside appearance of the bauildings, so that the historical

able to operate without significant contributions. The Stats of Illinois has been atmosphere would prevail. The comtamittee futhier proposes exterior renovation. mia

contacited for a grant on thitTounsta side. The Chanute Heritage Foundation ha include, old style lamp posts snd cobblestone streets to more completely establish

agreed to sponsor the museum in its infancy. The Convention Center. the pol the desired atmosphere.

eand the International Language Village would contribute to the operation and I. The following buialdings are proposed for comameracialiostioss.

defray the costs forecast in the ERA study. Fortlier financial studies are currently SlUflDINGAS5 PRESET 1 FILTUEM
___________ DESIGNATION I DESIGNATION

unewy5.6.,9. 10, 11 Senior Officer Hosag Rtzlrfeia

70-74, endl 8&90 Officr Housing Rti
VL The museumi fouindation would oversee tse management of the complex and 78. 79, 60, 61.682 Senior Officer IHouiissg Retail

will act as the board of governoes concerns"i operstiona. Studies anssti 75. 84, !3. IS Garages Storage

assdsewmy on the segansasltional charL6 2. The buildingsg would be used as hasted in paragraph I for

commer.1ai/rotail/profeosionall developme,.l %a a touriet/ehoppsng
Attachaienter I. Intrstismmaoa Langage Wand Cultural Program district with peaotiaall dusA I I atr thus purpose through PUD6

2. Air Musem le
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DOCUMENT i5G DOCUMENT 15a

RANTOUL TECWIIO IG AMESHSMENT C111MESNOCATIONAL ACADEM

introduction:

10 The Education Corntnittee proposes. as an alternative plan. the Rantouj

2.111 Technology Assessment Center, The proposed Center Will be an institution which

will be supported by the State Board of Education for the purpose of assessing the

BASE REUTLIZATION PLAN, U'EDU ELUJCOMMERCIAL lcont'dl industrial skills of secondary students, as well as poet secondary students who

3 There is no other area in Rantoul to support this type of development. have completed vocational programs in either local districts at the secondary

The nearness to the proposed airport facility makes this development schools or through the Tech/Prep programs of the Illinois Community Collages.

opportunity essential to support traffic forecasts in conjuniction with The skills which will be assessed will be responsive to the goals of industry saxid

the airport. Thin proposal insures the areas are released for public manufacturing associations.

purchase as a unit to effect the areas of the surrounding airport Cns

district- Students will come to the Center for a comprehensive evaluation which will

4. Private sources will be sought to finance the "Williamsburg of the take about three to five days. During this time students will be housed in the

MideaL. airport shopping and professoinal district, former Air Force dormitories and will be evaluated in laboratories and classrooms

5. A private developerls) would manage the area within the Village of Smith Hall on the Chanute Air Force Base.

ordinances. 1. The following is an inventory o~fsfcilities need@&*

6. Financing of these proposed uses will be dependent on future BUUDING PRES9iT FUTUDEz
___________ DESGNATION DESIGNATION

financial asasisance brm cosmmsrcialt/rtail developeir(s) and grants son awh mesa e

from appropriate sped".e Admunuistratims
_______________ _______________ Counseling Center

306 Dormitory Sleeping Quarfi
____________ __________ I Dinning Facift

Parking Lot (2) Parking Lot Student Parkiag
__________ I I_______ Employee, Parkii

2. The budidngs and parking lea~) beted in paragraph #1 will be used

in the following war.

DOCUMENT 150 DOCUMENT 15G

BASS REUTILIZATION PIAN. RANTOUL ASES CENTERtNC. ACADEMY BASE REUTILIZATION PEAN. RANTOUL ASSESSa CEITER/VOC. ACADENY

a) Smith Hall and the classroom. office, and laboratory furnishings, experiences for the assessment center. Machinery may be used

as well os all land associated with the building to North. West. South, without disturbance from one room to another, etc.

aod one-half the distance between building 66 and 68 to the East of Building 306 would have enough space to hold up to t000 students

Smith Hall. will be used for classrooms and assessmient laboratories, sod could accommodate the needs of this as program as welt as the

as well as sffices for administration and counseling-, housing and food service needs of several other programs.

b) Dormitory building 306 and all the furniture for student rooms. 4. Funding Sources:

sffices. lounges, dining hells, and kitchen equipment, as well as the This program will be a state program which will operate the

land, including the parking lot, defined as Mareuder Street on tebuildings. Additionally there will be industtial support for upkeep

Hondh. South along Thunderbolt Street to Flying Port Street. West and new machinery. 'Mere would also be a self-supporting room and

along Flying Fort Street to the East oide of the parking lot, South bioard charge.

along the East side of the existing parking lot to the South line ot 5, Staffinjr

said parking lot and then West along the South side extended to The Statte Wil organiest staff for ev. luation and counseling as well

Thunderbird Drive. North along Thunderbird Drive to a line extended as food service and housekeeping contracts.

from Marauder Street, will be used for sleeping quarters for students

going through the program. The dinnng halls will be used her

feedling of these same studentt

c) The pearking lot ismssdiiately sacrss Deetroyesr lret firom Soultb

led. ad all assocated with the parking lo to the North. Keet. Weed.

andl twenty feeit South of the parking lot, and the parking list

described! sbe" (b) will he usedl to park care of students, as weill as

employees.

3. Justification by building.

1~k~j" to best saited he beth the laheesteer asad classroomes
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C & S Sanitary Co. Cztia,,t "q)
Art. S1teve. A Rod Combest

123S C;*ilofy
88.10vi. Ilhioo~u SIM

(217) 803-3679

March 21, 1991 oftI I
Villa ofRantoul

333 S. Tanner

Rantou . II6(1866
Att Mr R.y oudeaux

Re: Base ReUse

CiS aitary would like to &quire property on the base,

2.111 meh I~ta becomes available. See attached map for location.

This itc ui be usd forCa transfer station, shop, and -4A -. , 1
of fic IforwC 6 5 Sanitary Co.h

If you need further infornation please call me and I will
be happy to furnish it.

sincerely,. -

Stev CTebert

General anager 9 ~W

DOCUMENT lii DOCUMENT 16

4 'RANTOUL
AN ILUNOtS

III SOUTH T4 SNER PO a0( 8 AtOIL 04 ffPLLIAORI (ff F. fGP*9R3f

Man .1991 
=ms' a*p

John 0 Rittenhoos
Deputy for Inotallations
The Petagon. Rocom 417940 May 1, 1991
Wasbfogtnn. 6C 20330

Dew, Mr Rittmnhnuse.
Lt. C1. To.e mortal

Recently. fdiscussfing the various properties on Chanute Air Forcf Base, you asked if I DIrec-tor of Proqgramat and Environment
could provide a lat of buildings the Village of Rantoul was csvinwrced mealty ought to he AFRcz-MS/OElp
torn doeiir The following buildings Ot that description Mforton AMI California 92409-6448

Building 0732(Th. Old Stables)built . 1917 Dear Lt. Col. Bartol:

Building 0125 iSupply aed Storage Facility) Thedraft environmental impact statement l(sI) end so~cioecontmIc
built in 1942. ipct analysis study for the proposed disposal and reuse of

Chanute Air Force Base have ben reviewed. The impacts on the
Buil ding 8107 (Old Cold Storagel built fin 1954 highma network around the base appear tothave bee~n adequately

addresYsed. We, therefore. bays no comments to offer on either
Building 05M0. OM 1. $552,.6553,.0554 sod all document.
Struc~tur5 esonalaAtd e"th it (Main Se6.4p Sincerely yours.
Treatment and Disposal Plantf built fn 1940,

Ennie V. 11ea1thcoclt. Director
In all Instances. as far ase can he dfrtermined. these buildings have bees nondemned and offilce of Planninq BProqroam Developmnt
,ie marked for demnlf lin The seesge treatment end disposal on base is sow, linked
emth the Vdilge of Rantouj's secage, tmotatms plant making obsolete the old mass
treatment and disposal plant. and the other buildings haited stand empty at thin time

IIWe ciertainly oppimcnale soy help you can give us in mooring that these buildings ewll he by-. Paul 0. Quinn
3.1 Itorn donns helire the Air Forar departs the property Reglloefal Swrlrsemotal Specialist

Thanka ver murk for your assistance.
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